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«Το mainstream,
στην εποχή μας, είναι
η... χαζομάρα»

Της ΔΕΣΠΟΙΝΑΣ ΣΑΒΒΟΠΟΥΛΟΥ
«Πριν από δέκα χρόνια ζήλευα αρκετά
τραγούδια άλλων. Πλέον μόνο δύο δίσκοι το χρόνο από αυτούς που κυκλοφορούν αισθάνομαι ότι κάτι έχουν να
μου πουν».
Η διαπίστωση ανήκει στον Φοίβο
Δεληβοριά, έναν από τους πιο συνεπείς και με εντελώς προσωπικό ύφος
Ελληνες τραγουδοποιούς, που χτυπά την πόρτα της επικαιρότητας μόνο όταν έχει κάτι να πει. Γι’ αυτό και
άφησε να περάσουν τέσσερα χρόνια
για να… το ρίξει «Εξω». Κάτω από αυτό
τον τίτλο συγκέντρωσε τα καινούργια
του τραγούδια.
«Είναι γεγονός ότι το mainstream,
στην εποχή μας, είναι η... χαζομάρα. Να είμαστε συνεχώς χαρούμενοι
σαν ήρωες διαφήμισης. Θα ήθελα να
υπάρχει μεγαλύτερος χώρος για την
εσωτερική μας φωνή. Να αποδεχτεί
ο μέσος άνθρωπος και τη μελαγχολία του. Οι ακροατές που αναζητούν
το αέναο ροζ ή το φιλάρεσκα καταθλιπτικό άκουσμα είναι μισοί».

top 10 newspaper designs

The Guardian, UK • Politiken, Denmark
• Bergens Tidende, Norway • St.
Petersburg Times, Florida • Eleftheros
Typos, Greece • De Morgen, Belgium
• elEconomista, Spain • Excelsior,
Mexico • Expresso, Portugal •
Äripäev, Estonia
Το έντεχνο τραγούδι έχει κατηγορηθεί για την εσωστρέφειά του.
Εσείς έχετε καταφέρει να ισορροπήσετε το τραγούδι σας ανάμεσα
στην εσωστρέφεια και την εξωστρέφειά σας. Τι αντίκτυπο έχει
αυτό στο κοινό;
Δέχομαι θετικές και αρνητικές επιθέσεις από το κοινό. Αλλοι με κατηγορούν ότι δεν είμαι αρκετά ελαφρύς
και προτιμούν να ακούν Χατζηγιάννη,
ενώ άλλοι θεωρούν ότι δεν είμαι πολύ σοβαρός και βρίσκουν σαχλαμάρα
τις χιουμοριστικές μου αναφορές ή το
γεγονός ότι μιλάω για τους φίλους μου

ΦΩΤΟ: ΕΙΡΗΝΗ ΜΙΧΟΠΟΥΛΟΥ

στους στίχους. Ετσι είναι το κοινό, άλλοτε σου κάνει «επιθέσεις» αγάπης και
άλλοτε επιθέσεις κριτικής.
Ποιες προτιμάτε;
Τις αρνητικές επιθέσεις σαφώς. Tις κάνουν είτε άνθρωποι που έχουν αυστηρότητα λόγω υψηλού πνευματικού
κριτηρίου και πρέπει να τους ακούς
ή απλώς κομπλεξικοί. Αναγκαστικά
τους ακούς κι αυτούς. Η αντιπαράθεση μαζί τους είναι κάτι δημιουργικό.
Πιστεύω και στους κριτικούς. Αρκεί να
τολμούν να εκτεθούν και να γράψουν
αρνητικά. Και για τους σταρ...
Σας αρέσει δηλαδή να σας… κολλάνε στον τοίχο;
Είναι μια πολύ δημιουργική διαδικασία. Σημαίνει ότι δεν έχω… πεθάνει και

page 159

top 5 website designs

elpais.com, Spain • guardian.
co.uk, England • The Globe & Mail,
Canada • 24sata.hr, Croatia
Times Online, UK
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Introduction
By
George Brock

Welcome to Trends in Newsrooms 2008, the best-selling publishing paradox.
Much of the material in here comes from the internet, many of the debates are about
the integration of print and online but TiN nevertheless appears – by public demand
– in both print and digital format.

I’m delighted to say you are reading the most successful publication which the World
Association of Newspapers and World Editors Forum have ever produced. We’re
happy to think that TiN 2007 helped editors across the globe and we hope that this
one does the same.
This edition contains the results of our second Newsroom Barometer, conducted
in association with Zogby International and Reuters. As in 2007, this survey of just
over 700 editors worldwide banishes any idea that editors are gloomy or pessimistic
about the future or that they have been slow in adapting to the changes which digital
technology has wrought. As you will see from John Zogby’s summary of the results,
editors remain confident about a mixed-media future and have quietly got on with
the business of integrating their newsrooms. The optimism is not universal and it is
tempered by anxiety that newspapers are not investing enough in recruitment and
training for the future.
Newspaper managements might reply that investment remains risky when it isn’t
yet clear where the income from digital publishing is supposed to come from. But
newspaper businesses are made by content which creates and sustains demand.
The first newspapers did not come about when someone assembled advertising
platforms, distribution networks and hardware and afterwards looked for content to
put into that system.

George Brock
WEF President
Saturday Editor, The Times
United Kingdom

V
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The sequence of events was the reverse. Somebody wants to tell as many people as
possible something of interest or importance, discovers a sustained curiosity in that
information or opinion and eventually a publishing operation grows up to supply the
demand. The chain reaction is sparked by interest in the story, view, picture, interview, column, cartoon that’s on offer. Without that first moment of ignition, nothing
else happens.
You think this sounds a little basic? It is. But you would be surprised how often this
simple reality is forgotten as today’s media businesses struggle to adapt to a world
in which digital technology is rewriting the economics of news publishing.
Online news and opinion has now been with us for long enough to see that no prediction
about the future of news which is based on technology alone can tell us the future.
Newspapers are not just ink marks on squashed trees: they are what people trust,
they amuse people, in short they are a collection of ideas and information with which
a reader forms a relationship. Where journalism – whether professional, citizen or
any mixture of the two – creates that relationship, something lasting is born and can
be sustained. You can see examples of success and failure both online and in print.
As the first flush of online innovation and enthusiasm wears off, we can see more
clearly that some of the online successes will grow very big indeed, but that only the
best will prosper. Making information available – and the web makes it available as
never before – does make it wanted. Newspapers which innovate and adapt will also
survive because their qualities are more important than the medium. Some of the
failures in both online and print will be terminal.
I read the message of this year’s Newsroom Barometer as an appeal from editors to
their companies to be bold in the face of change and as a sign that they themselves
intend to make the most of new opportunities. Most editors are clear that the essential
qualities of good journalism can adapt to a new medium. They accept as a fact needing no further debate that their papers will now reach their constituency by several
channels and not by one.
This is of course only my opinion and you’re free to disagree: don’t forget that you
can do so visibly. Trends in Newsrooms, which you are reading now, was originally
born from posts at www.editorsweblog.org. That remains today the best source of
intelligence for anyone wanting to follow newsroom trends all over the planet. Tell us
what you know. Tell us what you think.

George Brock,
President of the World Editors Forum
www.worldeditorsforum.org
www.trends-in-newsrooms.org
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Report’s Sources
and Copyright Issues

Many thanks to all of our Editors Weblog sources that have helped make this report possible. The goal of The Editors Weblog, an
online publication of the World Editors Forum, is to summarize the main ideas of press-related articles and to facilitate direct
access to them. We never reprint complete articles and we respect international copyright rules by only quoting excerpts from
and properly sourcing related articles.
Our main online sources are : 47news.jp (Japan) • AdAge.com (USA) • Aftenposten (Norway) • Aftonbladet (Sweden) • Agence France Presse
(France) • Agencyfaqs (India) • Al Jazeera (Qatar) • Allafrica.com (USA) • American Journalism Review (USA) • American Press Institute (USA)
• An Nahar (Lebanon) • Answers.com (USA) • AOL Money & Finance (USA) • Apple Daily (Taiwan) • Arab News (Saudia Arabia) • Arab Press
Network (France) • Associated Press (USA) • Association of Online Publishers (UK) • Backfence (USA) • Bakotopia/Bakersfield Californian (USA)
• Baristanet.com (USA) • Bayosphere (USA) • BBC News (UK) • Bild (Germany) • Boston Globe (USA) • Boston Herald (USA) • Brand Republic
(UK) • Broadcasting & Cable (USA) • Business Week (USA) • Buzz Machine / Jeff Jarvis (USA) • Canada.com (Canada) • CB News (France) •
CBS Marketwatch (USA) • Center for Citizen Media (USA) • China Daily (China) • CityTools (USA) • ClickZ (USA) • Clubic.com (France) • Cnet.
com (USA) • CNN Money (USA) • CNN News (USA) • Columbia Journalism Review (USA) • Commonwealth Press Union (UK) • Corante (USA)
• Corriere della Sera (Italy) • Courrier International (France) • Crowdsourcing blog (USA) • Cyberjournalist.net (USA) • Daily Star (Lebanon)
• Daily Times (Nigeria) • DailyMe (USA) • Dan Gillmor’s weblog (USA) • del.icio.us (USA) • Der Spiegel (Germany) • Der Standard (Austria)
• Die Welt (Germany) • digg.com (USA) • Digital Deliverance (USA) • DMEurope (The Netherlands) • Dotjournalism.co.uk (UK) • Editor &
Publisher (USA) • El Commercio (Peru) • El Mercurio (Chile) • El Mundo (Spain) • El Pais (Spain) • eMarketer (USA) • European Journalism
Centre (The Netherlands) • Facebook (USA) • Fakt (Poland) • Financial Times Deutschland (Germany) • Finanz Nachrichten (Germany) •
First Draft with Tim Porter (USA) • Flickr (USA) •Follow the Media (Switzerland) • Forbes (USA) • Future of the newspaper (France) • Gaceta
de Prensa (Spain) • Gannett (USA) • Global Voices (USA) • Google Blog Search (USA) • Gazeta Wyborcza (Poland) • Google News (USA) •
High Plains Messenger (USA) • Holdthefrontpage (UK) • IFEX (Canada) • IFRA newsletter (Germany) • I Want Media (USA) • Info Periodistas
(Spain) • Inform.com (USA) • Instapundit (USA) • International Herald Tribune (USA / France) • Internetnews.com • JoongAng Daily (South
Korea) • Japan Media Review (USA) • Japan Times (Japan) • Joi Ito’s blog (Japan) • Journalism Hope (USA) • Kaleva (Finland) • Knight
Center for Americas (USA) • Knight Foundation (USA) • Komsomolskaya Pravda (Russia) • Korea Herald (South Korea) • La Voz de Galicia
(Spain) • Lawrence Journal World (USA) • Le Monde (France) • Lexdon Business Library (USA) • Libération (France) • Los Angeles Times
(USA) • MacWorld (USA) • Mail & Guardian (South Africa) • Marketwatch (USA) • Média Café (USA) • Media Life Magazine (USA) • Media
Mob Blog (USA) • Mediabistro (USA) • Media Channel (USA) • Media Culpa / Hans Kullin (Sweden) • MediaGuardian / The Guardian (UK) •
MediaPost / MediaDailyNews (USA) • Media-ratings (France) • Mediaweek (UK) • MediaBulletin (UK) • Metro (Norway) • Miami Herald (USA)
• Micro Persuasion/ Steve Rubel (USA) • Mignon Media (France,USA) • Morningstar (USA) • MSNBC (USA) • MySpace (USA) • Naples News
(USA) • National Union of Journalists (UK) • New Assignment (USA) • New Haven Independent (USA) • NewsNow (UK) • New York Business
(USA) • New York Daily News (USA) • New York Observer (USA) • New York Post (USA) • New York Times (USA) • News Designer (USA) •
Newsnow (UK) • NewsOK (USA) • Newsosaur (USA) • Newspaper Association of America (USA) • Newspaper Innovation (The Netherlands) •
Newspapers and Technology (USA) • Newsplex / IFRA (Germany / USA) • Newsroom.de (Germany / Austria) • NewsTrust (USA) • Newsvine
(USA) • Newswatch (India) • Nieman Institute (USA) • NRC Next (The Netherlands) • NSK (Japan) • NSK News Bulletin Online/Pressnet (Japan)
• OhmyNews (South Korea) • Online Journalism Review (USA) • Paidcontent.org / Rafat Ali (USA) • Periodistas21 / Juan Varela (Spain) •
Personlich (Germany) • Philadelphia Inquirer (USA) • PJNet / Leonard Witt Poynter Institute (USA) • Press Gazette (UK) • Presstime / NAA
(USA) • Pressthink / Jay Rosen (USA) • Publicitas (Switzerland) • Publico (Portugal) • / Puget Sound Business Journal (USA) • Raw Story
(USA) • Red Herring (USA) / Reporters sans Frontières (France) • Reuters (UK) • Revver (USA) • Rocketboom (USA) • Sacramento Bee (USA)
• SAFMA (Pakistan) • Salon (USA) • San Francisco Chronicle (USA) • San Jose Mercury News (USA) • Scoopt (UK) • Seattle Times (USA) •
Siliconvalley.com (USA) • Simon Waldman (UK) • Slate (USA) • SmallTownPapers (USA) • Society for News Design (?) • Society of Editors
(UK) • Spokane Spokesman Review (USA) • Straits Times (Singapore) • Steve Yelvington (USA) • Sunday Herald (Scotland) • Sunday Times
(South Africa) • Susan Mernit’s Weblog (USA) • TechCrunch (USA) • The Age (Australia) • The Denver Post (USA) • The Economist (UK) •
The Financial Times (UK) • The Independent online (UK) • The Nation (Thailand) • The Observer (UK) • The Telegraph (UK) • Time magazine
(USA) • Times of India (India) • Times online / The Times (UK) • Topix.net (USA) • Vanity Fair (USA) • Villamedia (The Netherlands) • Vindicator
(USA) • Visualeditors.com (USA) • Wall Street Journal (USA) • Washington City Paper (USA) • Washington Post (USA) • Westword.com (USA)
• Wikinews (USA) • Wired (USA) • Woophy (The Netherlands) • World Advertising Research Center (UK) • World Association of Newspapers
(France) • World Editors Forum (France) • Yahoo Finance (USA) • Yahoo News (USA) • Yomiuri Online (Japan) • YourHub (USA) • YouTube
(USA) • ZDNet (USA) •
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Who Participated
in the 2008 Survey
WORLD MAP OF RESPONDeNTS (in %)

Canada

Russia

Western
Europe

2%

Eastern
Europe

30%

5%

USA

23%
Middle East
North Africa

3%

Africa

4%

Latin
America

8%

Asia Others

5%

Japan

2%

India

4%

13%
Oceania

1%

NUMBER OF SURVEY’S PARTICIPANTS

704

435

March 2008

November
2006
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An overview of
the survey’s 704 respondents
and of their newspapers
Job TiTLE:

in %

A near majority of the 704 respondents were editors-in-chief (48%), and there were 124 managing editors (18%). All respondents were senior news
executives, there were neither journalists nor managers, as was the case in November 2006.
Three quarters of respondents were male, underlining a still existent gender gap among top newspaper editorial positions.
The number of respondents nearly doubled compared to last year’s survey, confirming that the Newsroom Barometer will gradually become an indicator
of newsroom and editorial trends for the industry as a whole.

AgE:

TYPE oF nEwsPAPER:

There were more
younger respondents
(23.5% under 40) than
in 2006, although senior
editors (age above 50)
still constituted 43% of
all respondents. The split
is representative of the
age range of newsroom
editors throughout the
world.

dAiLY PRinT CiRCULATion:

Compared to 2006,
this year’s newspapers
were more representative of the industry as
a whole, as two thirds
of respondents came
from regional or local
papers, compared to
a third from national or
international titles.

dAiLY wEb TRAFFiC:

Many editors from smaller
newspapers participated
in this year’s survey.
Nearly half of respondents worked for papers
with a print circulation of
less than 50,000 copies. 19% of respondents
worked for papers with
a circulation superior to
200,000 copies.

For 65% of respondents,
their daily website traffic was below 200,000
unique visitors per day,
which is also representative of the world press
on the whole. 6% still
didn’t have a website,
compared to 9% last
year.
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Redefining the 4th Estate:
Opinions of the Editors
By
John Zogby
Now, as the Internet struggles to define itself in
the shadow of the Fourth Estate, the question
remains: will these two mediums continue to
battle for supremacy or will they find stability
in an integrated symbiotic relationship? To help
bring clarity to this question, Zogby International
was commissioned by the World Editors Forum
and Reuters to survey 704 newspaper editors
The centuries-long hegemony of the ink and paper worldwide for the second in a series of annual
news model today faces its greatest threat—the ‘Newsroom Barometer Surveys.’
advent of an independent and free Internet-based
media. This threat was evidenced at the height of Perhaps the most important finding to emerge from
the 2005 British elections with the publication of the 2008 survey is that editors remain optimistic
the ‘Downing Street Memo’ by The Sunday Times. about the futures of their papers. As in the 2006
That short but potent document presented poten- Newsroom Barometer, the vast majority (84%)
tially damning evidence surrounding the planning are optimistic about the future of their paper. The
in the run-up to the Iraq War, and while British editors surveyed are as aware of what the future
papers seized the story, the leaked memo made may hold for their industry as they are unified in
only slight ripples in the American print media. their recognition of the underlying threats and
It did create, however, a surge within the rapidly potential solutions.
developing blog community who used the lack of
Continued on p6
traditional media coverage as a call to arms.
In the 550 years since the first pages of print
rolled off the presses in the German town of Mainz,
printed news evolved relatively unimpeded. Even
the invention and proliferation of radio and television failed to stymie the growth of newspapers,
largely due to the ability of newspapers to provide
more in-depth coverage.

John Zogby is president and CEO of
Zogby International, a New York-based
polling company which conducted the
Newsroom Barometer for Reuters and
WEF.

56%

of editors believe
news will be free

>>>

44%

see online as
the way of
reading news in
the future

>>>

35%

of editors want to
train journalists in
new media

>>>
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1. do YoU THinK THAT THE mAJoRiTY oF
nEws (PRinT And onLinE) wiLL bE FREE in
THE FUTURE?

answered ‘Yes’ last year. Only a third
of respondents (33%) believe news will
remain paid for. The future of the paidfor model – paid by users directly – is
A clear majority of respondents (56%) believe that the majority of increasingly put into question, even by
news will be free in the future, a significant evolution, as only 48% those who produce it.
Respondents from Western Europe, the
cradle of the paid-for model, were less

>

> % agreeing that news will be free (56% worldwide)

58

48
rest of
the world

44

61

likely to believe in free news (48%).
North American respondents were on
par with the average, at 58.5%. The shift
towards the free news model is more
apparent when it comes to ‘emerging’
newspaper markets: in South America,
Eastern Europe, Russia, the Middle East
and Asia combined, 61% of respondents
believed news would be free.
One might have expected Western
European and North American editors
to be more open to the free news model
(after giving birth to freesheets and free
online news), but many still think that
users should pay for a quality editorial
product.

euroPe’s trAdItIon of PAId news

2. LooKing 10 YEARs inTo THE FUTURE, wHAT
do YoU THinK wiLL bE THE mosT Common
wAY oF REAding THE nEws in YoUR CoUnTRY?

nificantly more so than print (30.6%
compared to 35% last year).
Overall, 63% thought a type of digital
platform will be the most common
Editors increasingly see online as the platform of reference format, including 11.5% for mobile
for news in the future (44% compared to 41% last year), now sig- and 7% for e-paper, a relatively high
figure combined (18.5%) for technologies that are still relatively uncommon.
Results for mobile and e-paper stayed
stable, indicating that news executives

>

> % seeing online as main news medium
(44% worldwide)

48

37

74
17

48

28

deVeloPInG mArKets stIcK to PrInt

3. iF PRoVidEd REsoURCEs To inVEsT in
EdiToRiAL QUALiTY, wHAT woULd YoU do
FiRST wiTHin THE nEwsRoom?

>

Across all categories, the responses illustrated two clear concerns for
editors, which superceded all others:
their staff needs to be attuned to new
media (35% of the respondents would
first train their staff in new media), and
they need more journalists to produce
quality coverage (31%, up from 22%
last year). As more newsrooms face
layoffs and tight budgets, editors are
increasingly seeking to safeguard
one of the main conditions to quality journalism: a team of qualified
journalists.
For editors from newspapers whose
number of journalists had decreased,
their main priority was to recruit more

perceived few major evolutions in these
technologies over the last year.
The answers varied greatly depending
on the geographic factor. Respondents
from Africa and Asia were the least
likely to see online (23.5% and 17%
respectively) and the most likely to see
print as the platform of reference (50%
and 57% respectively).
The split between answers from North
America and Western Europe showed
a significant divergence in their view
of digital platforms and attachment to
print: 12% of North Americans believe
in print (48% in online), whereas Western European editors believe in print
and online almost equally, respectively
at 36% and 37%.

journalists, at 50%, while also recognizing the necessity of new media
training, at 31%. Even among newspapers whose staff had increased,
26% of editors wished to recruit
more journalists (36% new media
training).
This clearly shows that, in the view of
editors, cutting staff and journalistic
resources is not a solution – to the
contrary – to resolve financial concerns a newspaper may have.
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Continued from p4
The Future

The Solutions

The majority of editors (56%) now believe that
most news (print and online) will be free in the
future—up from 48% in 2006. Nearly two-inthree editors (63%) believe that within a decade
the most common form of news consumption will
be some form of electronic media—whether online
(44%), mobile (12%) or through newer electronic
media like e-papers and tablets (7%). Less than
a third (31%) believe print will remain the most
common form of consumption.

When a majority of editors (54%) report that they
have an integrated newsroom, they may make
such statements not necessarily based on the
reality, but also out of necessity. Regardless
of whether integration has or has not occurred,
nearly all (86%) agree that it will be the norm in
the near future.
Editors also agree on the investments they would
make in their newsroom if given the opportunity.
The top two investments cited—training journalists in new media (36%) and recruitment of new
journalists (31%)—demonstrate that editors are
looking to make a commitment to the future.
And with the recognition that editorial innovation
is needed, 69% of editors agree that opinion and
analysis pages will play an increasingly larger
role in the future.

The perception of editors with respect to the future
is not limited to the news product itself. The
overwhelming majority (83%) agree that within
5 years their nation’s journalist workforce will
be expected to know how to produce content for
all platforms (e.g., print, video, audio and web).
Still, perception of the future is but one dimension
of the story -- the remainder is defined by the
threats to the industry and how editors address Yes, editors are optimistic about the future of their
papers, but they are also aware of the potential
those threats.
danger on the horizon. Less than half (45%)
believe the quality of journalism will improve over
The Threats
the next year. More than a quarter (28%) believe
By-and-large editors agree on the nature of the the quality will worsen; a finding reflected in the
threats posed to their industry. The decline in youth high level of importance editors place on the need
readership (58%), the rise in Internet and digital for investment in training and recruitment.
media (38%) and the lack of editorial innovation
(36%) all speak to the consensus that change For these editors the future is self-evident and
is imminent. And when asked to rank the chief our survey shows that they see the writing on the
sources of pressure to their newspaper’s inde- newsroom wall. The evolution of the 4th Estate is
pendence, editors point to advertisers (22%), no longer questions of if, when or how. Editors
shareholders (20%) and political forces (19%). now know the solution: Innovate. Integrate. Or
All pressure, no doubt, to confront the changing perish. .
reality through innovation and integration.
On one issue editors paint a mixed picture – the By John Zogby,
current state of their circulation and workforce. CEO and founder of Zogby International
For some (39%) circulation in the past year is up; www.zogby.com
for others (29%) it is down. One-third of editors
(33%) have added journalists, a quarter have lost
journalists (24%) and for the rest (42%) the number
of journalists on their staff remains unchanged
from a year ago.

86%

of editors say
integrated
newsrooms will
be the norm

>>>

83%

expect their
journalists to be
platform-agnostic

>>>

83%

think good
newsroom
design helps
staff collaboration

>>>
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4. do YoU AgREE oR disAgREE THAT THE
“inTEgRATEd nEwsRoom” oR “mULTimEdiA
nEwsRoom” wiLL bE THE noRm FoR
nEwsPAPERs in YoUR CoUnTRY in 5 YEARs?

future. More so, nearly half “strongly
agreed” that would be the case. Less
than 3% “strongly” disagreed. Firstly,
this shows that the model of the integrated newsroom, in which journalists are
An overwhelming majority of respondents, 86%, agreed that platform-agnostic, is deemed to be the
the integrated newsroom would be the norm for newspapers in the most adapted to the current transition of
newspapers. Secondly, it means editors
believe these changes will occur very

>

> % agreeing about newsroom integration
(86% worldwide)

85

95

79

74

77
81

swiftly, if the integrated newsroom is to
be “the norm” within five years.
The biggest proponents of the integrated
newsroom were from North America
were nearly unanimous, with 95% believing in the integrated newsroom. For
other respondents, irrespective of their
geographic location, the results were on
par with average, although slightly lesser
in Africa and Asia, at 74%. The simple
explanation is probably that newsroom
integration has often been seen as a way
to increase editorial efficiency – but also
to reduce redundant costs. Thus it isn’t
as important for newspapers focused on
their growing print markets, with smaller
online teams.

A model PrAIsed By north AmerIcA

5. do YoU bELiEVE THAT wiTHin 5 YEARs
JoURnALisTs in YoUR CoUnTRY wiLL bE
EXPECTEd To Know How To PRodUCE
ConTEnT FoR ALL PLATFoRms (PRinT, VidEo,
AUdio, wEb, mobiLE, ETC.)?

> As for the previous question –

since the integrated newsroom and
platform-agnostic journalism are tied
together – an overwhelming majority
of respondents, 83%, believes in the
advent of multimedia journalists. Only
15% disagreed, an impressively low
figure considering that most newspapers around the world still have singleplatform journalists.

> % agreeing about multiskilled journalists
(83% worldwide)

86

91

73

70

72

88

north AmerIcA BelIeVes In multImedIA JournAlIsm

6. in YoUR oPinion, How imPoRTAnT is
THE PHYsiCAL LAYoUT / dEsign oF YoUR
nEwsRoom in dETERmining How PRinT And
onLinE JoURnALisTs CoLLAboRATE?

(44%) important in determining collaboration among print and online
journalists. At a time when some steps
of the news process can be achieved
with no need for physical proximity,
Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of respondents (83%) believed editors still value the importance of
that newsroom design was at least ‘somewhat’ (39%) or ‘very’ a newsroom layout that favors staff
interaction and helps make the editorial process more efficient. This also

>

> % seeing layout as ‘very important’. Based on size
of daily print circulation (44% worldwide)
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lArGer PAPers focus on newsroom desIGn

Again, North American respondents
were the biggest believers in multimedia journalism, at 91% (62% ‘strongly’
and 29% ‘somewhat’). Although only a
matter of wording, the divergence with
Western European editors was apparent, since 34% ‘strongly’ and 52%
‘somewhat’ believed in the advent of
multimedia journalists (total 86%). In
any case, this contrasts with respondents from Asia and Africa, who were
less likely to think journalists would be
platform-agnostic (70% and 73.5%
respectively). Again, this is because
these newspapers are still strongly
focusing on their print product, and
also because multimedia training and
technology may be more easily available to North America journalists.

means that editors believe cultural
change, through human interaction,
is necessary to promote collaboration
between print and online.
Editors from larger newspapers were
more likely to deem newsroom design as being ‘very’ important. 58%
of respondents from papers with a
circulation of >500k copies thought
it be very important, compared to
48% from papers with a circulation
between 50k and 500k and 38% for
those <50k. The larger the newsroom,
the more important its organization
becomes to make sure staffers are
located near other departments they
should collaborate with.
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7. doEs YoUR nEwsPAPER HAVE An
inTEgRATEd nEwsRoom?

> The results of this question are representative of a perceived

need for editors, but not necessarily of the reality: over half of
respondents, 53%, said they have an integrated newsroom.
The geographic split is coherent though, with newsrooms in North
America (68%) and Western Europe (59%) significantly more than
in Asia (34%), or Africa and Middle East (37.5%).
There are a few reasons for these results. It is possible that many
smaller newsrooms and newspapers consider themselves to
be “integrated.” In smaller newsrooms, many staffers work for
all platforms, irrespective of their specialties or preferences, or

perhaps the few online journalists sit
aside the print team. It may also be that
smaller organizations are more flexible
to integrate their staff.
It’s true that 58.7% of respondents
from regional or local papers said their
newsroom was integrated, compared
to only 45.7% for respondents from
national or international papers. Another
possible explanation was perhaps that
the notion of “integrated newsroom”
wasn’t properly understood. We’ll look
forward to asking the question again
next year with a more precise definition
of the integrated newsroom.

53%
of editors claim
their newsroom
is integrated
<<<

> % answering Yes (53% worldwide)

Two thirds,

68

59

67%,

39
34
37

54

see a brilliant
future for opinion
and analysis

mAture mArKets more InteGrAted

>>>

8. wHEn do YoU EXPECT YoUR nEwsPAPER
To HAVE An inTEgRATEd nEwsRoom?

> Newsroom integration, though not the norm yet, is among

short-term priorities for newspapers and their editors. Of the
319 respondents who said they’re newsroom wasn’t integrated,
a combined 69% expects to integrate within the next five years
(39% within the next two, 30% within five). However, one in five
respondents still isn’t sure when – or perhaps whether – his or
her newsroom will be integrated.
There is a correlation between the perceived urgency of newsroom integration and the state of a newspaper’s print circulation.

For newspapers whose circulation had
decreased last year, a combined 80%
of respondents expected to integrate
within the next five years – including 48% in the next two. This starkly
contrasts with newspapers whose circulation increased: 70% expected to
integrate newsrooms in the next five
years, including 41% in the next two.
Editors consider newsroom integration
to be more than a simple change in
print-online collaboration. Newsroom
integration can potentially be an edi32 faced by
torial solution29to struggles
newspapers in print.
70 41

80 48

> % establishing an integrated newsroom within 5
years (69% worldwide)

29
Increasing
circulation
newspapers

41

within
5 years

within
2 years

32

48

Decreasing
circulation
newspapers

InteGrAtIon tIed to eVolutIon of PrInt PAPer

69%

of editors expect
to integrate
within five years
<<<

58%

think young
readership decline
is biggest threat

>>>
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9. do YoU THinK iT VERY LiKELY, somEwHAT
LiKELY, noT VERY LiKELY, oR noT ALL LiKELY
THAT in THE FUTURE somE TRAdiTionAL EdiToRiAL FUnCTions wiLL bE oUTsoURCEd?

despite frequent newsroom resistance
to such announcements. Granted,
43% of editors thought it be merely
“somewhat likely,” but this shows
editors are conscious of – maybe
Surprisingly, nearly two thirds of respondents (65%) believed not thrilled by – the growing trend
that in the future traditional editorial functions will be outsourced, of outsourcing.
One might have expected that North
Americans and Europeans (West
and East) particularly believe in the

>

> % believing outsourcing is likely (64% worldwide)

63

72

58

70
72

63

north AmerIcA And euroPe stAy cAutIous

10. do YoU THinK THAT in THE FUTURE
oPinion And AnALYsis PAgEs wiLL:

many foresaw the upcoming evolution
of newspaper content, which will be
less about factual news and more about
The results were stable compared to 2006. Two thirds (67%) of analysis and commentary.
the respondents believed opinion and analysis pages would increase: An astonishingly small number of respondents from North America (50%)
believed analysis and opinion would
increase, compared to 76% for Western
Europe (and 78% Eastern). This large

>

> % believing in more analysis pages (67% worldwide)

76

50

68
70
67

75

outsourcing trend (as the ones primarily concerned by outsourcing due
to higher staff costs), but the results
point in the opposite direction. North
Americans were on par with the average, at 63%, while ‘only’ 58% of
European editors thought outsourcing
likely, with a mere 18% deeming
it “very likely”. This contrasts with
respondents from Russia, Asia and
Africa (and Middle East), who were
respectively at 81%, 70% and 72%.
European and American editors are
less open to the thought of outsourcing
tasks that could hinder editorial quality.
Nevertheless, across all categories,
the majority of respondents think that
newspapers will outsource editorial
jobs in the future.

difference underlines a divergence in
editors’ perception of the function their
newspapers will have in the future,
whether these increasingly focus on
constant breaking news or instead turn to
more analytical, magazine-type content.
These results also reflect worries by
American editors about having the proper
resources to increase their opinion and
analytical content.
With the increasing number of news
sources and new media outlets that
simply relay big news items, newspapers
will have to distinguish themselves not
only through their original reporting, but
also through the strength of their opinions
and analyses as thought-leaders.

more AnAlysIs, eXcePt In north AmerIcA

11. oVERALL, wHAT do YoU ViEw As THE TWO
GREATEST THREATS To THE FUTURE oF YoUR
nEwsPAPER?

linked to a change in habits among
readers, as they become consumers
of alternative forms of media.
Tied to this, a good share of respon58% of respondents saw the biggest threat to the future of news- dents (38%) saw the Internet and digipapers coming from declining readership among young people. One tal media as a threat. This was closely
of the greatest challenges faced by newspapers today is structural, followed by lack of editorial innovation
(36%) and lack of investment (29%),

>

> % of ‘Young readership’ and ‘Internet - digital media’
answers as main threats (58% and 38% worldwide)
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younG reAdershIP declIne And dIGItAl medIA As threAts

which are also inter-related.
Editors from North America and
Western Europe tended to be more
concerned about the decline of young
readership (58% and 66% respectively), which is more accentuated there,
and less about new digital media (32%
and 38.5% respectively), since they
typically have developed strong online
brands.
The results showed a split between
perception of threats as being external, due to contextual evolutions of
the market (young readership decline,
digital media) and internal, due to lack
of newspaper innovation – or the financial means to innovate.
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methodology
Dates	

Nov - Dec 2006

March 2008

Sample Size	

435

704

Margin of Error	

+/- 4.8%

+/- 3.7%

The Newsroom Barometer is a purely online survey through the Zogby website (www.zogby.com).
The poll was accessible by invitation only and was conducted in eight languages (English, Spanish,
French, German, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian and Japanese).
To avoid answers from people who were not senior news executives, a tailored email was sent to
editors-in-chief using the World Editors Forum database (www.worldeditorsforum.org), which counts
7,000 senior news executives’ emails.

42%

of editors think
threats will
come from
advertisers and
shareholders

>>>

Newsroom Barometer Partners

As in 2006, Zogby International and Reuters were our main partners.
Special thanks to the numerous editors’ and publishers’ associations who helped us this year and
especially:
ASNE, the Knight Foundation and the Suburban Newspapers Association for the US, IAPA for Latin America,
ANJ for Brazil, PANPA for Oceania, BDZV for Germany, TU for Sweden, NMBA and the Editors Guild in
Norway, the Finnish Publishers Association for Finland and the RIA-Novosti agency for Russia.

In 2008, only

45%

of editors think
journalism’s
quality
will improve

Newsroom Barometer comments by Jean-Yves Chainon,
Editors Weblog Editor www.editorsweblog.org
Jean-Yves is French and American. He graduated from Brown University in Providence, USA, in International Relations and Comparative
Literature. There he worked for the newspaper The Brown Daily
Herald as a staff writer and photo editor. He has also had experience
as a trained videographer and photographer, and his written and
photographic work has appeared in El Periodico in Spain, Berliner
Journalistmus in Germany, the PreMedia Newsletter and more.
He joined the World Association of Newspapers and World Editors
Forum in 2006, as a multimedia journalist for the Editors Weblog.
Jean-Yves became Editor of the Editors Weblog in 2007 and continues to lead the Weblog team, conducting research about media
trends and interviews with top news executives, in an effort to
serve the news industry.

>>>

85%

are optimistic
about their
newspaper’s
future

>>>
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12. now LooKing sPECiFiCALLY To YoUR nEwsPAPER’s EdiToRiAL indEPEndEnCE in THE FUTURE, wHAT do YoU ViEw As THE PRinCiPAL
THREAT?

the biggest pressure would come from
advertisers, through 19% who listed
political pressure and 20% shareholder
pressure (20%). Still, a combined 42%
perceived the main threat as being
Perceived threats to editorial independence ranged relatively related to newspapers’ financial declosely from 14% who listed ‘other’ concerns, to 23% who thought pendence, whether on shareholders
and advertisers.
Where newspapers were heavily capitalized in the stock market, such as in

>

> % listing political pressure as main threat (19%
worldwide)

42

3

3
29

31
61

Press threAts correlAted wIth stocK mArKet ImPortAnce

13. oVER THE nEXT 10 YEARs, do YoU THinK
THAT THE QUALiTY oF JoURnALism wiLL:

also means 55% of respondents didn’t
affirm that journalism would improve:
the finding illustrates both the relative
A near majority thought that journalism’s quality would improve (45% confidence and the uncertainties of this
versus 28% who thought it would worsen). Yet while this is positive, it transitional period for the newspaper
industry. Furthermore, this number is
slightly down from last year, when 50%
of respondents thought the quality of
journalism would improve.

>

> % thinking editorial quality will improve
(45% worldwide)

30

45

34
50

65

63

Western Europe and North America,
shareholder pressure was strong, 35%
and 23% respectively, but political
pressure didn’t pose any threat – 3%
for both.
Inversely, in many other regions, financial
pressures were less important, but lack
of press freedom led many editors to fear
political pressure. In Africa and Middle
East (61%), Asia (31%) and Russia and
Eastern Europe (42%), political pressure
was cited as the main threat.
Newspapers’ editorial independence
is closely tied to their political context.
Finally, 12% saw the threat coming
from PR firms, up from 9% last year,
which underlines a growing concern as
PR firms increasingly seek to monitor
the news agenda.

The hardships for the North American
newspaper industry continue to be felt,
as a mere 30% of respondents thought
that journalism’s quality would improve.
Similarly, Russians and Eastern Europeans (34%) and West Europeans (45.5%)
were skeptical as to the improvement
of journalism, but perhaps for different
reasons: the first may fear political
pressures on the press, while the latter
are worried about economic pressures.
A majority of respondents from other
growing markets were significantly more
emphatic about the future of journalism:
50% thought it would improve in Asia,
65.5% in South America, and 63% in
Africa and the Middle East.

north AmerIcA And euroPe more sKePtIcAl

14. oVERALL, How oPTimisTiC ARE YoU AboUT
YoUR nEwsPAPER’s FUTURE?

newspaper’s future, 85% of the time.
Interestingly, while the figure is close
to last year’s, a bigger share of editors
The good news of the 2008 Barometer was that respondents, declared themselves ‘very optimistic’
across all categories, were overwhelmingly optimistic about their (31% compared to 24%) – although
the previous question showed many
respondents believed in the worsening
of journalism’s quality in general. One
may think that newspapers are pes-

>

> % of very and somewhat optimistic answers
(85% worldwide)

72

88

81
84

94

88

An oPtImIstIc world – less In north AmerIcA

simistic by reading doom and gloom
reports, but news executives actually
believe in a better future.
The results painted a grim view for the
North American press, as ‘only’ 72.5%
were optimistic. But the situation for
newspapers in South America must
be bright, judging by their overwhelming optimism (94%!), as for Europe,
at 88%. This sounds paradoxical,
since Eastern and Western European
respondents were among those that
least believed in the upcoming improvement of journalism’s quality. The
results reveal a nuance between perceptions of decreasing editorial quality
and the well-being of newspapers as
a business.

IN-DEPTH FOCUS :

INTEGRATED
NEWSROOMS

It is no secret that the past few years have been a tumultuous time for

newspaper newsrooms around the world. Standard procedures embedded for decades
in newsroom culture such as the once-a-day deadline structure, content production for
a sole, print platform, and multiple layers of pre-publishing editorial scrutiny have been
overturned. In their place, practices such as continuous news operations, multimedia
content distribution, and rapid publishing with minimal editorial oversight are developing.
Many of these trends are unavoidable. What will determine the success and even the
survival of newspaper newsrooms is how they manage the trends.
Indeed, the most pertinent issue facing newspaper newsrooms since these trends surfaced
is the integration of the rapidly evolving field of multimedia Internet communications and
news distribution into print operations. Virtually all newspapers have established websites.
An increasing number now publish online video, Flash graphics, blogs and the like. Others
are opening themselves up to their audience. As newspapers have adopted these trends,
their newsrooms have had to adjust. Three primary paths have emerged:
1. Integration of print and online newsrooms: When choosing the integration path,
newspapers move their print and online operations into one newsroom transforming what
used to be completely separate entities into a unified news organization. The distinction
between print and online journalists is eliminated. All journalists and editors are often
expected to produce for both platforms. And the rhythm of news production speeds up
dramatically.
2. Maintaining separate newsrooms: Newsrooms that choose this path are not ignoring the Internet. Instead, they view their print and Web editions as two different beasts
with a different purpose and different workflow that necessitate different staffs and
specialties. Choosing this path allows the print newsroom to continue producing quality,
well-investigated and edited journalism while affording the website’s newsroom to grow
apart from the paper, preserving a Web dynamic and allowing for experimentation with
new journalistic methods.
3. Completely converged newsrooms: This path is similar to that of integration but goes
a step further. Instead of just combining a newspaper and its website, several publishers
have combined all of their media holdings including newspapers, television, radio and
Internet. The result is one, 24-hour, true multimedia operation where journalists dedicated
to one platform are in constant collaboration with colleagues of other platforms.

For newsrooms that decide to remain separate

Keep the doors open: Separate newsrooms may have separate agendas, but they shouldn’t
be cut off completely from one another. A degree of contact and collaboration must be maintained. This helps both newsrooms define their daily agendas, share resources when possible
and discover stories that each can cover in different ways.
Define the focus of each newsroom: Both the newspaper and the Web have their own
advantages when it comes to news production. Make sure that your print and online staffs
understand these advantages, that they work accordingly, and that each newsroom’s content
is distinct.

1

chapter

Change your
newsroom’s culture
before changing
your newsroom

Chapter 2

Chapter 1

Non-integrated
newsrooms:
separation with
cooperation

Complete multimedia
convergence:
the modernization of
the printed word

The New York Times
The Hindustan Times
the Financial Times
The Daily Telegraph
De Volkskrant

When deciding to integrate or to maintain separate staffs, newsroom executives must keep in mind that there is no universal
solution. Methods differ from paper to paper. However, the following guidelines adapted from the experiences of other newspapers
can help newsroom executives make the difficult decisions.
Set your goals: What type of news product would you like your newspaper to be? How do you plan on achieving this product?
When should your strategy project by fully implemented? Who will take your paper to that point? Targets such as these must be
defined before launching any newsroom strategy.
Study your market: Before changing your newsroom and ultimately your news offerings, make sure you know what your audience expects from your newspaper.
Know your staff: Is your print newsroom willing to try new things? Is your online newsroom willing to adopt a partial print mentality? Before adopting an “integrated” or “separate” strategy, newsroom managers need to gauge the attitudes of their journalists
and be familiar with their desires.
Communicate, communicate, communicate: During the preparation and implementation of your new newsroom strategy,
constantly update your staff as to the decisions being made. It will help them adapt and change their working mentality. Your staff
may also have great ideas that you have never considered.

For newsrooms that decide to integrate

Tear down the walls: Your journalists won’t adapt if their working environment doesn’t. You must change the architecture of your
newsroom. Experiment with different floor plans to see which most
agrees with your integration strategy and which most suits your
staff objectives.

multimedia teams of journalists that produce insightful, accurate
and interactive stories.

Take it easy: Integrated newsrooms don’t happen overnight. It is a
process that requires enormous amounts of planning and that needs
to be implemented gradually. At the right pace, your journalists will
Revamp the production line: When the physical architecture be able to adapt while still producing quality content. And remember,
changes, so does your workflow. Think about the various com- as more communication technologies emerge, the evolution of your
ponents of a story, listen to ideas from all platforms, and form newsroom may never stop.
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No Distinction between
Print and Web Journalists
spearheaded a pilot program that provided
a newsroom template for developing Web
stories throughout the day. It succeeded in
changing the site’s traffic patterns: readers
who used to visit the Times website once
to read the headlines now returned several
times a day. “You can’t look at it as just the
Web and a paper. You have to look at it as a
whole,” said Business Editor Larry Ingrassia.
His desk settled on an approach that used
the Web as a kind of limited, Times-flavored
wire service. “To compete and to make sure
that people are coming back to us, we made
a concerted decision that we had to treat the
news of the day much more urgently and get
it up online,” Ingrassia said. While nytimes.
com provided plentiful wire service headlines,
it typically selected three to eight stories per
day to be written by Times reporters. “We
want to put up a version and maybe a little
bit of analysis, but not as much analysis as
we’ll have in the next day’s paper,” Ingrassia
said. For reporters it was a balancing act, as
well, he added. “They have to change the way
In January 2007, the Times business desk they operate a little bit.”
The integration story at the New York Times
combines an aggressive, rapid adaptation
to Web-era newsroom publishing with a
conviction that some of the platform convergence will find its own way, at its own pace.
Under a policy of “platform neutrality,” Times
Executive Editor Bill Keller informed staff
in 2005 that the paper planned “to diminish and eventually eliminate the difference
between newspaper journalists and web
journalists.” Every print editor was to think
of themselves as a de facto Web editor, and
maintaining “essential qualities that makes
us the Times” mattered more than where
stories were published. In November 2007,
the over-1200-person staff was transferred
to a new, wide-open newsroom, along with
the 75-person nytimes.com operation, once
seven blocks away. Editor of Digital News
Jim Roberts, responsible for expanding
print-Web relationships wherever possible,
now had a shorter distance to travel when
building new integration bridges.

To promote multimedia thinking on stories
across the newsroom, the paper left in place
its “Continuous News Desk,” once the only
tie-in point between the distant print and
web publications. In its post-integration role,
the desk hosted morning meetings of video,
graphics, and audio teams, as well as web
producers. The group decided which editors to push for multimedia story additions
and assigned any resources to help make
it happen.
In other parts of the newsroom, the integration effort was left less defined. This fit
the “eventual” part of Keller’s memo, as
the Times saw a good portion of newsroom
integration as a process that would have to
How to produce more with the same staff

New features brought about
by integration at the New
York Times:
- MyTimes (http://my.nytimes.com), offers
readers the ability to assemble their own
personalized home page with RSS feeds
from Times sections and external web
content, including access to Times journalists’ pages and favorite sources.
- A commenting system was added to
select stories for reader feedback.
- Q&A’s were set up between the public
and journalists to assess how readers felt
the Times was covering such issues as the
2008 U.S. presidential campaign
- Some 40 reporter blogs were added to
the web site
- In June 2007 a special online-only “City
Room” was launched. A combination blog
and online community for New York City
residents, the City Room is led by Times
Metro reporter Sewell Chan.

The New York Times newsroom completed its move
to its new Times Square offices in November 2007.
The new building, designed by Italian architect Renzo
Piano, helped the newsroom become fully integrated.
Editor of Digital News, Jim Roberts (top), and
Executive Editor, Bill Keller (middle), led the changes.
Reporters such as Sewell Chan (bottom) helped the
transition with innovative features such as City Room.
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“The biggest challenge is logistical. It’s figuring out
how people should spend their time, when now there is
so much more work to do.”
shape itself in original ways; desk by desk,
staffer by staffer. “All the changes have been
incremental,” said Roberts. “What you do see
more of is the attention that each news desk
gives to what we do on the web is much,
much higher than ever before. The web isn’t
an afterthought.”
The fuller Web coverage also raised the bar
on print coverage, demanding that stories
started online get a second-day-level of depth
on their first day in print. “The daily newspaper has become a little bit like a weekly
magazine, and that’s because the web has
become a bit like a daily newspaper,” said

Hints for newsroom culture
change
Worried about getting your journalists on
the integration bandwagon. Here is some
advice from Guillermo Franco, Online Editor at Colombia’s Casa Editorial El Tiempo:
Changing the content production and publication pace: instead of the standard one-

deadline-per-day newspaper schedule,
now we work on a 24/7 cycle.
Changing how the journalist activity is perceived: more than mere journalists of a

given medium, we are storytellers. The
print edition is just one way of doing it.
Changing the perception of the company: we
are not a newspaper manufacturer. We
are content providers.
Changing or refining our mission: we work,
as Jay Rosen, of New York University, puts
it, “For the People Formerly Known as
the Audience”. This audience is the one
imposing the pace, regardless of the
content distribution platform: print,
Internet, mobile phones, television, etc.
Our audience is truly convergent and
it easily moves among different platforms. We should see it not as a passive addressee but rather as an active
content generator that provides us with
feedback in real time and contributes to
our reporting.

Ingrassia. “So our job is to embrace the web, The Times traditionally defined its core
while maintaining the daily newspaper as news product as more analytical, long-form
journalism. Even with the immediacy of the
something that people need to go to.”
Internet, it continues to identify itself as such.
In addition to expanding multimedia, news- “The Times is still more of an interpretaroom integration at the Times spawned sev- tive news organization,” Roberts said. “Yes,
eral new features (see box, previous page). we do things around the clock, and we are
To develop thinking on such new services competitive in breaking news. But I think
and ensure that code driving the web site on any given day the vast majority of our
worked smoothly, the paper moved the web effort is devoted toward explaining the news
software team into the newsroom to become and making sense of it than in simple raw
part of the conversation. In addition, Vice reporting.”
President of Product Management, Rob
Larson, became more closely linked to the As a result, the Times sometimes makes the
newsroom to serve as a communications conscious choice to take longer to produce
hub monitoring the Times experience for its a multimedia project, even though giving it
Times depth means productivity elsewhere
readers and advertisers.
might take a hit. A Times editor might enviThe additions brought by integration didn’t come sion a piece for a reporter, for example, that
free. “What’s happened in the last ten years has will combine video, audio, and slideshow
added a lot of pressure,” Roberts said. “There’s elements – perhaps even a dedicated story
no question that the workload has multiplied in blog. Developing all the new media ingredia huge way.” Deputy Managing Editor Jonathan ents while maintaining the Times emphasis
Landman said the challenge of managing the on depth and quality means recognizing
extra workload was in part psychological, but that the reporter will be less available for
far more a matter of resource management other projects.
decisions. “The biggest challenge is logistical,”
Landman said. “It’s figuring out how people “That probably means that the story itself
should spend their time, when now there is so is going to go slower, because there’s more
to do,” said Landman. “It probably means
much more work to do.”
therefore that (the reporter) will do, over
the course of the year, fewer print stories.
Somebody has to say that’s okay,” he said.
“Those are very difficult decisions because
they’re new for us.”

Deputy Managing Editor of The New
York Times, Jon Landman, cites time
as the most important challenge to
newsrooms. With more multimedia
work to accomplish, journalists will
probably produce fewer print stories.

Then again, some numbers suggest the Times
is positioned well as it enters the integrated
age in earnest. In January 2008, Nielsen
Online showed nytimes.com was secure in
its seat atop the most visited U.S. newspaper
sites (see graphic). The site attracted more
than 17 million unique monthly visitors, up
from 14.6 million in September 2007. Each
visitor spent an average of over 34 minutes
at the site. By contrast, the second-place
finisher, usatoday.com had 9.9 million visitors, each spending an average of just over
16 minutes.
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American Lessons Adapted to the
Indian Multimedia Newsroom
In the summer of 2007, The Hindustan
Times began the process of integrating
its operations with plans to move into new
premises in 2008 to facilitate this change.
Considering the rapid rate at which India
was adopting the Internet (see box below),
the transition was necessary. But given the
traditional print mindset of the HT newsroom
combined with the paper’s ambitious digital
plans, which included a complete overhaul of
the newsroom floor plan, integration of print
and online journalists, and the adoption of a
24/7, platform-agnostic production strategy,
it promised to be a challenge.
To ease the transition, the English-language
paper hired Pankaj Paul as managing editor. Paul had worked at several papers in
the United States that had already conducted their own forays into integration. But
while he was familiar with the newsroom
side of integration, Paul still had some
adjustments to make on the cultural side,
despite having been born in India.
The editorial process and general newsroom
infrastructure at the HT were very different
from what Paul had experienced in the US.
For example, the HT didn’t have a centralized
content management system (CMS) for its
print and online operations, limiting coordination between the two teams that were
already being integrated. Yet Paul resisted the
temptation to change everything, since many
of the existing methods, which resemble a
“make do with what you have” philosophy
rather than a precise methodology, seemed
to work. He created means of mimicking a

The Hindustan Times
prepares for India’s Internet
boom
Circulation: 1.4 million copies per day
Website unique visitors: 1.6 million per

month
Newsroom staff: 215 in New Delhi bureau,

45 online, 750 total in India
Internet penetration: (projected) 127 million Indians by 2010

CMS: for example, sports stories are now
edited and laid out only once across one
newspaper, and are then dispatched to all
regional editions since they don’t typically
differ from one region to the other.

was soon to span wide-open floorplan with
about a half dozen private meeting rooms.
Paul believed the editor should be in the
newsroom alongside staff, although he didn’t
intend to sit right in the middle.

The relationship between journalists and editors also tended to be different. As elsewhere,
the better reporters became department
heads and editors. But unlike other organizations, editors continued to write extensively.
This helped collaboration with journalists,
who viewed their editors as just walking the
walk, and also allowed for editors to connect
on a fundamental level with their reporters.
On the other hand, it didn’t always help to
promote the necessary hierarchy among
staff, especially as the role of editors changed
with integration.

As the HT becomes a 24/7 platform-agnostic newsroom with departments in close
quarters, staff will also have to adapt to
new roles and relationships. Journalists will
have to learn that their core competency is
gathering content. The emphasis will shift
to gathering and filing any available content
without worrying about the platform. The
goal will be to get more journalists on the
ground, using multimedia devices to file
stories wirelessly.

While the details about the new premises had
yet to be finalized as of February 2008, the
main aspects were to follow the by now widely
adopted hub-and-spokes model. There was
to be a central hub, to ease cross-department
communication. The copy desks were to be
grouped instead of being section-based. And
as per the emerging industry standard, every
department was to sit together.

Once gathered, content will be sent over to
the central hub, where the editor will sort
it and forward it on to the proper platform
(pictures will be given to online producers
to publish online galleries, the text will be
sent to the print product story bank). Thus in
the new organization, editors will have to be
multi-platform savvy, at least at a basic level,
in order to choose which form of content is
most suitable for a story. They will also have
great leeway to figure out solutions. One
editor might establish a different method
for his team than the editor of another section, although that won’t exclude instituting
newsroom-wide best practices.

When the decision to integrate was made,
this wasn’t the case. The online team was
both physically and organizationally separate
from the print team, and Paul was still in the
process of getting both teams to work side While the details about the new premises had
by side. With the new design, the newsroom yet to be finalized as of February 2008, the
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“Editors that continue to write extensively
connect on a fundamental level
with their reporters.”
main aspects were to follow the by now widely
adopted hub-and-spokes model. There was
to be a central hub, to ease cross-department
communication. The copy desks were to be
grouped instead of being section-based. And
as per the emerging industry standard, every
department was to sit together.
When the decision to integrate was made,
this wasn’t the case. The online team was
both physically and organizationally separate
from the print team, and Paul was still in the
process of getting both teams to work side
by side. With the new design, the newsroom
was to soon span across a big open-floor,
and there were to be about a half dozen
private meeting rooms. Paul believed the
editor should be in the newsroom alongside
staff, although he didn’t intend to sit right
in the middle.
Defining the Indian multimedia
newspaper
Newsroom integration at HT doesn’t imply
staff standardization though. While there will
be no online team, there will be online and
mobile specialists for whom the integration
of the print and online teams, in addition to
improving editorial efficiency and productivity,
will be mutually beneficial. As the print journalists become more Web-savvy, it will only
benefit the online journalists, who are typically
younger and less experienced. The hope is
that contact with their more experienced colleagues will help them become better overall

journalists, with the print journalists’ writing the paper’s first videographer. In a four-month
span, the HT produced about 300 videos.
expertise providing on-the-job training.
Content ranged across the news spectrum,
Paul firmly believes in the virtues of peer- from interviews and profiles to simple news
to-peer training, and has done some of the events and features. Most were short form
training for basic multimedia projects himself. (one to three minutes), but the paper was
HT expanded upon its training in autumn exploring the possibility of longer pieces
of 2007 to include two specialized trainers (seven to twelve minutes).
who joined the newsroom to help journalists acquire multimedia skills: just as in any Although such an output would seem to
integrated newsroom, the HT is aiming to require a team of full-time journalists, it
increase its multimedia content. Its very actually only took one dedicated full-time
first experiment with multimedia, an audio multimedia editor and three part-time staffslideshow of a terrorist attack, resulted in the ers. Paul planned to hire two more editors
specifically for multimedia and video, as well
website’s 2nd best traffic ever.
as three freelance editors. In addition, ten
As part of the integration process, the paper more reporters were soon to follow the HT’s
set up a basic video studio in the newsroom, three-day, hands-on, in-house multimedia
using a small room, with a Sony HD handheld training. Importantly, Paul didn’t adopt a
camera. It also assigned one of the HT pho- coercive approach in this process, preferring
tographers to specialize in video, becoming to allow his staff to experiment with the new
THE PACE OF INTEGRATION

Ad exec: Swift, total convergence the only hope
Slow, cautious attempts at digital convergence won’t work, according to Dave Morgan,
Chairman of behavioral targeting advertising network Tacoda. In April, ’07, Morgan
wondered which major metropolitan US newspaper could be the first to dramatically change its business model in a fundamental way. Newspapers can still thrive
if they do, he said. “Print can still be a great medium -- just not the way that most
large newspapers practice it today.”
Morgan’s main advice on radical convergence:
- Print ad revenue and circulation are decreasing and won’t come back: There are answers,
he said, but they involve bigger change than most newspapers are willing to implement. If they don’t, some major metropolitan U.S. newspapers could collapse under
their own weight and shut down.
- Shrink cost structure by 40 to 50 percent: This means publishing both smaller papers
and fewer actual papers.
- Shift to non-daily publishing schedules: Publishers must “dramatically shrink their
core, mass reach product,” Morgan said.
- Shift into niche publishing: selling general news found free in many places is becoming more difficult.
- Break the print mindset, whatever it takes: Papers need to let go of the past, theoretically and physically. This means everything from embracing user-generated content
to literally selling printing presses.
- Stop – or unwind – forced digital integrations: Simply paralleling the two print and
Web publications without changing the structure of print operations isn’t good
enough, he said; “Their digital media businesses might share the same brand name,
and some of the content, but the future of local digital media is worlds away from
the past of print newspapers.”
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“Print journalists

help online teams become better overall journalists
by providing on-the-job-training ”
skills, although he acknowledged that it may
eventually become necessary to require the
training program. By the end of next summer,
he hoped to have between 50-60 reporters
trained as videographers and editors.

Training top-down – more editorial
work

it has engendered an ongoing daily conversation, for stories both big and small.

The HT’s integration and training has so far
been predominantly top-down, with most of
it taking place at the editorial level. Aware
that editors bear the brunt of integration, Paul
warned his editorial staff that he would be
asking them to work more. He also showed
them best practices of other online newspapers he knew from working in the US.

As the HT’s experience demonstrates, integration doesn’t necessarily have to follow an
overwhelming, company-wide, scenario, as
was the case for the Daily Telegraph, or Fairfax
(see Chapter 3). Instead, integration can also
happen gradually, through verbal communication and changes in habits, starting at the top
and cascading down to the journalist level. The
Hindustan Times continues to put out a daily
paper, all while gradually changing its internal
organization and production process. Paul
remains in the thick of the process, working
on all fronts, in line with his vision of Indian
editors as facilitators who collaborate with
the journalists, but aren’t afraid to roll up their
sleeves and do the ‘grunt’ work.

It was then up to editors to walk reporters
through the multimedia process, teaching
them how to think in terms of multi-platform
and encouraging them to file video and audio.
The process resulted in journalists who now
actively seek multimedia opportunities, and
photographers who now take extra pictures
for use in online slideshows. Most importantly,

Mario Garcia
remaps the “path
of the story”

To help integrate its print and online newsroom
process, Austria’s leading financial daily Wirtschafts
Blatt collaborated with renowned newspaper design
guru Mario Garcia Sr. Not only has Garcia redesigned
major papers, web sites and periodicals with their physical
layout, but he helps rethink the most effective course for
the information flowing across their editorial maps.
In reorganization workshops with Wirtschafts Blatt staff,
Garcia deployed his “path of the story” concept, which traces
a story’s twists and turns from idea to Web to paper. An article
may start, for example, with a few lines
tapped into a cell phone by a reporter
in the field. Next it’s edited and posted
in brief online format back in the newsroom. Perhaps some 15 hours later, the
print story is published – and then the
text may undergo further development
in online revisions.
Garcia says making this media-spanning process efficient in the online era
dictates certain approaches. “We must
have the news folks sitting together
and, preferably, not tied to titles – such
as news editor for online, or news editor
for rent,” Mario Garcia explained on his
Web site (www.garcia-media.com). “That

is the first necessary step.”
The next clutch moment in the story’s path is the “passing
of the torch.” Editors who’ve overseen a story must pass it to
colleagues at the end of their shift. It’s vital that meetings
convey a full dossier of story notes, outstanding information
and so on. After the Garcia-led workshops, Wirtschafts Blatt
held more effective editorial meetings for such hand-off’s –
longer in time but accomplishing more – according to the
paper’s online editor, Alexis Johann. “Morning meetings of
editors now take 50 minutes, compared to 20 minutes before,”
Johann said. “There is more discussion on storytelling.”
The end result for Wirtschafts Blatt is that integration infused
more editors’ decision-making processes throughout the
day. They are also more adept at using the publishing tools
that serve both. “Nearly 90 percent of editors think print
and online now in their daily workflow,” Johann said. “And
80 percent (now) know how to -- and actually do use –- the
online publishing system.”
quick integration tips for planning a workflow redesign

Don’t think of integration as an overnight process;
Remind editors that their job and passion is to be storytellers;
Online is simply another, sometimes better way to tell stories;
Remove physical barriers in the newsroom.
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Rethinking the production of newspapers

After hosting a discussion through the social networking site Facebook, author of the UK-based Online Journalism Blog (www.
onlinejournalismblog.com), Paul Bradshaw got to thinking about the model of integrated newsrooms. Here are two graphs he created to help
explain how news evolves; from the minute it breaks to how the audience ultimately uses it.

A model for the 21st century newsroom
“The strengths of the online medium are essentially
twofold, and contradictory: speed, and depth,” wrote
Bradshaw. As for speed, breaking news can be published
immediately on the Web and reporters can update the
breaking news as more information emerges. As for
depth, comprehensive analysis pieces which might not
fit in print, links to background information, and chats
amongst peers or even those involved in the story are
facilitated online.

The News Diamond
Bradshaw wrote that his proposed news diamond as
an alternative to the standard journalistic style of the
inverted pyramid: “Just as the inverted pyramid was
partly a result of the increasing role of the telegraph in
the news industry… this news diamond attempts to
illustrate the change from a 19th century product (the
article) to a 21st century process: the iterative journalism
of new media; the story that is forever ‘unfinished’
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Online “Storybuilding” at the Financial Times

How Integration
Can Increase Circulation
In 2006, the Financial Times (FT) was
one of the few major British papers that
reported full-year growth in circulation, ad
revenue and profits. And integration certainly had its impact on its positive figures.
In July, the paper launched full integration
of both staff and systems, fitting ft.com
reporters into print operations, and vice
versa. The best online editors were moved
into the primary editorial staff and some
of the now five hundred journalists at the
paper worked a new early morning shift. All
were responsible for both print and online
stories; a uniform commissioning structure
and uniform sub-editing were introduced.
The result was greater productivity and a
lowered cost base, said Managing Editor
Dan Bogler.

The transition wasn’t all smooth sailing,
though. Fifty voluntary redundancies were
offered and with 10% of staff eventually
cut, journalists were pressed into three early
morning shifts per month. More than half of
sub-editors were eliminated. It was difficult
to convince the print staff to move to online.
The paper implemented a new staff review
process to regularly assess performance and
rate journalists in the new media newsroom.
But the program was soon abandoned after
employee complaints and a barrage of criticism from outside blogs, other media, and
FT’s own management.

STORYBUILDING

Building stories at the
Financial Times

FT journalists publish stories as they
evolve, maximizing exposure on the Web
and print.
Morning: When news breaks, a few short
paragraphs are posted to the website to
tell readers what has happened.
Late Morning: The story is updated with a
more detailed account, including background and quotes.
Late afternoon: New information is added,
As time went on, however, FT staffers grew including insider accounts and a bit of
accustomed to the changes. The paper rein- analysis.
stituted six of the positions it had eliminated. It Next day’s paper: In print, a full, analytical
piece is published.

The FT’s reaction to integration

original problems

- 50 voluntary redundancies
- Journalists forced to work early
morning shifts
- More than half of sub-editors
eliminated
- Difficulty convincing print staff of online
benefits
- Failed staff-review process

solutions

> Rehired some staff to fill larger online
desk
> Early morning shifts taken by
volunteers
> 3-day new media training courses
> Multimedia produced by specialists
> Overall acceptance of new newsroom
by staff

created other positions to fill positions for a
larger online desk. The early morning shift
requirement that had caused staff resentment was quickly fixed; employees with
young children ultimately volunteered to fill
the time slots. Three-day new media training
courses were organized for many journalists
and some took lunch hour classes that taught
reporters how to blog, a practice that FT
journalist soon embraced.
Among its integrated workflow changes,
the Financial Times implemented a “storybuilding” approach that has helped steer
journalists and readers from breaking news
to enterprise piece in a logical way. In the
morning, a short breaking news item is posted
online. Throughout the day, sources, depth
and background may be added. A specialized
correspondent can also take over the story if
required. Eventually, a complete, full-length
story flows into the following day’s paper.

Often declared the best newspaper in the world, the
Financial Times transformed the workflow of its
newsroom to meet the need for immediate business
news on the Internet. Managing Editor Dan Bogler
(right) helped lead the charge.

For multimedia production, the FT assigned
dedicated video journalists, on the premise that writers needed time to write, while
video journalists specialize in shooting video
interviews. Originally, production times were
minimal and the subjects were usually one
journalist interviewing another about a story.
However, the Financial Times prepared a
revamp of video content on its website in
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Multimedia-related developments at the FT
- launched new mobile service, FT Mobile News Reader, providing stories on the go, archive search, and stock valuations.
- appointed first head of video coinciding with the new emphasis on video content.
- among a handful of papers that displayed digital full-color samples produced by Océ at Poing, Germany (Europe’s largest
annual digital printing exhibition) in March 2007, hinting that the pinksheet might be adding even more colorful pages.
- February 2008; launched a social network which enables media and tech executives to gather, share ideas and network online.
Subscribers to the network must pay an annual fee of £1,700.
- October 2007; FT.com, one of the few major newspaper websites to keep content behind a paywall, began allowing 30 articles
a month to be accessed for free (previously, most access required a £98.99 annual subscription).
- A major paper redesign featured a new typeface, bolder design, and new labeling.
- The paper increased its circulation by 2.13 percent year-on-year in September 2007 to 441,219. The FT was the only “quality”
daily to increase circulation in the U.K.

late 2007 based on the belief that advertising tions in many fields in all parts of the world.
within Web media could attract companies In many ways, the ongoing developments
occurring at the FT are completely logical:
that usually buy TV ad time.
often considered among the best newspapers
As the spirit in the FT newsroom adapted to in the world, it makes perfect sense for the
new media, the paper gradually expanded its paper to adapt the best innovations to its
journalistic innovations beyond video (see box daily news production.
above). Indeed, one of the primary jobs of its
journalists is to report and analyze innova-

	Shuffling staff

BusinessWeek
shifts top editor
to online

In June 2007, John Byrne, top editor at BusinessWeek,
the American business weekly that has been aggressively increasing its online presence for years, was
moved to head up BusinessWeek.com, highlighting
the importance of BusinessWeek’s online operations. Editor-inChief, Stephen J. Adler, said of the change: “BusinessWeek.com is
an essential part of our future and our franchise, and no one is
more qualified than John to run it.”
Mr. Byrne’s new responsibilities included overseeing editorial
operations of the online edition and continuing integration and
collaboration between print and online staffs.
Unique users on BusinessWeek.com were more than 6.7 million per
month in June 2007, with a 22%
increase in monthly users versus
John Byrne (left), an
the previous year. Among the
experienced print
site’s features were the Company
editor, was asked to
head up operations at
Insight Center and expanded
BusinessWeek.com, a
blog, video and podcast offerings
move approved by Editorand news summaries.
in-Chief, Stephen J. Adler
(right).

“The Financial
Times assigned
dedicated video
journalists for
video interviews,
leaving the writers
time to write”
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Lewis explained that prior to the change, the
Telegraph newsroom had been divided by
poor communication and a lack of direction
which presented daunting challenges. “There
was no culture of improvement,” he told the
UK’s Guardian. After the trips abroad – to
the United States, Latin America, Japan,
and Europe – Lewis had gathered enough
ammunition to convince management and
staff. He focused first on the “angriest”
Telegraph employees – people who had
seen a need for change or had complaints
internally ignored. Establishing an early alliance among these hardest-won employees
helped get the remaining staff to pay closer
attention. Finally, management decided to
heed Lewis’ advice.

In 2006, the editor of
London’s Daily Telegraph

went on a worldwide
search for ways online
media could be better
integrated into the print
newsroom. He collected
innovations and best practices and returned to
London to begin experiments in a new open
space newsroom. The test project filtered bad
ideas, established new best practices and pioneered a unique hub-and-spoke newsroom
desk layout. A training process was developed
to fold in the rest of the staff and soon a new
model for digital-era newsroom integration
The overhaul plan that emerged congregated
was born. The experiment would be watched
journalists on one floor in a large open space.
by papers worldwide.
It reorganized editorial workflows, with an
eye toward physical proximity. The business
In April 2007, after already having learned
desk became the first test unit, with staffers
from experience, Telegraph Editor-in-Chief,
moving to the new space first for trial and
Will Lewis, presented the following integraerror approaches. A training program was
tion guidelines to the audience at the Ifra
developed as the experiment evolved.
International Newsroom Summit:
- Change the newsroom layout and organiInitially, Telegraph staff resisted structural
zational structure;
changes, and the journalist union threatened
- Establish a core team committed to the
a strike in autumn 2006, although negotiaintegration project;
tion ultimately staved it off. Meanwhile, 54
- Develop training programs that address
staff members were made redundant, others
employee concerns;
resigned, and over three years, the paper
- Adjust workflow to accommodate multiwent through eight top editors.
media publishing;
- Ensure easy and open communication
But with time, Consulting Editor rhidian
among staff.
Wynn-Davies said Telegraph employees
WWWWORLDEDITORSFORUMORG
WWWEDITORSWEBLOGORG

became more comfortable simply by working under the new structure. The training
programs evolved to help put reporters more
at ease. Lewis also established a recruitment
policy that sought to diversify staff, making
it more representative of the UK population,
in an effort to make the Telegraph a paper
“for all of Britain.”
The largest open newsroom in London
Measuring three daily peaks in its Web site
traffic (8 to 10 a.m., noon to 2 p.m., and end
of the work day, which the paper calls “touchpoints”), the Telegraph adapted its publishing
schedule and emphasized different media
formats suiting reader habits during each
period. “We’ve found that first thing, readers
want to know what’s going on in relatively
short, sharp bites,” Telegraph Digital Editor
Edward roussel. “At lunchtime, readers
want more of a leisurely read, something
less intense. This is where we will start using
video more.” For the late day “touchpoint,”
the paper developed TelegraphPM, a PDF
edition allowing readers to download and
print their own afternoon paper. Although in
January 2008, the paper ended production
of its TelegraphPM, other papers around the
world adopted a similar strategy and continue
to produce such editions.
Structurally, the Telegraph set a UK precedent with the first fully integrated newspaper
newsroom layout model. A hub-and-spokes
design re-conceived the Web operation,
shutting it down as a small department and

Will Lewis’ tips for integrating
newsrooms
- Change the newsroom layout and organizational structure;
- Establish a core team committed to the
integration project;
- Develop training programs that address
employee concerns;
- Adjust workflow to accommodate multimedia publishing;
- Ensure easy and open communication
among staff.
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“Establishing an alliance
with the ‘angriest’ journalists helps management
convince the rest of the newsroom about integration.”
- A row of wall clocks for easy reference to
global city times;
- Photocopiers positioned at the ends of
spokes, a few yards from journalists;
- A quiet research room for working in
peace;
- A cozy reading room that gives for getting
out from the newsroom din;
- Large desks with a slightly elevated
L-shaped edge allowing for privacy but also
Everyone in the newsroom can simply look facilitating collaboration amongst section
up to see the “video wall” and view breaking teams while hiding extensive wiring.
news from broadcast channels, top viewed
website stories, and Telegraph.co.uk’s As important and effective as these changes
homepage. The paper also provides two might be, Wynn-Davies said the impact is not
computer screens for each staffer to ease as profound as internal changes in views and
video production, layout work, and Internet attitudes about workflow. Design is “very
research. Other details affecting staff interac- important, but nowhere near as important as
changing your mindset and getting your comtion and workflows included:
making it an assumed part of the publishing
process for all editorial conversations. An
online journalist now sits on each of the 11
section desks stemming from the central
hub. Department heads sit at the end of the
desk closest to the center and congregate
for daily meetings at the central table (the
“hub”) positioned in the middle of the open
floor newsroom.

missioning structure right,” he said. “Don’t
think your seating plan alone is going to
change things.”
The effect on reporters amounted to simple
conveniences that enhanced daily routines. “I
don’t think it’s affected the actual product, it
just makes our daily life easier,” said Nicole
Martin, digital and media correspondent for
the Daily Telegraph.
Elsewhere, the Telegraph took additional
steps toward online evolution with various
personalization and media features on its
Web site:
- My Telegraph: Visitors can register to set
up their own blogs, hosted at the Telegraph
site.
- My News: My Telegraph also folds in a
personalized news feed reader (RSS)
- Telegraph TV: Business, news, sport, and
entertainment videos including videos produced by Telegraph staff and those from
partner ITN, a producer of video content
Not all the online activity was desirable in
2007. In May, The Telegraph group’s website
came under the fire of hackers taking it out
of service for the bulk of a day. This major
annoyance demonstrated one of the new
challenges inherent in the digital age that all
media companies face. But overall, through
its innovative integrated newsroom, The
Telegraph has become an industry leader,
showing the way forward despite the uncertainty these new digital challenges have
wrought.

“Newsroom design
is very important
but nowhere
as important as
changing the
mindsets of your
journalists”
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News at the
Crossroads
When the Netherlands’ leading newspaper,
De Volkskrant, moved operations to a new
building, its editors wanted to do more than
converge workflows in the €100,000 office
overhaul. Jan Hart, editor of De Volkskrant,
believed the design should signal staff that
integration meant visible new behaviors, not
just nice ideas. “If you tell people they have
to change but nothing is changed, then they
don’t believe you,” Hart said.

just a few feet away, so content gatherers
could assist in distribution decisions. Twelve
flat wall screens continuously displayed news;
the room was painted in bright pink, orange,
and white to foster a sense of openness. Even
the coffee machines were strategically placed
to bolster the hub concept.
The curved workstation was designed to
become a “crossroads for news content”,
editorial decisions, and even the staff’s own
comings and goings - anyone entering or
crossing the newsroom had to move around
this editorial ground zero. “What’s essential
is to create a central point,” said Hart. “It
makes a difference.”

floor rooms connected by walkways. The
other rooms housed editorial supplements,
travel and health sections, and commercial
operations, all of them less dependent on the
real-time editorial center of operations. A few
small, enclosed offices were also included,
accommodating staffers who preferred to
work quietly.
Although many of Hart’s staff were print
journalists first, they adapted to filing shorter,
200-word-length versions of stories for the
early online news cycle, before moving on
to finish longer versions. Morning editorial
meetings were scheduled earlier to sync
with morning Web traffic peaks.

In De Volkskrant’s new layout, the online editor
was moved from his once-remote corner to
mid-newsroom, where he sat alongside the
print editor - and every other department head.
The top editorial team was converged at a
primary news hub, whose centrality was key
to De Volkskrant’s layout concept. The breaking To accommodate building constraints, De De Volkskrant re-prioritized for integration
news desk and business section were situated Volkskrant’s offices were split into four open- using a matrix listing mobile, print, online,
audio and video options, which factored in
each technology’s relative state of readiness
to deliver effective news products. This
analysis resulted in the creation of a fourpage PDF version of the paper, published
electronically at 4 p.m. to deliver an easyto-print evening news fix to the home-bound
commuter. It also led to a free classified jobs
supplement; an online news aggregator,
“News Clicker”; and NewsCruncher, a
program designed for MSN Messenger to
answer younger readers’ questions about
news. The analysis also prompted a webcasting channel, VK.TV.
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“If you tell staff they need to change
but nothing in their physical surroundings changes,
they won’t believe you.”
optimism for newspapers

Mark Glaser:
The future
of journalism
is bright

Mark Glaser of the National Public Radio’s MediaShift (www.mediashift.org) weblog wrote that

while large media companies will find it hardest to adapt to Internet-driven change, the
emerging benefits of online journalism were
cause for optimism.
1. Greater access to more journalism worldwide: Local angles
can be seen from far away. TV channels, blogs and podcasts
from around the world mean being able to read points of
view from regions way beyond our own.
2. Aggregation and personalization satisfies readers: Readers
can become their own editors and programmers via Google
News searches, content portals like My Yahoo, and RSS news
feeds by topic, keyword, or publication.
3. Digital delivery offers more ways
to reach people: News media can

be delivered in many digital
forms: e-mail, websites, cell
phones, and wherever bits and
bytes can go.
4. There are more fact-checkers
than ever before in the history of journalism: Bloggers

and Internet readers, though
they may have personal agen-

The paper’s multimedia convergence
started with a study of reader habits, which
prompted a reshuffling of its publishing
timeline. Editors scheduled a later print
edition and added continuous updates
to online news, and also added a brand
new position, a “news flow manager”
to oversee the convergence process. A
first-time online production department
(distinct from the paper’s online editorial
team), was also designed to research and
develop commercial websites and promotional content.

das, provide a free supply of fact-checkers.
5. Collaborative investigations between pro and amateur journalists: Easy online communication facilitates reader-assisted

investigation. One publication, for instance, enlisted “citizen
journalists” to help find out which U.S. congresspersons
were employing their spouses.
6. More voices are part of the news conversation: Independent
bloggers and online journalists means outsiders and experts
were doing their own reporting and influencing the news
agenda. More points of view means power is less and less
concentrated in editorial boardrooms.
7. Greater transparency and a more personal tone: The personal
nature of online journalism brings reporters closer to readers; conflicts of interest can also be explained in greater
detail, leading to improved transparency.
8. Growing advertising revenues online: While still relatively
small, ad revenue online is projected to grow by double-digit
percentages over five years.
9. An online shift from print could improve environmental impact.:As
online media has less ecological impact than print, it helps
save trees and potentially reduces global warming.
10. Stories never end: Whereas stories are rarely followed up in traditional journalism, the flexible online
format lets stories live on longer. Updates and additions
are easy via story comments and changes to article text.

gence fold. The paper called on the sales
force to “pamper,” “inspire,” and “educate”
ad buyers and media agencies via lunches
and social events, sponsored tours, and
an extravagant annual party. The royal bus
was hired for party transport and selected
attendees received digital cameras; a TV
personality even played host. Pieter Kok,
publisher of De Volkskrant, said participants left such events with impressions of
a dynamic newspaper moving in innovative
editorial directions.

On the subscription front, De Volkskrant set
up offers that mixed and matched media
versions of the paper. Readers could receive
their news on different platforms, depending
De Volkskrant’s sales team made enormous on the time or day of the week. For examefforts to dazzle advertisers into the conver- ple, readers can receive three print editions
“Dynamic” new directions at De
Volkskrant

on selected days, complemented by daily
updates delivered to PDAs.
By embracing innovation on both the editorial and business sides, De Volkskrant has
positioned itself as a leading paper in the
Internet era, and certainly as one to watch
in the years ahead.
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conclusion

Spanish Newsrooms: To
Integrate or not to Integrate?
With:
Arsenio Escolar, Director, 20 Minutos
Mario Tascon, Director General, Prisacom, El Pais
Fernando Baeta, Director, elmundo.es
1. What is the biggest advantage for integrating/not integrating your information. One of the drawbacks of internet is possibly the very
print and online newsrooms? What is the biggest disadvantage? voracity with which it devours news, making it at times very hard
for newspapers to publish, the day after, something that has already
El Pais: When newsrooms are integrated, the focus usually involves appeared on the web the day before.
brand survival and, since at present the print version is financially
more important, the online version becomes a subsidiary. Also, I have always considered Elmundo.es to be a perfect blend between
innovation is a lot easier when newsrooms are separate. Multimedia the universe of information and a huge ‘playground’. Where news is
developments are simpler when tackled individually because they concerned, we are working on synergy. As a playground, we offer
have nothing to do with the existing skills in newspapers. They also mainly multimedia – music, cinema, sports, community participahelp attract younger audiences, since by treating the Internet as a tion – which is of vital importance on the net, and have to keep
different medium with online newsrooms staffed by qualified, younger operating on the outskirts of the traditional newsroom.
workers, our readership approaches us more willingly.
20 Minutos: The 20 Minutos newsroom is integrated. Because
The main disadvantage is the difficulty in working together and of this, we have been able to take maximum advantage of all the
the fact that journalists who work on the print version do not feel available resources in the newsroom in order to enrich our print and
attached to the website, which makes it difficult for the teams to Web products. Our integrated newsroom has helped us to become
work together. These problems are also very conditioned by cultural, much more efficient, has eliminated some of the duplicate work
that was being conducted in the newsroom by different journalists,
educational and (most importantly) age differences.
and has helped us to produce much more information on a daily
El Mundo: From our viewpoint, one hundred per cent integration basis. The biggest disadvantage to the integrated newsroom that
is not the best solution. We fear total integration might affect the we have experienced is the initial hesitation of journalists when it
essence of both platforms in terms of speed, analysis and enter- comes to new technologies and publishing tools. But, print-educated
tainment value. The biggest advantage we are deriving from these and web-educated journalists are continually watching one another
first steps is the increase, via internet, of our capacity to deliver to see how the others work.

2. How have your different integrated/non-integrated newsroom
strategies contributed to your successes? Do you feel that your
different strategies have affected your standing amongst your
competitors?

El Pais: Until quite recently (Elmundo.es announced the integration
process in autumn 2007), the newsrooms of Elmundo.es and ElPais.
com have been separate, so it does not seem that our strategies
have been deciding factors. In any case, up until now, it seems that
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the separation has worked for us: we have good readership and
reasonable economic results. The current situation of ElPais.com
on the Internet (practically a draw with Elmundo.es) has mainly
been caused by the fact that for 3 years (from 2003 to 2006) it
was a completely closed site that could only be accessed by paying
members. This led to a generalised drop in the traffic of website
users. It has not been easy to recover from that situation, but we
have been working on changing it for two years.

and still holds that position now that we have undertaken, albeit
slowly, partial integration of both teams.

20 Minutos: 20 minutos’ print distribution levels were achieved with
little contribution from the website. But the website is constantly
increasing its role as a major player for 20 Minutos readers. Our
integrated newsroom strategy has been essential in reinforcing the
loyalty of our readers both in print and on the Web. Furthermore,
integration of the two media in the newsroom has helped transfer
El Mundo: Integration, or more precisely lack of it, has not affected the success of our print edition to our Web edition: 20minutos.es
Elmundo.es’ position with regard to its competitors. Elmundo.es was has become the third most visited news website in Spain after only
already the leader before there was any talk of newsroom integration 2 years in existence.

3. How has the workflow in your newsroom changed in the working on one of the so-called integrated sections can also help
enhance Elmundo.es by instantly providing any relevant non-exclusive
Internet Age?
news which does not need to be withheld for the newspaper the
El Pais: There are more sources, we have to work faster and we following day. Very often this requires no more than a mere phone
have tools that provide us with precise information that allows us call to our Breaking News section where an editor picks up, edits
to know what people like (the people who read the news on the and publishes the information online as swiftly as possible.
website, who are quite different from those who read the print
edition). For years now, Internet tools have become part of jour- 20 Minutos: Basically, we have passed from working solely for the
nalists’ daily routine, from e-mailing to the self-management of following day’s print deadline to working in a 24/7, open newsroom
documentation through search engines, including the engine on that follows current events every second of the day on the Web. To
the digital version of the newspaper and the archive. Nowadays, accommodate this new workflow, we have multiplied our sources
there are tools that tell us about the readers’ tastes, and they of information; it is not only the agencies that provide us with news
because the Internet puts us in constant reach of newspapers, TV,
influence our content.
radio, bloggers from all over the world as well as companies that
El Mundo: Though the workload has not increased, the nature of have more direct contact with the media through their own corporate
the work itself has changed, especially in Elmundo.es’ integrated websites. The biggest problem this has spawned is the rhythm and
sections. The editors of the integrated sections do not only think production of Web information; it has been so accelerated that we
about tomorrow’s edition, but about what news Elmundo.es will have not yet found effective quality control mechanisms for our
broadcast within the next hours or minutes. They do not have to work online product.
more, but must think about how their stories will be sold in print,
with what kind of multimedia support and images, or what videos
and infographics can be used online. Those El Mundo journalists not

4. Has the role of the newspaper Editor-in-Chief changed in the there is the added ‘playground’ appeal I mentioned earlier which
Internet Age? Should the Editor-in-Chief of the print edition also has little to do with traditional journalism. However, it is very likely
that in the future newspaper companies will be run by a single
be the Editor-in-Chief of the online edition?
Editor-in-Chief.
El Pais: That is usually the case, but it is not the only factor that
determines the success of the publications. Indeed it does seem 20 Minutos: In the case of 20 minutos and 20minutos.es, and
that upper management is a good place to start when integrating any other publication that decides to integrate its newsroom, the
Editor-in-Chief of the print edition must also be the Editor-in-Chief
both platforms, possibly a better place than the newsroom.
of the online edition. An integrated medium needs a unique chain of
El Mundo: El Mundo and Elmundo.es are run by different though command, not only at the highest level, that of the Editor-in-Chief,
perfectly coordinated Editors-in-Chief. In my opinion as head of but in all upper-management. This is fundamental to assuring that
the online edition, things should continue this way. As with other there is complete communication between the print and the online
web media, Elmundo.es is not merely a newspaper, but something editions and that the entire operation is as efficient as possible.
else. Though news is clearly the mainstay of online newspapers,
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5. Are Web journalism and print journalism two distinct profes- El Mundo: Journalists are journalists, whether in print or online. I
sions requiring different skills, or can individual journalists create believe any journalist can carry out his or her work in either newsroom,
with some basic technical training. All of them can create content
content for both the Web and print?
for any medium, as long as they master a few fundamentals. On the
El Pais: Distinct professions, without a doubt. Although they share a net, they have to be fast, synthetic, direct. They have to put news in
common base, the development of web-based journalism requires a context and provide users the necessary background to understand
great number of specialisations, both in the newsroom and in other what they are reading as quickly as possible. They can also include
areas of the company, which are not used in print newspapers. Similar multimedia materials – video, audio, graphics – that posses both
characteristics are required to “capture” information in text, audio informational and entertainment value. In print, more depth and
or video format, but the elements needed to prepare it for each of specialist information is required when writing stories, opinion articles
the media are clearly different in most cases. They can share some and analyses, with a specific editorial viewpoint.
of the information gathering process (which is not very elaborate
in most newspapers, compared to agencies) but preparing mate- 20 Minutos: For 20 Minutos, they are journalists and that is all. They
rial for both media all the time is a very complex procedure and it can be from the print edition or from the web, radio or TV. They have
would have a negative effect on quality. In order to do it correctly, the one profession and, therefore, there are some abilities and conditions
profiles have to be separate, with specialised teams staffing each that all journalists must fulfill. However, it is true that some specific
support. Plus, are there only two media? Aren’t mobile telephones, Web competencies are different from those of the print edition; it is
to mention the most evident resource, another medium with very not the same to write a news story for tomorrow’s print edition than
for the Web a few minutes later, nor for television or radio.
different characteristics?

6. Are your journalists happy with your decision to integrate or not El Mundo: Positive, very positive. After years of lack of understanding
to integrate? Would they like to maintain the status quo or would on either side – though possibly more so on the part of print – reality
has brought everyone together. Traditional newsrooms now see the
they rather see some changes?
Internet as a powerful and necessary medium, as illustrated by the
El Pais: Journalists who work on the print version conceptually more than one million readers who seek information on Elmundo.es
support the integration, even though, in many cases, it is not clear on a daily basis. These figures have made many print editors, contrary
the effect this will have on their work. Sometimes the discourse is to what used to be the case, keen to publish news online and reap the
based more on trade union issues (they want to improve the work
conditions for the Internet newsroom) than on professional ones.
For them, integration provides certain guarantees that some of the
historical characteristics of the profession will be continued on the
new platform (quality, credibility and veracity), although the feeling
that they are two different platforms is gradually growing and more
trust is placed in the digital version’s newsrooms (which are considerably younger). There is also a relative fear that integration will
involve a decrease in quality (since they will have to work harder for
two platforms), particularly on the print side. The feeling is similar
in the digital newsroom: they would like to share their colleagues’
work conditions, but they do not really believe that the integration
will favour the web product. The more experience they have with
the Internet, the stronger they feel this way.
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growth. This is especially true in the case of print-educated journalists
who have begun to consider themselves a little old-fashioned for
not being familiar with the Internet, which they consider an essential
medium for the future of their profession. Our journalists are very
satisfied with the changes we have made in the newsroom because
their professional skills and the knowledge they have gained about
20 Minutos: The general feeling in the 20 Minutos newsroom has how their profession is changing have been greatly improved.
been to accept the multimedia challenge as a chance for professional
professional benefits of doing so. There is always a minor percentage
of professionals, in this as in any other field of work, that is averse to
change and shies away from new challenges. They are few and far
between and are aware they are fighting a losing battle, and will have
to change if they don’t want reality to steamroll over them.

7. What is the role of video and audio in your newsroom? How is working on both and a considerable number of journalists – those
that are more acquainted with online than with print – use them
it produced and by whom?
regularly and know how to implement them effortlessly. But we want
El Pais: It is very important. ElPais.com broadcasts over 50 dif- quality and specialisation rather than one-man-band journalists
ferent videos a day and the video area is accessed by 1.5 million who see, write, talk, report and give opinion. Though we require
unique visitors. Quite often the “most read” news story is a video, versatility and alertness in our professionals, what we privilege is
very frequently produced by the Internet department. Video also editorial excellence.
introduces the entertainment component in newspapers, for which
20 Minutos: Especially video, but also audio, are more and more
we are not that well prepared.
Video for ElPais.com is prepared by a team that is shared by the important in our newsroom. We believe that, in the future, video will
web from televisions and other group media. For audio information, become even more important. Our print edition journalists already
ElPais.com uses material from the most important radio station in know how to produce short pieces of video about concrete news
Spain (SER), as well as from music stations, thus obtaining high that they record with their mobile phones. For prominent pieces,
quality professional material stemming from the redistribution of such as interviews or reports, we have a team of video professionals
who do the filming and producing. As for workflow, our journalists
resources implemented from the digital company.
concentrate first on print and Web editorial. Then, video and audio
El Mundo: Audio and video platforms are essential to the growth are produced by our audio-visual team when needed.
of Elmundo.es, and will become increasingly so. We have teams
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La contaminación de la capital duplica
los niveles permitidos por la UE

La ministra Narbona pide a Gallardón que adopte medidas, y Ana Botella le responde que no cree alarma. 3

El AVE Madrid-Barcelona en dos horas
y 38 minutos desde 40 euros

Madrid, destino de
cientos de europeas
en busca de óvulos

Italianas, francesas y británicas han hecho que los tratamientos de fertilidad con
donación de óvulos crezcan un 44% en un año en las clínicas madrileñas. Los
expertos ya hablan del «turismo reproductivo». La donación se paga a 1.000 �. 2

Larevista

has led his newsroom through a radical transformation, erasing
the lines between print and Web journalists, instituting an
innovative (‘H’ shaped news hub), newsroom architecture and
adding numerous multimedia features. These strategies have
helped turn 20 Minutos into Spain’s most read newspaper.
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Prisión para 11 dirigentes de Batasuna
por tratar de rehacer la cúpula del partido

Garzón impone fianzas a otros tres de los detenidos el lunes por colaboración con banda armada. 6

La UE fichará a todos
los extranjeros que
entren en su territorio
Un plan de la Comisión que se pondrá en marcha
en 2012 pretende frenar así la inmigración ilegal
y la entrada de terroristas y delincuentes.
6

Hoy,SanValentín,puedes ganarte un‘finde’romántico
si nos mandas un mensaje para tu pareja.O una foto:
todas las que ves nos las han enviado otros lectores. 20
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PARA TU PAREJA �ENTREVISTA A SERGIO DALMA
� PELIS DE AMOR DE TODO TIPO � CONSULTORIO
CON ARANTXA COCA...

20minutos.es
Y hoy en nuestra web,
encuentro digital con la
sexóloga Pilar Cristóbal

Obama suma otras tres victorias y logra
una importante ventaja sobre Clinton

Sin embargo, la pugna demócrata aún mantiene un
estrecho margen entre ambos candidatos.
7
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Deportes

Contador puede
perderse el Tour

JORGE PARÍS

Arsenio Escolar,
Director of the freesheet 20 Minutos,

termines,
¡Búscalo, léelo y, cuando

PÁSALO!

Será más barato si se reserva con antelación y por Internet. Empezará a funcionar el 20 de febrero.
2

Su equipo, el Astaná, ha sido vetado, y el madrileño sólo correrá si cambia de formación. 12

ELGETAFE,MÁS CERCA DEOCTAVOS.

Empató a 1-1 en el campo del AEK, en la UEFA. 12
Y TODO ESTO Y MUCHO MÁS,
CONTINUAMENTE ACTUALIZADO, EN...

Nuevo museo en la
milla de oro del Prado
Ayer se inauguró CaixaForum, entre el
Prado, el Thyssen y el Reina Sofía. Alberga joyas del arte contemporáneo, en la
antigua central eléctrica del centro. 25

Entrevistas electorales

Solbes «El
pan y la leche
seguirán
subiendo»

� «Veremos caer la inflación en
marzo o abril».Entrevista al vicepresidente económico.
8

Duran i Lleida, operado
con éxito de un cáncer
Rajoy lleva a Merkel su
contrato para inmigrantes 7
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8. Does your paper use so-called Citizen Journalists in its news- 20 Minutos: From our first day as a free newspaper, 20 Minutos
gathering process? Do you think it is beneficial or not beneficial has distinguished itself by its close relationship with readers. We
have opened our pages to reader participation by allowing them to
for your journalists to interact with readers?
comment on our articles or by sending us news that is happening in
El Pais: ElPais.com was the pioneer in Spain in establishing a section their neighborhood. Even before we launched our website, in each
called Yo Periodista (“I, the Journalist”) for this purpose. It is one of of our daily print editions, there has been a section called “Readers
the few digital editions of a classical newspaper that has included Inform” which is a compilation of news sent by readers. Our Website
that option on its site with a specific team of journalists to help users. allowed us to become even more familiar with our readers. Now,
Citizen journalism refreshes conventional journalism and often gives reader comments and information have the same, and sometimes
us a reality check. It helps generate a feeling of community around even more, importance than news that arrives via traditional outlets.
Furthermore, interaction has not only allowed us to reinforce our
our brands and updates their image.
relationship with our readers but has also helped to emphasize our
El Mundo: A relationship with readers is always beneficial. But this importance on local coverage. In general, interaction with readers
should not mislead us. Participation is a good thing, but it should is a means for us to discover what interests our readers to be sure
never substitute the work of a journalist, and newspapers, either in that we are creating interesting products on the print and Web.
print or online, should be written by professional newspeople.

9. In the Internet age, do you think that readers expect a different productions), computer graphics, blogs, and digital chats where
style of journalism? Do you think that your readers have been readers ask guests questions.
affected by your decision to integrate or not to integrate?
El Mundo: Undoubtedly web surfers are seeking new ways to access
El Pais: They expect a different type of journalism, which often information; this is a fact and no media company can afford to disregard
involves a return to the beginnings of journalism (telling the truth, it. A large number of our Elmundo.es users do not read the El Mundo
knowing how to prioritise, etc.). Brands are less influential. Elmundo. newspaper. Perhaps they want to know what is going on in real time
es and ElPais.com are two examples of how people read other types and are not interested in editorials, analyses and in-depth articles.
of things besides those included in the print editions, as we can see Integration itself has not in any way changed the philosophy of Elmundo.
from the “most read” sections published on both websites. Some es. The only thing it has done is given our readers access to more and
of the other keys to success include narrative multimedia (ElPais. better information. Or to put it another way: our online readers are better
com has several EPPY awards recognising special Internet-based informed since we began to partially integrate both newsrooms.

Mario Tascon,
Director General of Prisacom,
has had the advantage of guiding a multimedia newsroom
completely separated from the El Pais’ print newsroom. Being
editorially independent has afforded Tascon and his team to
experiment in ways that would not have been possible in an
integrated newsroom.

To Integrate or Not To Integrate?
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20 Minutos: Readers of print editions are not increasing and more
are deciding to stay informed through the Internet, especially young
people. This has affected the selection of information, the importance
we attach to different types of information and also the way we tell
stories. Therefore, the style of newspapers must be different. It seems,
however, that the style we defined as a free newspaper, distinct of that
of the paid press, is sometimes being adopted in the paid press.

I think the best thing I can say about the integration process is that in
spite of the difficulties it entails, it must not reduce the quality of either
product, print or web, and that readers must certainly not perceive any
reduction of quality. The only thing readers should perceive is that they
have a better printed newspaper that offers more participation tools,
and a website that offers more and more content (videos, surveys,
forums, photo galleries, etc.), that complement information.

10. How would you defend your integration strategy, or lack El Mundo: As I just said, I believe the most salient feature in
thereof? How will it contribute to your paper’s future success? these preliminary steps we have taken towards integration of both
newsrooms is the improvement in the quality of the information our
El Pais: Two groups are more appropriate when there are differ- readers receive, particularly on Elmundo.es. To what extent will this
ent objectives. If nobody is fulfilling a task which is everyone’s contribute to the success of our publications, both print and online?
responsibility, things are not being done properly. If there is a single Well, obviously if we boost our capacity to deliver better quality and
newsroom there will be a single and main goal (the survival and
development of print) and a subsidiary objective (digital development). Our competition in Internet environment has a clear goal
(development, increase of traffic and profitability), plus they have
nothing to lose. They are pure digital players who only think of
winning on that territory.
A soldier would have few doubts if he were asked if he could use
the infantry to perform air attacks. I’m sure he would talk about
specialisation, even if there is a joint command and some soldiers
can help out with the planes. Some people hold a different approach
and defend hybrid media, but in nature, the few hybrids that actually
exist are monsters which only last one generation, because they
never reproduce. I hope the press is not preparing a hybrid, because
then its survival would be limited to one generation.
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more quantity, our readers will be more satisfied and our competitors increasingly worried.
20 Minutos: The integration of print and online functions is a necessity for 20 Minutos in order to guarantee two quality products (print
and web), and, moreover, to assure our future revenues. The print
advertising market is not increasing much or has come to a standstill. On the other hand, the Internet has such a small percentage
of the ad market that the only thing it can do is increase. Having
watched the trends, we believe that print advertising will continue
to decrease and Internet advertising will continue to increase. We
want to prepare ourselves for that, and the best way to do so is
integrating our print and online newsrooms in order to make the
most of our journalists’ efforts on both platforms.

Fernando Baeta,
Director of elmundo.es,
leads the Spanish speaking
world’s most visited newspaper
website. The site’s path of parital
integration with the newspaper
newsroom has afforded it the
best of both worlds; collaboration
with print journalists and room
to experiment with all the
multimedia features the Internet
offers.
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Forging Print/Online Relationships
without Integration
Le Monde’s print and online teams are not
integrated. In 2007, the French daily began
mapping out a strategy for greater collaboration between the online and print units, but
never formed plans to go so far as complete
integration. Meanwhile, the paper and website have maintained Le Monde’s widespread
reputation in France as the country’s premier
paper of record. And among national news
sites and portals, Lemonde.fr holds a strong
second place in unique visitors and average
time spent by each.
So why isn’t Le Monde integrated? And with
no plans for a full convergence, how does it
keep both operations running smoothly?
Since its launch as an independent venture
in 1995, Le Monde Interactif, the paper’s
Internet wing, has remained a separate
affiliate of Le Monde and its 34% co-owner,
Lagardère. Its editorial team was originally
located in a separate building where it has
remained, a 15-minute walk from the print
newsroom. Although the paper showed brief
interest in absorbing the online division a few
years ago, the talks were quickly quashed.
Since that time, no editorial exchange has

been established between the print and online
teams. Le Monde and its associated website
are clearly two different media companies
with different cultures, different journalistic
practices and different audiences. This partly
explains why “there is no explicit integration
strategy,” said Alexis Delcambre, Editor-InChief of Lemonde.fr.

articles for Lemonde.fr, producing audio
clips, and generally “dipping [his] fingers
in the muck.”
Discovering whole new journalistic
worlds
In May 2007, Le Monde launched a crossplatform journalist “exchange program”.
Two journalists from the print team were
sent for a week at a time to observe, work,
and learn about editorial processes online.
The involvement and active work of these
journalists was based on their own initiative;
there were no rewards for being a good
student, no punishment for being a bad one.
Simultaneously, one staffer from Lemonde.
fr’s approximately 30 journalists migrated to
the print offices.

Starting in 2007, without going so far as
complete integration, Le Monde began to
develop ties between the two operations. Print
journalist Philippe Le Coeur volunteered to
join Le Monde Interactif and become one of
two coordinators, one for each side, charged
with setting up some lightweight bridges. To
Le Coeur, the lack of greater cooperation is
abnormal, especially considering the superior
architecture in which the print newsroom is
surrounded as opposed to the building in
As of October 2007, about 25 top print ediwhich Interactif is housed.
tors of 250 print journalists had undergone
The essential issue for Le Coeur was not the exchange program. For 2008, Le Monde
whether Le Monde combined Web and print planned to launch a broader training program,
production, but to what extent the two staffs developed mainly in-house and designed to
collaborated. For about a month, the journal- teach digital literacy and online journalism
ist observed the work of the online team. skills to all its journalists. If successful, the
Next, he participated as a reporter, writing program would turn a fair share of section
editors into inter-newsroom “relay points”.
Meanwhile, staffers on both sides were
Editor-in-Chief of Lemonde.fr, Alexis
welcoming the existing exchange program.
Delcambre (below), heads the online
The comfort level of both types of journalcomplement to France’s most popular
ists pointed to an openness that might have
French daily. When the separate
print and online newsrooms began
been a surprise a few years before. “The
an exchange program, he noticed
fluidity of relationships (between print and
that print journalists began sending
online journalists) has been spectacular,”
scoops to the web team.
Delcambre says.

“I have a hard
time believing
in an integrated
newsroom
model and don’t
believe in the fixing
of a given model
on our own
editorial reality.”
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“Print/online cooperation is not a methodology yet.
It’s based more on intuition.”
But “by no means should you think it’s
an easy task,” warned another Le Monde
executive who chose to remain anonymous.
He added that irrespective of age, sex or
hierarchy, some journalists have trouble
grasping specific techniques required for the
more unfamiliar medium. Still, the project
was starting to deliver operational results.
Delcambre said some of the “students of
online” from the print side were calling the
Web team when they had exclusives for
Web-first publishing or stories that could be
enhanced by multimedia and other online
ingredients.
During the 2007 French presidential campaign, active collaboration between print
and online started to emerge. Print journalists were invited to participate and organize
online chats. They were encouraged to record
audio podcasts at meetings and events. Other
forms of media were generally deemed too
time-consuming for journalists busy writing
articles. For the Rugby World Cup, print
journalists started a rugby blog. In preparation for the 2007 Tour de France, Le Coeur
initiated a multimedia project involving online
and print journalists he was familiar with
from his old job.
But the print/online exchanges did not result
in any plans or desire to merge staffs. “I
have a hard time believing in (an integrated
newsroom) model and don’t believe in the
fixing of a given model on our own editorial
reality”, said Delacambre. He also pointed out

that collaboration initiatives mostly originate
from the online newsroom (which often suggests the use of multimedia content), and that
although print content regularly makes its way
to the Web, work from online journalists still
seldom makes it into the paper. Furthermore,
many print journalists remain unaware of the
workings of Le Monde Interactif, and vice
versa. “Things can change though,” he said.
“Things are changing.”

print and online journalism as fundamentally distinct publishing entities, yet another
reason why they don’t believe in integrating newsrooms. This is also reflected in the
backgrounds of their respective journalists:
at the print edition, “The paper increasingly
needs expert pens” for analytical pieces,
while lemonde.fr is composed entirely of multimedia journalists trained to master different
platforms and storytelling techniques.

Le Monde also keeps in mind the difference
between its print and Web audiences when
questioning integration (see box). Their different reading habits mean that content produced by Lemonde.fr’s staffers, as opposed
to print journalists, is responsible for the bulk
of the site’s traffic. “The web is increasingly
different from the print version,” said a Le
Monde executive. Delcambre continued,
“Both platforms are complementary… but
we know that the number one draw for audience on the Web is (our) reaction (to breaking
news)”. Print articles provide the backbone
for the website while the latest headlines
Delcambre and his Le Monde colleagues view keep visitors coming back.
When print journalist Le Coeur moved over to
the Web newsroom, part of his job consisted
of selecting the print stories that would be
published first on the Web. Now, Web-first
initiatives typically come from Le Coeur or
print journalists seeking to ensure a story
beats the competition by appearing early
at Lemonde.fr. But the practice remains
infrequent at Le Monde because the paper
remains primarily in a print mindset. “(Cooperation) is not a methodology yet, it’s based
more on intuition,” said Le Coeur. “The chain
of command is informal.”

Le Monde’s online readership

• 75% of lemonde.fr’s readers don’t read the print version
• 75% of Le Monde’s print readers don’t read the website
• 30% of visitors log on from outside France
• 15% of online page views relate to print stories
• 85% of online readers drawn to exclusive web content
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“In two years the question of integration or

non-integration will appear obsolete. Full integration as
much as non-integration are just transitory stages.”
The relative prominence of online-only content on Le Monde’s site is partly due to the
fact that Le Monde is published for afternoon distribution. The online team has had
to provide much news content on its own
to satisfy morning traffic peaks, when the
print edition was not yet available. Because
of this time-gap, examples of online-print
collaboration are mostly found in features
such as online chats. For example, when
seasoned print journalists answer reader
questions in online chat format, it draws
between 300-400 users who appreciate
the chance to talk directly with the print
journalists they have read for so many years.
Then, the chat is edited and published to
the Web for all to read.

three “axes” of news stories that differ
between platforms: each platform has different relationships to language, audience
and time. He declared that the integrated
newsroom ignores these axes, but that
a new “task-based organization” will be
shaped around them.
Patino views the integrated newsroom as a
three-tiered system: a content-gatherer (the
journalist), someone to package the content
(production designers), and someone to edit
the content and choose its publishing platforms (the editor). According to Patino, this
integrated process, which supposedly finetunes the news machinery, actually destroys
the relationships of language, audience, and

3 axes for the
task-based newsroom
In closely surveying the exchange program
begun at Le Monde and its Web sister, Bruno
Patino, Vice President of Le Monde group
and President of Le Monde Interactif,
believes he has found the “right” way to
rethink the newsroom: task-based journalism. Reflecting on recent years, he thinks
that too much emphasis has been placed
on print/online integration and not enough
about how to offer the best editorial product
on a variety of platforms. “In two years the
question of integration or non-integration
will appear obsolete,” he said, because “full
integration as much as non-integration are
just transitory stages.” Patino predicted that
in the near future a new newsroom model and
editorial process will emerge. The distribution
of various newsroom tasks amongst journalists will be the main concern of editors. Some
jobs will only be adapted to one platform,
some to several platforms, while some will
be entirely platform-agnostic.
Patino believes that as the number of
platforms and the differences between
them grow, the real issue for newspapers
and traditional media will be to offer an
editorial product suitable for each. “Linear
organization of content production, as
defined by fully integrated organizations,
is out of date,” Patino said. He identified

time on different platforms: integration is
late to address the question of how best to
tell the story, ignores the relationship with
the audience, and determines the final flow
of a story, from breaking news to analysis,
too slowly.
Patino compared the integrated newsroom
to creating a new car by simply painting old
ones, instead of redesigning the car from
the ground up. “It’s a model based on 20th
century organization instead of a reinvention of the newsroom for the 21st century”,
he said. “All this change to then eventually
reorganize (the newsroom) is a lot of disorder. Newsrooms should be rebuilding from
scratch, not adding new parts.”

Bruno Patino’s
3 axes of
multi-platform
news stories:
Axis 1.
Different relationships to language:
literacy and storytelling techniques are not
the same on every platform.
Axis 2.
Different relationships to the audience:
Each story has different needs depending on
the platform, and generates different content
accordingly.
Axis 3.
Different relationships to time: Time
sensitivity of content varies between
platforms.
Profile: Bruno Patino, President, Le
Monde Interactif
Patino started his career as a Le
Monde correspondent in Chile. He
became CEO of Le Monde interactif
in 2000. In 2005, he co-authored the
book, La presse sans Gutenberg (The
Press without Gutenberg). It analyzed
the revolutionizing effects of new
media and the Internet on the future
of journalism.
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For Le Monde, Patino thinks that to prepare
itself for the task-based newsroom, the paper
must be “platform agnostic and have the
most flexible organization possible.” Like
his colleagues, Patino feels that print and
online represent two different journalistic
skill sets as well as audiences, which is why
the two respective newsrooms will remain
separate. However, Patino hinted at one possible development. “The central element of
transformation, not upheaval, will be the
continuous news desk.”

What newsroom design could this organization entail? Patino isn’t exactly sure, but he
knows it be conceived in relation to the three
axes. For Patino, the famed “hub and spokes”
newsroom design made popular by London’s
Daily Telegraph ignores the differences inherent in all platforms. That is why Le Monde’s
print newsroom and that of lemonde.fr will
always be designed to accommodate the
depth and expertise required by the daily
paper, as well as timeliness and reactivity
necessary for the Web.

“The integrated
newsroom is a
model based
on 20th century
organization
instead of a
reinvention of the
newsroom for the
21st century.”

	Newspapers and the internet

UK: Independent’s
Simon Kelner
skeptical of the
digital revolution

In a March 2007 interview with the Guardian’s
James Silver, Independent Editor-in-Chief Simon
Kelner contradicted industry opinion, saying
why he thinks the Internet is not the future
of newspapers.
As other newspapers invest heavily in online
content, Kelner remains unconvinced. Unlike
many editors, Kelner views the digital revolution and integration of news sources with much skepticism. “We’re happy
not being pioneers, because it means we won’t get shot in
the back,” he said.
Though Kelner said the Independent website would receive
some renovations in 2007, he is unconvinced of newspaper
websites’ translation to the real world. “I’ve never met anyone
who ever listens to podcasts,” he said. “When I saw in the
Telegraph ‘Get your podcast of Simon Heffer discussing David
Cameron’s latest policy announcement’, I thought you’ve got

to be joking! I’m not convinced that they’re the future.”
Furthermore, Kelner demonstrated no tolerance for the
common view of newspapers as an endangered species.
“It’s madness,” he said, “that we don’t actually promote our
own value and too many people within our own industry
talk us down.”
Not long before Kelner made these quotes, the Independent
had announced 40 voluntary, staff-shuffling layoffs as part of
a major cost-cutting effort. Around 70 journalists applied for
the layoff package, but Kelner didn’t see this as an indication
of fear. In speaking with staff members who applied for the
packages, Kelner found no one who cited fears of the paper’s
financial demise as a reason for applying.
“Look,” he said, “you can put whatever spin you want on it,
but what we’ve done is go through the same process which
every newspaper in the world has gone through or is going
through.”
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Flirting
with Integration
French daily Le Figaro re-launched its website in 2006. The short deadline for the
project meant there wasn’t much room
for total integration. But then again, there
weren’t major inter-newsroom issues putting pressure on the print or online staff to
change: problems prevalent at other papers
such as disputes about the online publishing
of print articles, jealousy among the two
staffs, or general discontent weren’t a worry
at Le Figaro. Still, it wasn’t just practical
matters that kept integration at bay. The
Web staff was moved much closer, within
a hallway’s length, to the print newsroom
in 2007. Nonetheless, though editors say
the paper might fuse the two operations
one day, at the end of 2007, they were not
convinced a dramatic change in print-Web
workflow was necessary.
“In three years there will still be two newsrooms,” said Laurent Guimier, editorial
head of Lefigaro.fr. Full-on integrated newsrooms amount to “a nice journalistic idea,”
Guimier said, but to him, integration doesn’t
always apply on Le Figaro’s smaller scale.
“We don’t ask ourselves the ideological
and architectural question” of newsroom
integration. Le Figaro is happy with the
status quo for now.

Guimier believes the two sides even integrate
on a basic level, if integration is defined as
routine editorial interaction between print
and Web teams. As examples of interaction,
Guimier spends time each day meeting staff
and talking to journalists in both newsrooms,
and the work of print journalists is regularly
published to the Web.
The paper remains the favored platform for
breaking news, but a select few stories are
posted Web-first. Two examples include an
exclusive interview with then-presidentialcandidate Nicolas Sarkozy and a scoop
on the arrest of Italian activist Cesare
Battisti. The latter print story broke on a
Sunday morning, so the paper published a
short brief on the website -- worried that
competition could have the story before
Monday morning. In another incidence of
integration-style behavior, Web updates to
the same story were handled by the online
team. Generally, however, if a story can wait,
fresh news is saved for print publication
first. For a big scoop about insider trading
affecting defense firm EADS, for example,
editors judged they could save the splash
for the paper edition (whose publication in
this case was even delayed to make sure
the story got in).

Le Figaro’s small steps to
foster collaboration between
print and online teams
- a team leader from Lefigaro.fr attends
the paper’s daily editorial meeting, serving as a correspondent to bridge related
online and print sections.
- a print-online mediator was created in
the Figaro.fr newsroom to boost information flow between the two
- the most-viewed stories on Figaro.fr
are emailed to the print newsroom and
printed on the paper’s last page.

the final coordinating word instead of their
editors: without one editor assigned specifically to overseeing both sides, reporters
initiated the cross-platform push, motivated
to see their exclusive published soon enough
to beat the competition. As of that October,
editors expected this process to become
more formalized due mostly to technological reasons: the publishing system used by
the online team was to be merged with the
Eidos content management software used
by the print staff.

That’s not to say there isn’t regular print-Web To make such decisions, the print and online
cooperation at Le Figaro. “The Web is set on teams coordinate to determine time-sensitiv- Though extended exchanges between print
equal ground with the paper,” the editor said. ity. Until October 2007, journalists often had and online arise relatively infrequently,
Guimier said “print journalists feel at home
in the offices of Lefigaro.fr.” Several small
steps, including online embeds in the print
newsrooms, were taken to bring the newsroom together (see box above).

Le Figaro’s print and online
newsrooms remain separate but
increased collaboration between
the two teams has resulted in print
journalists warming to the speed of
Web distribution.

“Reporters
motivated to see
their exclusive
published soon
enough to beat the
competition initiate
cross-platform
journalism.”
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“Integrated newsrooms are just a nice idea.
In three year’s we’ll still have
two separate newsrooms.”
How Le Figaro marries its journalistic brand with
multimedia:

FIGARO MOST VIEWED STORIES
When it comes to content, LeFigaro.
fr has learned to enhance its daily
news production with many of the
multimedia options the Internet
provides, helping to drive traffic
and create revenue at its popular
online division while working to give
the paper an online presence and
technological capacity.

Le Figaro’s online focus: editorially
driven commercial services
In 2005, Lefigaro.fr counted only six online
journalists and generated a mere €1 million in revenue. In 2007, the Figaro group
employed 450 online staffers and its digital
operations generated 15% of total group
revenue. But the latter numbers conceal an
online emphasis that is significantly more
commercial than editorial. Of the 450 staffers, 120 actually worked under Figaro’s New
Media branch (80 worked in-house), and
only about 40 were accredited journalists, as
opposed to the print side, which is staffed with
350 journalists (see box, next page)

- Video interviews with print journalists: enticing to the journalists themselves, the video
chats posted on the site have also proved quite popular with readers.
- In-house video studio: to produce content of broadcast quality, the paper invested
several hundred thousand euros in a top-of-the-line video production unit. It also
sent journalists to video training sessions in a partnership with journalism school
ESJ de Lille.
- Facebook presence: the online team created a Figaro group on the Facebook social
networking site, adding a popular reader-connectivity element.
- Mobile-equipped: Lefigaro.fr outfitted 25 online journalists with the Nokia N93
mobile multimedia device. How each journalist uses them in their reporting is up
to them.
- Local/hyperlocal services: during the 2007 French presidential and legislative elections, Lefigaro.fr provided a reader service allowing users to search a database
containing candidate names and localities throughout France. After the first round
of presidential elections in April, Lefigaro.fr drew 760,000 visitors in one day, drawn
primarily to this election-related search service.
- Limited user-generated content: Lefigaro.fr offers no reader blogs, but reader comments are enabled on selected articles. Comment moderation is managed by a third
party, but two journalists are dedicated to reviewing the comments in search of
ideas and content possibilities.
- User opinions: In October ’07, Lefigaro.fr was preparing a TV show in partnership
with France 2 to be produced using reader contributions collected on the website.
The contributions were gathered by posing specific topical questions, such as “How
would you save the school system?”

ple, Lefigaro.fr offers “Le Littré,” a collection
of 20 volumes about the French language,
replete with dictionary definitions, literary
quotes and author references. The site also
offers a range of services for ticket purchasing, shopping, online dating, news-flavored
games, and more.
To build some of these features, the Figaro
Group went on a shopping spree, acquiring sports site Sport24.com, marketplace
BazaarChic, the theater booking service TickeTac, and others. “We think that eventually
online trade will amount to a third of revenues
for our new media branch,” said Director of
New Media Frédéric Sitterlé.

The main purpose of Figaro.fr for the Figaro While subordinate to the commercial services,
Group is to generate revenue through portal the site’s online coverage remains important
services with a newspaper flavor. For exam- in drawing visitors. News content drives about
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40-45% of total traffic to Lefigaro.fr, with
unique monthly visits totaling roughly 2 million. The newspaper also remains the primary
starting point for new service ideas. The
Figaro brand name is closely linked to the
newspaper’s core activity and the commercial
services it generates. To describe the mindset
driving the online strategy, Sitterlé said, “We
think in concentric circles.”

Le Figaro’s booming online presence
LeFigaro.fr traffic

LeFigaro.fr newsroom and revenue

- March 2007:
2 million unique visitors

2005: - 6 online journalists
- €1 million in revenue

- April 2007:
2.4 million unique visitors

2007: - 450 online staffers
- 40 accredited online
journalists
- 40-45% of total traffic from
news content
- 15% of Figaro Group
revenue
- high online advertising
rates: CPM 3x that of
competitors

The non-integration approach doesn’t appear
to be harming Lefigaro.fr. A look at its traffic
numbers and more suggest the status quo
is serving the paper well. Complications in
inter-newsroom communication aside, Le
Figaro’s experience, as tallied by revenue
and site traffic suggests the cooperative but
non-integrated approach can work well.

- May 2007:
peak of 3.1 million, coinciding
with French presidential election

Major French newspapers are typically nonintegrated, so Figaro’s own newsroom organization is not unusual among competitors.
Its online traffic was smaller than that of
its archrival Lemonde.fr, but with a strong
growth rate, “one day the curves will cross,”
Sitterlé believes. Though traffic to Le Figaro’s
portal tops Le Monde’s 4 million total unique
visitors, traffic to the non-portal news site still
trails, receiving 3.1 million monthly visitors
in May 2007.

(Nielsen NetRatings)

Print circulation

- 2006 average:
4 million unique visitors to the
Figaro portal

- 2007: up 3.2% to 331,922 copies
- Subscriptions were expected to
increase 7% to 9% in 2007
- buoyed by good results of
magazines, supplementary
products, and the Web

(Nielsen NetRatings).

- 80 million page views in March
2007 (Cyberstats).
- 48% increase in unique visitors
between January and June 2007

(Nielsen NetRatings).

journalism in the digital age

UK reporters push ‘quality
journalism’ campaign

As many UK news organizations require their
journalists to produce multimedia content,
the UK’s National Union of Journalists launched
a campaign to push quality journalism at their annual
conference in April ‘07.
“At a time when media employers are using that new technology, not to enhance journalism and build quality but simply
to reduce costs, undermine collective bargaining and boost
profits, the NUJ’s campaign for quality journalism is ever
more vital,” said NUJ general secretary Jeremy Dear.

Dear said that though new media is exciting, journalists
being pushed to create podcasts, video, and online content need new working practices to cope with corporate
demands.
“The demands of integration and convergence have meant
a growth in 24/7 working but no growth in staffing levels,”
said Dear. “The pressure on our members is approaching
breaking point in many places.”
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Journalists Own
the Integration Process
record 18.4 million. In 2006, online revenues
soared 40% and the site became profitable
for the first time. At that time, there were
about 100 editorial Web staff. For breaking online news, two or three sub-editors,
two or three correspondents (out of eight),
and a news editor kept the online edition
constantly staffed.

- Due to the global context post-9/11, the
Guardian has become a referential Englishspeaking news source that is both nonAmerican and liberal.
- Since the Guardian Media Group is run
by a non-profit trust, staff and management
haven’t been pressured to secure 20% profit
margins.

The success of Guardian Unlimited has been
fueled by some general factors:
- The site was never sold and publishers
continued to invest even after the dot-com
crash, unlike other news sites.
- The Guardian has extensively invested in
online journalism and building online staff.
- The online edition provides a platform for
In October ‘07, the number of unique visi- related content and extended coverage of
tors to Guardian Unlimited (GU) peaked at a print stories.

As for the non-integrated approach, the Guardian would never have been as successful if
online journalists had been completely on
their own. Although the print and online staffs
weren’t integrated, the newsrooms established
a few specific strategies that have promoted
smooth print-online collaboration.

Often hailed as one of the world’s most innovative online newspapers and boasting the largest Web traffic of any UK paper, The Guardian
has a lot to say for itself in the digital age. One
may think that an integrated operation was
behind its achievements, but traditionally, that
has not been the case; The Guardian’s print
and online staffs have remained separate. In
autumn of 2008, however, the paper will switch
gears, moving into a brand new building where
the once definitive boundaries between the
paper and its website will be erased. Seeing
as the non-integrated approach has fared the
paper so well, is this a step in the right direction? Will the Guardian’s integration strategy
contribute to its success?
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Business news
Business journalists from print and online
sit together, due to the necessarily reactive
nature of business news.
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Web-first publishing
Financial and foreign news are almost systematically published Web-first. The switch to
web-first was made early and initially and “felt
like a tectonic shift,” said Ian Katz, Guardian
Unlimited’s first editor who later became
Executive Editor for the Guardian. In fact, it
was “merely speeding up of the metabolism
of the paper.” Typically, a wire will come in
and the online news editor will immediately
commission the news to an online journalist,
who posts a bulletin within 15 minutes, then
calls the correspondent to relay the information. The more detailed article is usually online
within 45 minutes.

Guardian Unlmited - Total UK & International Page Impressions
Sources: ABCe; HBX

The Guardian’s print/Web
collaboration, fast reaction time and
excellent journalism have catapulted
its Internet traffic both in the UK and
abroad, reaching over 160 million
page views in November 2007.

Bridging the gap
Bridgeheads were put into place across the
departments. An editor from print sits with the
online team for two weeks at a time, which
generally leads to content packages that are
richer on the Web than in the print edition.
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“Web-first publishing

seems like a tectonic shift but it merely
speeds up the metabolism of the paper.”
A 2-year incremental redesign has also
helped to boost Web traffic. A team of as
many as 50 staffers works part-time on the
redesign which has included successes such
as a new Travel section that has led to a
100% increase in traffic: content is purposely
packaged in a “sticky” way in order to keep
readers on guardian.co.uk.

major role in GU’s popularity. For example,
given a story about football club Manchester
United tagged with “football,” “Manchester
United,” and “Premiership League,” the CMS
automatically links the story to the last three
stories about Man. U., a picture gallery about
football, latest blog postings, and even ads
targeted to sports fans.

As part of the site redesign, the Guardian
is also updating its content management
system, which was developed in-house
years ago, in a ‘now-forgotten’ programming language. One of the priorities of the
new CMS was to extensively tag all editorial and non-editorial items, so that “every
piece of content has a relationship inside the
system,” said Neil McIntosh, Editorial Head
of Development at the paper. This saves a
lot of time for Guardian staffers and plays a

Newsroom integration is organic

“Some reporters
who experimented
with new media
reached the point
where they weren’t
interested in print
anymore.”

covered in print, and so on.
Editors “never said you all have to do multimedia,” said Katz. Instead, the possibility of
multimedia coverage was simply suggested,
as a low impact way to draw in some print
journalists. Some never tried it, while others
became passionate about new media, “to
the point that some of them just weren’t
interested in print anymore.”

From the beginning, the Guardian has opted Thus the online team grew organically, withfor a ‘liberal-education’ approach towards out pressuring the print team to change its
the development of its online edition and ways.
collaboration with the print team.
The Guardian is planning its integration in the
When GU was first launched, the paper same way that it started GU: by relying a lot on
“shook out of the staff our most enthusias- journalists’ own initiatives. According to Katz,
tic and motivated staffers,” said Katz. A few the Guardian adopted an integration strategy
print reporters were interested in working opposed to the “Telegraph’s edict approach.”
for the then-unglamorous online edition, for But “the payoff will be much greater because
various reasons: their articles were too long people feel they own the process.”
for print but could unroll on the Web, some
were ‘geeky’ or tech-oriented, others were To plan its move to a new newsroom and
interested in niche topics that couldn’t be integrated structure, the Guardian put in place
a steering group, chaired by Guardian editor
Alan Rusbridger and which includes representatives from The Observer (The Guardian’s
Sunday title), The Guardian and Guardian
Unlimited. ‘Sub-steering’ committees have
also been established to focus on specific
aspects of the process such as production
and design.

Executive Editor Ian Katz (top left),
Editorial Head of Development Neil
McIntosh (top right), Network Editor
Tom Happold (left), and Editor Alan
Rusbridger (above) have helped lead
the Guardian to one of the Web’s most
visited newspaper sites.

For a period of three months, groups of journalists were gathered to brainstorm about
integration. They were allowed to map out
new structures for departments, offer ideas
for mergers of sections, even to imagine an
efficient hierarchical model. One of the exercises prompted journalists to draw a floor plan
for the new newsroom design: most plans
pointed to the reorganization of the newsroom into specialist poles and departments,
independent of a specific platform.
As far as strict integration goes, with a single
print-online editor (as is the case at the Telegraph), “I still don t think you would want all
requests channeled through a single manager,”
said Katz, hinting that the paper may maintain
two distinct editor-in-chief positions.
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As the time to integrate approaches, the
paper has begun conducting basic multimedia training for its print staffers, but it remains
very general: journalists learn online basics,
such as how to blog and capture and upload
pictures. In other words, the Guardian is looking to increase its reporters’ Web-literacy, not
to make multimedia journalists out of them.
Journalists will still file for print and online,
according to McIntosh, “But our aim isn’t to
squeeze video out of them.”
In the end, although GU has put lots of effort
in its redesign, packaged content, blogs, and
more, the “only thing that matters is journalism,” said McIntosh. Bells and whistles may
draw users, but quality content makes them
come back. Newspapers that sacrifice quality
for glitter will quickly lose their audience, precisely why the Guardian is taking a moderate
approach to newsroom integration.

Features such as Comment is Free
and Guardian Unlimited Blogs engage
readers and start conversations,
keeping readers on the Guardian
website and enticing them to come
back for more.

quality of online journalism

UK: National Union
of Journalists
concerned over new
media newsrooms

Many journalists are not happy about the introduction of new media newsrooms, according to
In Shaping the Future, a study by The National
Union of Journalists (NUJ) on the effects of media
convergence published in December 2007.
Many journalists reported that new multimedia
plans were threatening the quality of work and
that the rush to create integrated operations is putting
added pressure on staff, the study said.

The study found that at The Telegraph, one of the most
famous integrated papers, managers tried to “ram through
a seven-day, all-media operation” while cutting more than
50 journalists.

Issues raised by those surveyed included un-subbed copy
being posted on websites, with the attitude of media owners
to cutbacks and integration generally being one of ‘watering
down of terms, conditions and pay’ in union agreements.
Three-quarters of those surveyed in the study thought
that integration had brought increased workloads and in
some cases rising stress and longer hours. Ultimately they
felt as though there was an impact on the quality of work
produced by journalists as well as increased health and
safety concerns for workers.

NUJ general secretary Jeremy Dear said, “Instead of seizing
the opportunity to enhance journalistic content and build
and maintain quality media, many simply seize the opportunity to reduce costs and boost profits, viewing the erosion
of quality journalism as a necessary sacrifice.”

Many journalists were not being compensated for the extra
time they are now expected to put in, the study said. Only
22% of union chapels said their members had received extra
pay for applying themselves to new media.
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separate newsrooms
must Align their Cultures
Throughout 2007, the Washington Post
remained the only major national US paper
bucking the seemingly omnipresent trend
towards integrated newsrooms. The paper’s
print and Web entities are not only separated,
but in separate buildings in different cities; the
Post is located in downtown Washington D.C.,
while the Web team is across the Potomac in
Arlington, Virginia. But while full integration
remained out of the question, the Post was
clearly moving toward increased convergence
and collaboration, with or without the physical
merging of the newsrooms.

who at least understand the tenets of (Web)
journalism and how it’s different. And if they
collide at some point five years from now,
you’d say these cultures aren’t even that
different anymore.”
Print editors will “help us at the Web site
and at the paper think smartly about more
three-dimensional ways that you can present
that news,” Post Executive Editor Leonard
Downie Jr. told reuters at the beginning
of 2007.

By the end of 2007, the details of collabora“My goal, regardless of whether the news- tion drew a picture of teams in near constant
rooms are merged or not, is about getting communication and interaction, despite the
the cultures lined up,” said Washingtonpost. distance remaining between them.
com Executive Editor Jim Brady. “You have
more and more people in that newsroom A typical day of print/Web editorial interactivity paints a busy
picture; the two newsrooms are in constant
online Executive
Editor jim Brady
collaboration all day,
(left), and Post
collaboration primarExecutive Editor
ily coordinated by
len Downie
the Continuous News
Desk (CND) housed in
Washington Post’s day of constant print/online collaboration
WEB TEAM

7h00
Editorial meeting
review of home pagechange of stories on homepage
Morning PRINT TEAM
Continuous News Desk (CND) checks wirediscussion of
stories assigned based on overnight developments
quickly-written updates sent to Web for posting
12h00
Editorial meeting
discussion of status of Post’s online headlines
discussion of stories on other news sites that the Post missed
JOINT WORK

13h00
CND/Web teleconference
CND Deputy Assistant Managing Editor tells Web newsroom of
print’s editorial interests
A tentative 24-hour print plan is translated to Web team
Editors on each team decide which articles from the morning
paper will remain on the homepage
New articles are decided on to update the homepage
WEB TEAM

18h00
Editorial meeting
discussion of copy coming from paper in coming hours
discussion of how to restructure the homepage for overnight
JOINT WORK

Throughout the day:
Constant phone calls between teams

the print newsroom (see box). “Our newsroom talks to the online desk 50 times a
day: there’s always conversation back and
forth,” explained Lexie Verdun, Deputy
Assistant Managing Editor for Continuous
News. “Those conversations have to happen
whether you’re merged or not merged.” Both
Verdun and Washingtonpost.com’s Brady
acknowledged, however, that being in the
same building would aid the existing collaboration immensely.
A large part of Verdun’s job is making sure
that the correct stories from the print side get
sent to the Web team for publishing on the
website. This is facilitated by section editors
informally assigned to bridge their desk to the
CND. For instance, the editors of the Metro,
Financial and National desks push their print
reporters to think about updates, filing stories
in early versions, and multimedia possibilities.
New content is filtered through Verdun to the
Web team. One of those liaisons, Deputy
National Editor Leonard Bernstein, said with
peak Web traffic happening between noon
and 2 p.m., his job in the print newsroom is to
reorient reporter’s thinking to that schedule,
particularly in the morning.
“We need Web files (stories) so we can get
them up there at 12, and 2, and 3,” Bernstein said. “So if somebody clicks back after
the morning, there’s something different.”
Bernstein edits that Web-bound copy and
regularly prompts reporters to plan for those
needs, since many are not used to the Web
schedule.
For some reporters, it’s a challenge they
accept and love, Bernstein said. “They’ve
made their own mental calculation that this
story will not go on page one, but they’re
going to get a lot of readers on the Web,” he
continued. Many print reporters increasingly
want to see their articles on washingtonpost.
com. But for others, it’s a “longer reorientation process.”
With print circulation in decline, it’s a matter of
survival, Bernstein added. “All the assignment
editors started pushing everybody in that
direction. Our future depends on it. Everybody
kind of sees that.”
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“(The editor’s) goal, regardless of whether
the newsrooms are merged or not, is about
getting the cultures lined up.”
Papers’ Internal Roadblocks: Resistance, Denial, Arrogance
Media Life zeroed in on three major obstacles to change in the newsroom: a mindset
that prevents innovation, refusal to acknowledge threats, and arrogance. The biggest challenge for newspapers trying to reinvent themselves is within, the online
magazine said.

Resistance to Change
The printing process still defines newspapers, and it’s hard for editors to get over
that mindset. “It’s not in newspapers’ DNA if it doesn’t have ink,” said Miles Groves,
an industry consultant who works for MG Strategic Research in Washington and the
former chief economist for the Newspaper Association of America. What’s more, according to Groves, time may be running out for papers to change. “I have no optimism
they can turn it around and make it different. It’s too late,” he said. “It’s out of that
fear of failure that a lot of innovation doesn’t happen. They don’t take risks.”
The difficulty of effective change, even when the opportunity for it is recognized,
was demonstrated by former publisher Knight Ridder’s failed attempts to develop
Viewtron, a pre-Web, home-information service that anticipated the internet. Philip
Meyer, now teaching journalism at the University of North Carolina and author of The
Vanishing Newspaper worked on the Viewtron project.
Meyer said Knight Ridder saw the potential of the medium but missed the audience,
which was not the home market. Bloomberg jumped ahead with a dedicated terminal
for business users, the Bloomberg box. Meyer said even if the Viewtron had been
targeted correctly, it could still have been deemed too risky by innovation-averse
publishers. By failing to invent, newspapers opened the way for Monster and Craigslist,
among others.

Immersing print reporters in the web
mindset
If what Bernstein says is correct, the Post
will be well prepared; in 2007, the two
newsrooms witnessed several changes
and developments steering them towards
the digital future, including one initiated by
Executive Editor Downie. In a February memo,
he made it clear to reporters that if they
wanted to continue writing, they would have
to write shorter stories, partially to deal with
the changing habits of readers and partially
to free up space in the paper for a variety of
other stories (see box, next page).
Another major development was staff
exchanges; the print team is now exposed

Denial
Papers simply refused early on to see challenges represented by the Internet. Most
still struggle with the idea that their websites ought to offer much more than headlines from that day’s paper.
Media Life’s experts said publishers do a weak job of integrating print and online,
both in the editorial and advertising departments. “Integrating print subscribers with
an online database could enrich products and translate what print readers want to
the other side,” Groves said. “But newspapers won’t do that.”
Arrogance
The magazine concluded that arrogance still haunts the industry, even amid increasing turmoil. Editors still act as if papers still had the most important voice in the
media market, when in fact they are now just one of many.
“The belief among some newspaper people is that they would tell citizens what was
important and what they should know,” said Margaret Duffy, chair of strategic communication at the Missouri School of Journalism. “Now people prefer to participate
in the process. At social media sites like MySpace, participation is fully part of the
experience”, she said. Groves said because many papers still struggle to adopt a more
participatory approach, it’s all but too late. “If a newspaper doesn’t already have a
strong information strategy and can’t already tell you who its readers are and what
they like – if they haven’t already tied online and print together, I have no optimism
they can turn it around and make it different.”
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“Some readers that don’t usually read

the website have begun reading reporter blogs
after seeing the reporters’ articles in the print paper.”
paper. Chris Cillizza, who began online writing “The Fix” blog, even moved permanently
over to the print newsroom. Paul Kane,
political blogger for Washingtonpost.com saw
his byline appearing on the front page of the
paper, as did Web-side blogger Mary Ann
Akers. “When I write for the paper,” Akers
said, “I wind up getting calls and e-mails from
readers who don’t necessarily read many
blogs. The Web is the future, but there’s a core
group of loyal newspaper readers. Some of
them have started reading my blog because
While some dread the long period in the alien they’ve seen my byline in the paper.”  
environment, “people love it” by the time
they leave, commented Brady. “They don’t As for reporter blogs, in November of ’07, the
agree with everything, but they understand Post boasted 80. Additions like blogs, as well
it.” Brady said that starting with a core group as live discussions with reporters, information
of enthusiasts is essential. “When talking databases, multimedia journalism, and reader
about newsroom collaboration the first advice comments on articles, have helped reinforce
I always say is find a few pioneers. If there’s Washingtonpost.com’s traffic. “If you do one
really some print-web tension, don’t build a of those things on our site, you’ll find that
huge strategy to get everybody to do stuff for readers become pretty loyal. So even on a
the web. Find three people who really want to day when not much happens, our traffic is a
do stuff for the web, and have them go do it.” lot higher than it was two or three years ago.
If it’s embraced, a starting group’s Web work Because there’s more habitual stuff, there’s
can become an example other reporters will more addictive stuff on the site that readers
want to come for.”
gradually understand and build on.
to the online side and vice versa. For the
print journalists, once a month, a “reporter
immersion” program takes place under the
supervision of Brady. Fifteen to twenty people
from the print newsroom spend three full
days on the Web side. They learn to think
in terms of the Web’s unique journalistic
features; immediate publishing, podcasting
possibilities, visual journalism techniques,
and creating useful stores of news-related
information, or “database journalism”.

revenue and lost subscribers. It partnered
with the likes of NBC News, The Huffington Post, Conde Nast, and Yahoo for
content, cut a deal with Apple to distribute
its video podcasts on iTunes, and launched
a unique consumer rewards program in to
help raise circulation and direct readers to
advertisers.
As time moves on, general sentiment at the
Post leans towards the status quo: separate
newsrooms connected by daily collaboration
works well. “In terms of how we operate on
big projects and how we operate the day to
day basis and how we communicate, I’ll put
us up against anybody in terms of the quality
of the collaboration,” concluded Jim Brady.
Bernstein added that he doesn’t think the
newsrooms will necessarily become one,
but that collaboration between the two will
grow, ultimately affecting the role of the print
editor; “I would say it would not be a long
time before my job (as sole print/Web liason)
goes away, and every editor you see sitting
at these desks is going to have to do in part
what I do now.”

At the start of 2008, as the Post’s two newsIn the reverse direction, Web reporters Over the course of 2007, the paper also rooms were becoming more comfortable with
increasingly see their work published in the devised several strategies to combat falling one another, washingtonpost.com announced
plans for its biggest redesign since its creation; among other improvements, reader
KEEP YOUR STORIES SHORT!
engagement were to be emphasized, mobile
A memo to the newsroom from Leonard Downie, Executive Editor of the Washington
publishing was to be enhanced, and nextPost, defined story types and story lengths. Here are some excerpts:
generation “Web 3.0 tools” were to be incor“Our outstanding journalism comes in all sizes, including long pieces that deserve
porated. The site, which is planned for launch
every inch. But for too long we’ve confused length with importance…We have
in the run-up to the US Presidential Election
decided to take a more disciplined approach to story lengths, with guidelines that
Day in the US in November ’08, will surely
are consistent with giving our readers quality journalism in a variety of appropriate
attract eyeballs from readers around the
lengths… Writers need to take responsibility for earning every inch of their stories…
world. But most importantly, it will catch the
(The) editor will scrutinize lengths based on our common editing criteria and will
attention of Washington Post journalists, who
have power to hold a story and ask that it be redone based on length… Here are
will use the site as another steppingstone into
guidelines for writers and editors…
understanding the future of newspapers and
A day story, significant enough to write for our readers but based on one event or
the journalism they produce.
development – 6 to 15 inches.
A single event with multiple layers or levels of information, 18 to 24 inches.
A more complex news feature of ambition and altitude – 25-35 inches.
Major enterprise, involving in-depth reporting or narrative story telling – 40 to 50
inches.
Extraordinary long-form narrative or investigation, magazine-type stories – 60 to 80
inches or, rarely, more.”

The Keywords of Convergence
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Conviction, Communication,
Culture Change
There is no one, coherent, universally accepted way in which to integrate
a newspaper newsroom: certain strategies work in certain places. Knowing what strategies are out there, however, is imperative when preparing
an integration process. Three newsroom executives, Guillermo Franco,
Online Editor of Colombia’s Casa Editorial El Tiempo, Ralph Gage,
Director of Special Projects for Kansas’ The World Company/Lawrence
Journal-World, and Per Lyngby, Editor-in-Chief of Denmark’s Nordjyske
Medier, shared their publications’ best practices with the World Editors
Forum to give their colleagues around the world ideas to create their
own, unique integration strategy.

1. Where did the original decision to integrate come from: your common technology tool (Atex’s Hermes 11) (technology integrapublisher, executive editors, newsroom editors or journalists? How tion), to share content and schedules. We could say that we are in
the initial stage of the process.
did other groups within the company react?
Guillermo Franco
Newsroom integration was a decision made at Casa Editorial El
Tiempo in 2002 when media convergence was just a ‘novelty topic’
in the international community. Ever since, convergence has been part
of the firm’s agenda as a strategic issue for its future. The first stage of
the process might be described as one of learning, documentation and
awareness building at all levels within the organization: management,
advertising, marketing, circulation and content. We created a group
of representatives from each of these departments to develop our
convergence strategy, which we dubbed ‘Multimedia SWAT’, a name
inspired by the rapid action taken by the famous police squads in the
United States. During that time, we discussed convergence, we attended
almost every seminar about the topic, we visited many newspapers,
we shared documentation about the topic, we tried to figure out how to
cross-sell advertising, how to do cross promotion, and, in the content
field, we promoted the cooperation between platforms.
In 2006, the company decided to accelerate the process and create a new content generation model that included the physical
integration of the newsroom under the same roof (some members
of the newsroom had previously been scattered), and the use of a
The newsroom at Casa
Editorial El Tiempo is
immersed in a dynamic,
multimedia atmosphere
where journalists think
across all platforms.

Ralph Gage
The decision to integrate came from top managers and the owners, for competitive reasons (the publisher, editor, senior owner
and chairman of the company are the same person). We began to
get involved, dabbling, with multi-media in 1999 and then worked
more aggressively in 2000. By fall of 2001 we had moved into
our News Center (we were there, just barely, for 9-11.) We had
our “convergence groups” for training purposes in 2001 ahead of
completion of the facility. Because cable news and print news had
for years operated as competitors, the main challenge was to build
them confidently into colleagues. Other groups within the company
(cable installers, pressmen, those with specific jobs) either were not
affected or embraced the move (the latter included, for example,
the advertising staffs and the business office.)
Per Lyngby
The media integration process in the newsroom was decided
on a management level. It was aligned with the management
and board decision to follow a strategy of media integration on a
company level including a merger of companies and integration in
the sales department. The process was from the beginning based
on dialogues with the employees and extensive employee involvement. The decision to continue the integration process after initial
tests was widely supported throughout the organization. Everybody
agreed that although the purpose of Nordjyske Medier since the first
newspaper was published on 2 January 1767 has been ”To be of
use and to amuse” we had to add “anytime, anyplace”, regardless
of technology, distribution and media type. We define ourselves as
storytellers, and storytellers follow their audiences, when they move
to a new spot or go to a new market place.
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2. Was yours a slow process or a rapid push towards integration? we conducted small-group staff meetings to forge new ties among
employees from cable and print news operations, and the leaders
Explain.
of those staffs helped design a facility in which the combined staffs
were to be housed together.
Guillermo Franco
Given that we started to work in the process in 2002, we can say
it has been a long process. Since 2006, when the process was Per Lyngby
accelerated it was clear that there are aspects of this process Both slow and rapid. After some minor and medium sized pioneer
that evolve faster than others. Physical and technology integration projects with getting media integration to work in part of the newsoccurred pretty rapidly. Cultural change goes at a slower pace, and room, it was fully launched in a rapid push. The process is on-going
and as such it must be realized that successful integration is neither
it’s clear we have a long way to go.
a quick fix nor a project with a deadline. It takes time to prepare
the process well, and it takes time to get it to work. However, the
Ralph Gage
It was a rapid move that began almost immediately after the decision process includes the need for one big step.
was made. We began working on “convergence” projects even as

3. Many in the newspaper industry feel that integrating newsrooms
means more work with less people. Did you have to make staff
redundant during your integration process? Have your journalists
complained that they are doing much more with less resources?
If so, how have you handled this?

Guillermo Franco
In our process, convergence goals were not meant to reduce our
payroll. Probably, it would be more accurate to say that we wished,
and still wish, to do more with the same resources by avoiding
redundancies.
This ‘more’ does not necessarily mean more volume or content
quantity although, in fact, more content has been produced. ‘More’
also means increasing the quality of the stories and diversifying the
ways in which they are told. ‘More’ additionally means becoming
more timely: delivering content in an instant fashion, without the
deadline restrictions imposed by paper. ‘More’ means efficiently
responding to the demands of our audiences.
It’s true; journalists complain that they are doing more, although it
is clear that there are no fewer resources. Complaints are mainly
an inherent part of migrating to the new content production model,
which demanded reorganizing the newsroom.
A mid and long-run answer to such complaints is to, one, eliminate
redundancies (which also frees resources) and, two, rebalance workloads
(that allows for assigning journalists to the groups requiring them).
Ralph Gage
If one individual is to provide content for more than one medium, it
certainly requires more time of that person. We recognized this. We
did not lay off or force out any staff member. We did not force anyone
into an uncomfortable professional situation, but found ways for all
to contribute. The change was made for competitive reasons, not
for economic reasons. We made pay equitable. We provided training, ongoing, and resources. The recognition that our efforts have

GUILLERMO FRANCO

CASA EDITORIAL EL TIEMPO

Guillermo Franco is the Content Manager of New Media at Casa
Editorial El Tiempo, and Editor of Eltiempo.com. He is a journalist
with 20 years of experience of which the last seven have been
dedicated to online journalism. On the side, Guillermo conducts a
personal project, helping to develop online journalism programs in
Colombia and Latin America. His research on the issue is published
by the Poynter Institute and can be found on Poynter’s website.
Guillermo was a Nieman Fellow at Harvard University during the
2005-2006 academic year.

Daily Newspapers: El Tiempo (nationwide circulation), Hoy
(quality tabloid), Portafolio (business and economics)
Regional weeklies: Boyacá 7 días, Llano 7 días
2 niche newspapers
5 niche magazines
6 newspaper magazines
1 local TV station
6 Internet news portals
6 Internet service portals
1 Internet entertainment portal
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achieved and that our journalists have achieved have assuaged, to your audience and connect with your customers. It is not a tool for
increasing efficiency. We do work smarter and more efficient now
a large degree, any concerns from the staff.
with the same staff. It’s not hard work, it’s not fun. It’s hard fun.
Part of the on-going dialogue with the journalists and photograPer Lyngby
We initiated integration on the basis that the same number of people phers is the issue of having enough time. You need to focus in the
should produce the same amount of media content on different organization and remind yourself, that working this way demands
platforms but in a smarter way. We did not reduce staff during the that everybody learn how to put the tasks in order of priority. It is a
integration process, and we stick to a simple rule that integration is “goodbye” to assembly line journalism and a “hello” to better plana strategy for the way you work in the newsroom in order to reach ning, better ways of creating ideas and better journalism.

4. How did you handle newsroom staff that resisted change?
Guillermo Franco
We were lucky to have begun very early to work on the cultural
change and to have a very young newsroom (the average age is
27 years old), but in the cases in which we have had resistance
the obvious answer is patience. More than imposing, integration is
about seducing. It is about selling the idea that we are essentially
story tellers, that there is life beyond printed text and that the ability
to produce it will not be enough to survive in a digital environment.
To be able to tell stories with new tools on different platforms, it is
necessary to develop new skills. And this is not a demand made
only by traditional media for their own survival: it is a demand of the
technology environment, since these tools are required for content
generation even if you don’t work at a media company.
Apart from persuasion, as part of the change process we have to adjust
our salary and compensation scales to encourage those committed
to change. Apart from recognizing the effort of all those who do more
than one thing, the model should encourage those willing to learn to do
things and teach others. These are the indispensable individuals.

Ralph Gage
We did not lose any staff members because of the change. We found
ways for everyone to contribute, by providing audio recordings, or through
providing background documents or photos to scan. But the project
had been blessed by the owners and top managers from the beginning. They emphasized that the entire company was committed to this
significant change. There was no turning back, and there was only one
path forward – through multi-media newsgathering and presentation.
Now, multi-media newsgathering is an accepted expectation.
We have gone through multiple stages. The first was more project-

The World Company

RALPH GAGE

Daily Newspaper: Lawrence, Kansas, Journal-World
Local television: 6News (distributed via cable television)
Regional media: 8 weekly newspapers
1 alternative weekly newspaper
1 network television station
4 city magazines
2 university magazines
10 Internet news sites
1 Internet sports site
1 Internet entertainment site

Ralph Gage is director of special projects for The World
Company, and former chief operating officer for the company.
His responsibilities involve him in all facets of the company’s
diverse operations, from commercial printing and publishing
daily and weekly newspapers, to cable and broadband, to
the Internet, and now television. He has written about the
company’s convergence efforts for Nieman Reports (Winter
2006) and presented about them extensively. Gage is a
journalism (news-editorial) graduate of Kansas University.
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skeptical than others, and different views are represented. Dialogue
and involvement are inevitable tools in this process, and we agreed
at an early stage, that participation in working cross media was
voluntary. This still applies and is not a problem. Everybody wants
to participate, and therefore the discussions have been focused on
how to do it and what to achieve. We did not focus on the staff that
resisted change, we encouraged and cherished those who wanted
to be front runners. Don’t believe the myth that young employees
are more flexible and more ready to readjust than older employees.
Per Lyngby
First of all our approach meant that we didn’t see it as pros and It is easier to change the workflow in the newsroom if your staff is
cons, but as a process, where some people naturally are more experienced and steady-going!
oriented, as we learned to work together. The second was termed
“organic,” in which the day’s events seemed to dictate the multimedia response by the staff. Presently we are in a more managed
mode, which seems to be a combination of the two, as we head
into a time in which we have a deepening expectation that all staff
members will have multi-media talents and training, and will be able
to contribute in more and varied ways.

5. Because your newsroom produces newspapers, websites, tele- is a dynamic process in which the essential element is training,
vision news and radio news, are all of your journalists capable to which runs parallel to the advancement of the convergence
process (see graphic).
produce content for each platform? Why or why not?
Guillermo Franco
No, not all of them are capable of producing content for each
platform and it is not a realistic goal (so-called ‘backpack journalists’), even though there will be more of those as time goes
by. Instead, we seek for and we continue to have more people
generating content for more than one platform. We believe that
before starting the integration process, an average newsroom
needs a great base of journalists with unique skills for one
platform. As the integration process advances, more people
learn to do more than one thing, and others do everything. This

The above graph by Guillermo Franco illustrates how
converged newsrooms are composed. As journalists receive
more training and the newsrooms become more converged,
more editorial staff will be expected to be competent in
basic skills for multimedia, with a select few perfecting their
journalistic skills on all platforms; the “backpack journalists.”

Ralph Gage
Yes, most are capable. Some are more proficient than others.
We have not lowered our quality standards to accommodate
multi-media. We have some people who are specialists because
of their skillsets.
Per Lyngby
Most journalists know how to produce content for at least two and
often more media platforms. Everybody has been trained, but they
are of course not equally skillful in everything. Each team, i.e.
sports, politics or business, must be capable of producing their
stories for all platforms, but the way the team does it depends
on skills, deadlines etc. They might choose to produce one story
for four media platforms by one journalist and another story for
two platforms by two journalists. The same logic goes for photographers, but in their case deadlines and one-shot events are
decisive for whether or not more than one photographer will do
both video and still.
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6. What type of training program did you implement for your
newsroom staff?
Was there a particular type of training that you discovered journalists and editors most needed? Did you create a training program
in house or did you outsource it?
Guillermo Franco
Training has different levels and ‘flavors’, each one of them with
characteristics that respond to a given stage within the integration
process. For instance, in the first stage, the training to learn how to
operate our content management system and planning tool (20072008) has been compulsory for all members of the newsroom and
had the support of our supplier.
Skill training to develop other kinds of content is different. Our news
organization is clear in that mass and compulsory training programs,
without a change of mentality or culture change, are a waste of
money. For that reason training has been given by responding to
specific demands in the newsroom. The small groups that have shown
interest or whose role has changed due to restructuring have been
trained in web writing, capturing or editing video, or appearing in
front of the camera, just to mention some. Now that we are under
the same roof we know that this demand for training will increase,
and we have to structure and automate these programs. We still
have a long way to go.

sion staffers needed training on writing for print. Still photographers
and videographers needed to appreciate and recognize the differing
needs of each medium. This required time, trust, and confidence in
one another. Most of the training was done in-house.
Per Lyngby
Training came in three phases:
Firstly, all employees attended three-day seminars targeted at groups.
The agenda was to inform them of the idea of media integration,
of cases from other media houses in the world, and to give a short
impression of how they would work with TV, radio, newspaper, and
web, platforms on which they hadn’t necessarily worked before.
An important part was that people from different teams and with
various backgrounds were mixed and cross-organizational relations
were established.
The second phase was pure skill training, how to make TV, how to
write for the web, how to write for the newspaper etc. This phase
is ongoing and should continue.
The third phase focused on creating ideas as a teamwork.
Our training program is a combination of external trainers and internal
training. When we started, we cooperated intensively with UPDATE,
the Danish center for professional development in journalism. If your
staff doubts that you as an editor are right about newsroom integration, they will listen to acknowledged experts in journalism.

Ralph Gage
Print staffers needed voice training and coaching to appear on
television, and to gather information, tape recordings, etc.. Televi-

PER LYNGBY

NORDJYSKE MEDIER

Per Lyngby (age 51), has been Managing Director and Editorin-Chief of Nordjyske Medier since 1997. He is the 16th editor
since 2 January 1767 when the first edition of the daily
paper was published. He obtained a Bachelor of Science
in economics and business administration from Aalborg
University and was trained as a journalist at the Danish
School of Journalism. Per was the President of the European
Newspaper Publishers’ Association from 2004 to 2006 as well
as president of the Danish Newspaper Publishers’ Association
from 2000-2006.

Nordjyske Medier, the largest media company in Northern
Denmark, is often considered one of the first media companies
to integrate its print, online, television and radio operations, as
far back as 2000. It owns:
- daily newspaper
- 20 local weekly papers
- 2 free papers
- 2 radio stations
- 1 TV news station
- telephone directory
- Internet portal
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7. How important is the physical design to the success of your
integrated newsroom?
What steps did you take in order to achieve a design that
worked for all departments and facilitated communication in
the newsroom?
Guillermo Franco
Physical design has been very important but second to culture
change. A new building with an old culture is worth nothing and
it would only be a cosmetic change.
In our case, being together under the same roof has allowed
us to, first, get to know each other; secondly, to communicate
more easily and increase our ‘collective intelligence’, which is
demonstrated in the content: we share schedules and content,
sources, discuss angles, contribute and receive any ideas from
our colleagues, and learn what other journalists are doing on
other platforms.

8. How important to the success of your integrated newsroom is
the content management system you chose?
How intimately did you and other editors at your paper work with
the content management system supplier to get the system just
right for your newsroom?

Ralph Gage
In our case, considering that we were bringing together staffs that
had been serious competitors for more than 20 years, facility design
was considered crucial. It was an open environment to encourage
conversations, working together, sharing rather than hiding sources
and projects. The staff leaders helped to design the facility, with print
and television reporters and editors working side by side.
Per Lyngby
The physical design of the newsroom is important. You should carefully
consider the communication flow and how the design can support
this, and how it helps people’s feeling of belonging to more than
one group. If you want people to cooperate they should sit together,
so tear down the walls or – due to distance – make them feel like
sitting together. When we integrated the newsroom, we moved TV,
radio and web into the newspaper offices, so that the newspaper
reporters and still photographers just had to turn the chair in order
to work with the new media.

Guillermo Franco
In our case, the content management system is the operation heart
of the model. It is the database for all content in any format. It is
the meeting point for those who generate content (content generation groups or units) and for those who adapt it to each one of the
platforms and products (product groups).
We’re still working closely with the system provider (Atex) to adjust
Nordjyske Medier, thought to be the world’s first, truly
converged media operation, revolves around a central news
hub where editors sit to discuss the day’s news.
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it to our requirements, which has also been a learning process for companies using Ellington© also have earned numerous honors.
them. To do this, we created a group in which editors and journalists We believe there is no better all-around CMS.
are involved in the development of the system.
Per Lyngby
Since there was not, and still is not, any mature content manageRalph Gage
We built our content management system ourselves. Now, Ellington© ment system that can flawlessly handle all media material, we have
(www.ellingtonCMS.com) is one of the favored CMSs for journalists, operated on the basis that systems should talk together, so that the
because it was built by and for journalists, and is platform agnostic. data flows between them. This works, and the system is of some
It is licensed to some of the top media organizations in the United importance, but not decisive. It shouldn’t be a hindrance, it can be
States. It is an integral element of the success we have achieved an advantage, but it will not solve your biggest challenges which
and the awards and recognition that we have been given, and other are conquered by your staff.

9. During the process of integration, what was your media group’s I do not believe we had a major failure. There were projects we could
biggest achievement/what did you do right? What was its biggest have done better. There were leadership elements that could have gone
smoother or moved faster, but the end result is that we accomplished
failure/what went wrong?
significant journalism in a moderately sized community. We sometimes
struggled with timing and getting things done by our self-imposed
Guillermo Franco
Casa Editorial El Tiempo’s greatest achievement was to make deadlines. However, one such effort, related to Mining in Kansas, won
everyone involved in the process aware of the need for a change, last year’s Associated Press Managing Editors multi-media award
even if that change takes time to complete. What also worked well when, at last, it was presented. Projects and quality take time. Artificial
for us was the creation of a team of journalists with a technology deadlines should not get in the way of quality.
background to act as a liason between the newsroom, software
Per Lyngby
engineers, and our content management system provider.
It is too early to really tell the things we have done wrong seeing as Our media group successfully increased the share of media consumwe are pioneers in the convergence process. What we have learned is ers in our region to more than 90% on a daily basis. This happened in
that it is difficult to create an atmosphere of efficient communication a market with declining paid-for newspaper circulation and cut-throat
between different players in the newsroom, but we are focusing our competition, including the launch of three free daily newspapers
distributed in our market area. Our sales department successfully
efforts on improving our internal communications.
raised turnover by 70% in three years. What we did right was to
follow our strategy and implement full-scale media integration. We
Ralph Gage
Our biggest accomplishment at Lawrence Journal World was creating did nothing half-heartedly.
a unified staff serving our community as its trusted news source,
providing information 24 hours a day over multiple media. That is
a tribute to the vision and leadership, and also to the very talented
individual staff members.

10. What is your first advice for editors around the world in the first Ralph Gage
Get busy. Move swiftly and decisively. Don’t be afraid to fail. And
stages of integrating their newsrooms?
always take care of your staff members.
Guillermo Franco
Physical and technological integration are obviously essential ele- Per Lyngby
ments of any newsroom integration. But what must start before It is all about being prepared to change. You cannot just copy best
these is the thinking of the newsroom. Culture change is key. If practice examples. There are no final, eternal solutions. It is a process,
the leaders of your newsroom or your company are not convinced, a new lifestyle not a diet. You have to find your own way and organize
if your journalists are not convinced, the process will go nowhere, your own company to change. Then you should think about how to
even if all are under the same roof and use the same technology. involve the people in your organization truly, since this cannot be
If you are convinced integration is the way to go, insist, insist done as a top-down, “management-is-brilliant” operation. Forget
about all the right buzzwords. The formula to become successful in
and insist.
media integration is: “Less talk, more action. Just do it!”
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Revolution at
Evolutionary Speed
At the end of 2007, Australia’s Fairfax Media
rolled out plans for a uniquely transparent,
$110-million structure in Melbourne that
would serve as headquarters to The Age
newspaper, 3AW Radio, Fairfax Digital
and the Melbourne bureaus of the Australian Financial Review and Business Review
Weekly. The hybrid media megaplex marked
another milestone along Fairfax’s path to
convergence.

metro dailies, the Sydney Morning Herald
and Melbourne’s The Age. Four years on, the
papers were slowly approaching full integration, following the pioneering hub-and-spoke
model of London’s Daily Telegraph.

disgruntled reporters and the real possibility
of strikes So the papers sat down with staff
unions and struck agreements. “It was a combination of long discussion and negotiation
with the unions,” Van Niekerk said.

Four years may seem like a slow pace, but
it’s one that Fairfax Online Editor-in-Chief
Mike Van Niekerk recommends. Rushing a
change as fundamental as integration “will
often be counterproductive,” Van Niekerk
The design focused on seamlessness and warned. “It is a revolution, but you have to
open movement on the interior, while provid- treat it as an evolution.”
ing the Melbourne public outside with a view
onto several media operations in action - and Online, Fairfax began by limiting publication
interaction. The architectural goal was to offer to just the top three to five stories drawn from
as concrete a step toward convergence that the papers, with only a few journalists bridging
online, broadcast and print media would see their stories to the Web each day. This scaledback approach let the online side find support
under one roof.
gradually among reporters, who started to
Fairfax’s process of integration had begun seize on the opportunity for better story play.
as far back as 2003 at the company’s major “Some people really enjoy it,” Van Niekerk
said. Reporters producing local police and
courthouse news didn’t typically get prominent
print placement. “So it was good for their work
to be published online,” he said.

Van Niekerk considers cultural change to be
the primary challenge of integration. “You
can’t communicate enough,” he said. “Ultimately a newspaper is a media team.”
As Fairfax Media brought radio and print into
the same fold, expanded online, and moved
gradually to a “culture of full integration,”
changes included:
- Full-blown mobile journalism: Fairfax
purchased 100 of the latest devices in
mobile publishing technology that they pooled
and left at the disposal of their journalists,
enabling them to take pictures, write stories
and file them remotely.

- Paperless paper: Fairfax unveiled a new
online-only Brisbane edition. “The Brisbane
Times” carries general news daily, with
an added focus on community and local
The cautious pace also applied to transform- news.
ing newsroom culture. Fairfax wanted to avoid

Fairfax Media’s brand new, state of
the art news megaplex was designed
to be transparent, to allow the public
to observe news production on
all platforms and to represent the
transparency of Fairfax journalism.
Under one roof, The Age (far right)
joined forces with Fairfax Digital,
3AW Radio, the Australian Financial
Review and the Business Review
Weekly. The Sydney Morning Herald
(near right) is Fairfax’s second major
national newspaper.
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“You can’t communicate enough.
Ultimately a newspaper is a media team.”
- Business Day: In March, Fairfax launched
Business Day across the Sydney Morning
Herald and The Age. Both of the papers’ print
and online business sections adopted the
title, which included an online aggregation
service that gathered relevant links to business stories published by news organizations
around the world.
- Reader tips: The paperless Brisbane Times
also places increasing emphasis on usergenerated content, in an effort to reproduce
the success Fairfax had in Melbourne and
Sydney. “We’re hoping people will send us
tip-offs, great pictures, and more,” said Van
Niekerk.
- Newspaper journalists on radio: Following Fairfax’s acquisition of the Southern
Cross radio network, the company indicated
that print staff would become cross-platform
reporters, also working on the radio side.
- Pushing for broadband access in rural
Australia: After the A$2.87 billion acquisition
of one of the country’s largest regional publishers, Rural Press, Fairfax CEO David Kirk

Convergence myths debunked

Randy Covington, director of the Ifra Newsplex at the University of South Carolina,
provided advice to newspaper editors by debunking myths about media convergence in
the Harvard Nieman Reports.
Myth: Newspapers should concentrate on writing for new media platforms. “News organizations will be best served if they focus on stories – not delivery platforms.” When
considering, for example, whether a story should run online or hold for the paper
– stories should dictate their own publishing priorities; not the other way around.
Myth: Newsrooms are full of creative people who will eventually figure out multimedia publishing, no planning necessary.“Someone at the highest level of the organization must

declare that convergence is important, set priorities, and then provide the resources
to make necessary steps happen,” Covington said. “However, top-level commitment
alone is not enough; grass-roots engagement must be part of this strategy.”
Myth: Convergence is complicated and requires expensive new technology and staff.

Alternatives to expensive software are available, and without steep learning curves.
Covington says if traditional journalists focus on their knowledge of the story, they
can produce great multimedia. Video can be one area, however, where papers may
find some need for expertise.
Myth: Adding user-generated content forums will automatically draw an audience. Newspapers should hold onto some level of editorial control in discussion forums, Covington
says. It improves quality, which readers respond to. The most successful uses of
community content involve professional editing and positioning community content
alongside professional content.

The Sydney Morning Herald’s integration
plan situates over 450 staff members on
a single floor. Editing suites for TV, audio,
and graphic production are kept close by.
The massive newsroom’s layout ensures
uninterrupted sight lines between the digital
newsgathering operation and the print-online
production staff. At the center of it all is an
“orbital nerve centre” where media integration comes to life. Convergence editors sit at
a circular middle and key news editors and
production journalists sit along a radiating
- Downsizing staff: Fairfax began a round spoke with reporters on either side.
of 30 to 35 voluntary layoffs at the Sydney
To staff its “nerve center,” Fairfax looked for
Morning Herald.
editors adept at managing stories in all media,
who could make decisions about where to
The Orbital Nerve Center:
place resources for gathering content. Posiwhere integration comes to life
tions were also created for “super sub ediFairfax’s refers to its new multimedia head- tors” or “write-through” specialists. These
quarters as the “newsroom of the future”, new roles emphasized knitting multi-source
and they are certainly innovative when it information into constantly updated breaking
comes to their architecture. For instance, news. Stories grow in content as they evolve,
The online-only publication, the
Brisbane Times, helped Fairfax enter
a new market, boosted its standing
with readers and helped the company
invite readers into the news gathering
process.

planned to lobby the Australian government
to improve low broadband penetration in rural
areas, thereby facilitating delivery to all 170
of the group’s regional newspapers.
- Downsizing paper: Fairfax’s 59cm high
broadsheets slimmed down in width. According to Kirk in autumn 2007, the paper planned
to offer readers “a slightly narrower broadsheet so that they can spend more time with
our newspapers.”
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until the full, final story becomes available for At 2.52pm on August 15, 2007, the website
of The Sydney Morning Herald broke the
the print edition later in the day.
news that Australian prime minister John
One unique new role is one the Herald dubs Howard would allow a conscience vote on a
“multimedia journalism editor.” The posi- stem-cell research Bill. The story was filed,
tion was created to help journalists adapt ahead of any other media, by the paper’s
long-form print features and enterprise sto- political correspondent Phillip Coorey. Less
ries for the web, using slideshows and inter- than an hour earlier, David Braithwaite, a
reporter working exclusively for www.smh.
active multimedia to accompany the text.
com.au, wrote a story for the site that police
Ultimately, Van Niekerk said the overriding were frantically hunting a knifeman who was
ingredient in any “newsroom of the future” randomly attacking strangers in Sydney’s
has little to do with the specific shape of the south-west.
layout, but rather proximity. “The key to what
you’re looking for is better communication,” Then all hell broke loose. Around 4pm the
he said. “It’s about having people next to first major thunderstorm of winter dumped
each other who can make quick decisions so much hail on the city it looked as if it had
informed by regular communication. Physi- been snowing. Within minutes, Braithwaite’s
cal distance is the greatest barrier to good colleague Jano Gibson had an update on
the impact of the storm and a forecast from
decision making in the newsroom.”
the weather bureau.
A day in the life
What made that story even more remarkat the Sydney Morning Herald
able is that it was accompanied by a series
Integrated Newsdesk
of photographs – and one video – taken by
What really goes on in the SMH newsroom? readers who sent them via sms directly to
Fairfax Online Editor-in-Chief Mike Van the website.
Niekerk gives an insiders view:
The era of the 24x7, multiple-media, interactive newsroom is close to reality at the Herald
and its sister newspaper in Melbourne, The
Age. On that same day in August, visitors to
smh.com.au could watch a video of the newspaper’s film critic Garry Maddox reviewing

“Flight 93” or join in a constantly-updated
discussion on whether Kevin Muscat would
lead the Socceroos (football club) to victory
against Kuwait that night.
Further down the page, online technology
reporter Louisa Hearn had filed a story that
Dell was recalling 4 million laptop computer
batteries – based on a press release issued
hours after she questioned company CEO
Michael Dell in Sydney the previous day
about the high rate of Dell laptops bursting
into flame. That in turn was based on a story
she gathered from user experiences posted
to a blog updated by online technology editor
Stephen Hutcheon.
There is a great deal of energy and excitement in The Sydney Morning Herald online
newsroom these days. Young reporters such
as Braithwaite, Gibson and Dylan Welch, who
are beginning their “newspaper” careers
working for a website, vie with each other
to break stories that news editor Richard
Woolveridge – a one-time “Young Journalist
of the Year” in Britain and now a seasoned
professional – deems worthy of pushing up
to the top of the page.
At the same time, the paper’s print reporters
call in or stop by to offer tip-offs: a quick few
paragraphs or complete stories that they can
break on the web almost a day ahead of
the next print edition. This is the Integrated
News Desk (IND) in action, combining the
work of print and online reporters on the
newspapers’ websites.
The IND was formally launched at the two
newspapers in March 2007, following discussions between senior editorial management
and the house committees, a six-month trial
in mid-2005 and negotiations leading up to
the new Enterprise Bargaining Agreement,
which enshrined the IND as part of the duties
of journalist for the two mastheads.

Fairfax Online Editor-in-Chief
Mike Van Niekerk, has been an
instrumental player in converging the
editorial staffs of his media group’s
various holdings. Products such as
Business Day (above) have emerged
to further engage the reader and the
group adopted a central hub and
spokes newsroom layout.

Reporting staff had been concerned that
the pressure to file for the web would conflict with their work for the print edition and
put unreasonable demands on their time.
The trial showed this not to be the case.
Some reporters, especially those working
in rounds such as courts and police, found
filing to the web gave them more chance of
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“Physical distance

is the greatest barrier to good decision making
in the newsroom.”
a good run for stories that could end up as picture was so good, the print edition ran it
in next day’s edition. Looking at the picture
a brief in print.
again in the paper, journalist Gibson realised
Others, mindful of Age crime reporter John the bolt of lightning was grounding itself on
Sylvester’s major Australian journalism the tip of a yacht’s mast – so he rang Scott
Award for a multimedia feature on the Mel- Finsten, dock master of the Cruising Yacht
bourne gangland killings (also nominated for Club of Australia.
an EPpy Award), see in online the opportunity
to learn new skills at a time when the news Finsten went to investigate and found a yacht
business is going through epochal change. with a damaged mast, which he then phoReporters in their 50s, who started out on tographed and emailed to Gibson. Talking
typewriters and carbon paper, are now filing to boating and insurance experts, Gibson
from the road on mobile phones and PDAs. then had a new story about the number of
yachts struck by lighting in Sydney Harbour
But there are echoes of the past in the brave each year.
new world. Older reporters who worked on
now-defunct afternoon newspapers remem- In Australia, Fairfax Media, parent company
ber the rolling deadlines and filing in takes. of The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age,
And the old skills of shoe-leather report- has been a leader in reengineering the newsing still count mightily in the new world of room to create journalism that meets the
needs of new audiences on new platforms.
“Web2.0”.
If a new generation of young, affluent news
As the storm abated on the afternoon of consumers expects to be informed when they
August 15, reader Gabriel Urbinaga sent in want, where they want, print, online, mobile
a digital image that was literally electrify- or video, at any time of day and night, then
ing – a bolt of lighting snaking out of the we have to be there for them at all times.
clouds into Sydney’s Freshwater Bay. The There is no alternative.

‘A day in the life at the Sydney Morning
Herald Integrated Newsdesk’ was written by
Mike van Niekerk, Online Editor-in-Chief,
Fairfax Media
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Manchester Evening News

Convergence
Breeds Satisfied Readers
In November 2006, when the Manchester
Evening News (MEN) decided to make the
paper free in central Manchester, while
keeping paid-for distribution in the city’s
outskirts, few fellow publishers understood
its decision. Yet behind the move lay MEN’s
conviction that the best way to adapt to the
decline of print ad revenues was to become
a converged media group. Facilitating it
was the fact that the Evening News now
boasts the UK’s most integrated regional
newspaper newsroom.
The partial freesheet move “was immediately
a great success,” said Paul Horrocks, editor
of MEN. After the switch, readership grew
20% and overall ad revenue posted a whop-

MEN’s first phase of integration
resulted in a central news desk that
coordinated all news between all
media. In late 2007, the media house,
led by Editor Paul Horrocks (above),
was considering instituting “subhubs” that focused around distinct
topics.

ping 8% growth year-on-year (compared to convergence of its different media outlets
an 8% decline on average nationally). In fact, was the backbone.
MEN is “certainly on the road to become a
Luckily for the group, the impetus to integrate
free newspaper,” said Horrocks.
its media outlets coincided with the flagship
The goal for the MEN Media group was to paper moving into a brand new building. Had
reach 85% of the total audience each week this not been the case, convergence would
with any one of its products, which include 23 have been much more difficult.
local weeklies, the flagship daily, a TV station
(Channel M), and radio stations including One of the first steps in the new design was
Smooth Radio and Century FM. Prior to the to create a central news hub, “unique in the
new approach, there was little communica- regional newspaper industry,” according to
Horrocks. At the hub sit not only editors from
tion between newsrooms.
both the online and print editions, but also repSo although the partial freesheet move was resentatives from weeklies and Channel M.
effective as part of MEN’s global effort to
increase its local penetration, the integral Ian Wood, assistant editor of MEN, was
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“Editors must understand that some journalists
will not be experts on all platforms.”
appointed convergence coordinator for five
months to oversee the change. Having already
served as MEN’s news editor, Wood had a
journalistic background and, significantly,
enjoyed the trust of the journalists who would
go through the change.
Improving multimedia workflow
is imperative

MEN Assistant Editor, Ian Wood,
led the charge towards integration
at what has become the UK’s most
integrated regional newsroom.

Now there are three daily editorial conferences that gather editors from all media,
with the main one taking place at midday.
The editors discuss their news priorities for
the day, allocate resources for each platform,
and determine how reporters on the ground
can gather content for other platforms.
Admittedly, “we still need a lot of work to
improve our workflows” and are “still too
print-centric,” said Horrocks, but the new
system seems to be working. As of December
2007, Wood was hoping for more effective
integration: at the time, content was being

Promoting online in print and vice versa
Integration isn’t just about print and online journalists sitting in the same room to
write pieces for both media. Print-web tie-ins bridging content between platforms
are also key. Anne Spackman, editor of Times Online (Times of London) and Edward
Roussell, digital editor at the Daily Telegraph, both believe that with proper crosspromotion, papers can boost on-line readership and vice versa.
The Times promotes its online counterpart daily at the bottom right of the front
page, contents page and throughout the paper. Big stories carry the tag “For breaking news on this story visit timesonline.co.uk.” Plus, there are references to specific
blogs and calls to participate, which are worded to generate comments, such as
“Have your say timesonline.co.uk/debate.”
The Telegraph lists the previous day’s “most read” and “most commented” online
stories in the paper. Its second page includes space at the top of the page to feature these and other online highlights. At the top of most pages it includes calls to
participate, as well as at the end of articles.
Approximately 50% of the Telegraph’s print readers also visited the website in 2006.
The Telegraph was one of the few newspapers that increased its year-on-year sales
in December 2006. The Daily Telegraph circulation was 899,493, up 0.23% while
the Sunday Telegraph circulation was 643,592, up 0.21%.
At some papers, cross-promotion projects that need extra print space weren’t always
given the attention they need. For example, after the successful launch of online
bingo at The Mirror, the digital team struggled to get ads in the paper to continue
to promote the joint venture.

generated, then selected, and then edited.
Only after the last step could content be
distributed to the different platforms.
In December, MEN’s outlets still had three
distinct content management systems, which
Wood eventually planned to merge. As Wood
put it, “We’ve been good at convergence in
spite of technology rather than because of
technology.”
How did MEN’s editors convince staff to go
ahead with convergence?
By telling them “there’s a cliff,” and that they
might fall off of it if they don’t change, said
Horrocks, only half-jokingly. The internal
communication for convergence was “both a
process of encouragement and coercion.”
Wood used a more ‘diplomatic’ approach to
sell the convergence process to journalists,
explaining that learning about new media and
new storytelling techniques simply improves
their ability to deliver news.
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He also enticed them with a free trip, including them among the first batch of trainees
at the Ifra Newsplex in South Carolina.
Wood admitted that the visit by about 40
MEN journalists to learn multimedia basics
would have been even more productive if the
paper hadn’t committed a common mistake:
it wasn’t sufficiently prepared or equipped for
their return. As a result, the paper couldn’t
immediately put what the journalists had
learned to use. Other journalists spent time
learning video at the Press Association in
Yorkshire, emphasizing the importance MEN
places on training.

Journalists learn to share content
across platforms

Despite the multimedia training, one “must
understand there are some people who will
never be good at everything,” said Wood. He
feels that platform-specific journalists are still
highly valued in the digital world. Horrocks
also recognized the importance of platform
focus but at the same time said, “I don’t want
to hire single platform journalists anymore,”
demonstrating his belief that journalists must
be able to produce across all media in the
digital age.

As for the future, Wood is already looking
at further improvements. The central hub
will be redesigned to be smaller, to enable
‘sitting-down’ physical communication. The
newsroom will certainly be rethought into
‘sub-hubs’, rid itself of the notion of a Web
team altogether, and be designed on a taskBecause they are in the same building, print based organization. “An online sports journalreporters can conveniently do an interview ists needs to talk about sports, he doesn’t
for MEN’s radio stations. Eventually the need to talk about the Web,” said Wood.
newsroom will be outfitted with broadcast
capabilities too. Every paper and outlet regu- The main challenge of integration, for MEN
larly cross-promotes for other platforms by as for others, is to rethink the news process
displaying logos, links to the websites and in terms of delivery while maintaining or
more – training the audience to convergence, increasing the quality of content, summed
up Wood. And the Manchester Evening News
as Wood put it.
has successfully done this so far, reaching its
Now that the commissioning process across goal of an 85% local audience reach through
the media outlets is converged, there are no any one of its platforms.
more reporter redundancies on assignments:
one photographer at a football game now

In regards to multimedia journalism, Horrocks
and Wood learned an important lesson fast:
when asked to capture content for all media,
individual journalists often return to the newsroom with nothing. They solved this problem
by asking journalists to gather “easy” extra
content; for example, only after conducting a
face-to-face interview, journalists ask several
follow-up questions on video.

Going in to 2008, a MEN print reporter on
the ground may have captured a sound clip
(technically no extra work for him or her) that
could then be used by the radio, and maybe
would have snapped a few pictures suited for
both the online edition and Channel M.
Most video is collected by Channel M’s seasoned crew, and all videos from Channel M
are reverse engineered into the MEN website
at the end, which means the paper’s site
posts about 15 video clips daily. In some
cases of breaking news, footage has even
been posted on the site before the televised
evening news. But trained reporters from the
paper can also collect video, and the paper
also uses mobile footage if the importance of
the news warrants the lower quality.

suffices, for instance, as does one reporter
to write up an article that can then be used
by several outlets.
Importantly though, convergence doesn’t
imply lockstep editorial alignment. Although
the different outlets and platforms rely on the
same base content, “each editor and each
brand can use this information however they
wish,” said Horrocks. “We’re not trying to create a monsterbrand.” Or in Wood’s words, it’s
important for editors and journalists from the
group to have the same ethics and principles,
but not to carry out the same coverage.
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Convergence means
more editorial Planning
Zero Hora, flagship of Brazil’s rBS media
group, has had a print/online integrated
newsroom since September 2007, one
which was officially inaugurated in December of that year. The daily is in fact a special
case: whereas many newspapers have had
a website complement since the mid-1990’s,
Zero Hora didn’t have a website, full stop.
Hora’s website was started from scratch,
and similarly, its newsroom’s transition to
an integrated one was launched with journalists who had never had to think about
online news.

a general company-wide news site before
it’s principal daily began its own website in
2007. As of 2008, the newsrooms of all its
holdings had not been physically converged
into one newsroom, but journalists from each
platform have been sharing information and
resources for years, creating efficiencies that
not only improved the work of its journalists,
but which have helped boost circulation and
readership across all of RBS’ newspapers. As
of late 2007, Zero Hora claimed a circulation
of 175,000 copies, a number expected to
grow in 2008.

However, RBS often claims it has been a converging media group since the 1960s, due to
its long-owned holdings across platforms; 8
newspapers, 19 radio stations, and 18 TV stations. Instead of publishing websites for every
individual publication, RBS had been running

For nelson Sirotsky, CEO of RBS, “the matter
of integration is more a case of getting quality
and productivity than cutting costs”. In fact,
Zero Hora has signed on 30 additional onlineonly journalists during its integration process,
taking its reporter count to 240.

SATISFIED
Topic

N

UNSATISFIED
%

N

%

Index
Mean

Deviation

PRINT QUALITY

254 83,83%

49

16,17%

9,43

0,92

TEXT QUALITY

237 77,96%

67

22,04%

9,22

1,30

PICTURE QUALITY

246 80,92%

58

19,08%

9,39

0,92

EASY TO FIND INFORMATION

255 84,44%

47

15,56%

9,42

0,95

NEWS IMPARTIALITY

185 62,71%

110

37,29%

8,71

1,61

CONFIDENCE IN

214 72,30%

82

27,70%

8,97

1,44

PRODUCT

229 75,83%

73

24,17%

9,09

1,06
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%
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NEWS RELEVANCE / LENGTH

199 66,33%

101 33,67%

8,81

1,56

CONTENT MIX

246 81,46%

56

18,54%

9,29

1,14

COLUMNISTS

223 75,59%

72

24,41%

9,18

1,15

SUPPLEMENTS

240 80,81%

57

19,19%

9,28

1,12

EDITORIAL PRODUCT

229

73

24,17%

9,09

1,06

75,83%

rBS’ 2007 Subscriber Satisfaction
index for Editorial Products (above)
shows the large majority of the
Brazilian media group’s audience
is happy with its content on all
platforms. Editor of the group’s online
division, Marta Gleich (bottom right),
and her team have helped develop
the group’s converged newsroom.
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“My opinion is that integration is an excellent
tool in terms of productivity for the newspapers, but also leads to a higher quality product
for readers”. Hora’s reader satisfaction index
has been steadily growing. It is hard to say
to what extent this is tied to integration, but
for those doubters, Sirotsky feels that “one
platform is increasing the business of the
others and vice versa.” In other words, an
online newspaper doesn’t cannibalize the
print edition.
On the other hand, Sirotsky doesn’t imagine
a day when integration means all media will
be blended into a single multimedia platform.
Brand names and distribution platforms will
keep their identities for the foreseeable future:
newspapers will continue to represent news
and practical services, television will represent entertainment and sports, etc.
According to Marta Gleich, Editor of ZeroHora.com, and Marcelo rech, Editor of
all RBS newspapers including Zero Hora,
integration has been welcome by journalists.
Even more so, they were anxious to integrate,
an unusual scenario when compared to the
experiences of other newspapers around
the world.
Marta and Marcelo chose not to go through
a coercive integration process. Instead they
provided incentives to reporters who produce
multimedia. “If you obligate journalists to
do something for the online edition,” said
Gleich, “they can have an adverse reaction”.
Instead, reporters who do multimedia coverage (photography, video and text) have the
chance to get paid more than single-platform
journalists or even the chance of promotion;
one highly skilled multimedia reporter for the
international section became assistant editor
at that desk.
With integration, of the 240 Hora journalists,
70-80 work both for the print and online edition at least weekly. This is straightforward
integration: they publish both for the Web
and in print, but don’t necessarily master
multimedia tools such as video and audio.

“Integration is an excellent tool
in terms of productivity for newspapers, but also
leads to a higher quality product for readers”
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Breakdown of Hora’s reporter
functions
Total journalists: 240
Cross-platform journalists: 70-80
Online only journalists: 34
Photojournalists (also shoot video): 24
Journalists with blogs: 26

Reporters can be sent out with handheld
cameras, but this is optional. 34 reporters
are online-only, while a few columnists still
only work for print. All 24 photographers also
shoot video, and 26 journalists have started
blogs. “But nobody is working more,” said
Gleich. “They are working differently.”
Zero Hora chose to conduct basic training
on an optional basis too. “If people come to
be trained, we train them,” she said. Twoweek training sessions across RBS holdings
and involving five or six people at a time are
organized to teach journalists how to shoot
video, edit and learn some multimedia skills.
For example, since RBS already has specialists for nearly all media, Zero Hora simply
sends print reporters to the TV outlets to
train in video.
Somewhat surprisingly, very few (roughly
35 journalists) have actually been formally
trained in multimedia thus far. Of the rest,
many have experimented with video and
new media without receiving formal training,
including Gleich and Rech who have both
submitted mobile pictures for publication
in the past.
An editor’s “typical day is not
a typical day”
Zero Hora isn’t integrated in the strict sense:
there are still two editors, one for online (Gleich), and one for print (Rech). Who has the
final word in case of a conflict between both?
Luckily, this situation hasn’t occurred. Both
editors sit at the same table and discuss the
budget and commissioning throughout the day.
“It’s impossible to have one person thinking
about all stories for all platforms,” said Rech.
“We are integrated but not unified.”

With integration, the editor’s work requires
a lot more planning, since he or she must
now decide from the beginning how to allocate resources for each platform and how
to make their coverage complementary. “My
typical day is not a typical day,” said Rech.
He tries to attend at least two of the day’s
three editorial meetings. At 9am, he sits on
the morning editorial meeting, where most of
the planning is done. From 9:30 am to 2:30
pm, Rech generally attends committee and
managerial meetings for other publications.
At 2:30pm the day’s main editorial meeting
is held. At 7pm, editors gather for the day’s
last meeting, usually just for a few minutes,
to discuss the front page.

RBS revenue breakdown

process. Indeed, as Rech explained, reporters must think like an editor on the ground;
“You have to think not just how to write your
story but how it will fit with the work of other
journalists, figuring out how infographics or
video could be used to complement the story,
or thinking of a sidebox with complementary
information”. In that sense, journalists are
learning how to be copy editors.
However, with Zero Hora’s integration,
the editors-in-chief are now even more
important in taking the overhead decisions
and commissioning reporters that will be
able to ‘think like copy editors’ while on
the ground.
Cross-platform promotion fosters
newsroom cooperation

Zero Hora went through a smooth integration process in large part because the RBS
group has had a long tradition of dealing with
editorial convergence across its multimedia
assets (there are no restrictions on crossmedia ownership in Brazil). According to
Sirotsky, all outlets carry out regular crossIn the integration process, Gleich thinks that promotion, probably the most cost-effective
“the reporter must think like an editor.” The way to market RBS: the radio promotes the
concept itself is straightforward: as journalists print edition, which refers to the website,
are required to gather content for multiple which carries TV-produced content online
platforms, they must increasingly think of the (all content produced by the TV stations are
final outcome or package of a story before stored on a RBS-wide common area of the
or during the news gathering process, a role server), and so on.
previously reserved to the editor. In the future,
she feels the ratio of reporters to editors will Nowadays however, as an increasing number
probably be much nearer to fifty-fifty. In the of newspapers are part of media groups,
integrated structure, the traditionally vertical many papers could benefit from Zero Hora’s
journalist-to-editor hierarchy becomes more converged promotion approach. TV stations
are RBS’ biggest asset, bringing in about
horizontal teamwork between both.
50% of total revenue, while newspapers
On the other hand, Gleich also said that represent about 40% of the company’s
editors have become much more impor- revenues. Radio counts for 5-6%, and online
tant during the integration process since for the remaining 4%, but is enjoying doublethey must now process information coming digit growth.
from all media and process it for different
platforms. More editorial planning is also a For major scheduled news events, representatives from all platforms gather at a Product
crucial element to integration.
Committee meeting, led by Sirotsky, during
It may seem contradictory that, on one hand, which they discuss their coverage needs
journalists increasingly take on the role of and establish a cross-platform budget and
the ‘editors’ in their daily jobs, while on the commissioning. For each particular event,
other, the actual editors become increasingly a ‘sponsor’ is chosen from one of the platimportant in the commissioning and planning forms. A sub-committee is then created with

TV stations: 50% total revenue
Newspapers: 40%
Radio: 5-6%
Internet: 4%
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“Editors have become much more important
during the integration process since they must now
process information coming from all media
and process it for different platforms.”

expressed concerns that different publications opinions; the website will keep readers up-towithin the same media house will lose their the-minute; RBS TV will represent a media for
individual identities. Sirotsky is not one of entertainment and sports, etc. All the while,
them. On the contrary, he feels that media the company’s brand name will continue to
convergence and integration will lead to the dif- represent accurate and in-depth news.
ferentiation of each product and brand name.
As different platforms converge, each will keep “The challenge here is to adjust each
its personality by focusing on its trademark brand for the new scenario,” concluded
For the 2008 Beijing Olympics, a team of traits. For instance, the printed Zero Hora will Sirotsky
about 14 reporters will be sent to China. increasingly carry analysis and plurality of
Since TV stations will carry the bulk of the
coverage, they also compose the bulk of the
investment. A reporter from TV will also be
blogging for the newspaper online portal, With Good Management, Mindsets and Staff Can Change
while both radio speakers and print reporters
Management needs to be engaged, communicate directly with staff and provide
will participate in TV interviews and comproper training for integration efforts to be successful. Jonathan Halls, Managing
mentary during the events. “This is how we
Director of Talkshow Communications (UK), and Sarah Schantin-Williams, consultant
produce a strong synergy and in the end we
for N-able Media (Austria), described changes editors need to make as they approach
do a better job,” said Sirotsky.
convergence at IFRA’s 6th Digital Summit held in April 2007.
“Who Knows?”
For smaller or unscheduled news assign“Who knows?” Everyone. At least they should, said Halls. To change the newsroom
ments, RBS has also rolled out a centralized
mindset from top to bottom, all staffers, not just senior executives, should grasp
content management system across its
the challenges of integration in detail. He cited Will Lewis’ approach at the Daily
platforms. At all times, journalists and ediTelegraph, which put the editor-in-chief and senior news executives at the center
tors from Zero Hora can look at the budget
of the process, serving as “chief teachers.” Lewis regularly participated in Q&A sesof the TV or radio stations, and vice versa. A
sions to train staff and encourage his team.
fiber optic cord provides a direct connection
Performance Improvement
between the TV studios and the newspaper,
Halls recommended special training sessions. To structure them properly, he sugwhere about 10 staffers regularly scan new
gested hiring training consultants who specialize in “performance improvement.” For
content. If one outlet is interested in expandnewsrooms with minimal resources or a large number of staffers, a single training
ing on a TV story, Gleich simply calls up the
specialist could teach other staffers how to conduct training.
TV editor to ask how the site or newspaper
As opposed to managerial preconceptions, there is only a small portion of staffers
can complement the report.
who really are against newsroom change, Halls said. Most staffers are reticent
either because they lack skills and need training -- or because they haven’t been
In some cases, a TV reporter will directly file
informed about why change is needed. Better communication is what fixes the lata text story to be used by the website, which
ter problem, Halls said.
is then rewritten or edited by the newspaper
What To Do
staff. At other times, the scoop will be first
Schantin-Williams outlined her recommended steps to newsroom change:
unveiled at the 7 o’clock news report on
- Generate awareness of change;
TV, before being expanded upon at 7:30pm
- Make staffers understand reasons for change;
on the site.
- Create a positive perception of change as an opportunity;
- Implement change;
RBS reporters follow a simple rule; “We have
- Institutionalize change;
a deal here: you cannot steal an idea or
- Internalize change.
the news found by another platform”, said
What Not To Do
Gleich. Despite the huge size of the media
Many newsrooms seem to begin their newsroom integration process at the implecompany and the often-existent rivalry that
mentation stage. Schantin-Williams said that instead of mentally preparing staff
can arise across different departments of a
and discussing overall strategy, editors tend to map out a plan and impose it. In
single news organization, the rule seems to
addition to causing resistance, this approach increases the likelihood that changes
have worked.
will never become institutionalized.
representatives from each platform, led by
the representative from the platform which
will be ‘sponsored’, and they all decide how
to cover the issue. For advertising campaigns,
a single campaign is typically outsourced to
a specialized agency, and all platforms share
the costs appropriately.

As all media converge, some publishers have
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The Road to Integration
Is Paved with Detail
From being the first news organization to
take full advantage of the telegraph back in
1899, to the introduction of radio and video
broadcasting in the 20th century, the AP has
always been at the forefront of news media
technology. In the Internet age, the AP has
committed itself to become a unified producer
of fully digital, multimedia news. Under its
convergence slogan, the AP blended online,
print, and video production in branches worldwide: “One name, one logo, one story.”
To get staffers to adapt to new media workflows, the AP considered it vital to provide
each one with a clear roadmap to the convergence destination. AP Deputy Managing
Editor Tom Kent said everyone should grasp
specific advantages, with each journalist
seeing in detail how integration could impact
their own work. This was achieved in part
through quarterly meetings and regular internal broadcasts, where staff learned about the
plan’s evolution and progress. And conveying
advantages meant making a specific case for
the ways multimedia content could enhance

AP Deputy Managing Editor, Tom
Kent, helped lead the agency’s
New York headquarters to a fully
integrated, open-floor newsroom. One
of the main ideas behind it is mobility
of architecture, highlighted below by
sliding television screens that can be
easily repositioned.

– not undermine – fundamentals of quality developing their primary report. For example,
a reporter filing a plane crash story might not
journalism.
gather breathtaking images or footage - but
Staffers shouldn’t perceive a need to change he can feed the graphics team with informawhat they do best, Kent said. Rather, editors tion on airport and runway logistics. Back
should help them see how they can add a in the newsroom, info-graphic illustrators
new dimension to their story checklist. At its could use the visually oriented information to
most basic, the AP wanted reporters to see construct descriptive crash diagrams. “What
convergence as a simple awareness to addi- matters is that reporters bear in mind the
tional media possibilities in the field, while needs of different platforms,” Kent said.
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“Although they have their own specialty,
everybody should be a video, photo and text person”
Big ideas, little nuances
in the AP workflow

put national and international news toward
the middle of the floor. It also provided a
central location for photography, video and
To convert the AP’s new 100,000-square- Web interactive departments.
foot-plus operations floor, planners opted for
an adjustable scheme that enabled cross- Practical details: Subtle touches can bring
platform communication, staff interaction, staffers both physically and psychologically
closer. So the AP rejected physical signs to
and media integration.
label departments, in line with its “one AP,
Flexibility: “Newsroom integration is a con- one product” motto. Similarly, name tags were
stantly evolving process, so flexibility is key,” issued to ease interaction among employKent said. The AP chose to minimize walls ees - but were not differentiated by colors
- and to make the few that were included that might indicate a particular department.
highly moveable for swift layout changes. The “Although they have their own specialty,
absence of dividers also enables better vis- everybody should be a video, photo and text
ibility and movement across departments. person,” Kent said. Practical management
also manifested in the simplest ideas: The AP
Physical proximity: Top AP editors use placed its coffee machines at the intersection
enclosed glass offices for confidential dis- of newsroom units, so staffers on break got
cussions. But Kent said these offices were a chance to meet and chat.
made “deliberately claustrophobic,” motivating editors to spend the majority of their Top AP editors hold three daily “multimedia
time working next to staffers. Departments meetings” in which editors across media
remained physically separate, but the layout platforms determine the direction and content

formats that best suit the day’s top stories.
And in addition to ranking projects by importance, supervising editors factor in “Web 2.0”
considerations, such as the popularity of a
story and its coverage on major news sites.
Staffers learn to match certain content with
its best media options.
Kent said planners should think of integration
as essentially the categorization and linking of
production processes that are often already
in place. The main difficulty is in “getting
things into a reasonable taxonomy,” he said.
Reporters and editors should be able to easily
categorize stories upon publishing - including
using software features to tag stories by topic,
such as “automobile.” “If the AP launched a
specialized automobile website, the content
would simply have to be retrieved from the
appropriate database,” Kent said.

When it comes down to it, Kent feels that
providing and experimenting with different
tools and ideas is the best way for all to
learn the dynamics of the integrated newsroom. For instance, a training website for AP
journalists, in theory a useful idea, proved to
be underused because the journalists were
Specific approaches used by the Associated Press to
so busy; despite its lack of use, the training
foster integration:
site’s presence helped journalists feel that
they were moving smoothly down the path
- Staffer-built story-”wikis” to ensure cross-platform story planning
- Rewards for integration activity, including a weekly cash reward for work exem- to integration. Other ideas such as reward
incentives, regular 10-minute content meetplifying the “one AP” multimedia motto.
ings between journalists and editors, and
- Selecting staffers - especially the “pickiest” - to choose newsroom furniture
the simple gesture of allowing staffers to
- Training in “Soundslides,” a tool for publishing online slideshows
make casual recommendations improved
- Issuing over 100 portable audio digital recorders
newsroom atmosphere and contributed to
- Regular ten-minute meetings between staff and editors
newsroom efficiency.
As for the future, the AP will continue to
generate content “for every format there
is a demand for.” Kent said that video is
becoming ever more important pointing
to a meeting with the New York Times in
which the paper asked how to obtain more
AP video. Newspapers like the Times “have
to find the balance between what they can
do best on paper, and what they can do
best on the Internet,” according to Kent. And
balance is exactly what the AP has found by
integrating its newsroom.
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All major paradigm shifts require significant adaptation on behalf of those

affected. Transforming your newsroom strategy to fit the digital age is no exception. Professional training is not a traditional habit of the newspaper industry, but as multimedia
features become an integral part of all newspaper companies, editors and journalists need
to relearn their craft. Newsroom executives must understand that preparing newsrooms
for a fast-paced, non-stop news cycle that combines the best attributes of print, TV, radio
and the Internet is not an option; it is an obligation.
To train or hire? When integrating newsrooms, some experienced journalists will accept
change and training with open arms. Others will resist. On the other hand, there is a large
pool of younger, “digital native” journalists eager to work at established media. The first
question that newsroom managers must ask is, “‘Can old dogs learn new tricks?’, or is
it ‘out with the old and in with the new’?”
The intensity of training: Although all journalists in the Internet era should reinforce
their careers with training, the pressure to train journalists is greatest on newsrooms
that decide to follow an integrated path. Because the distinctions between print and
Web newsrooms disappear, editors and journalists in the integrated newsroom require
thorough training to teach them how to create content on all platforms.
In-house vs. outsourced training: Several newspapers with high digital ambitions
have instituted training divisions within their companies, giving their newsroom fast and
constant access to professional development. Others send their staff to journalism training centers, consultants or journalism schools. Newsroom managers must decide which
approach best fits their newsroom.
New rules of writing: Not only is training in multimedia required for print journalists,
but they must also learn how to write for the Web. The “inverted pyramid” method used
religiously for nearly a century may not be the best article format. Online, articles are
often shorter, to the point, quickly composed and written with terms attractive to search
engines so that readers can find the content easily.
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section: 1

The Need for New Skills
in the Newsroom
News, Improved: strategic training for the new newsroom
In March 2007, an extensive study into
changes in media production entitled “News,
Improved: How America’s Newsrooms Are
Learning to Change”, was released. Written with experienced insight by two former
newspaper editors, Tim Porter and Michele
McLellan, the report aimed to teach newsrooms how to innovate in the 21st Century. It
defined one principal solution for newsrooms
struggling to adapt to the rapidly transforming media landscape: strategic training, or
more precisely, training that educates entire
staffs toward specific goals while carefully
measuring success and failure.
Through their research, which included interviews with hundreds of newsroom executives
and journalists, the authors found that “The
news industry trains people as badly as a
fast-food diet nourishes them. Training is
episodic rather than continuous. Random,
rather than strategic. Long on talk. Short on
measurable impact.” They continued, “We
have a model of leadership that’s set up for
a static industry, and right now we’re in a
very dynamic and changing one.”

“The news industry
trains people
as badly as
a fast-food diet
nourishes them.”

“News Improved” originates from the findings of $10 million in training and research
projects funded by the John S. and James
L. Knight Foundation. A 2002 Knight survey
discovered that 8 in 10 journalists desired
more training: that ratio had jumped to 9 and
10 by the time Porter and McLellan began
writing the report.
McLellan also adapted information she
gathered while consulting for the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution. In 2004, she helped
the paper’s newsroom develop a clear training strategy with the purpose of making the

paper “more engaging”, and which resulted
in three goals:
1. improve watchdog reporting
2. enhance the culture in the newsroom
3. reduce the use of traditional news story
format.
The training helped. Within a year of the
paper’s staff undergoing training, the number
of non-traditional stories on the front page
jumped from 33% to 57%. “News, Improved”
resonates with optimism that other news
organizations can accomplish similar goals
through improved training initiatives.

multimedia training

Can old dogs learn new tricks?
“Do the ‘human capital’ financials dictate retraining the old-timer or is it time for
‘out with the old and in with the new?’” asked Follow the Media’s Philip Stone, in
August 2007. Stone’s phrasing is perhaps hasty, but the choice between re-training
older, more experienced print reporters or re-staffing with younger, more techsavvy ones is one that is increasingly faced by newspapers as they transition their
operations from print to online.
The issue takes on added significance in light of the fact that, contrary to popular
perception, newsrooms aren’t shrinking; they’re just shifting towards digital. Logically, the scarcity of digitally knowledgeable journalists would argue in favor of
re-training. But as Mediabistro.com founder Laurel Touby noted, “It’s a hard sell
because media companies have traditionally not invested in people, they don’t
invest in management training programs.”
In fact, as the following examples demonstrate, media organizations take various
approaches to multimedia training:
Massive Training: Gannett chose to implement a massive training program for all of
its newsrooms, establishing its Local Information Centers to introduce its reporters
to digital operations.
Gradual Renewal: The ABC Television network re-weighted its layoff policy to emphasize
digital skills over seniority in order to overhaul its staff profile.
Severance-Training Hybrid: Lee Enterprises offered buyouts to its veteran reporters at
the St. Louis Dispatch, while at the same time developing the Lee Online University,
a company-wide training platform for its staff.
Which approach is adopted will depend on a particular newspaper’s needs and
circumstances. Kinsey Wilson, executive editor of USA Today, noted that much of
the industry-wide staffing shift has migrated to combined print and online production, with dedicated online staff largely remaining constant. Which means that, at
least for the time being, as Stone concluded, “…There is still a place for the ‘old
dogs’ with their original skills, and, yes, they can be taught new tricks for the new
online world, too.”
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Training wheels: preparing staff for “hub and spokes” integration
The UK’s Daily Telegraph underwent what
is arguably the most regarded integrated
newsroom experiment during the last months
of 2006, establishing a revolutionary “hub
and spokes” newsroom architecture. In 2007,
Australian publisher Fairfax adopted similar
strategies to The Telegraph, but took a more
gradual approach with its staff, allowing it to
gradually acclimate to the overhaul. Not only
did the speeds of their projects differ; their
training programs were also distinct.
The Telegraph: Initial training,
continuous follow-up
The Telegraph implemented its training program when it initially integrated in 2006.
Tailored towards mid-career staffers who
saw in it a chance to improve their skills and
enhance their value, the week-long course
entitled “Byte: Multimedia Editorial Development”, provided introductory online and
multimedia skills to 24 journalists at a time
over a period of 15 weeks.

The course began with a day-long overview
of the transformations taking place in the
news industry, emphasizing the opportunities presented by digital journalism. Over the
next three days, staffers were exposed to inhouse speakers as well as guests from other
news organizations, and received training
in audio and video journalism techniques
and Web content strategies. The program’s
final day was the newspaper equivalent
of a war game, with the trainees tasked
with producing a mock-up section of the
paper based on fake stories that “broke”
throughout the day.
As Edward Roussel, Digital Editor at the
Telegraph, explained, “The training helped
them understand more about reporting a live
news story in a digital environment. In 2006,
training was very much ‘one size fits all’. The
goal in 2007 is to go deeper.”
And go deeper the paper did. The Telegraph
Media Group developed an ongoing trainThe Daily Telegraph made an
intensive, one-week training course
obligatory for its journalists before
launching its integrated newsroom.
After the move to the new newsroom,
the paper instituted a continuing
education program for its staff.
source: Louise Mason, Learning
and Development Manager, Daily
Telegraph

ing program for its editorial staff. Classes
ranging from Podcasting, Video, Photoshop,
Photography for Reporters and Editors, and
Advanced Writing for the Web composed the
2007 training guide available to all staffers.
Journalists and editors could decide which
professional skills they wanted to improve or
investigate and signed up accordingly for the
classes. The paper planned to maintain its
continuing education classes in 2008.
Fairfax: Breaking news on the move
When The Sydney Morning Herald, one of
Fairfax’s newspapers, introduced its ‘Convergent Journalism’ training program in August
2007, the goal was to help its reporters adapt
to the evolving “breaking news” culture, but
also, more concretely, to the paper’s newly
integrated premises that were to be inaugurated weeks later. The two-day course,
required for all staff, was shorter than the
Telegraph’s program, and while it included
hands-on training in multi-media production technology, the emphasis, according to
Fairfax Executive Editor Phil McLean, was
on “getting people to think differently” about
news and the news industry.
Although Fairfax declined to divulge intimate
details about the training sessions, they were
designed to offer reporters extra possibilities when they gather content, rather than
eliminate their specialized expertise; not
everyone was expected to become a multimedia journalist, but to think in multimedia
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terms. The training was done in-house, with
the help of a few outside facilitators. Each
two-day session included between 15 and
20 reporters, with the program expected to
last five months. According to McLean, the
training also served as a screening process
for the staff’s willingness, competence, and
talent for multimedia reporting, with about
40-50 of the “best multimedia talents” harvested for further training.
The sessions began by introducing the reasons and background for change. An overview
of the main industry benchmarks and market
trends was designed to convince staffers
that they no longer work for a newspaper,
but rather for a fully integrated digital media
operation. From there things became more
practical. Journalists studied new storytelling
processes though audio and video slideshows, and discovered new ways to build
stories and think in multimedia terms. Finally,
they were sent home in the evening with
an i-Mate Jasjam (a wireless multimedia
device) and a multimedia assignment that
had to be filed the following morning.
Fairfax’s “newsroom of the future” is increasingly becoming today’s reality. Reporters file
stories in a variety of media, editors sitting at
a central hub receive them instantly, then dispatch them to the platform they deem appro-

priate. A story, complete with still pictures, is
online moments later, only to be subsequently
updated with new information and a briefly
edited video as it evolves. The missing link,
of course, is journalists with the proper skills.
But training programs like the Telegraph’s
and the Sydney Morning Herald’s, function
as bridges, connecting today’s reporters to
the newsroom of tomorrow.

The UK Daily Telegraph’s Digital
Editor, Edward Roussel, thinks that
training is necessary for newspaper
journalists preparing for multimedia
content production. In 2007, his
company expanded on its original
training program.

Basic training: five guiding
principles
According to Guillermo Franco, Editor of
the online complement of Colombian
paper El Tiempo, any training program
should be guided by the following basic
principles:
Set your own pace: Each newsroom should
determine the pace and depth of the
program.
Keep it optional: Compulsory training creates resistance. Train those who want
it first.
Build gradually: Training should be kept
as simple as possible and be gradual.
Begin with simple multimedia editing
tasks and build towards more complex
storytelling.
Total submersion: The best way to develop
a skill in a given platform is by submerging in it. Rotate journalists through each
platform so they can learn from their
colleagues on the job.
Go where the knowledge is: If you don’t
have the internal knowledge to provide
training in a given area, get it from outside
the company.

Training doesn’t stop with journalists: editors, designers and new media
Journalists aren’t the only ones affected
by the transformations in the newspaper
industry. Editors and designers also need to
unlearn years’ worth of acquired habits if they
are going to successfully guide newspapers
into the digital age.
Consumer-centric news
As Mary Nesbitt, director of The Readership Institute at Northwestern University, pointed out in November 2007, editors
need to change the way they approach the
news, especially with regard to print editions
that are increasingly threatened by their
online counterparts. Nesbitt’s manifesto for

a “consumer-centric journalism” focused tion of the press), is the public’s need to be
on what she called the three habits of the engaged. Nesbitt argued that print is by nature
a selective medium, so editors need to devote
successful editor:
scarce space to content that will “grip, tickle,
Tailor news to readers’ needs: Editors should astonish, befriend and reward readers.”
take their readers’ needs and desires seriously.
As important as the public’s right to know (ie. Pay attention to audience research:
the US Constitution’s First Amendment func- According to Nesbitt, readers have not
given up on news, so neither should editors. She argued that general reader tastes
Journalism scholar
have not “dumbed down.” In fact, market
and director of the
research shows that they haven’t changed
Readership Institue,
Mary Nesbitt, defined
much over the years. What has changed is
three habits for
editors’ increased ability to know what their
successful editors.
readers are engaging with, something often
ignored when deciding what to run.
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“People aren’t losing interest in news.

They’re losing interest in how journalists
have defined and presented it to them.”
Generate news, don’t follow it: More than
anything, editors need to emphasize the
kind of reporting that doesn’t simply regurgitate what readers can find elsewhere.
In a random sample of newspaper front
pages, Nesbitt found that 80 percent of
content was “event or happened-yesterday
coverage,” with only 20 percent made up
of news stories initiated by journalists
outside the context of a press conference
or press release.
According to Nesbitt, the kind of change
that’s required “can’t be flipped on like a
light switch.” It requires a radical shift in
the way editors think and relate to their
journalists: who they hire, how they train
them, what they ask of them, and how they
jointly define the mission of journalism. Successful editors will figure out how to add
audience-centric criteria to professionallyderived news values. The result will be news
produced with a healthy respect for readers’
tastes and demands, as well as for the press’
mission to inform.
Bringing online newspaper design
to life

it was also shown that smaller newspapers
generally implemented an equivalent amount
of user-friendly web tools.
But a wide array of tools doesn’t necessarily make for a good website: design is also
key, and on that score US newspapers have
as much to learn as others. Many newspaper websites reflect the classic layout of
their print edition because, as Microsoft
anthropologist Anne Kirah points out,
“Print media is capable of things that the
online can’t do. The text, the layout, the
colors, and the context makes it easier to
remember and understand things when
we see it on paper.”
Still, print-type web design should make good
use of online-only possibilities:
Liven the page: Straightforward columns
running endlessly down the page are needlessly dull. Add tools or decorative features
to bring them to life.
Use video and color wisely: Remember that
streaming videos and colorful ads can also
divert from content and slow down navigation.
Headlines and news should be immediately
available to the eye.
Avoid obtrusive ads: Finding a way to bring
ads to readers’ attention without annoying them is a constant online challenge.
Pop-ups, interstitials and word-links might
alienate more readers than they’re worth.
Think about novel placement for ads, such
as in RSS feeds.

Unlike editors and journalists, who must
adapt to more efficient production methods,
newspaper designers face a particular challenge in the digital age: Studies have shown
that the print-format of newspapers is still
more practical than web versions for cursory
visual scans and information retention. So
with readership migrating online, it’s even
more essential for designers to produce a The emergence of citizen journalism,
user-friendly online format. The tools offered blogs, and online-only news sources has
also changed the standards for web layout,
by Web 2.0 are one way to do that.
both from the publisher’s and the reader’s
“The Use of the Internet by America’s News- perspective. Among some of the features
papers,” a report published by Internet com- with which readers have increasing visual
munications firm, The Bivings Group, in fluency are:
August 2006, ranked newspapers’ implementation of Web 2.0 by judging them on - Headlines posted in anti-chronological
14 user-friendly tools, including RSS feeds, order;
video, podcasts, reporter blogs, bookmarks, - Headlines given the same emphasis, forregistration requirements and user-comment mat and font, regardless of the relevance or
tools. Among the leading newspaper websites ‘importance’ of the news;
were that of The Houston Chronicle, The - Users who have the same ‘blog authority’
Boston Globe, and the Washington Post, but (ie. ability to post content) as journalists.

Newspapers 2.0: rating U.S.
newspaper sites
According to the Bivings Group report, of
the 100 largest U.S. newspapers:
- 80 offered reporter blogs, including 63
that were open to reader comments;
- 76 offered RSS feeds, but not always on
the homepage;
- 61 offered at least one basic form of
multimedia, video mostly;
- 31 offered podcasts;
- 19 offered the possibility to comment
on actual articles;
- 7 of the 10 largest newspaper websites
required registration (a user-friendly
no-no);
- 23 of the 100 largest newspapers require
registration.

The jury is still out on whether the blog format
actually is as reader-centric as proponents
claim. Critics have argued that unless the
reader is an extremely regular visitor, the
time-stamp format forces the user to search
for news of interest within a muddled list of
headlines. The editorial function of newspapers, they point out, is not only to collect and
distribute news, but also organize it.
Above all, though, the determining factor of
the quality of a website’s design is reader
satisfaction. With the increasingly personalized nature of Web 2.0, it might very well
be that newspaper designers will soon give
way to individually tailored, reader-formatted
pages. News websites would simply prioritize
breaking news, while leaving the rest to the
reader to decide.
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	READING ONLINE NEWSPAPERS

Should the story move
or stand still?

When does reader satisfaction justify the added
editorial effort required by “bells and whistles”? The Online Journalism Review (OJR)
examined when and how editors should use multimedia
techniques to tell a story in the hopes of answering that
question. Using a comparative study of reader motivations
and websites using interactive or static content, the OJR
suggested that interactive presentations worked best when
the goal was to have users:
- spend more time with the presentation;
- consider the experience as “enjoyable”;
- recall more of the information;
- recall your brand;
- feel entertained.
Static presentation, on the other hand, worked best when
the goal was to get users to click through to all the of the
presentation’s materials and perceive the site navigation as
easy. The study found that either form was equally effective
to increase the likelihood a user returns to the site.
The OJR also provided a rather straightforward question-

naire to help decide whether a story is multimedia-worthy.
Among the factors arguing in favor of a multimedia presentation were:
- Does the story concern elaborate or unfamiliar processes
or procedures?
- Is the level of interest in the topic high enough that people
would be willing to figure out story navigation?
- Does the story have value beyond the first few weeks? Is
it likely to be a topic in the news again?
- Is entertaining the audience more important than simply
informing?
- Is it important that the audience be able to recall specific
facts from the story?
- If the story is told in separate components, is it essential
that all components be viewed by the audience?
- Do you hope the audience recalls where they saw the
information?
For stories that meet these criteria, an interactive approach
is worth the extra time and effort it takes to edit.

Web design tips from the horse’s mouth
Many print designers start out in web
design by using Flash, since it provides
the closest approximation of the print
designer’s pasteboard. According to Khoi
Vinh, Design Director of nytimes.com, that’s
the wrong way to go. “It leads too easily
to the assumption that a similar amount of
authorial control can be exerted in online
design as can be achieved offline.” The key,
according to Vinh is to adapt print design to
the web, instead of trying to impose it.

Design Director at nytimes.
com, Khoi Vinh, presents his
philosophies for print designers
learning the ways of the Web.

Above all else, Vinh advises designers to
“first (embrace) the medium as something
different from print.” Unlike print, where
design is a method for implementing
narrative, Web design is a method for
making behaviors possible. Vinh also
encourages transitioning designers to learn
HTML and CSS, which are the foundations
on which all things Web-based are built.
Finally, Vinh puts a premium on
enthusiasm and open-mindedness. Print
designers with the most curiosity and
eagerness to learn about the Web will be
the most successful ones.
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Chinese journalism

journalism philanthropy

When the editor-in-chief is Karl Marx

The AFP Foundation:
Using training to raise standards

While journalism in Marxist China has historically been used to voice
government propaganda, in the last decades, many journalism students
have been trying to develop their investigative reporting skills. So much so
that in 2001, the Communist Party’s Central Committee urged journalism
schools to adopt the concept of “Marxist journalism,” which essentially
forces Chinese journalists, both professionals and students alike, to balance
the reality of Marxist government censors with the need for journalistic
accuracy. As The Washington Post’s Edward Cody wrote in December 2007
“Journalism students…are taught not only about Watergate and the rise
of the Internet, but also about the restricted role reporters are expected
to play under a Marxist government such as China’s.”
Interestingly, student feedback about the approach is mixed. Some students
resented the infringement of ideology on news coverage, while others
defended the concept because it will facilitate finding work in Chinese
mainstream media. One academic summed up the schools’ pragmatic
approach by saying that “most professors urge their students to deal with
the censors and try to push the envelope rather than revolt against the
whole censorship system.”

In September 2007, Agence France-Presse launched
the AFP Foundation to promote higher standards
of journalism around the world. In addition to
training services, the foundation provides educational materials to schools and universities,
and organizes seminars about vital issues such
as press freedom, ethics and women’s status in
news media. The foundation, which has already
trained journalists in Tunisia and in Syria, offers
services in English, French, Arabic and Spanish.
“The philosophy underlying our work is that those
who benefit from training should be able to pass
on what they have learned to their colleagues
and to younger generations,” said Robert Halloway,
deputy managing editor of the AFP, who heads the
foundation.

If Google can’t read your story, no one else will
At the newsstand, large type and a clever
turn of phrase often made for a headline
that would catch readers’ attention. But
as newspapers migrate online, attracting
readers often depends on showing up in a
search engine’s top results. For both headlines and text, editors and journalists alike
are learning the new rules for making sure
good articles get noticed.

nise that search is driving much of the
behaviour on the web. Newspapers that
don’t understand that at the highest level
simply won’t exist.”

While retraining subeditors for search engine
optimization (SEO) is relatively easy, it does
mean stripping headlines of some of the
edginess that made them so valuable for

Does online kill the headline?
For subeditors with the task of writing
headlines, newsroom integration means
replacing clever headlines, which don’t
fare very well online, with ones containing
keywords that are more visible to search
engines. “Nine to 12 months ago, if you
said ‘SEO’ to most of the news team, they
would scratch their heads,” said Zach
Leonard, Digital Media Publisher of The
Times, which gets between 30% and 60%
of its traffic from search engines. “Now
it’s a part of their job. We have to recog-

Digital Media Publisher at The Times,
Zach Leonard, has made his staff
aware of the importance of writing
headlines and articles with the correct
key words for search engines.
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“Nine to 12 months ago,

if you said ‘SEO’ to most of the news team,
they would scratch their heads.”
the print paper. Classic newspaper headlines sometimes involve a pun or cultural
reference, which often don’t translate well
for online SEO.
That doesn’t mean that headlines should
no longer be creative. According to Fergus
Shanahan, Executive Editor of the UK’s Sun,
consumers don’t choose between buying
a paper and obtaining their news online:
“It is a mixture, not one or the other. So
papers must try harder than ever to seize the
attention of existing and potential readers. A
really memorable headline on page one on
a newsagent’s stand is still one of the best
ways to achieve this.”
But the use of SEO to target headlines can
make an enormous difference in raising a
paper’s profile. Boston.com, for instance,
used training sessions with copy editors as
part of a broader educational initiative to get
staff to think in terms of SEO. The results
were noticeable. “We’re regularly beating
the bigger boys, like the Chicago Tribune
and The Wall Street Journal,” said David
Beard, editor of Boston.com, “and part of
the reason is SEO.”

search engine optimization

How To Read Like A Searchbot
Good photographers learn to see what the camera sees. Good online writers must
learn to see what a search engine sees. Here are some ways to learn how:
Existing software: There are already programs specifically designed to help you, such
as Google’s AdWords Keyword Tool, WordTracker.com or Keyword Discovery.com. Take
advantage of them.
Search keywords: Some keywords are more commonly used in searches than others.
Find out what they are and include them in your headlines.
Title tags: Search engines notice the title tag, which appears at the top of the browser
window, even if you don’t. Make it descriptive to broaden search results.
Anchor text: Search engines pay more attention to anchor text (the underlined
text of a hyperlink) than to plain text, so make sure to include common keywords
when creating links.
Order of appearance: Search engines rank an article’s relevance to its keywords by
the order of their appearance, so put the most important keywords first.
Interlinking: Articles are weighted in search results by how many incoming links
point to them, so don’t hesitate to interlink between related stories and articles,
and make sure to tag content accurately.
At first glance, search engine optimization might seem to strip headlines of their
charm, both for readers and editors. Pithy, witty and provocative headlines that
instantly capture a reader’s attention can actually be counterproductive for getting an article ranked high in a search result. But with time and practice, editors
should be able to find ways to express their creativity in ways that both readers and
search engines can appreciate.

Search engines are readers, too
Just like for readers, headlines are the first
thing a search engine sees. But they aren’t
the only thing a search engine sees. The
content of an article is also “crawled” for
keywords and tags, and savvy newspapers,
like The Times of London, are training their
journalists to integrate them into their reporting. By embedding key phrases, topic words
and tags in the lede and headlines, articles
can show up higher in search results.
Newspapers are also buying search words on
Google Inc. to make sure that their articles
appear among the first hits. For example the
Daily Telegraph bought the phrase “North
Korea Nuclear Test”. As a result, users who
typed in that phrase saw an ad for the Telegraph pop up on the corner of their screen.
The Telegraph went as far as hiring consultants specifically for improving its visibility

on Google News search results. “The most
important driver of all readers to our site is
Google, except for people who know us and
come directly,” says Edward Roussel, the
Telegraph’s digital editor. “It plays a critical
part of exporting our brand, particularly
to the U.S.”
Despite the fact that all online journalists
are aware of the need for SEO, there is
still some resistance. But according to
Robert Niles, Editor of the Online Journalism Review, effective SEO is perfectly
compatible with the journalist’s mission to
inform, since it makes it more likely readers will find the information they’re looking
for. “The suggestion that journalists write
to please algorithms at the Googleplex
will infuriate some journalism pros. But
when you write a piece to score highly
in search engine result pages, you craft

a piece that serves its readers, as well,”
he explained.
Ignoring SEO would be the modern-day
equivalent of sending news hawkers to empty
street corners, or having delivery boys toss
papers in the trash instead of on the front
doorstep. Lamenting it is to forget that creative headlines and journalism in general
have always meant finding engaging ways
to convey necessary information, within the
constraints imposed by time and print space.
SEO does add another constraint, with the
tension that entails, but one that could eventually serve as a source of creativity, like
others before it.
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Who Should Train Your Journalists? In-house vs. Outsourced
Now that the industry consensus is increasingly settling on the need for multimedia and
online training, the question arises of whether
to conduct it in-house or to outsource the job.
This chapter has studied how the Telegraph
and Fairfax approached in-house training.
The UK’s Press Association’s (PA) training
department (see box), which counts 10 fulltime
staffers (not all trainers) as well as outside
consultants, is one example of the outsource
option. While it conducts training for all types
of media outlets, it focuses mainly on newspapers, both regional and national.
profile

The Press Association
The Press Association is the national
news agency of the UK and Ireland, which
provides text, photographic and multimedia content to newsrooms around
the country. In addition to its core news
agency operation, the PA also provides a
wide range of content and editorial services, including syndication and training.
It works with customers across the media
industry, including national and regional
newspapers, magazines, TV and radio
broadcasters and digital platforms. The
PA also works with non-media customers, assisting commercial, government
and not-for-profit organizations to access
information and communicate through
the media.

While many of PA’s recent training programs
for newspapers have been multimedia-centric,
with an emphasis on video journalism, Johnston insists that the core journalism training
programs are still very buoyant. Multimedia
is assuming a larger place, but production
courses, writing, and elementary journalism
skills are still the dominant skill sets.
An increasingly multimedia staff also puts
training demands on editors, who may not
have the requisite knowledge of new media to
evaluate the work of their journalists. Admittedly, journalistic training “is still coming to
grips with that,” said Johnston, although the
PA does offer the Editor’s Chair Course,
aimed mostly at introducing deputy and assistant editors to industry best practices.
Making the choice
The choice between training in-house and using
an outside program is never easy. Specialized
programs such as the PA’s obviously have more
expertise, giving it an advantage over a newspaper with limited or no training infrastructure.
Even a paper like the Daily Telegraph, which
has its own elaborate training department,
still decided to send 10 new recruits to PA
for training. Rhidian Wynn-Davies, the Daily
Telegraph’s Consulting Editor, explained that the
paper’s in-house advanced training is meant for
experienced journalists, making an introductory
program like the one offered by the PA more
appropriate for its new hires.

“There is no question that out-house training
is the best,” said Martin Elliott, picture editor at The Stoke Sentinel. “If it was viable, I
would have all my staff trained here, in (our
city), under the tuition of very experienced
people.” But there is always the problem
of the relatively high cost of outsourced
training for newspapers (about £4,000 for
PA’s 17-week program, about £2000 for its
two-week video journalism program). Many
regional newspapers with limited staffs also
can’t afford to ‘lose’ their staffers to outside
training – even for a few days.
Is online training an answer?
The use of video conferencing to conduct
training online seems to offer a solution to the
problem of costly commitments of time and
resource. To that end, the PA has launched
2 DVD-based training products, which could
soon be made available online. It also holds
daily videoconferences for some of its classes,
including its shorthand writing class.
In general though, the quality of videoconferences is still limited. Also, trainers tend to be
skeptical of distance learning, since much of
their craft is based on reading body language
and human interaction, which are harder to
pick up through the screen, leading Johnston
to conclude, “Online delivery of training has
its place, but the interaction of a group is
still important.”

executive education

Welcoming multimedia training
The PA’s program has increasingly moved
towards multimedia over the past four years,
culminating in the 2006 launch of its first
multimedia course, a 16-week introductory
program for young journalists. According to
the PA’s head of training, Tony Johnston, the
trend in 2007 was even more pronounced.
Before then, many journalists in the UK still
considered online as a second-class medium.
Johnston said that there are still remnants of
an ‘old-world’ vs. ‘new-world’ divide. The only
difference is that now, “...everybody wants to
be part of the New World.”

Editors 2.0: Training Editorial Staff In Multimedia
In September 2007, The UK’s University of Central Lancashire teamed with Trinity
Mirror Regionals (TMR) to launch a training course in multimedia skills for senior
editorial staff. Participants take part in three week-long courses over a year, as
well as participate in an online studies program. Thirteen editorial heads of TMR
enrolled in the program, which replaced the publisher’s former in-house program,
Today’s Editor.
“We have always paid a great deal of attention to staff development, and Today’s
Editor has been a very effective way of developing our top talent,” said TMR editorial
director Neil Benson. “However, with the industry undergoing such radical change,
we felt it was time to look for a new type of programme that will equip our next
generation of newsroom leaders with all the key managerial skills, allied to a strongly
enhanced understanding of journalism in the multimedia context.”
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section: 2

Journalism Training Centers
and Universities
Train or be slain
For newspapers that can’t spare staffers
for extended training programs, or don’t
have the financial resources to pay for them,
Dunkley Gyimah recommends simply sending
journalists out with a camera. With sufficient
dedication, background material, and an
‘eye,’ a large part of video journalism can be
self-taught. Editors should be aware, though,
of local policies concerning public filming and
license approval, issues that are covered in
most training programs.

As print journalism migrates online, it
must integrate the expanded storytelling
possibilities of digital technologies if it
is to satisfy audience expectations for
multimedia news products. The resulting need for journalists to quickly master
new skill sets makes training even more
essential. But according to David Dunkley
Gyimah, training, too, needs to keep up
with the pace of change. Dunkley Gyimah
is an award winning video journalist, senior
university lecturer and council member
of the Broadcast Journalism Training
Council. For over twenty years, his name
has been synonymous with journalistic
innovation, and his career choices have
foreshadowed industry trends.

Dunkley Gyimah’s experience with video
journalism training has convinced him that
print journalists can learn multimedia. The
biggest challenge isn’t the technical skills,
but getting journalists to think like graphic
designers, motion graphic artists, action
scripters, SEO analysts: in short, all of
the various disciplines that now make for
successful journalism. For Dunkley Gyimah,
no amount of training is too much, since
it not only prepares journalists for the
new demands of their profession, it also
keeps them from growing bored through
the use of rote habits. Dunkley Gyimah
sums up the industry’s choice as “Train
or be slain.” In other words, there is no
choice. (See box).

Changing mindsets

Multimedia editors

In the past, most newsrooms worried
more about the immediate task at hand
– going to press – than about training,
which occurred mainly on the job. Dunkley
Gyimah’s training course at the Press
Association reflects his belief that as
the journalism profession evolves, training
must evolve with it. Whereas multimedia
used to imply a variety of journalistic talents
spread amongst a team, current trends
suggest the collapsing of the various disciplines into one. Or as Dunkley Gyimah
put it, “We’re in the evolving era of jack of
all trades and masters of them all.”

Initiating the transition to multimedia is not
as difficult as it might seem at first glance.
Dunkley Gyimah reminds editors to work
with what they have. A small newsroom may
have few staffers with a particularly talented
video eye, and there will almost always be
people with some relevant background: usually a photographer, but even a non-technical Implementing video journalism online
staffer, such as a movie critic, can bring useful
According to Dunkley Gyimah, newspapers
insight as a ‘video editor.’
can put up a regular video feed within weeks,
Dunkley Gyimah believes that formally train- as long as there is a “bottom-to-top meeting
ing journalists in multimedia can be accom- of minds.” For Dunkley that simply means
plished in three weeks (see box, next page). that managers and staff must discuss and

Once video journalists are up and running,
editors will have to learn how to manage
them. Fortunately, video training programs
for managers and editors already exist.
They enable editors who lack an eye for
video to learn what their video journalists are doing, how long each stage of
the video process should take, and how
to judge whether the final product is up
to standards. As for everything else in
a newspaper, there should be editorial
oversight of multimedia product, and with
editorial training, this doesn’t necessarily
mean creating a special position.

Failure to train is not an option
According to David Dunkley Gyimah, the arguments for training leave little room for
doubt:
Progress: Training keeps a newspaper at the front end of innovation;
Preparedness: Training prevents complacency;
Survival: Large news organizations need to adapt to avoid going under;
Accepting reality: The Web is here to stay;
Competitiveness: If you don’t innovate, someone else will;
And for anyone who believes that only journalists’ jobs depend on training,
Dunkley Gyimah offered this corrective: “Your CEO will have no excuse to offer
shareholders when someone else launches the next big journalistic tool that you
should have had.”
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“We’re in the evolving era of jack of all trades
and masters of them all.”
agree on how they want to use video in
their paper. Beyond that, video journalism
requires neither a complete overturn of
internal organization nor a complex and
costly IT infrastructure. It does require dedication and time, though, because anything
else will result in a cheap product that turns
users away.
A bit of ingenuity can help keep costs down.
Developing relationships with local colleges
and universities can bring bright and motivated students into the newsroom. Film students, especially, can offer low-cost input,
and in some cases, they may even bring
some training and help set up a website
to accommodate embedded video. As for
equipment, Dunkley Gyimah recommends
building an updated inventory (see box at
right). These investments don’t have to be
extensive. In some cases a video camera and
editing software are all it takes.
It’s often been remarked that in the digital
age, anyone with a video camera and a
laptop can be a video journalist. But newspapers have the added advantage of already
having staff that understands how to gather
news and craft stories. With the Internet’s
increasing emphasis on video, newspapers
have nothing to lose by training journalists in
multimedia, and everything to gain.

Time to train

Three weeks to multimedia
David Dunkley Gyimah’s ideal training program:
Week One: Introduction to the technical jargon of video production and the use of

the camera. Activities include practice runs in the field, with the camera staying
on the tripod.
Week Two: More field work, with an introduction to handheld camera techniques.
Trainees are encouraged to begin “bending the rules.”
Week Three: Application of ‘video thinking’ to field conditions. Trainees are now
forced to think past guidelines and adapt to real-life journalistic situations, with
the emphasis on building a story through the medium.
While not always included in video training programs, introducing trainees to computer
and graphics software, such as Photoshop and Flash, can help considerably.

Kit List
David Dunkley Gyimah insists that any
lightweight HD camera, PC and filmediting software will do for beginners.
But for those who can be choosy he
recommends:

Sony HDVCam, £1700-5000;
Apple Powerbook, £1500-3000 (for video
editing and production);
Apple Final Studio £800 (video editing
software);
Portable hard drive
Flash Media software (more esthetic
than Windows Media Player or
Quicktime, but all have the same basic
functionality).

Journalism schools (cautiously) enter the digital age
Journalism schools have been often
accused of being slow to adapt to new
media and the rapid evolution of journalism.
Things have progressed a great deal since
1995, when new media skills were still
considered “nice, but not necessary.” But
at a time of rapid transformation, journalism schools still find themselves grappling
with the fundamental question of just what
tomorrow’s journalists should be learning
today. Here, three journalism experts (see
photo box, next page) muse about what the
future holds for journalism education.

What are some examples of forwardthinking programs and schools?

in journalism. I also teach a journalism entrepreneurship course, which gives students a
business perspective on these changes. I’m
Jarvis: CUNY’s journalism program is only not suggesting journalists should be business
one-year old, but we’re going in the right people, but they must understand how their
direction. All entering students are required content is valued.
to take the ‘Fundamentals of Interactive
Journalism’ course, which has two main What are the main obstacles faced by
goals: to learn the basics of multimedia, journalism schools?
including audio, video, wikis, blogs, and new
methods of storytelling; and to learn how Woods: There are a few explanations for why
these changes have impacted the journalism some journalism schools don’t include multiindustry. Apart from the new skills, it’s more media as the central focus of their storytelling.
of a seminar about changes and opportunities Either their faculty isn’t versed in the new
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CUNY’s platform tracks: flexible specialization

Do you see students who are coming up
with ideas that could pioneer new forms
of journalism?

CUNY’s Graduate School of Journalism program:
Jarvis: Yes. In one entrepreneurship course,
First semester: basic reporting, writing and editing, ethics, interactive media funda-

mentals, Web site design, blogging
Second semester onwards: students choose a track;
- Print
- Broadcast
- Interactive media
Subject concentrations:
- Arts/Culture
- Business/Economics
- Health/Medicine
- Urban affairs
The tracks are flexible and students are required to take one course or produce one
project in different tracks every semester.
News Service program: students work at outside publications during the academic
year
Internship: required summer internship sends students to media outlets. Afforded
with a grant from the Knight Foundation.

technologies, or else financial constraints particular form of journalism, such as feature
make it hard for them to provide a meaningful reporting, which is typically most adapted
multimedia curriculum. Sometimes it’s just a to print.
question of old habits dying hard.
Greenslade: These students grew up in
The challenge is to find a way, given existing a period of transition. Almost all of them
structures and all of the other institutional- have grown up with the Net and have the
ized requirements in college curricula, to multimedia skills and background they need.
equip journalism students with all those Case in point, when I asked my class who was
skills. That challenge will test the ability of signed up for Facebook, virtually everybody
journalism schools to remain relevant in this raised their hand.
new century.
The oddity is that they’re all seeking ‘old
Do journalism students, who typically media’ jobs, because they perceive them as
come from the demographic newspapers being more stable, even though the traditional
are trying hard to reach, enter school media structure is in a period of breakdown.
ready to embrace changes in journalism, I don’t think they’re yet convinced of that
though; they’re not taking this fragmentation
or do they still think platform-centric?
seriously. It’s mostly people who worked in
Jarvis: Most students come in open to what’s the media in the past who are witnessing
next, even if some are initially intent on a this fragmentation.

most of the ideas that students offered were
websites. But one of them is working on
a project for a Facebook news outlet, and
another has a TV-like idea for a two-minute
news show, which could be online or broadcast. There’s also a project focused around
the idea that the public should be telling us
what to do, not the reverse.
Any other thoughts about changes in
journalism that programs should be
addressing?

Woods: News organizations themselves have
been blind-sided by the pace of change in
technology and the institutional and societal
mandate for immediate change. Only now
can they project with any real accuracy what
competencies they’ll need for incoming college
graduates. Students will continue to need the
basics of reporting and storytelling, but they
will also need to have a fundamental familiarity
with software and some knowledge of how
and why to use audio, video and still pictures
to tell stories.
Greenslade: As before, we need to make
sure journalists have a complete knowledge
of law and ethics. They also still need to know
how to use and interact with their sources.
What has changed is that now, journalists
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“Journalism doesn’t require

any particular training. You can learn
the whole thing in like three days.”
must also learn how to decide which of their
sources are most credible. There’s a lot more
fact-guessing, fact-checking and collating
than there was before, due to the unlimited
number of sources.
Jarvis: As far as multimedia storytelling,
people tend to think video must be packaged
into a text article. But journalists could use
these new multimedia elements as simple
stand alone illustrations, as has been the case
with photos for years. We must also explore
the possibilities of links and permalinks,
which give a whole new potential to the depth
of content, because they can be used to link
to everything, including quotes, sources,
background information, other comments on
a same topics, and more. There’s also the
idea of turning the journalistic relationship
around, as the public can now decide on
the selection of news content.

Director of CUNY’s Interactive
Journalism Program, Jeff Jarvis
(top left), Professor of Journalism
at London’s City University, Roy
Greenslade (bottom left), and The
Poynter Institute’s Dean of Faculty,
Keith Woods (above) are leading
today’s journalism students into the
new media world.

Journalism school: obsolete or more necessary than ever?
According to Matt Taibbi, a political reporter
from Rolling Stone, journalism school is a
waste of time. In a November 2007 interview
with Campus Progress, he provocatively
declared that journalism doesn’t require any

particular training: “You can learn the entire
thing in like three days.” Rather than attending journalism school, Taibbi advised aspiring
journalists to study more concrete fields, such
as medicine, because what journalism really
needs is people with specialized knowledge
about what they’re reporting on.
J-school curriculum:
back to the future

Rolling Stone political reporter, Matt
Taibbi, doesn’t think journalism
school is worth the time or the money.
Instead, he suggests that students
specialize in a subject and apply it to
a career in journalism.

Taibbi is not alone in questioning the continued relevance of journalism school, especially
in the age of new media. Pajamas Media’s
Steve Boriss (who also blogs for The Future
of News) claimed that as they are currently
oriented, today’s journalism schools don’t
actually prepare their students for the new
media landscape that awaits them outside
the walls of the academy. But Boriss did
offer a list of additions to the curriculum
that would bring journalism schools up to
date by, curiously enough, re-grounding it
in its distant past.

Archaic business models: Students should
study the evolution of the news industry’s
business model, dating back to the days
before the printing press when news was
spread by word of mouth and, like today,
everyone was a potential creator, editor, and
distributor of news.
Contemporary business models: Students
should be aware of how business concerns
and new technologies are currently impacting
the news industry.
The watchdog function: Students should
have an understanding of newspapers’ role
as a check on government.
Narrative: Students should be able to craft
creative and entertaining narratives, since
news is increasingly competing against entertainment for audiences’ attention.
Civil debate: Students should be trained to
defend the accuracy of their facts and the
validity of their opinions, with particular attention to being able differentiate left vs. right
thinking, recognize their own biases, and treat
critics as customers to be persuaded.
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Futuristic idealism:
The flipside of journalistic fatalism
If Boriss’ remedy for journalism school is
rooted in the profession’s past, citizen journalist and blogger Andrew Nusca offered
a more forward-looking diagnosis: “Remove
the word ‘print’ entirely from the course
descriptions,” wrote Nusca in January 2007.

While that’s obviously extreme, Nusca was
exaggerating to prove a broader point,
namely that journalism schools are already
playing catch-up. Instead, Nusca argued
that Journalism schools should think about
what journalism will require years from now.
“Because what’s relevant now,” he wrote, “or
worse, what was relevant five to ten years
ago, won’t help graduates.”

training for the trainers

Learning how to teach online journalism

The continuing value of the journalism
graduate
Chris McGillion, formerly the Editorial Page
Editor of the Sydney Morning Herald before
assuming his current duties as coordinator
of the journalism program at Charles Sturt
University in Australia, is himself critical of
journalism schools but believes that journalism
graduates continue to be valuable assets to
the newspaper industry. McGillion argued that
some criticisms leveled at journalism schools
reflect an antipathy towards university degrees
by people who have risen to the top of their
profession without them. Others, though, are
not so easily dismissed. He was particularly
critical of media studies courses that teach
graduates how journalism should be done
rather than how it is done, thereby instilling in
them a disdain for the profession they are trying to enter. Other journalism courses encourage an academic study of politics and history
when editors simply want a solid grounding
in general knowledge (ie. dates, events, personalities) in order to be able to contextualize
stories for their readers.

As journalism schools increasingly add online journalism classes to their curricula,
the need for web-literate faculty becomes more essential. As Ric Jensen, adjunct
professor in Sam Houston State University, said, “It’s best if the instructor has at least
a working knowledge of how to walk the students through the basics of using the
latest Internet-based technologies.” Jensen taught an online journalism class for the
university’s Mass Communication Department in 2007. Here are some of his observations about what faculty should pay attention to:
- The nature of online journalism is dynamic. Use that to your advantage when
teaching;
- Don’t presume that students are comfortable with or adept at new Internet-based
technologies just because they are young;
- Don’t assume that students, many of whom still have print-based biases, will take
the initiative to engage in multimedia journalism.
More than anything, Jensen encouraged teachers to remind students of the big
In fact, McGillion agreed that the best place to
picture: the essence of the course is to practice excellent journalism.
learn journalism is on the job. That is how he
and most of the journalism teaching staff he
worked with was taught. But he argued that
a journalism course, properly structured and
taught, can help prepare students to learn
quickly on the job, if only by forcing them to
unlearn inappropriate skills so that they can
more easily learn the appropriate ones. McGillion pointed out, for example, that most students
have years of experience writing for a small
audience of people who know more about the
subject than they do and who are paid to read
whatever they write – their teachers – whereas
journalism involves writing for a broad range of
people who expect to be not only informed, but
engaged by the writing as well.
Blogger Andrew Nusca (above) and
Steve Boriss of Pajamas Media (above
right) both question the need for
journalism schools.

Finally, McGillion observed that one way editors can improve the relevance of journalism
schools is by encouraging the ones that produce the best graduates; for example, using
internship placements, offers of industryfunded workshops, or training manuals. Until
the firewalls between academia and the media
are broken down, editors must bear some
responsibility for the graduates they get.
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educating bloggers

Citizen Journalism has a school
In November 2007, South Korea’s OhmyNews, reportedly the world’s largest citizen
journalism website, inaugurated its OhmyNews Citizen Journalism School. Located in
the countryside near Seoul, the school’s facilities include three classrooms that
can accommodate 100 students, in-school lodging, and dining facilities for up to 50
guests. Broadband Internet access and Wi-Fi are also available. Faculty is composed
of professional journalists from all media (print, radio and television), as well as
senior OhmyNews citizen reporters.
The program includes introductory courses for citizen journalists, writing workshops,
and digital camera courses for photojournalists and video journalists. Advanced classes
include coursework on interviewing skills, continuing education for professional journalists, workshops for online journalism, and pre-professional training for students
seeking employment in professional news organizations. There are also classes for
media executives and managers interested in starting new media ventures.

The Knight Foundation: a digital bridge between news and community
The Knight Foundation is an American nonprofit organization that describes itself as “a
national foundation with local roots.” Through
the use of grant awards, it supports projects
that at the same time transform journalism
and nurture communities. Its ultimate goal is
to make sure citizens get the information they
need in order to maintain a thriving democracy.
Over the course of 2007, the Knight Foundation demonstrated its commitment to help
bring the news industry into the digital age.

grant from the Knight Foundation and was
developed with the contributions of prominent
new media figures such as Amy Gahran,
Adam Glenn and Dan Gillmor.

ern University’s Medill School of Journalism, The American Press Institute and The
American Society of Newspaper Editors,
and the Associated Press.

2. NewsU

4. The Knight Digital Media Center

NewsU (www.newsu.org/) is an
extensive online, on-demand
training program run by the Poynter Institute. It responds to journalists’ need for
continued training by providing interactive,
inexpensive courses designed for journalists
1. The Knight Citizen News Network
of all levels of experience and in all types
of media. Officially launched in April 2005,
NewsU is funded through a grant by the
The Knight Citizen News Network (www. Knight Foundation.
KCNN.org) is a free web portal designed to help
both private citizens and journalists learn how 3. The Newsroom Training Initiative
to create and operate community news websites. Launched in March 2007, the project’s In 2002, a Knight Foundation survey of
goal is to help citizens use digital media in journalists found that eight in ten journalists
ways that serve the public interest, as well as wanted more training than they were getting.
to help traditional news organizations embrace That number has since increased to nine in ten.
user-generated content. KCNN’s approach In response to both the expressed desire and
addresses both ends of the spectrum driving the sometimes limited resources available for
new and traditional media convergence. On the self-funded training, the Knight Foundation
one hand, it introduces citizens to professional funded the Newsroom Training Initiative.
journalistic practices; on the other, it helps The project consists of six specific training proprofessional journalists incorporate more user- grams including one online distance-learning
generated content. The site was funded by a project. Project partners include Northwest-

The Knight Digital Media
Center (www.knightdigitalmediacenter.org/) was launched in April 2006 to
help journalists adapt to the rapidly changing media landscape of the 21st Century. A
partnership with the Annenberg School for
Communication (USC) and the University of
California at Berkeley Graduate School of
Journalism, the project is funded by a grant
from the Knight Foundation. The Center’s fellowship program allows journalists from print
and broadcast media to receive multimedia
training in order to make the transition to New
Media journalism. For journalists who already
have multimedia experience, the Center provides ongoing training to nurture professional
growth and career development.
5. The Knight News Challenge
Launched in 2007,
The Knight News Challenge (www.newschallenge.org/index_lang.html) is a contest
that began giving away $5 million per year
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for the most innovative ideas using digital
platforms to transform community news.
2007 winners included:
Chris O’Brien, a business reporter and
Duke University alumnus, who was awarded
$25,000 to build a “newsroom of the future”
for the school’s newspaper, as well as a
website featuring interactive communication
tools to further discussion and collaboration
on the creation of an “ideal newsroom.”
Adrian Holovaty, journalist and web developer, who was awarded $1.1 million to
develop and distribute open-source database software to help citizens of a large city
learn and act on civic information about their
neighborhood or street.
Ian Rowe, an MTV executive, was awarded
$700,000 to fund youth journalists in the creation of video news reports for mobile phone
platforms, with the highest-rated videos to
be broadcast on MTV.

tools of the trade

Constant professional growth means becoming web-savvy

According to Steve Buttry of the American Press Institute, learning new skills should
be a constant part of a journalist’s professional development, not just a one-shot
deal. Today’s news industry is changing constantly, so journalists must be growing
constantly if they want to keep up. In the digital age that means understanding how
to use the tools offered by online journalism. Here are some of Buttry’s suggestions
for how journalists can become Web-savvy:
User-Generated Content: use a social networking site such as Facebook or Flickr to
produce and upload content, if only to learn the technology;
Crowdsourcing: involve your audience in a story (by requesting leads or specialized
expertise, for instance) to see how online collaboration works;
Search Skills: Learn how to use databases, both to find the information you need, and
to see how your readers find you;
Local Training: Community college classes in online and multimedia skills are inexpensive and might result in valuable local contacts;
Podcasts: Learn to use iTunes and other audio file download sites to put commuting
time to educational use;
Feed Readers: Save time spent finding news by bringing it to your computer automatically with an RSS (Real Simple Syndication) feed reader;
Mobile Technology: Get a smart phone and use SMS features;
The contest is open to anyone with an inno- Blog: Go ahead, everyone else has got one.
vative idea for community-based journalism, By becoming Web literate, journalists will also prepare themselves for subsequent
throughout the world, and is scheduled to last opportunities for professional growth presented by future technology innovations.
for at least five years.

Learning to engage with the audience
The digital news revolution has forced newspapers to learn a wide range of new technological skills as newsrooms integrate and
platforms converge. While newsrooms are
largely embracing these innovations, they
continue to view them as new means of
pushing out more and more information. Now
with the advent of Web 2.0 and the emerging power of consumers to interact with the
newspapers they read, journalists and editors
must also learn how to engage in a dialogue
with their online audience. François Nel is
the Director of The Journalism Leaders
Programme at the Lancashire Business
School (UCLAN), which among its many
programs helps train editors from several
large UK publishers.
According to Nel, the newspaper industry has
traditionally located itself in the communication business. But while that suggests a flow
of information that goes two ways, in reality,

the focus has usually been on informing
or sometimes even lecturing readers. Now
newspapers must learn to understand what
they do as taking part in a conversation. “We
shouldn’t be entranced by our own voice,”
says Nel. “Basic communication means you
listen as much as you speak.” Newsrooms
need to realize that they are no longer the
gatekeepers of information. Chat groups
and forums, speaking directly with readers
through blog comments, and user-generated
content are all valuable ways of finding new
leads and story ideas.
Of course, the amount of dialogue can be
overwhelming, so Nel suggests that journalists learn how to efficiently filter this information with technologies provided in email
programs and especially RSS feeds. Taking
the Virginia Polytechnic University massacres as an example, Nel pointed to the videos
taken by students with their camera phones

and their reactions posted on blogs: “The
students in this situation became reporters
by sharing their personal accounts on their
blogs and capturing images that wouldn’t
have otherwise been possible.” But it was
still journalists who gathered the information, found the best of it, and continued the
dialogue.
Because news is becoming a dialogue, the
conversation is never-ending. “The news
doesn’t start with the morning paper and
end with the nightly broadcast,” says Nel.
News organizations tended to look at news
in a linear fashion, because the people they
were speaking to rarely spoke back. “But
suddenly when you realize that you not
only have to speak to them, but hear them
as well,” concludes Nel, “and that they’ll
respond to you tomorrow about a different topic, that changes the way in which
journalists work.”
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by Jane B. Singer
In creating and implementing its ‘digital newsroom of the future’ project, the Lancashire Evening Post (LEP) has worked closely with the
Department of Journalism at the nearby University of Central Lancashire (UCLAN). The university has provided a range of dedicated training sessions for both reporters and editors, from workshops on video journalism to classes on managing newsroom change. In addition to the
local journalists, hundreds of others from around Johnston Press, LEP’s parent company, also have participated in similar courses, along
with associated panels and forums, over the past year and a half, and conversations continue on university-led blogs. Here, Jane B. Singer,
Johnston Press Chair in Digital Journalism at the university, gives a detailed account of how LEP staff applied what they learned.
When William Watt, fresh out of university, started his job as digital
sports reporter at the Lancashire (UK) Evening Post, he was given a
seat right in the middle of the newspaper sports desk – where the
second-newest hire had already been working for 11 years.
“I was thrown into the fire,” he says of those first days in March
2006. “We laugh about it now, but I don’t think I was the most
welcome person on the desk.”

club was leaving. Should they hold the story for the paper or publish
it online right away?

Watt persuaded his deskmates to launch a few paragraphs on the
Web early in the morning – beating the club’s own website and
immediately attracting a deluge not just of hits but also of e-mails
from fans eager to talk about the big news. Reporters kept updating
the site throughout the day, and by the time the paper came out,
Anyone involved with the transition from a traditional print environ- they had more than enough for a solid separate story based on fan
ment to a multimedia one will describe the challenge of changing reaction. “It really caught the imagination of the sports desk,” Watt
newsroom culture, but sometimes, a single event can switch on says. “There has been a dramatic cultural change.”
a lot of light bulbs. In the summer of 2006, LEP reporters got a
scoop: The manager of the beloved but beleaguered local football Today, all the sports reporters have digital “kit,” and getting breaking news online as soon as possible is part of the
daily routine. Across departments, the LEP now
 -,
publishes around 100 stories to the web every
day, plus a similar number of photos; the website
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daily video news bulletin, filmed in the newsroom,
and a “talking newspaper” podcast. There are
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photo slideshows, blogs from writers both inside
and outside the newsroom, and a steadily growing
community journalism component. The 33,000circulation newspaper averages nearly 10 times
as many unique users a month online – including
a typical 25,000 on Sundays, a day when it does
not publish in print – and saw a fivefold increase
in web traffic from December 2006 to December
2007.
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William Watt (above), used his
digital skills to entice the rest of
the LEP newsroom to adapt to
multimedia journalism. Editor Simon
Reynolds (left) guided his journalists
from a very print-focused newsroom
to a fully-fledged digital operation.

Getting there took a lot more than a single hot
sports story, of course. In particular, it took a
committed and concerted effort from Editor Simon
Reynolds and his team, along with financial support from Johnston Press, which owns the LEP
and more than 300 other daily and weekly newspapers around the United Kingdom and Republic
of Ireland.
Reynolds had his own moment of epiphany in
2005. Although the LEP had offered an affiliated
website for several years, none of the journalists
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paid it much attention; maintaining the site was a task relegated
primarily to the newsroom secretary, who uploaded a few stories
from the paper each afternoon. But on a visit to a local college,
Reynolds had a look at the multimedia editing suite being used by
16- and 17-year-olds. He came away appalled.

“There’s no easy way to do it,” Reynolds says. “It’s a difficult
process.”

Creating a viable and inclusive workflow quickly emerged as the key
to a success that Reynolds and his team envisioned as involving
the entire staff of about 80 journalists. The planning group worked
“It was fantastic,” he says. “I was too ashamed to take them into the it out by sticking pieces of paper on the wall and moving them
newsroom because we were so far behind these teen-aged kids, it around – again and again and again.
was an embarrassment.”
“We spent an awfully long time thinking about the cultural change
Motivated by what he had seen, Reynolds had already started plan- process,” Reynolds says. “Our focus was very much on the human
ning for changes to the paper’s website when he learned of Johnston side. How will we change hearts and minds?”
Press’ fledgling “Newsroom of the Future” project, with a goal of
embedding digital news production into the newspaper culture. He Part of the answer was in the physical arrangement of the journalists’
jumped on the opportunity for the LEP to pilot the yearlong project. The workspace. The goal, partly logistic and partly symbolic, was to make
company pledged to provide equipment and training, in partnership the place feel different, Hill says. Eventually, the whole newsroom
with the journalism department at the local University of Central was reconfigured, and new hires with digital skills – such as Watt
Lancashire. The rest was up to the newspaper team.
One of the early decisions that Reynolds, Deputy Editor Mike Hill and
others highlight as key to their eventual success was to make the
whole process transparent to everyone in the newsroom. There were
visits to other news organizations, brainstorming sessions, weekly
bulletins, staff presentations, plenty of shared information, and lots
and lots of meetings to hammer out the details on a painstakingly
constructed flowchart. Specific, measurable targets were set, and
specific people were given accountability for meeting them. Only
after three months, when they felt reasonably sure they knew where
they were headed and how to get there, did they start putting the
plans into action.

the Lancashire Evening Post
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– were embedded within the appropriate content areas, where they ries, resulting in a friendly competition that drew in other fence-sitting
journalists. Visits by journalists from papers as far away as New Zealand,
served as mentors.
Japan, South Africa and America, as well as various European nations
“If you wanted to do it seriously, you wouldn’t stick the new media kid and around the UK, drove home the point that plenty of their colleagues
in the corner,” Hill says. “You wouldn’t stick the newspaper kid in the all over the world also were interested in what the LEP was up to.
corner – that would be ridiculous. We didn’t want a hierarchy.”
Hamer stresses that a steadily expanding website has significantly
“The crucial factor to us that really is important is that everybody is benefited the printed paper. For example, the newspaper is getting
later stories; instead of the newsroom sinking into a post-deadline
involved in our newsroom,” Reynolds says.
lull, “it’s buzzing all day because of the web and because of the
Sub editors publish online as they edit for the newspaper; print editors culture and the mentality of the people,” he says. “You’re constantly
also move material onto the web. None of the reporters has been looking, probing, thinking.”
forced to produce content for the website, he says, and he recognizes Reynolds agrees the excitement created by being able to get good
that some people will always be best at particular aspects of news stories quickly out to readers energizes the whole news operation.
work. But everyone on the staff has been encouraged to contribute
to the online product, and training has been provided to help them “We can beat everyone all the time. We want to get the story first
overcome any lingering fears. Without that degree of integration and do it better than everyone else. That’s what drives the ethos,”
into the news process, the volume of website content – and traffic he says, likening it to a long-gone era when every city had multiple
dailies, each with multiple editions, and everyone was competing
– would be impossible to sustain, Reynolds explains.
all the time. “Good journalists love that.”
Digital Editor Martin Hamer joined the news desk in April 2006 – the
same week the video cameras arrived. The timing was fortuitous because He and Hill join Hamer in emphasizing the intertwined nature of
usage figures immediately shot up once video was added to the site. the print and online products, particularly the importance of paying
As the traffic volume began to grow substantially, reporters became attention to readers’ interests.
increasingly interested in how many people were looking at their sto- “What you’ve now got is more people reading your stories,” Hill says.
“We’re making sure as many people in Lancashire
are touched by an LEP product as possible.”
The detail afforded by online “hit logs” and other
usage data has helped shape not only website
update and content development patterns but also
print content. For instance, “massive” readership of
road traffic and transport information online has led
to a special pull-out section in each Friday’s paper,
and online interest in quirky items and local nostalgia
has driven expansion of related offerings in print.

Digital Editor Martin Hamer (above
left), Deputy Editor Mike Hill (above
right), and Online Community
Reporter Josie Hill (right), helped
steer LEP towards an interactive
newsroom.

“There’s a real drive to put readers back at the
heart of everything we do,” says Hill.
“The content in the paper has changed dramatically
because we’re actually listening to the readers,”
Reynolds agrees. “It’s allowed us to stop doing things
that don’t work. It’s a strong argument.”
He responds angrily to critics who suggest that
either the newspaper or the website is pandering
to down-market user tastes, however.
“We don’t just do dancing dogs,” he says, adding
that hard news and sports are perpetually the key
traffic drivers. “Our reason to exist is still going to
be about news in the broader sense, information
that people need and can’t get anywhere else. That
will not change.”
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Some of that information will come from users themselves. The
football fans who opened the eyes of the sports reporters nearly
two years ago were just the start. Today, online community reporter
Josie Hill works directly with members of the community to
expand their contributions to the website – and the newspaper. A
community events calendar has recently gone online, extending a
long-time counterpart in print, and a poetry corner is in the works.
It’s almost ready to go live – once Hill is sure there also will be
space for it in the paper.

Watt also feels he has been given “a blank canvas” on which to test
out and develop ideas, from breaking news to video reporting.
“We’ve grown so fast,” he says. “That’s why it’s an exciting job. You
can’t predict what’s going to happen.”

In contrast to Watt and Josie Hill, digital editor Hamer has worked in
journalism for 25 years, including stints with the national newspapers,
wire service and the BBC website. But he feels much the same
excitement as his younger colleagues. He admits it sounds silly but
“The paper and the website are very well linked, and we do work says he thinks of his job at the relatively small LEP as a step up.
really closely together,” says Hill, who was hired in October 2006 and
reports to both the print and digital editors. She sits with a cluster “This has probably been the most exciting job because I’m allowed
of other reporters and contributes content to both media, including to be innovative,” he says. “I’ve been given the freedom by Simon
writing and reading the daily video news bulletin for the website. and others to be creative.”
“Dual thinking has increased since I’ve been here.”
For Hill – who, like Watt, is in her first professional journalism job – working in an
environment that encourages innovation is
a big plus.
“My role is quite creative because it’s new,” she
says. “What I’m doing now is just the tip of the
iceberg. It’s great to engage people and offer
them places where they can communicate and
share views. I have lots of ideas.”

Jane B. Singer is the Johnston
Press Chair in Digital Journalism
and a professor at the University
of Central Lancashire; she is on
leave from her position as associate
professor at the University of Iowa.
A former print and digital journalist,
she has been researching the
transformation of newsrooms and
news work since the mid-1990s.
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Content is everywhere. Mobile phones, digital cameras, blogs, social

networking sites, email, instant messaging, multimedia editing software, etc.; all facilitate
content creation in ways unimaginable less than two decades ago. The biggest change
from two decades ago, however, is that the overwhelming majority of universally accessible content is produced by everyone, everywhere, all the time. Since professional media
organizations no longer have a monopoly on easy content production and distribution,
they need to learn how best to include amateur material, most commonly known as UserGenerated Content (UGC) or Citizen Journalism, into their everyday functions:
Don’t be afraid: UGC is not the enemy. You may be wary of using it at your paper because
your journalists could feel threatened, as if you would like to replace them with droves of
amateurs. But in practice, UGC acts as a worthy complement to professional journalism.
Take advantage: There are several benefits of UGC that all newsrooms should tap
into. People with digital cameras and mobile phones are often at the scene of breaking
news events absent of professional journalists and can easily send images and updates.
Amateurs can be “crowdsourced” to help professional journalists gather content and
fact-check material. And reader comments on articles begin conversations that enrich
newspaper journalism.
Network with your audience: Social networks are not just the latest fad, but a permanent
means of communication. Newspapers have always had a network of readers, but these
networks haven’t been social. Now, through social networks, newspapers are uniquely
positioned to build communities around their content and their journalists to effectively
reinforce relationships with readers.
Don’t jeopardize your newspaper: If you thought vetting your journalists’ work was
hard, try vetting the whole world! Credibility and libel are two major concerns when
integrating UGC. Newspapers should establish filters to find and reward the best reader
contributions as well as check their countries’ laws concerning user comments to the
websites of publishers.
Partner with UGC specialists: Companies that build their business models around collecting and selling UGC to professional media organizations are growing. By partnering with
these companies, newspapers can save time and finances and still find the best UGC.
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Integrate Readers
into the News Cycle
UGC and CitJ: permanently part of the media landscape
The explosive appearance of User-Generated
Content’s (UGC) and CitJ (Citizen Journalism)
on the media landscape took the newspaper
industry and everyone else by storm. But if
trends in industry forecasting are any indication, newspapers have been quick to identify
UGC as part of the industry’s online future.
In November 2007, for instance, Content
Management System provider Polopoly surveyed 3,000 media executives at the annual
Ifra Expo. The executives predicted that
40% of their content will be user-generated
within three years. Given the choice, most
respondents expressed a preference for a

reduced staff complemented by UGC, and
believed that social networking sites, such
as MySpace and Facebook, had a place in
the news industry.

the role of journalists in this multi-media age
has not changed: User-generated content will
only be a compliment to their work.”
Rusbridger warned journalists, though, that
they must modify their traditionally top-down
approach to journalism: “To have people sit in
a newsroom (at The Times or The Guardian)
thinking they know everything is barmy.”
Rusbridger envisioned a cooperative form of
journalism between audience and professionals in which newspaper staffs use resources
from their audience to produce content. ““The
smart journalists are working out ways of
using (UGC),” he concluded.

The trend isn’t limited to “pure UGC”, however.
In February 2007, J-Lab, the Institute for
Interactive Journalism at the University
of Maryland, released a report based on indepth interviews of 31 different sites and a
60-question, online survey that targeted 500
citizen journalism sites. The study, funded by the
Ford Foundation, set out to determine whether
citizen journalism was a fad or a sustainable
part of the community newsscape. It concluded
that citizen journalism and local news websites
Civic sites as civic bridges
UGC International
that offer UGC “…will become a permanent
of a new journalism mix.” The key to
A few figures from J-Lab’s feature
True voices from the
CitJ’s success is the impact it has on the local
report on citizen journalism: community. According to Jan Schaffer, direc- crowded blogosphere
tor of J-Lab and author of the report, “Citizen
Impact: 73% of the survey respondents
From updates on breaking news to the
sites are developing as new forms of bridge
judged their site to be a success, based
daily musings of everyday citizens, Global
media, linking traditional news with forms of
largely on the impact in the communiVoices Online (GVO), founded at Harvard
civic participation.”
ties.
Law School’s Berkman Center for Internet and
Society, provides readers access to a range
Dialogue: 82% said their site provided
UGC as a complement to traditional
opportunities for dialogue.
of voices that traditional media often
journalism
neglect. For example, one GVO contributor
Watchdog: 61% described their role as
began blogging because he was frustrated
keeping an eye on local government.
Guardian Editor-in-Chief Alan Rusbridger
by the way the international media was
Problem solving: 39% credited their site
echoed the Polopoly and J-Lab surveys in
covering Bahrain. Another, a pundit from
with helping the community solve probremarks he made at the Changing Media
Kenya, is a member of a social network
lems.
Summit in March 2007. Predicting that UGC
that holds the Kenyan government to
Electoral participation: 27% credited their
would continue to take on a more prominent
account on media issues.
site with increasing voter turnout.
role in journalism, Rusbridger made it clear that
Electoral choice: 17% credited their site
its rightful place was still alongside traditional
with increasing the number of candidates
reporting. “A great part of (online editions) will
running for office.
be generated by users in time,” he said, “(but)

Rebecca MacKinnon, co-founder of,
Global Voices, aggregates the best
blogs while Guardian Editor Alan
Rusbridger, thinks that UGC is a good
complement to traditional journalism.

The global audience that GVO provides
its contributors also shines a spotlight
on events that might otherwise fly under
the radar. In November 2006, Amira AlHussaini used GVO to highlight the “twoday orgy of sexual harassment” that took
place in the streets of Cairo during the
Eid-Ul-Fitr festivities. The story was not
reported in the mainstream media until
bloggers started writing about it, embarrassing the Egyptian government into
taking a stand on the issue.
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“The role of journalists in this multi-media age
has not changed: User-generated content will only be
a compliment to their work.”
The popularity of blogging, too, presents traditional media with opportunities and pitfalls.
Rebecca MacKinnon, former CNN reporter
and co-founder of international blog portal
Global Voices Online, argued that the potential
of blogs to provide first-hand accounts of news
from people who have an understanding of
complex political situations is revolutionary
(see box, previous page). But while bloggers
are in a prime position to post breaking news
on the Web, there are many concerns about
accuracy, sourcing and plagiarism that are

traditionally under the control of an editorial
board.
That credibility gap, though, presents
opportunities for sites like Global Voices
Online. Its team of web editors filters out
irrelevant and inaccurate blog content while
maintaining a diverse selection of news,
analysis and debate posted on blogs in
all corners of the globe. The result is one
way in which traditional media can use the
power of quality blog content to create a
“new media ecosystem.”

the world’s best ugc

Finland, Sanoma Digital: In November ’07,
Sanoma launched UGC site Vartti.fi, an
open-source platform that helps the publisher gather material from readers for its
weekly freesheets. Users upload multimedia content, Vartti editors then ask other
users to add to the topic. If UGC makes it
to the printed edition, users are paid.

new media market

Change or die

At a June 2007 forum hosted by the Northlich
advertising agency, Tom Callihan, vice president
of The Enquirer in Cincinnati, described UGC as a way for
newspapers to reinvent themselves in their fight for survival.
According to Callihan, the choice is both clear and urgent:
“We realize we’ve got to change or die.” The Enquirer’s
two UGC ventures, GetPublished and CincyMoms, are
two examples of how to integrate UGC into a traditional
newspaper website.
GetPublished is The Enquirer’s community-based site for
user content. The paper uses the site to gather news and
content for its local news portals, GetLocal, serving the surrounding Cincinnati area and northern Kentucky. Traffic

statistics from May 2007, when users uploaded 1,180 stories,
523 photographs, and 864 event announcements, showed
157, 619 page views, a 16% year-on-year rise.
CincyMoms.com is an example of how UGC can be used
to attract a target audience, in this case mothers, for specialized advertisers. The site generates events calendars,
discussion forums, and news coverage from uploaded
content, all self-screened by the social network’s audience demographic. It has drawn over 5 million page views
and 6,800 registered users since its January 2007 launch.
Significantly, the site requires only one full-time employee
and five part-time assistants.

“Citizen journalism sites
and news sites that offer UGC will become
a permanent feature of a new journalism mix.”
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Readers provide coverage for the front page
In March 2007, the Glasgow Evening Times
used a photograph taken by a reader on its
front page. Reader Paul O’Brien caught the
image of a woman being rescued from a river
by a military helicopter on his mobile phone and
sent it to the Times. The event, which marked
the first time the Times had used a readersubmitted photo for its front page, also perfectly
demonstrated the way in which breaking news
has been a major factor driving newspaper’s
use of UGC to expand coverage.

took advantage of the 200 user-submitted
photos to further cover the story in the print
edition. As a result of its savvy use of UGC,
Thisisgrimbsy.co.uk tripled its site traffic
from its normal daily average of roughly
3,000 users to 10,468 on the day of the
flooding. The online coverage and its use of
UGC also helped increase the print edition’s
circulation by roughly 3,700 copies to during
the same period.
Leveraging animated UGC

A more dramatic example occurred in June
2007, when the UK’s Grimsby Telegraph
posted minute-by-minute updates of area
flooding and its effects. Readers not only
benefited from the constant stream of
information, they also contributed to it by
submitting a wealth of information and photographs to supplement the paper’s coverage.
The paper’s online edition, Thisisgrimsby.
co.uk, posted 33 breaking news updates
within the first day of flooding, with 80 more
stories accumulated in the next four days.
Through the online comment system, readers could instantaneously alert news staff of
badly hit areas. The site also posted three
user-generated videos of the flooding, and

citizen journalism and UGC model, which
involves buying and professionalizing the
best UGC for exclusive publication on the
site, allows the magazine to draw from a
wide base of talent while still maintaining
its editorial integrity.
- In October 2007, California’s The Orange
County Register upgraded its website to
include user profiles, which enable readers to create their own blogs, publish their
news and share photos. The website had
already introduced user-generated videos
in August. The user-submitted videos are
approved by an editor prior to publication,
but are generally accepted as long as they
are entertaining and representative of the
community’s interests.

Of course, neither paper would have been
able to take advantage of the potential offered
by UGC had they not already had methods
in place allowing readers to upload content.
That put them squarely in the mainstream
of the industry, which throughout 2007 and
into 2008 continued its embrace of UGC, - In November 2007, Times Online launched
with particular emphasis on video-sharing a new service to enable its travel blogging
community to submit “postings” through
and blogging platforms.
speech, which are immediately converted
- In June 2007, the popular U.S. online into text, using technology by the firm Spinmagazine Slate announced the launch of Vox. With the service, it is easier for users
Slate V, a new online magazine featuring to file their contributions to Times Media.
original content, user-submitted video, and The best pieces are considered for weekly
top picks from around the Web. The site’s publication within The Times and The SunUGc vs. mainstream media

Toeing the ethical line online
Newspapers have always faced difficult editorial choices when it comes to publicly
relevant but violently explicit content. But the ease with which videos can now
be uploaded and quickly disseminated by UGC platforms raises ethical questions
regarding whether and when to include widely available but potentially disturbing
user-generated video in mainstream news coverage.
Perhaps no other example more clearly illustrates the issues raised than the execution of Saddam Hussein in January 2007. Despite the fact that millions of people had
already viewed a video of the execution on YouTube and Google Video, mainstream
Western news outlets initially refused to air the footage, which came directly from
camera phones as well as Iraqi and Arabic television sources that had chosen to air
it. Three major western news sources subsequently posted edited versions of the
videos on their websites, suggesting that traditional media will find it increasingly
difficult to justify denying their audience from content that they both want to see
and can easily access elsewhere. Significantly, the decision to eventually post the
gruesome content, which was carefully edited and accompanied by viewer warnings of its explicit nature, was taken after it became clear just how much traffic it
was generating.
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day Times. “The voice post is evocative of
a golden age of foreign journalism when
correspondents filed their stories by telephone from the far reaches of the globe.
The development also reinforces our commitment to user-generated content,” said
Zach Leonard, Digital Media Publisher at
Times Media.

earn money from the clips they upload,
including a pay-per-click system, as well
as advertisements, selected from a menu
by the user, that are included in the clips.
The ad revenues are to be shared with the
user through individual PayPal accounts.
The clips can also be embedded on other
sites to maximize entry paths.

-In December, the news site Metro.co.uk
launched its new video-sharing site MeView.
The site offers users a variety of ways to

the world’s best ugc

France, Agence France Presse: In November
2007, Agence France Presse announced
that it had taken a 30% stake in Scooplive,
a citizen journalism platform for video
and still photos. The site, which was to
be renamed Citizenside, allows citizen
journalists to sell their videos and photos
to media organizations around the world.
The move provides AFP UGC to compliment its own production.

The “Paper of Record” invites UGC
In February 2007, The New York Times
announced plans to publish User-Generated
Content for the first time on its website. One
feature, ‘How We Met’, invited couples submitting wedding announcements to include
an accompanying video telling the story
behind their first meeting, as well as what
led to their decision to tie the knot. Those
couples whose announcements are selected
will also have their videos included. The only
editorial guidelines were length (under three
minutes), the need to stay on topic, and the
absence of profanity. At the same time, the
Times launched a photo gallery on its Collectible Cars site that allowed members to
post photos and personal stories of their
collectible cars, as well as a ratings system
and comments section to provide feedback
on other members’ submissions.
In December 2007, as part of its election coverage, the Times continued its
adoption of UGC when it began publishing
user-reported videos about the presidential primaries on its website. The videos,
which were produced by PurpleStates.TV
and reported by non-professional citizen
journalists, appeared on the Op-Ed pages
of NYTimes.com, and continued through
Super Tuesday, in February 2008.
Finally, in January 2008, the Times launched
the Polling Place Photo Project. The paper’s
experiment in citizen journalism enlists readers to photograph their voting experience

during this year’s primaries, caucuses and
the subsequent general election. The goals
are both to gather a photographic archive
that “captures the richness and complexity of voting in America”, and to document
what works and what could be improved in
the voting system. Adopting the guidelines
of responsible citizen journalism, the paper
made a point of directing readers to learn and
follow the rules of their polling places (which
may vary on location), and to be respectful
of fellow voters who may not wish to be
photographed.

the world’s best ugc

United States, Associated Press: In February

2007, The Associated Press partnered
with citizen journalism site NowPublic.
com, in order to improve its regional news
coverage by accessing the site’s breaking
news UGC. An AP executive described the
Vancouver-based NowPublic’s more than
60,000 contributors from 140 countries as
“…people who are in the right place at
the right time.”
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Newsrooms and UGC:
The World Is Your Freelancer
UGC and CitJ: permanently part of the media landscape
When it comes to new media, the BBC is recognized as one of the most forward thinking
traditional media organizations. Over the past
few years, its implementation of user-generated content and citizen journalism has been
especially respected. According to BBC Global
News Director Richard Sambrook, user input
in and of itself is nothing new for the Beeb,
which has always taken contributions from
the public for its radio programs. But if UGC
represents a new technology at the service of
the BBC’s traditional editorial principles, it also
represents a quantum leap in the function of
the news media. “We can no longer just be
gatekeepers,” Sambrook said. “People aren’t
interested in just being consumers.”
The upside of Citizen Journalism
Sambrook outlined four types of contributions that citizen journalism brings to
traditional news:
- Eyewitness experience;
- Shared opinion;
- Revelation and discovery;
- Shared expertise and networked journalism.
The first two, Sambrook pointed out, have been
around for decades in various forms. Readers
and viewers have always sent in pictures or
videos of events to news organizations, and
opinion, via Letters to the Editor and op-ed
pages, has long been a staple of traditional
news organizations. What’s changed thanks
to the Internet, is the ease with which readers’
content, whether graphic or written can be
gathered, submitted and published.

Web is the partnership it signed with MySpace in January 2008. The deal puts BBC
content where its audience spends its time
by creating a dedicated video channel on
MySpaceTV. MySpace users can now watch
BBC content and share it across the social
Learning to live with
network. According to Simon Danker, Direcamateur journalists
tor of Digital Media at BBC Worldwide, “With
the global nature of the deal, this is a great
The sudden entrance of the entire connected opportunity to put the best shows from the
world into the once elite realm of the newsroom BBC in front of new audiences.”
has come as something of a shock to both
journalists and editors alike. At the BBC, many The bottom line, of course, is the impact
were initially skeptical about including material UGC has on the end product. On that score,
from the public in the organization’s everyday Sambrook, who believes the Beeb’s efforts
operations. But journalists are increasingly to include its audience as contributors to the
welcoming audience contributions, and as news has made the it a better organization,
a consequence, the BBC is including much is satisfied with the results.
more UGC in its reporting.
when it uses its deep resources to investigate
a story further. Networked journalism, as the
process has been dubbed, is actually a mix
of amateur and professional journalism that
puts the strengths of each to best use.

the world’s best ugc

The most prominent example is “World have
your say,” an interactive discussion program
through which the audience is invited by the
Beeb to dictate the news agenda. And it’s
a BBC News discussion program in which
people around the world set the agenda.
Using audience phone and online voice calls,
text messages, emails and comments on BBC
blogs, the program attempts to create “a
global conversation” where the Beeb provides
the platform, but its audience decides what
will be discussed and how.

Bolivia, AhoraBolivia.com: In January 2008,

the newly launched AhoraBolivia.com
became Bolivia’s first foray into citizen
journalism. The site’s founders, two young
journalists and bloggers, Sebastián Molina
and Rosa Jiménez Cano, have been involved
in digital media and citizen participation
both in Bolivia and Spain. Their hope to
build the site into a full-fledged usergenerated online newspaper.

In a move designed to encourage users to
submit content, the BBC also agreed to a
deal allowing third party program and content
makers in the interactive and new media
sector to keep the rights to the work they
submit. The BBC’s trade body, Pact, said
that the new terms would put independent
producers and UGC providers on par with
TV producers. The goal is to kick start the
secondary market for digital content.

In addition to making reader opinions more
widely accessible, though, blogs and UGC
platforms have also allowed them to investigate the stories that matter to them, and
publish their own findings immediately for all
the world to see. Mainstream media can then
take advantage of this increased capacity for Another example of the BBC’s effort to
user-generated “revelation and discovery” gain a foothold in the UGC corners of the

“The media can no longer just be
gatekeepers. People aren’t interested
in just being media consumers.”

Richard Sambrook, the BBC’s Global
News Director, has helped the UK
broadcaster implement UGC to the
benefit of the organization and its
audience.
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Skoeps: helping newsrooms find the best UGC
One of the challenges for newspapers trying
to integrate UGC into their production is
wading through the sheer volume of it all to
find the valuable content. Skoeps, a Dutch
citizen journalism cite, turned that challenge
into its business model by providing a platform where users submit photo and video
content, which Skoeps then selects and sells
to traditional media outlets. Launched in
October 2006, the site was inspired in part
by the use of amateur footage in mainstream
coverage of the July 2005 London subway
bombings. With a mere six staffers and a
few interns, Skoeps – which means ‘scoops’
– now counts about 5,000 registered users
nationwide and posts between 100 and
300 news items per day. Perhaps most
importantly, in less than two years, it has
the world’s best ugc

managed to turn an operating profit.
Uploaded content is checked by Skoeps’ editors to make sure that it is newsworthy, and
that it conforms to the site’s editorial policy
(explicitly sexual or violent material is not
permitted, and content must respect privacy
and copyright laws). Most of the content that
is uploaded is the type of local news most
often captured by amateurs: fires, accidents,
and breaking news. Compared to the largest Dutch newspaper, which has about 150
journalists, Skoeps already has 200 core
citizen journalists, who have demonstrated
their dedication and the relative quality of their
content. As incentive for this kind of dedication, Skoeps offers these trusted contributors
a mobile phone and an unofficial Skoeps
press card, which actually helps gain access
to certain news venues. Skoeps also provides
feedback to its contributors through a monthly
email containing tips on how to improve their
work. The company also had plans in the
works to establish a photo workshop, as well
as a weeklong course in mobile journalism in
collaboration with a local journalism school.

Croatia, New Medium: In July 2007, Europapress Holding announced plans to launch
the New Medium, a news project that will
integrate a daily newspaper, a web portal,
television shows, and mobile communications. The New Medium will rely heavily
on submissions from readers for content,
Skoeps’s highest-profile partnership was
particularly in the “Wiki tabloid” section.
launched in September 2007 when the
Professional journalists will select and
television production company Endemol
edit the user-generated submissions.
(of Big Brother fame) debuted a half-hour
news program on seven regional Dutch TV

channels. The video content, provided by
citizen journalists, can be uploaded either
directly to Endemol’s Website or else to
Skoeps. The reports are then compiled to
make local news TV items that are broadcast
under the title “IK OP TV (Me on TV)”. In addition, in August 2007 Skoeps launched the
Voices of Africa project in collaboration with
the Africa Interactive Media Foundation.
The project equips African citizen journalists
with an advanced mobile device, a portable
keyboard and telephone credit. The project,
which was piloted in several African countries,
has started to gain momentum in Kenya. The
ultimate goal is to equip reporters with mobile
capacity in all African countries.
Skoeps makes money in four principle ways.
First, it sells the best of the uploaded content
to mainstream news outlets, including Holland’s National Press Association and the
freesheet De Pers. Second, it bundles pre-roll
advertisements into its video clips. For both of
these revenue streams, the income generated
is split evenly with the user who contributed
the content. The possibility of earning money
from content (one contributor’s steamy video
of musician John Legend’s onstage antics
with a dancer earned him €400), creates an
incentive for users to upload content exclusively to Skoeps. In addition, Skoeps sells
ads on its site, and also licenses its platform
software to those interested in exporting
the concept outside of the Netherlands.
According to Femke Jansen, Skoeps Director of Communications, traditional media have
little to fear and much to gain from citizen
journalism. Far from being competitors to
newspapers, Jansen considers Skoeps or
user-generated news outlets as additions to
traditional news coverage, even if she does
admit that Skoeps eventually aims to produce
much of the same kind of news as that found
in traditional media. Still, for Jansen, the key
will be finding the proper mix of citizen and
professional journalism. While she believes
that professional journalism will remain dominant for some time and will never entirely
disappear, the ratio of citizen journalism will
certainly continue to grow.

town hall meeting ugc

Journalism
by the people,
for the people

The Forum, a citizen-produced newspaper in
small town Deerfield, New Hampshire, represents the essence of citizen journalism. Outside
of sensational news (crime stories) or large
attractions (local fairs), the small town of
4,000 people had difficulty finding out essential information about its daily life and local events. “You can’t find out
who is running for office,” said local inhabitant and Forum
Managing Editor, Maureen Mann, citing just one example.
“It’s almost impossible.”
So along with her neighbors, Mann created a newspaper in
August 2005. Its main platform is online, where it publishes

30 to 40 weekly stories. A print version is published on an
as-needed basis, roughly three or four times a year, and
mailed to about 7,200 homes.
The Forum has met with overwhelming success. It acts as a
real community newspaper, boasting 80 regular contributors
of all ages, and its staff is entirely citizen. Nobody is paid,
except for the ad sales person who works on commission.
“Our theory is, we don’t want to tell you what’s going on, we
want you to tell us what’s going on,” said Mann, an approach
that resulted in a 2007 Knight Batten Award for Innovations in
Journalism.

The Virginia Tech shootings: biggest breaking news gets blogged
Jamal Albarghouti, a Virginia Tech graduate student, provided CNN with mobile phone
pictures and video from outside the hall where
the shooting took place. His video eventually received 900,000 views. Monday night,
CNN featured Albarghouti reporting from
the campus, talking to CNN program host
CollegiateTimes.com, the website for Vir- Wolf Blitzer in the Washington newsroom.
ginia Tech’s student newspaper, filed up- “Let’s face it, right now, his material is still
to-the-minute, sometimes one-sentence- the best of the day in terms of capturing on
only entries throughout the day. The site
received so much traffic that its own server
crashed, forcing it to use its parent site,
The New York Times website’s main page CollegeMedia.com.
offered a gradually-updated story by staff
writers, but directed readers to it’s The
Lede blog for frequent, quick updates. The
Lede carried updated victim numbers while
the main page was slower to react. At one
point, the blog covered a televised statement by the school’s president identifying
the shooter as a student, then posted the
first picture of the gunman before the Times
main page did.
Several events in the United States over the
course of 2007 shed light on the melding of
citizens’ media with traditional news outlets.
Perhaps the best example is the Virginia
Tech shootings. Evidently, the event was
blogged in first-hand detail by students on
the university’s campus as well as the campus paper. But perhaps more importantly,
news orgs from the New York Times to CNN
discovered how their own coverage was
evolving and how the habits of their audience
were changing.

The Roanoke Times, the closest daily paper to
the university, covered the story using short,
blog-like entries. “We have found this works
well,” said assistant managing editor Michael
Stowe. “It won’t stop as long as there is stuff
coming in. Everyone is working.”

The popular news aggregation and ranking
site digg also became a source of constantly
updated coverage. Anthony Le, a Virginia
Tech student, was quick to point out that
“the count of the fatalities was a lot slower
on CNN than on digg.”
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video what took place there,” Nancy Lane, CNN’s citizen journalism I-Report feature was
CNN’s vice president of domestic news, said swarmed with mobile phone pictures and video
from on-campus students. Not only that, these
on the night of the tragedy.
‘reports’ got plenty of time on air. One of the
Amidst shock and devastation, online news videos posted on the CNN website, in which
outlets and communities, especially stu- you could hear the sound of gunshots, got
dent-centric social-networking site Face- over 120,000 hits within the day.
book, transformed into support groups
where people could share information, send “What struck one as really remarkable about
condolences to friends and warm wishes CNN’s coverage, however, is that it didn’t
to survivors, and above all begin attempts really have any on-the-ground coverage of
to come to terms with tragedy. Said Dan its own,” wrote Philip Stone for Follow the
Abrams, general manger of MSNBC, “It Media. CNN had no reporter on the ground
used to be the case that they’d go to the during most of its coverage, which relied
school auditorium to grieve and talk to primarily on the students’ reports.
other students about what happened. But
we’re now seeing that happening online. Although a tragic event, the Virginia Tech
shootings showed the media world another
It’s very powerful.”

change in the fast-paced reporting process:
CNN consistently cited the Associated Press
for the number of casualties, even though it
couldn’t confirm them itself, a practice it had
avoided in the past.
the world’s best ugc

Spain, ElPais.com: In April 2007, Spanish

online news site, ElPais.com, became
the first newspaper in Spain to launch
a citizen journalism section, Yo periodista. Readers can upload text, photos
and videos via the Internet or through
a mobile service. The submissions are
screened for clarity, veracity, quality and
libelous material before being posted to
the site.

YouTubing the next president
Since 2004, when bloggers covered the
presidential campaign for the first time, the
amount of blogs – and the resulting scrutiny
on the candidates – has increased exponentially. But the advent of video-sharing
platforms such as YouTube has added an altogether new dimension to the 2008 American
presidential campaign, offering further proof
of how citizen journalism is affecting overall
media coverage. For George Stephanopoulos, chief Washington correspondent for US
broadcaster ABC News, the wall between the
two is getting more porous every day. Most

New Assignment founder and
New York University Professor
Jay Rosen is a pioneer in pro-am
journalism and “crowdsourcing.”

huffingtonpost.com), joined forces with
pro-am journalism experiment New Assignment (www.newassignment.net), to have
everyday citizens cover the ’08 presidential
campaign. The resulting project is called
OffTheBus.com (OTB). The site, which goes
by the slogan “Campaign coverage by people
who aren’t in the club,” relies on the “wisdom
of the crowd”, or distributed journalism, as
New Assignment founder and New York
Off The Bus hits the trail
University professor Jay Rosen dubs it. In
Three new citizen journalism ventures in distributed journalism, the work is broken
particular added a new dimension to US down into pieces and distributed among
presidential campaign coverage, adding several people.
new perspectives and offbeat approaches
inaccessible to traditional media, as well as With a large base of contributors, OTB
more conventional coverage that function as has the ability to increase the speed of
campaign reporting and widen event covera complement.
age. Marc Cooper, OTB’s editorial director
Essential reading for anyone interested in said, “In two days, we can have 50 or 100
American politics, the collaborative com- people work an hour a day and do the work
mentary platform The Huffington Post (www. it used to take a reporter two months to
significantly, the rise of citizen journalism
has put more pressure on political figures,
since they are now always in the spotlight.
“All the candidates have to pay attention to
it,” said Stephanopoulos. “More than ever
before, there’s no such thing as an unrecorded moment on the campaign trail, for
better or worse.”

“All the candidates have to pay
attention to citizen journalism. There’s
no such thing as an unrecorded
moment on the campaign trail”.
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“In two days, we can have 50 or 100 people
work an hour a day and do the work it used to take
a reporter two months to do.”
do.” In October 2007, OTB claimed 1500
members, though not all were writers. Cooper identified three types of contributors:
the first being “a handful of people who
have turned into great citizen reporters”;
the second, individuals who write political
blogs that OTB recruited; and the third,
“real, live distributive journalism.”
OTB has been aided by low start up costs
of $150,000. Like similar sites, it relies on
free labor. In return, it and sites like it offer
younger correspondents valuable training that
they can carry over into future employment.
Founder of the Huff Post, Arianna Huffington, said the biggest lesson she has learned
so far is that “a lot of citizen journalists need
journalistic guidance.” In response, Huffington hired Cooper, a journalism professor at
the University of Southern California’s
Annenberg School, to set editorial standards
and maintain them.
As Huffington said, “We’ve made it very clear
this is not a free-for-all.” While contributors
can post opinion pieces to the site’s blog
and Huffington doesn’t expect her correspondents to be completely neutral on

the world’s best Ugc

campaign issues, she does expect them to
be clear when they have a bias.
France, Le Monde: In September 2007,
French daily Le Monde launched a particiNot too young to vote, or report
patory journalism website called Le Post.
Staffed by a fulltime editorial team, the
A similar site for campaign coverage, news site enables users to create a profile
Scoop08.com, was created by and for high and compile their own media, by collectschool and college students. Launched in ing content from Le Post, other sources,
October 2007 and billed as the first-ever and by submitting their own content. The
national daily student newspaper, Scoop08’s site maintains editorial independence
goal is to use its nationwide network of from Le Monde.
youth correspondents and commentators to
provide coverage of the 2008 presidential
election that both digs deep and thinks
outside the box. Its parent company, the local level on up. Funded by a $700,000
not-for-profit Scoop Media, depends on a Knight News Challenge grant, the project’s
volunteer staff of editors and reporters, as citizen journalists are representative of MTV’s
well as donated legal and IT services. An youthful audience, and are charged with
advisory board of prominent and innova- “uncovering the untold political stories that
tive journalists, politicians, academics and matter most to young people in their states.”
consultants provides guidance in order to Each correspondent’s weekly reports will be
published on the Think.MTV.com site, MTV’s
maintain journalistic standards.
In December 2007, MTV joined with the mobile service, as well as on the AP Online
Associated Press to launch Street Team ’08, a Video Network. The goal is to involve young
project designed to replace top-down political people in the US presidential elections by
coverage by using 51 citizen journalists (one demonstrating the difference they can make
for each state and Washington D.C.) to cover if they use their voices.
the issues dominating the campaign from the
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The Downside
of UGC
The doomsday scenario: UGC and the death of culture
UGC, like every eagerly proclaimed panacea,
has its critics in the newspaper industry, who
correctly argue that its enormous potential
doesn’t come without significant drawbacks
and challenges. Unlike entertainment sites,
for which UGC platforms are simply a cheap
and effective means of supplying the public’s
insatiable demand for content, newspapers’
role is not just to engage the public, but to
keep it accurately and reliably informed.
Deployed indiscriminately, raw UGC can be
as misleading as it is entertaining. So is UGC
incompatible with the news media’s function?
Or does it simply need to be tailored to fit the
industry’s needs?
The cult of the amateur
Hard-line UGC-skepticism is perhaps best
illustrated by a June 2007 BusinessWeek
interview with Andrew Keen, founder of
Audiocafe.com and author of the book The
Cult of the Amateur. Keen argued that by
emphasizing self-broadcasting, new media
such as blogs, YouTube, and Twitter end up
trivializing culture. In addition, the multiple
messages they create serve to fracture mainstream media. Inundated with content, we
become “less intelligent and less disciplined”
in our consumption. For Keen, the result is no
less than a cultural crisis where we believe
“everything we say.”
The good news? “We’re coming to the end
of the user-generated cycle,” said Keen, who
argues that traditional media are making a
mistake by rushing to embrace it. Despite
his criticisms, though, Keen agreed that new
media and UGC are useful as sources of
innovation and energy. So according to him,
the best solution is a cooperation between
traditional and new media that takes advantage of the best qualities of both.

that newspapers could benefit from UGC, but
only if they exercise their editorial function
to filter it. For user-generated pictures, that
means taking the time, sometimes considerable, to authenticate them. For blogs, it means
familiarizing oneself with a blog before citing
it. A link lends credibility, but like all loans, it’s
secured up by collateral – the news outlet’s
authority – that can suffer should the blog’s
reliability later be cast into doubt.
Newspapers should also be on guard against
the incentives UGC create for citizen journalists to take risks, even life-threatening risks,
to report for the media, as well as the danger
of news being deliberately created by users
in order to report and publicize it. The panel’s
main conclusion was that professional journalists should remain the gatekeepers and
monitors of UGC. In other words, the question
is not whether to include user-generated
content, but how to include it.
The need for UGC standards
For David Hazinski, an associate professor
of telecommunications and head of broadcast
news at the University of Georgia’s Grady
College of Journalism, citizen journalism
opens up the news industry to fraud and
abuse. Hazinski maintained that calling
people equipped with video cameras and
cell phones citizen journalists is like calling
someone who carries a scalpel a “citizen surgeon.” Education, skill and standards are all
needed to be a true and trusted professional
journalist. Citizen journalists, by contrast,
merely have the tools.

Hazinski pointed to CNN’s Republican YouTube debate (where a questioner was later
identified as campaign committee member
for Sen. Hillary Clinton), and false Internet
rumors about Sen. Barack Obama attending a radical Muslim school, to illustrate the
Credibility: UGC’s Achilles’ heel
easy opportunities for abuse offered by new
The panel of a debate hosted by the Swedish media’s emphasis on UGC. He argued that
Union of Journalists in May 2007 identified citizen journalism could still be valuable if the
another problem of newspaper use of UGC, news industry takes certain measures:
which it summed up in one word: credibility.
Representatives of Aftonbladet, Expressen Create new standards: Major news orgaNya Medier, and Göteborgs-Posten, all agreed nizations must create new standards to

substantiate the accuracy and authenticity
of UGC;
Clarify existing standards: They should
clarify and reinforce their own standards,
and work through trade organizations to
enforce them;
CitJ certification: Journalism schools
should create mini-courses designed to
certify citizen journalists in proper ethics
and procedures, much as volunteer teachers, paramedics and sheriff’s auxiliaries are
trained and certified.
“Journalism organizations who choose to do
nothing,” warned Hazinski, “may soon find
the line between professional and citizen
journalism gone as well as.”
The risks of herd thinking
The lack of adequate standards doesn’t
only create problems on the consumer side
of citizen journalism. Sometimes it leads
to abuses on the production side as well.
“People trespass, make promises they don’t
keep for information, receive kickbacks, don’t
give someone the right to fair reply,” said
Christine Tatum, president of the US Society
of Professional Journalists. According to
Tatum, all of these “ huge no-no’s” grow
out of citizen journalists’ lack of exposure
to the “laws and fundamentals of sound and
responsible news reporting.”
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“Calling people equipped with video cameras
and cell phones citizen journalists is like calling
someone who carries a scalpel a ‘citizen surgeon’.”
Tatum also raised the question of herd thinking, where numbers create the illusion of an
argument’s force, or even worse, its accuracy.
Often a few specialized experts can do more
in-depth and objective work than a herd of
people who are emotionally biased about
a particular topic. “It is a big bad case of
everybody thinking they can do someone
else’s job better than they can,” said Tatum.
Bloggers and citizen journalists are now an
essential part of the media landscape. As a
result, Tatum argued, they must recognize the
limitations of their own medium, in order to
improve the quality of both citizen journalism
and overall news coverage.
Free content isn’t always trouble-free
One of the obvious advantages of UGC for
newspapers faced with reduced advertising
revenues is its cost. As SFWeekly.com’s Matt
Smith put it, UGC basically boils down to
“getting people to write for free.” But UGC,
and in particular blogs (which are usually not
edited), sometimes come with non-financial
costs that could cause more problems for
newspapers than they are worth.
Smith pointed to the example of Sharon
Gray – the unpaid author of the Around
San Francisco blog for Examiner.com who
plagiarized other news sources, verbatim and
without attribution – to illustrate his point.

“…Rather than being a profits panacea for
the Examiner,” Smith wrote, “Gray’s unsupervised, unpaid efforts may actually provide
a glimmer of hope to us paid news hacks by
showing that free isn’t always a bargain.”

on professionally produced videos. In October
2007, too, ManiaTV stopped accepting UGC,
deciding that there was little demand for it
when presented side by side with professionally produced entertainment content.

Examiner Executive Editor Jim Pimentel’s
defense of the paper – that blogs don’t get
edited – only confirmed Smith’s diagnosis of
the problem, which is not unpaid bloggers
per se, but the lack of editorial oversight that
newspapers apply to them. Ultimately, he hoped
that the case of Sharon Gray would serve as a
wake-up call for the news industry. “By betting
their bottom line on getting people to work unsupervised for free,” he wrote, “companies might
get no better than what they paid for.”

For newspapers that means using UGC sparingly and when it adds value, such as footage
from someone’s digital camera of a breaking
news event. But when it comes to substantial
news content, media organizations with the
proper resources to ensure quality and standards will remain the reference.

Quantity can’t make up for quality
Already, anecdotal evidence is beginning to
lend weight to the argument that consumers,
whether of UGC news or entertainment, still
value quality over quantity. In developing
revenue models for YouTube, for instance,
Google is experimenting with ads but mainly
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United States, McClatchy: In January 2007,
McClatchy purchased two small citizen
journalism websites, FresnoFamous and
ModestoFamous. The two community
portals offer a full range of modern web
tools such as podcasts, blogs, Flickr galleries and forums. The move followed
McClatchy’s decision to sell the Star Tribune for half of its 1998 purchase price.

“UGC basically
boils down to getting
people to write for free.”

Solving the open comment dilemma
Opening articles and blogs to reader comments is, in theory, an easy way to implement
UGC. In practice, though, many U.S. newspapers are finding that it comes hand in hand
with problems, including uncivil, offensive
and even hateful comments that can alienate
readers and damage a paper’s image and
reputation. In the absence of an industry-wide
standard, newspapers are developing their
own commenting policies on a case-by-case
basis, balancing both editorial priorities and
financial resources, as well as a concern for

maintaining civil discourse with a reluctance beyond mischievous commenters. “You’re
starting to see some of the language you see
to engage in censorship.
on neo-Nazi sites,” said Fears, “and that’s
Although anonymity is a significant, if not not good for The Washington Post or for the
exclusive, cause of many of the problems subjects in those stories.”
associated with open comments, many editors still find reasons to defend its use. David With reader interaction demonstrably benefitFeld, Editor of North Carolina’s Newsobserver. ing audience numbers, though, newspapers
com, argued that while anonymity encour- are trying to find ways to encourage discussion,
ages “mischief,” forcing people to use their while still monitoring it. The simplest solution,
names can stifle dialogue. For Washington manual editing and approval of comments,
Post reporter Darryl Fears, the problem goes may be an option for smaller publications,
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United States, MSNBC.com: In February

2008, MSNBC.com’s FirstPerson became
one of the most complete citizen journalism projects conducted by mainstream
media so far, combining user submissions
with editorial support and filtering, as
well as a user voting and ranking system.
The site impressed industry analysts,
with Paul Bradshaw calling it “…one of
the best mainstream CJ projects I’ve
ever seen.”

about abuse on the part of the censors. It
also fails to address the issue of slanderous
or otherwise offensive comments that are
not obscenely phrased, and which would
therefore pass undetected by an automated
program. But it suggests an eventual solution based on some combination of tracking
software to red flag suspect comments for
subsequent human moderation.

Such a combination was part of the broadbased approach used by Philadelphia’s Philly.
com in February 2008, when it added an array
of new protections to safeguard its comment threads from abuse. These combined
but is simply impractical for a newspaper like barriers to anonymity, human oversight and
the Washington Post, which receives roughly automated software, and included:
2,000 comments a day. While the Post has
already assigned one staffer to specifically - Requiring registration with a confirmable
delete offensive content, as users increasingly email address;
use – and abuse – the comment function, this - Unique usernames, and preferably real
names;
solution seems hardly viable.
- Automated profanity filters;
Another possible solution would be the - “Report Abuse” buttons that enable the
development of automated software that community to police abusive comments;
accurately locates and blocks offensive com- - An explicit commenting policy for all
ments. Of course, this raises the question of readers;
which keywords should trigger the alarms, - Enabling comments on a story-by-story
along with all the accompanying concerns basis (some items and themes, such as

immigration or race, will systematically lead
to abusive reactions);
- Not moderating all comments but reacting
swiftly when any abuse is reported.
Newspapers can explore other creative ways
to find a compromise between free comments and none at all. An “open this story for
comment” option, for instance, would allow
the journalists or editors to decide whether
to activate comments when they publish a
story. But this, too, raises delicate issues of
censorship, as the more controversial stories,
which tend to prompt abusive comments, are
also the ones that benefit most from public
discussion. Ultimately, it’s unlikely that one
solution will solve all the problems raised by
abusive comments, without causing some of
its own in the realm of healthy debate. Which
means that editors will just have to keep their
eye on what works elsewhere, as well as on
what’s showing up in their paper’s comment
threads, for the foreseeable future.
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South Africa, The Witness: In November
2007, South Africa’s The Witness newspaper introduced a participatory journalism section in its print edition, the Link.
Readers can submit their contributions
through mobile, email, or print letters. To
start out, Witness published one broadsheet Link page twice a week, with plans
to go daily before long.

The WashingtonPost.com’s blogs
have been a hit. But reader comments
that push ethical boundaries have
been a challenge for the website,
which has one staffer dedicated to
surveying the comments in order to
save the paper any embarrassment or
legal trouble.
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Social Networking: When Newspapers Become Communities
USA Today dives into social networking
In March 2007, USA Today, already America’s
largest newspaper, became its first social
newspaper. While other papers were still
testing the waters, USA Today dove into the
social networking pool, launching its redesigned website with an emphasis on reader
interactivity, UGC, and social networking features such as user profiles. The effort took five
months and 50 people, revamped the site’s
graphic presentation, but most importantly,
overhauled the paper’s online identity.
News as a conversation
The redesign incorporated a social media
platform designed and integrated by Pluck,
a Texas-based company specializing in
online content solutions which has worked
with numerous papers across the United
States. The main changes to the usatoday.
com all mark a shift towards “news as conversation” and “network journalism” – the
idea that reporting can drive readers and
readers can drive reporting. Some of the
highlights are:
Social networking tools: Readers can now
register and create MySpace-like profiles
where they can post photos and text, start a
blog, link to other profiles, and communicate
with other users.
Comments: USA Today tackled the thorny
question of reader feedback (see previous
article) head on, not only by opening all
articles to comments, but by featuring them
prominently on the homepage. A scrolling
banner of reader comments invites others

into a conversation, while at the same time
linking back to the original story. The comments, which are filtered to avoid offensive
speech, thereby become a sticky feature
instead of a potentially alienating one.
User-ranked stories: A voting system allows
readers to rank stories, offering a portrait
of what the paper’s readers as a group are
paying attention to.
Including the competition: Rather than
create a walled enclave that forces readers
to choose between news sources, USA Today
opted to feature links to other outlets’ live
feeds. By becoming a central hub for news,
the site becomes a jumping off point to which
readers then return.
Collaborative journalism: The added
emphasis on UGC represents a recognition that the paper’s audience is a huge
resource, providing leads to stories that
can later be developed by its professional
journalists.

far more sticky, and elicit much more loyalty
to your site.”
Some questioned, though, whether the
emphasis on social networking tools had
more to do with explosive growth and audience figures than journalism and public
enlightenment, and wondered whether it
would have an impact on journalistic quality. Executive Editor Kinsey Wilson, who led
USAToday.com’s development, didn’t deny
that the new website was designed to attract
traffic, revenue and play into social trends.
But he denied that meant abandoning the
paper’s journalistic heritage. “The ultimate
goal,” he emphasized, “is to contribute to
people’s understanding of the news, not to
create an all-purpose social forum.”

According to Wilson, USAToday.com had to
rethink itself, based on changing market
trends and readers. “What’s changed is the
way in which information flows,” Wilson said.
“None of us can expect to be the sole source
destination for the majority of our readers.”
With its conciliatory approach to innovation,
USA Today has positioned itself to integrate
Helping the audience understand
new media, citizen journalism, and the promthe news
ise of networked journalism into a traditional
With its embrace of interactivity, Web 2.0, news perspective.
UGC and citizen journalism, the redesign
represents a fundamental cultural shift. “I Changing approach, not philosophy
hate to use an old buzzword bingo term,”
observed Robert Niles, Editor of the Online According to USA Today, the redesign
Journalism Review, “but when you let readers resulted in significant increases in page
initiate content on your website through blogs views and unique visitors, although part
and discussion boards, instead of reacting of that could be attributed to high-profile
to it through comments, you make the site promotional events in the months following
the re-launch (for example, two events were
focused around the release of the films The
Simpsons’ Movie and Harry Potter). Perhaps
more importantly, though, it demonstrated
how a newspaper can embrace change
without abandoning its philosophy. News
remains the central focus of USA Today’s
website, around which most of the Web 2.0
upgrades revolve. By increasing its range of
offerings while placing them at the service of
the news delivery mission, USA Today moved
confidently towards the future of news with
its newspaper heritage intact.
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Newspapers to readers: “Will you friend me?”
dations on restaurants, new music, and class is a place for people interested in what the
offerings to advice on roommate life. To use other half thinks on the important and interthe site’s video sharing and social networking esting issues of the day,” said John Temple,
tools, users must have an .edu email address founder of the site and vice president of news
(normally reserved to university students and for Scripps’ newspaper division.
A financial community website with- faculty); the rest of the site’s content is open
Social networking moves into the boardout the latest hot videos. In March 2007, to the general public.
room. In February 2008, The Financial Times’
Reuters announced plans to launch its own
version of MySpace: a financial community Paying attention to what the other half conference arm launched a social networking
website aimed at fund managers, traders thinks. In January 2008, the American site enabling media and tech executives
and analysts. “It won’t have the latest hot publisher Scripps. Co. launched a social to gather, share and network online. The
videos and the ‘Why I am into Metallica and networking website, RedBlueAmerica, to 12-month standard membership fee to the
the Arctic Monkeys’ blogs,” said Reuters’ serve as a political forum during the 2008 forum is £1,700 plus VAT. The site offers
Chief Executive, Tom Glocer. “Instead we American presidential election campaign. members all the basic social networking
are going to give our financial services users RedBlueAmerica features UGC, including functions such as searching and contacting
the ability to post their research or if they blogs, personal profiles and videos, as well other members. It also offers complimentary
are traders, their trading models.” Break- as political news, a newsletter for subscribers passes to any of events organized by the FT’s
ing with the conventional social network- and a daily public opinion poll called “Truth Global Conferences and Events arm, as
ing model, the website will be exclusive to or Not,” which fact-checks claims made by well as access to conference presentations
Reuters subscribers. “People don’t want politicians and the media. “RedBlueAmerica and podcasts.
to have 100 friend requests from teenage
girls in Florida if they are trading the credit
not just a fad
derivatives market,” explained Glover. “But
they probably are interested in being able
Social networking poised to grow in 2008
to share research.”
According to a January 2008 report released by UK market research firm Experian,
Social networking as a campus-wide the social networking phenomenon is set to intensify throughout the year, with an
fraternity. Following a failed print supple- emphasis on tailoring the platforms to specialized niche markets as a way to attract
ment targeting young readers, The Roanoke advertisers. As a result, companies need to think beyond gimmicks, and instead
(Virginia) Times did its research and found become as sophisticated in the web 2.0 environment as users are. “Just look at
that students, unsurprisingly, preferred Inter- some of the marketing gaffes from last year when social network members spotted
net content. So in March 2007, it launched a hackneyed marketing campaign and tore it to shreds,” said Tony Mooney, the firm’s
BigLickU.com, a social networking platform. managing partner and the report’s author.
The site, run by a mainly volunteer student The report also predicted that leading social networking sites such as Facebook, Bebo
staff and entirely supported by advertising, and MySpace will continue to improve their organization and targeting methods,
allows the 50,000 students in the Roanoke which means that newspapers, which have already been playing catch-up in the social
area to share practical, first-hand information networking field, will have their work cut out for them if they are to compete.
about university life, ranging from recommenIn 2007, a number of news organizations
found a new means of connecting with their
readers through social networking. Here are
a few examples:

American newspaper publishers dove
into social networking with sites such
as BigLickU, an online community for
a university near Virginia’s Roanoke
Times, and RedBlueAmerica from
Scripps, where users gather to
discuss politics.
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“What’s changed is the way in which information flows.
None of us can expect to be the sole source destination
for the majority of our readers.”
When in doubt, follow The Onion. In August
2007, the popular satirical publication The
Onion partnered with MySpace to provide
audio, video and print content to the social
networking website. “The news business is
like the tobacco business,” explained Sean
Mills, president of The Onion. “You want to
reach new readers at as young and impres-

sionable an age as possible.” The Onion now
has a branded page on the website, complete
with articles, blog content, audio podcasts
and the online video Onion News Network (on
MySpace TV). It will also offer some exclusive
content on MySpace, including a new “Staff
Blog.” Although the idea may seem comical
to some editors, MySpace has proved to

be a valuable partner to newspapers. And
The Onion, despite its satirical take, boasts
4 million online readers and 3 million print
readers per month.

Hyperlocal databases: news isn’t just about stories
Databases represent a way for communities
to keep themselves informed, with the help
of newspapers as facilitators providing both
the platform, and the oversight. One reflection
of how important newspapers consider the
new tool is the fact that many are dedicating ever-precious staff positions to the role.
The Roanoke Times created the job of Data
Delivery Editor, a position unheard of before.
“The data delivery editor wasn’t an additional
position –we had to make a choice to not do
something else,” said editor Carole Tarrant.
Gannett, too, emphasized the importance of
data collection in its hyperlocal coverage by
creating “Data teams” as part of its Local
Information Centers. Their task is to compile
calendar listings of “deep local information”, including events, entertainment, and
school information, which is then provided
to readers through a variety of products and
platforms.

Going camping in the Virginia woods? You
might be interested to know where the most
recent black bear sightings have occurred.
Thanks to a database and accompanying
map at The Roanoke Times, that information
is just a few clicks away. The bear map is just
one of many databases to be found at the
Times’ website, DataSphere, and illustrates
the way in which the platforms are being
adapted by newspapers anxious to provide
useful information to local users.

The News-Press of Fort Myers, lets users
find out who registered for hurricane relief.
Another, on the website of the Asbury Park
Press, enables readers to find out how much
neighbors paid for their homes. “They’re not
coming just to look at headlines and leave,”
said Jennifer Carroll, vice president of
new media for the newspaper division of
Gannett Co. Inc. “They’re coming to search
and learn through you in ways that nobody
else can do.”

Hyperlocal databases, for instance, played
a central role in Gannett’s Local Information Centers, launched across its newspapers in November 2006. One database
of public records from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, offered by

In March 2008, The Glasgow Evening Times
launched a network of up to 80 community
sites to cover every major district in the city.
The move, designed to position the paper as
a local resource and data center in addition to
being a straightforward news source, relies
strongly on databases, including listings for
local schools, doctors and events. Individual
readers and institutions are encouraged
to upload content and create community
Databases provide the same kind of revenue
groups online.
potential as social networking platforms, in
the world’s best ugc
that they are self-selected, both geographiUnited States, CNN.com: In February 2008, cally and by subject matter, for targeted
CNN.com, which had already dabbled with advertising. In many ways, they represent an
citizen journalism in 2007, announced evolution of a traditional newspaper function,
plans to expand its experiment by creat- the calendar desk, updated and adapted for
ing iReport.com, a citizen journalism digital technology.
feature within its actual news portal. The
site will be video-centric, if not a pure
video-sharing platform, with no word yet
on whether content will be moderated.

The Roanoke Times launched
a community database with an
accompanying blog (above) to
improve service for its community.
Other publishers in the US such as
Gannett have also capitalized on the
power of local information gathered
in an easily searchable online format.
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blogging in seconds

All a-Twitter

Innovations in communications never cease to
transform relations between people, and social
texting tool Twitter is no exception. Developed
as a side project for Obvious Corporation in San Francisco,
Twitter was created by Evan Williams, the mastermind behind
blogging platform Blogger. Launched in July 2006, it allows
users to answer the question “What are you doing?” in 140
characters or less from a mobile phone, instant messenger,
or a website.
According to a January, 2008 article in The Economist, Twitter became the “next big thing” in 2007 in Silicon Valley after
the iPhone and Facebook. People quickly became addicted to
“twittering” which consists of various functions: updating
parents on what you are eating, friends on what party you
are attending, and colleagues when you are late to a meeting. These updates can also feed into Facebook’s “status
updates” as well as other online platforms. People can control
whose “tweets”, or updates,
they want to receive as well
as who should receive their
tweets.
Twitter has also made an
impact on the newspaper
industry, creating feeds
from a range of sources from
friends, other newspapers,
or individual reporters.
Similar to how foreign cor-

respondents learned to write in “cablese”, abbreviations
that saved telegraph transmission costs in the first half
of the 20th century, reporters have adapted to Twitter’s
character restrictions by sending quick, economical observations rather than lengthy analyses. Events such as the U.S.
presidential election have been covered by tweets, and the
massive amount of “tweets” sent during a speech by Steve
Jobs, the CEO of Apple reportedly crashed the server.
Twitter has become important in the blogosphere as well.
Media commentator Jeff Jarvis considers Twitter as “an
important evolutionary step in the rise of blogging.” From
witnessing a major news event to wanting to share traffic
advice, anyone can update his or her Twitter circle faster
and more concisely than a blog or news site can.
Blogger Patrick Ruffini remarked, “Traditional news operated
on a 24-hour cycle. Blogs shortened this to minutes and
hours. Twitters shortens it further to seconds.”
As newspapers increasingly explore user-generated content
and publish their readers’ experiences, they could end up
incorporating Twitter too, in the same way that another
Internet phenomenon, YouTube, is used as visual supplements. Some may deem Twitter as a social fad, but it can
be used to facilitate user-generated content and increase
feedback and interactivity among readers.
“All this springs from a deceptively simple idea and tool,”
Jarvis wrote. “Create a platform, make it open, and people
will do things with it that you never could have imagined.”

The Facebook phenomenon
What started out in 2004 as a social networking site just for college students, exploded in
2007 to become the world’s hottest social
network. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg opened the platform to anyone over
the age of 13 with an e-mail account which
helped the site’s numbers grow to over 69
million by the end of the year. In October,
Microsoft invested $240 million for a 1.6%
stake in Facebook, putting the three-year old
site’s total value at about $15 billion.
Individual youths were not the only ones
to catch the Facebook wave. Many media
companies also began taking advantage of
Facebook, most notably by creating appli-

Other news organizations have developed
interesting applications to distinguish themselves from the thousands out there. The
New York Times designed a News Quiz app,
through which users take a five-question quiz
about stories from that day’s paper and are
ranked among his/her friends and the entire
For example, The Washington Post’s cre- Facebook community.
ated Political Compass application, which
allowed users to show off their political The Financial Times produced an application
leanings. With over 350,000 downloads by that gives student users a PIN code that can
March 2008, the Post helped its website be used to get an annual premium subscriptraffic by including a link to the paper’s tion. This subscription can be renewed for
content, getting the brand name out and up to four years, about a £400 value. “There
generating attention for WaPo from the are users on the internet who don’t know
FT all that well yet. Students are relatively
Facebook world.
cations for the platform filled with their
content. Not only did these applications
act as a means of distribution, but also as
a promotional tool as their content could
be easily found on one of the world’s most
popular virtual spaces.
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unlikely to pay money for
a subscription but they
are our future readers.
It’s a great way for an old
brand to promote itself
to a new audience,”
said FT.com Publisher
Ien Cheng.
One of the most innovative steps taken by
Facebook in 2007 was
to open its platform up to
outside Web developers.
This not only allowed the aforementioned
news organizations to spread their brand
name, but also permitted news hounds with
a technological edge to develop a means of
keeping up to date. For example, “News
Headlines”, an application developed by
the start-up RSS2Facebook, offers RSS
feeds from hundreds of global news providers, including Yahoo, Reuters, and CNN, in
a single box. “The idea is that the content
of your RSS feed is promoting your website. If you believe in your own content, then
your application will spread quickly over the
Facebook social graph – the mushroom
cloud effect, if you will,” said RSS2Facebook
founder Adam Cooke.
Another means of promoting a brand is
through Facebook Pages, which identifies
loyal users, or fans. As fans of an organization, users receive updates about what the
organization is up to via a text story or links

try names including Toronto’s Globe & Mail
and Agence France Presse, used quotes
from the Facebook profile of Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari, 19-year-old son of slain Pakistani
leader Benazir Bhutto. The problem was
that an imposter had created the profile
page, leading Agence France Presse to
ban its reporters from using Facebook and
Wikipedia as sources.
Despite Facebook’s steady growth worldwide, Microsoft CEO, Steve Ballmer said,
“I think (social networks) are going to have
some legs, and yet there’s a faddishness, a
faddish nature about anything that basically
appeals to younger people.”
Is Ballmer right? Will Facebook be a trend
that fades away? Or will users, and news
organizations, recognize Facebook as a
permanent part of the media landscape for
years to come?
the world’s best ugc

United States, CBS and Fox News: In March
2007, both CBS and Fox News enlisted
and can view videos, photos, text stories, and Neighborhood America to create social net-

applications, usually posted by an editor or working technology for citizen journalism.
producer. The New York Times boasted about Both platforms allow viewers to submit
10,000 fans in early 2008.
their own news stories and videos. At the
Fox website, viewers submit their own
While Facebook’s ubiquity makes it a great news reports to be incorporated directly
platform for getting a brand name out, espe- into Fox News programs. At CBS Springcially to a younger demographic, its enormous board users send in videos on specific
influence can sometimes be detrimental. For topics.
instance, in January 2008, some big indus-

Glam’s golden rule: do your best and link to the rest
Since its launch in 2005, Glam.com has become
the leading women’s online brand, with 23
million users. More importantly, it has attained
this position largely through creating a network.
Instead of building sites from scratch like its
well-entrenched competitors, Glam simply
enlisted existing ones – over 600 of them, to
be exact, owned by some 400 independent
publishers and bloggers. As a result, Glam
essentially outsources content production – the
best of which is selected for publication on its

own site – while devoting most of its energy to a win-win relationship. “Niche sites need to
be part of larger networks so advertisers can
developing its advertising network.
buy them easily,” explained Jarvis. “They need
Jeff Jarvis, a journalism professor at the City a platform to build on.” Big media sites like
University of New York and Buzzmachine. Glam can provide that platform, while in turn
com blogger, has long been an advocate of sharing revenue that would otherwise remain
networks, and Glam is a perfect illustration of inaccessible to their smaller partners.
why. “Glam’s rule is: curate more and create
less,” explained Jarvis. And while critics claim Turning competitors into allies
that Glam benefits from traffic statistics inflated
by its networked sites, the result is actually In November 2007, Glam showed how a
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network-centric business model can even
subvert traditional approaches to market competition when it announced that it would help
rival women’s TV channel Lifetime build its
own network. Once again, the result is winwin, with both companies sticking to what they
do best – Lifetime develops content, Glam
develops the network – while benefiting from
the growth of the advertising base. For Jarvis,
that epitomizes the networked economy.

But while Glam’s business model resembles
an ad network not unlike Google (Glam gets
60-70% of its revenue from sites it does
not create), Glam is also a content network.
Its small staff also curates the various sites
that make up its network, identifying talented
bloggers and selecting the best of their content. As Jarvis put it, “Do what you do best
and link to the rest.”

Skyrock: How To Use Readers’ ‘Collective Intelligence’
Social networking platforms are proving
extremely adaptable, ranging from broad
communities to increasingly specialized niche
markets. As newspapers attempt to establish
themselves in the former and develop forms
of the latter, they can learn from innovators
in other media that are making creative use
of social networking architecture. One such
innovator is France’s Skyrock.
From channel to network
From its origins as a radio broadcaster, the
company now generates more than 50% of its
revenues through digital – thanks in part to its
online social network, Skyrock.com. Launched
in 2002 as Skyblog but since re-named fol-

lowing a trademark dispute with the UK’s
Sky Broadcasting, the site began as a blog
platform targeting the younger teen population.
The site and radio station of the same name are
maintained as distinct subsidiaries within the
same parent company; one is an entertainment
media channel, the other is an independent
social network. In 2007 it progressively added
social networking tools to its blog functions,
and its user and traffic statistics as of February
2008 speak to its success:
22 million subscribed users;
14 million active blogs;
5 million profiles;
17th globally in terms of page views;
20.2 million monthly unique visitors;
1.8 billion comments;
22.5 million videos;
400 million pictures.
Lessons for the newspaper industry
Skyrock Radio’s Founder and CEO Pierre
Bellanger, who comes from a prestigious
French newspaper family, believes that newspapers made the initial error of conceiving of
the Web as just a new distribution platform,
as opposed to a tool with the potential to
change the actual work of journalists. “This
turned out to be an extremely modest usage
of the possibilities enabled by the Internet,” he
said. While he maintained that creating a new
company is sometimes easier than changing
an existing one, he cautioned newspapers
against trying to copy the model of successful social networking platforms. Instead, they

must rebuild themselves around the public
debate, he said, and force themselves out of
the temptation to produce ambient news. But
to do so, they must exploit one of their essential
assets, one they had deprived themselves of
by remaining locked in the logic of distribution:
“the collective intelligence of their readers.” In
the digital age, Bellanger argued, this becomes
as important as the brand name and editorial
services newspapers provide.
The online business model: traffic compensates for lower CPM
With the average online user still typically
bringing in one-tenth the ad-revenue of a
print reader, all newspapers are still struggling
to find a viable and profitable online business
model. But according to Bellanger, building
social networks that bring in twenty times
more traffic represents a possible solution. As
for the risk of so many online social networks
saturating the market, Bellanger pointed out
that the Web is full of nano-networks that are
built around the sharing of experiences and
common interests, however small a community. These specialized niche markets can in
turn lead to targeted-advertising and higher
CPMs. Newspapers might be at a disadvantage when it comes to broad, entertainmentbased pure social networks. But with their
background in specialized reporting, from
dining and travel guides to sports and classic car supplements, newspapers are wellplaced to tailor the kind of niche networks
that industry forecasters believe will be the
next trend in social networking.
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conclusion

The Bakersfield Californian:
UGC Enriches the Community
By Mike Jenner
Executive editor and vice president
The Bakersfield Californian
mjenner@bakersfield.com
www.bakersfield.com

When other editors ask about innovations in The Bakersfield Californian’s news operation, they usually want to know about our Web-first
reorganization or our breaking news efforts online, or how all our
reporters shoot video. The aspect of innovation that gets the least
attention from other journalists — our use of citizen-generated
content and our engagement with the community — is perhaps
the humblest, but in some ways the most profound.

regardless of space constraints, news value, or other judgment that
editors pass for items to make it into print.”

We were soliciting and publishing “user-generated content” long
before it earned a fancy label. Photos and anecdotes about moms
on Mother’s Day, pictures of dads and short submissions about
fatherly advice on Father’s Day are examples. Over the years it’s
not unusual for us to receive (and print) hundreds of snapshots on
User-generated content takes many forms at The Californian and these special days.
Bakersfield.com.
But our outreach has grown far beyond those holidays: Other topics
“Your Words” is our citizen journalism effort, through which readers in the past year include a collection of “Santa and me” photos; stories
can submit their stories, essays, photos, events, even poems. This is about readers’ favorite doctors; favorite waiters/waitresses; a sunset
done through our Web site at a special section, www.bakersfield.com/ photo contest; memories of Bakersfield’s Great Dust Storm of 1977;
yourwords. We review the content before posting it online, but there and essays on “What do you think of the war in Iraq?”
are few barriers to entry. We want to avoid at all costs saying “no”
to posting user-generated content online. Submissions may not all One of the most compelling community-contributed packages we
make it into print editions of the paper, but we want to give readers published was a series we called “Letters Home.” (www.bakersfield.
who go to the trouble to offer their work a positive experience.
com/lettershome) With so many World War II veterans dying every
year, we wanted to document what Kern County soldiers who fought
Since we launched Your Words in March 2007, we’ve posted 1,253 in the war were feeling at the time. Said Lifestyles Editor Jennifer
article and photo submissions (in the 12 months prior to that, we Self, who conceived and managed the project, “We asked our readposted just 218 citizen-written articles on Bakersfield.com).
ers to send letters written by loved ones who served overseas. The
letters were so personal — filled with longing for home, the fear
Contributions Editor Jennifer Baldwin, who reviews submissions the boys felt, complaints about boredom and the lousy food. Some
and chooses what should be repurposed in print, says “the interactive were hysterically funny. A few were the last letters mailed before
nature of the Web site takes us out of the game as ‘gatekeepers the soldiers were killed.
of information’ and allows our online users to post their stories

Contributions Editor
Jennifer Baldwin
and Lifestyles
Editor Jennifer
Self appreciate the
interactivity of the Web
for finding stories.
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“One was sent from a Japanese-American soldier, who, lonesome
for home, asked his mother to send a cherished family photo. Days
after he wrote it, he was killed in action. The letter finally reached
the Japanese-American internment camp where his family was
being held by the country for which their son gave his life. We could
have scoured the city for a human interest story this moving, this
shattering and never found it.”

Editor Baldwin says, “More than one editor has said ‘I love Your
Words!’ after hanging up with a caller, satisfied that he or she
didn’t have to say no to a story idea, but didn’t have to assign a
reporter to it, either.”

We also ask readers to contribute in other ways. We invite them to
help us map things, like potholes and wildflowers (www.bakersfield.
com/maps). And we’re asking them to share their mobile photos (also
We also encourage readers to write us about topics of their choos- though our Your Words page).
ing. The majority of our contributors write about highly personal
topics rather than news articles. Recently, one woman wrote about Engaging readers through blogs
a crossing guard she sees every morning with a smile. Another
wrote about the helpful emergency personnel when her husband Blogs are also an important source of user-generated content. Our
suffered a brain aneurysm. And another wrote about the nice city staff blogs and community blogs are all hosted on the same homecrew replacing sidewalks next to her house. Many of the stories grown platform, which we call “Bakomatic.” Despite initial concerns
contributed through “Your Words” are upbeat stories about people that blogs written by staffers could be lost or confused with community
or “positive” items that help provide some of the “good news” many blogs, having them coexist in the same place and look and work the
readers feel is missing from our all-too-serious pages.
same way is really an advantage. Community members are more
likely to discover the staff blogs, and community bloggers who’ve set
These stories also may be too small to otherwise register on the up their own blogs or commented on others are much more likely
newsroom’s radar. Although our staff is very sensitive to reader to engage a staffer on his or her blog. We like to “scrape” the blogs
suggestions and human-interest stories, the competition for our for comments and repurpose them in print. We’ll frequently pose a
time and attention these days is greater than ever. Contributions question related to a developing news story and ask for comments,
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Local dentist Arthur
Teesdale, taken circa 1925,
when he was probably
2. “I have always loved
this photo,” writes
his wife, Ruth
Teesdale. “It looks
like Santa has
had a hard
day’s night!
“He will be
very surprised
to see this printed
in The Californian ...”

SANTA&ME

The family photo taken in an Arizona internment camp that Pfc.
Torao Hayashi requested from his sister. The family doubts he ever
got to see it. Back row, from left: Barbara, sister; Ruth, sister;
Torao, age 30 at the time; Jane, sister; Louise, sister to whom Torao
sent his letter. Front row, from left: Ruby, sister, Ichimatsu, father;
Yoney, mother, holding grandson, Ron Hayashi; Sharon, niece;
John, brother; Dennis, nephew; Lorraine, sister-in-law.

Soldier paid ultimate price for
country that interned his family

Debbie Shire, who submitted this photo, taken at Brock’s Department Store in downtown Bakersfield, writes: “This is a picture of
myself, standing, and my sister, Monica, on Santa’s lap. The year is
1957. A sister, who is also your best buddy, is the best Christmas
present a girl could ask for!”

Nic Meyer, then 6, meets Santa at CALM during the 2003 Christmas
lights extravaganza. Proud grandpa Bob Mulins submitted the photo.

Dear Sis,
Sure was glad when I received your V-mail, and am
happy to hear everyone is fine. As for me I’m swell and
still kicking. Yes, since joining the unit, I met all the
boys that I knew back in the States. In your letter you
say that you mailed the family picture to my old
address. Well, in that case, it will be quite some time
before I’ll get it, but I’ll let you know when I get it. I
heard from Roy a few days ago and he said he’s not
going to school, so I take it he didn’t pass the grade. I
also heard from Arlene. She said something about
(unreadable) in the hospital recently. Hope it’s not serious. Well, that’s all for this time.
Till again,
Torao

ABOUT THE LETTER WRITER

In 2006, when this photo was taken in Los Angeles, Vance Black
was 3 months, and Skyler Black was 18 months. Carrie Rockwell,
their grandmother, writes: “It is our tradition for my family to go to
The Grove every year for Santa pictures, Christmas card pictures
(they have awesome decorations there!), shopping and, of course,
lunch at The Cheesecake Factory. I think Skyler’s look up at Santa is
priceless, it is the identical look she gave him in 2005.”

Tiffany Amos, 3 when this picture was taken in 2004, caught up
with Santa (Randy Robinson).

Jeni Salazar, who was 3 during Christmas 1981.

Pfc. Torao Hayashi, uncle of Bakersﬁeld resident Sandy (Hayashi)
Minner, fought in the 442nd Regimental Combat Team of the
United States Army, a unit composed of mostly Japanese-Americans who fought in Europe
during World War II.
Hayashi was killed on Oct. 28,
1944, during the ﬁght to liberate
a region in southern France. The
442nd suffered more than 800
casualties, nearly half its force,
rescuing 211 members of the
“Lost Battalion” in Biffontaine.
“What the 442nd did was instrumental in causing social
change,” Minner wrote in an email to The Californian. “After
the war, the law that prevented
Japanese immigrants, like my
grandparents, from becoming
U.S. citizens was eliminated. The
California law that prevented
them from owning land was also
eliminated. We owe all veterans

from WWII a lot, but people of
color owe the 442nd even more.
The 442nd paid in blood for the
freedom we now take for granted.”
Minner, who sent three letters,
went on to write:
“In the last letter, he mentions a
family photo taken during his
last furlough before shipping
out, and how he hadn’t received
it. He was killed four days later. ...
We assume he never saw the
photograph.
“It is ironic that the letter from
the War Department informing
my grandmother of her son’s
death was sent ﬁrst to their old
address (near Sacramento). It
was then forwarded to the family
in the Poston, Ariz., internment
camp. You’d think the War Department would be able ﬁnd out
where the family had been interned.”

AFTER HAYASHI’S DEATH

LETTERS HOME
To coincide with tonight’s premiere of ‘The War,’ a powerful PBS
documentary, we asked Kern families to share letters penned by loved
ones serving their country during World War II. These are their stories.

As a history junkie, I was excited to
learn that Ken Burns, the filmmaker
who brought the past to life in his classic documentary “The Civil War,” was
planning a similar project on World
War II.
I knew we would publish a piece
alerting our readers to the program,
which starts tonight on PBS. But what
about the men with Kern County ties
who fought so far from home? Their
experiences needed to be shared, but
how? I’ve been doing this job long
enough to know that the most powerful
way to tell those stories is through their
words, not ours.
That’s how “Letters Home” was
born.
Every Sunday through Veterans
Day, Nov. 11, our readers will share
letters they or a loved one wrote during
World War II.
These letters and excerpts are history, in all its rough-cut glory. It’s all
here: the love letters, the terror, the
boredom, the constant hunger. You’ll
meet the hysterical Roles brothers, one
of whom, in response to his sister’s
offer to send him something from
home, asked her to send him a blonde.
“I will settle for a brunette if blondes
are being rationed.”
And today you’ll read a letter from
Torao Hayashi, written days before he
was killed in action in France as part of
a unit of Japanese-American soldiers
trying to rescue the “Lost Battalion” in
1944. The letter was sent to the Arizona
internment camp where his family was
being held while he was dying for his
country.
— Jennifer Self
Lifestyles Editor

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR WAR
RELOCATION AUTHORITY
Dec. 19, 1944
Mr. and Mrs. Ichimatsu Hayashi
Poston, Arizona
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Hayashi:

Roxy Salgado was 6 months old in 2005 when she had her first
encounter with Santa.

“My sister Gael and I visiting St. Nikolaus at a local shop in Munich,
West Germany, where we lived. A far cry from the Santas of today,”
writes Walter Schartmann. The photo was taken in 1955.

Three years of war have brought heartache to many in our population. While there is little I can say today that will assuage your
overwhelming grief, in the months to come you may think back
upon my message with some small comfort. For I am proud of your
son; proud that he was an American who had the strength and
courage to fight for his country in her great crisis; proud that he was
willing to give his blood as his last great measure of devotion. I congratulate you as parents who instilled these manly qualities in your
son and prepared him to meet the greatest test of our time.
In a special sense, your son fought to win the war against two
foes, the enemies of democracy abroad, and the enemies of democracy at home who use race and ancestry to confuse and defeat the
real meaning of America. It is my sorrow that he could not have
lived to see his bravery, his sacrifice and his suffering bear fruit in a
better world for all peoples.
Sincerely,
D.S. Myer
Director

INSIDE: SEE MORE PHOTOS ON PAGES D4, D5 AND D8

Regardless of enemy, man knew the truth

Ernest C. Mooney

ABOUT
THE LETTER
WRITER
Ernest C. Mooney was
in the Army and served
in the South Paciﬁc, including in the Philippines and New Guinea.
He died in 1988 in the
San Joaquin Valley.
The letter was addressed to his mother,
Mrs. Ollie Mooney, and
submitted by his
nephew, Dave Brown of
Bakersﬁeld.

Philippine Islands
March 17, 1945
Hello Mom,
Will drop you a few lines tonight while I am sitting
around. Sorry I haven’t written sooner but it sure is a
pain in the neck for me to write because nothing ever
happens around here anymore.
... I just got a letter from Corah, the first one in about
three months. She sure doesn’t write very often.
... Tell Bobby that those Jap kids are good Americans or they wouldn’t be turned loose. Tell him that
some of those kids have brothers in the U.S. Army,
just same as he has, so if he don’t play with those kids,
he’s not being a very good sport, and those merchants
that won’t sell to those Japs aren’t so hot either. I
wouldn’t trade with one of them if I had to drive forty
miles to another store. How long do you think I would
stay over here if people were pushing you folks
around like some of them are doing those Japs? I
would tell them to go to hell with their army and I
would go home and start pushing somebody around
myself, and that is the way some of these Jap boys
that’s in our Army over here are going to feel if people
don’t quit pushing their folks around.
I got that box with shaving soap and tooth powder in
it. I smoked that jumbo cigar Bobby sent me last night
and a couple pictures snapped while I was smoking it
so I’ll send him one when I get them developed.
Love to all, Ernest

MORE LETTERS ON F6

Television

Another war, another epic from Ken Burns
BY GAIL SHISTER
The Philadelphia Inquirer

T

he presence of Ken Burns’ father looms
large in his son’s latest PBS epic.
But viewers won’t know it.
An unidentified photograph of Lt. Robert
Kyle Burns Jr. is the first and last image in
“The War,” a 15-hour documentary series
about World War II. It launches tonight.
Burns hadn’t planned to use the photo, a
beloved possession since college. After all, his
dad had spoken to him about the war only once
before his death in 2001.
But as “War” began taking shape as personal

‘THE WAR’
Airing on KVPT and KCET
8 p.m. today through Wednesday
Encore of the week’s episodes starting at 10
a.m. Sept. 30
8 p.m. Sept. 30 through Oct 2.
reminiscences of vets from various American
towns, Burns decided the image “would be a
quiet way to honor my father,” he said during a
recent visit here.
There is nothing quiet about “War,” however.

Its ear-splitting, raw combat footage is as
shocking to the senses as the savage opening
scene of D-Day in Steven Spielberg’s acclaimed
“Saving Private Ryan.”
With one exception: “Those guys (in the film)
got up and went to craft services,” Burns said.
“My guys don’t get up. They’re dead.”
Seven years and $13 million in the making,
“War” is Burns’ 22nd historical documentary
— all have been for PBS.
The mind boggles. Even with specks of gray
in his “Leave It to Beaver” mop, the 54-year-old
Burns occasionally gets carded. He credits his
Please turn to BURNS / F6
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but sometimes we’ll find a community blogger has beaten us to the How we’ve gotten here
punch – and we’re happy to scrape a non-staff blog. At the end
of the day we’ll collect the best excerpts and run them in the next Many things helped move us to our present level of activity and
awareness. The birth of the Northwest Voice four years ago made
day’s paper as a sidebar to the main news story.
a huge impression on our staff. This biweekly newspaper’s content,
We also are finding new and creative ways to use blogging as a published by an affiliate company of The Californian, is almost completely created by readers. It was launched outside the newsroom,
newsbreaking tool.
but it immediately gained a loyal audience, a development not lost
Our Raw Reports blog is a one example. In essence, we’re treating on our staffers.
press releases sent to us as user-generated content. We simply post
all press releases – including news releases from the information Shortly after launching The Voice, Mary Lou Fulton, The Califorofficers of public safety agencies, like local police and fire depart- nian’s vice president for audience development and new products,
ments. Breaking News Team Leader Davin McHenry says, “We wanted to create a competitor for Craigslist. Under her direction,
post press releases typically before anything else. Then we follow New Products Manager Dan Pacheco led a group of open-source
up with a quick Web take. Then a full story. It’s fully integrated in developers in creating www.bakotopia.com, a social networking
site where users could post their own free classifieds. But users
our news reporting process.”
http://people.bakersfield.com/home/Blog/BreakingNewsTeam/23327 could also create profiles, blog and interact with others. Local bands
immediately embraced the site, using it to do everything from pubMcHenry adds: “We’re also moving to having reporters fill in the licize their gigs to find drummers and bass players and post audio
behind-the-scenes aspects that traditionally have never been dis- files of their music. In short, audience members defined what they
wanted the site to be.
cussed because they weren’t worth print.”
http://people.bakersfield.com/home/Blog/BreakingNewsTeam/22981

In addition, reporters and editors are engaging readers more and
more on the blogs. Most of our reporters have their own staff blogs
related to their beats, and all our origination teams also have topical blogs. We encourage staffers to break news on these blogs, to
update them frequently to keep the conversation moving and to keep
readers coming back for more. Because reporters and columnists
will post their columns or items about stories they’re writing, readers have raised new questions and angles – or even pointed out
errors – before our stories have made it into print. And I’m delighted
to see more and more reporters engaging critical commenters in
a positive and non-defensive way, which only serves to strengthen
their credibility with all our readers.

In addition to the success Bakotopia enjoyed in developing a niche
audience, it became obvious the software had promise beyond
this one site. Tools were added and it became the platform for the
Northwest Voice and later its sister publication, the Southwest Voice.
The application has rich tools. For example, bloggers can tag their
posts with topical keywords, which in turn are used to create interest
clouds. (We plan eventually to tag news all content on the site, even
news stories and other items not now on Bakomatic, and hope to be
able to create target audience that can be monetized.)
Although the newsroom had launched a couple of staff blogs on
typepad.com, it became clear that the Bakomatic platform was the
place for staff and community blogs alike. We began inviting members
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of the community to establish profiles and blogs, and more than
1,100 community members are now blogging, and nearly 20,000
have set up profiles. In addition, all our reporters and originating
editors are now blogging regularly and frequently on 10 team blogs
and 16 individual blogs. Our staff blog directory may be found at
www.bakersfield.com/blogs.
The content on the Bakomatic platform, which includes both the
staff and community blogs, now accounts for nearly a third of the
overall traffic on our entire site!

a great opportunity to cross-promote and leverage the print-Web
connection.
Publishing our readers’ words gives them access and a feeling of
ownership. This is true not just for those whose stories are published,
but also for all who notice the contributions of ordinary people. Our
print edition and Web site are much more open and inviting.

Printing submissions is invaluable advertising for our CJ effort.
And publishing excerpts from blogs is an effective and easy way
Development of Bakomatic has continued since its inception. Last to promote in print the valuable content that exists on our site.
year we introduced the Inside Guide (www.bakersfield.com/inside- Doing this validates the contributor’s effort and helps drive Web
guide), an interactive business directory that allows users to rate and site awareness and traffic.
review local businesses, or simply find them. Again, we share this
user-generated content with our print readers by scraping excerpts To succeed, such an effort requires total support from upper manfrom the restaurant reviews and publishing them in the Dining Out agement, and continual effort to maintain the flow. Creating a
contributions editor position at the department-head level sent a
section of our weekly entertainment tab.
clear message in our newsroom. But while a designated champion
In addition to hosting blogging and community activity on Bakersfield. is important, one is not enough. The support of editors at all levels
com, the platform hosts eight other Bakersfield-focused sites in our is needed, as is a frequent and consistent outreach effort. This all
network of niche publications. The company now is licensing this must be reinforced and validated by the regular publishing of usergenerated content submitted to the Web site, and must be supported
technology to other newspapers: www.participata.com
also by strong and consistent promotion.
What we’ve learned
User-generated content has opened the minds of editors and
Our citizen journalism effort and our interaction with the community reporters here. It’s helping close the gap between those inside and
through blogs allows us to engage readers in a more personal and outside the newsroom.
powerful way than we can with traditional journalism. Through
these efforts we humanize our coverage, and publish things we’d
never otherwise know or get to share. And these efforts provide
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Your Words

BURIED ALIVE

Diplomas in hand, local grads set
to open new chapter in their lives

hello college

Extraordinary
event as a
weatherman

The Bakersfield
Californian

T

(those funny-looking
square ones)
Hollie Nicole Davis, a senior at
North High, will attend Bakersfield College.

Lauren Smoot, a senior at Bakersfield High, will attend San
Francisco State University.

Alexandra Ortiz, a senior at
South High, will attend OTIS
College of Art and Design.

Bryan Frenes, a senior at Kern
Valley High, will attend Bakersfield College.

Jennifer Morgan Jones, a senior at Stockdale High, will attend Iowa Western.

Tyler Eastridge, a senior at
Bakersfield High, will attend
UC Santa Barbara.

Graduating
Kern County
high school
seniors are
headed to
colleges and
universities

Adam Tully, a senior at Liberty
High, will attend Bakersfield
College.

Nicholas R. Bauer, a senior at
Ridgeview High, will attend
Mesa College in San Diego.

Nicole Blackhawk, a senior at
Golden Valley High, will attend
UC Berkeley.

Seggan Moore, a senior at East
High, will attend Bakersfield
College.

Chris Cover, a senior at Liberty
High, will attend California
State University, Chico.

country. We
offer hearty
congratulations and

luck to all.

TRENDS

CSUB geologists
lured by industry

all over the

wish good

he weather on the evening of Dec. 19,
1977, was typical — low clouds, light
north winds, temperatures in the mid
40s. All of this changed around midnight when winds rapidly shifted
direction and came in warm and
gusty from the southeast, perhaps as
strong as 60 mph. Trees were reported falling
across Weedpatch Highway. An eerie blanket of
dirt enveloped the nighttime sky.
The winds continued all of
the following day and were
even stronger to the east and
southeast of Bakersfield. Visibility was restricted to just a
few city blocks, at best.
The perfect combination
of elements conspired to produce this extraordinary
weather event, which is now
simply referred to as The
Dust Storm.
Boyd
Arctic air slipped southward from Canada into the Great Basin, producing very strong high pressure over Nevada and
Utah. At the same time, a strong low pressure
system — a storm from the southern Gulf of
Alaska — was approaching the extreme northern California coast. The strong difference in
atmospheric pressure caused the cold, heavy air
Please turn to DUST / A3

Brittney Dawn Davis, a senior
at West High, will attend Bakersfield College.

Stacy Kight, a senior at East
High, will attend Bakersfield
College.

Philip Sacco, a senior at Bakersfield Christian High, will attend
Azusa Pacific University.

Gabrielle Chee, a senior at
Garces Memorial High, will attend University of Dallas.

Matt Michal, a senior at Centennial High, will attend Fresno
Pacific University.

Maria Munoz, a senior at Bakersfield High, will attend Bakersfield College.

Ben Russell, a senior at Liberty
High, will attend CSUB.

INSIDE
� More CollegeBound Seniors
photos on Pages
F4, F6, F7, F9
and F12. Represented are all photos received by
the May 21 deadline.

Richard Ballesteros Jr., a senior
at Cesar Chavez High, will attend CSUB.

Jason Anthony Gomez, a senior
at Highland High, will attend
CSUB.

Matthew James West, a senior
at Wasco Union High, will attend
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.

Megan Lin Peters, a senior at
Taft Union High, will attend University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Nicholas Fox, a senior at Centennial High, will attend Point
Loma Nazarene University.

A.M. McALLISTER

SAM CHASE

This photo was taken Tuesday, December 20,
1977, at approximately 9 a.m. near Arvin. The
shot was taken from a small twin-engine aircraft at an altitude of 5,000 feet over Highway 58. The mountain bases on the left are
the mountains to the east of Arvin, while the
large billowing cloud is believed to be directly over Arvin.

Tumbleweed
snowman

I

SEAN BOYD

Hats off

of 2007!

SOCCER
TOURNEY
RESULTS, C1

ON DEC. 20, 1977, a giant wind storm hit Bakersfield and surrounding areas and impaled itself into
the memories of all who were here that day. We asked readers to share their stories on our Web site,
Bakersfield.com/yourwords. Dozens responded. Here are just a few of the harrowing tales.

Goodbye high school,

to the class

WHAT NOT TO PLAY AT HOLIDAY PARTIES! H10

ECEMBER 16, 2007

COLLEGE-BOUND SENIORS

Dan Pacheco (far
left), Davin McHenry
(middle left), and Mary
Lou Fulton (near left),
enjoy the Californian’s
fully-integrated,
interactive newsroom
environment.

LOCALLY OWNED SINCE 1897 $1.50

www.bakersfield.com
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High prices and an aging work force are
driving the demand for geologists from
Cal State Bakersfield to crisis levels.
Oil companies often hire away geology
students before they can finish their
degrees, leaving the faculty without the
usual supply of assistant teachers and
researchers. The lure is easy to get:
Beginning geologists made between
$75,000 and $90,000 in 2006.
Page B1

SCHOOL SAFETY

Recent violence
spurs lockdowns
Lockdowns — like the one prompted
Friday at Casa Loma Elementary by a
nearby murder-suicide — are such a fact
of life for Bakersfield students that the
schools practice for violence the same
way they drill for fires or earthquakes.
Page B1

JACK KNIGHT

ROAD LESS TRAVELED
Dirt covers a road sign
on Highway 58 following the 1977 dust
storm.

DON YUTZLER

Golf in a gale
Early that morning, my friend Jim Hartman and I met at Kern City for our weekly
round of golf. As you can imagine, no other
golfers showed up. But we were true golf
junkies.
It was brutal! Though the course is surrounded by houses, the wind must have been
80 to 100 mph at times. The dirt and dust
were so thick we could only see the ball for

about 20 yards. We could pick up the direction of our shots and then guess where it
wound up.
The first two holes were with the wind, so
we did OK. But the crosswind on the third
was so severe, we couldn’t judge direction
or distance — I had a triple and he had a
quad. Holes four and five were dead into
the gale. On our swing follow-thru, we had
to close our eyes to not get sand in them.
Walking into the sandstorm, we had to cover our eyes and peek through our fingers.
To protect our lungs, we pulled up our
shirts. At times, we had to take a break by
lying down with our faces in the grass
where the air was calm and clean.
Somehow we survived the front nine, I
with a 49, Jim with a 56. Some of you
might think I’m making this up, so I’ll
include a copy of our scorecard. The pro
who let us play that day was Jim Kiger.
Ask him.

remember the day of
the dust storm. We
lived on Pryor Street
off of Olive Drive, so we
were not as at risk as
people in the more open
spaces.
Two or three days
before the storm, my 5year-old grandson and I
had driven out in the
country to collect three
tumbleweeds to make a
snowman in the front
yard. The tumbleweeds
wouldn’t stay stacked
so we found an old
broomstick and pounded it down through the
center. We spray-painted it white and tacked
on an old black hat on
top — really cute!
The storm came!
The black hat was
blown away, and the
paint was all stripped
off. But the broomstick
held and the poor
bedraggled snowman
stood triumphant! We
left him there to help us
celebrate Christmas
and be thankful that we
weren’t all blown clear
to Kansas!

CALIFORNIAN FILE PHOTO

Read more stories on Bakersfield.com/yourwords

Climate change

Stunning
U.S. move
clears way
for pact
2009 accord will set rules
to cut carbon emissions
Californian wire services

NUSA DUA, Indonesia
n a tumultuous final session at
international climate talks in
which the U.S. delegates were
booed and hissed, the world’s
nations committed Saturday to negotiating a new accord by 2009 that, in
theory, would set the world on a
course toward halving emissions of
heat-trapping gases by 2050.
The consensus
document
was
accepted by acclaDisappearing
mation following a
sea ice takes
tense confrontatoll on walrustion between the
es, A21
U.S. delegates and
leaders of developing nations, who
accused Washington in blunt terms of
pressing them for commitments while
refusing to make its own.
As envoys from 186 nations looked
on in a hushed conference hall, a delegate from Papua New Guinea leaned
into his microphone.

I

INSIDE

Please turn to CLIMATE / A3

Californian exclusive

Aera CEO widely respected, has critics
BY VANESSA GREGORY
Californian staff writer
e-mail: vgregory@bakersfield.com

I

f you ask the president and
CEO of Bakersfield’s Aera
Energy about his profession, he
might say he’s a chemical engineer.
For Gene Voiland, the calling he
pursued nearly 40 years ago as a
Washington State University student still guides his work as the
head of an oil and gas behemoth
with annual revenues of almost $4
billion.

“Gene’s running a company that has two of the biggest
petroleum industry giants in the world looking over his
shoulder.”
— Joe Sparano, Western States Petroleum Association president
“My tendency is to look at something and say, ‘This is a problem
that needs to be solved,’” Voiland,
60, said recently at Aera’s Ming
Avenue headquarters.
The self-described “Sputnik generation guy” is retiring from Aera
Energy LLC at the month’s end,
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capping a 38-year run in the oil
business and a 10-year stint at
Aera. He’s held the top post since
affiliates of Royal Dutch Shell and
Mobil Corp. (now ExxonMobil)
formed the exploration and production company in 1997.
Please turn to AERA / A8

COMING
W E D N E S D AY
Recount with us a few reasons
to thank the heavens you’re not
famous with our look back at the
most shocking celebrity antics
of 2007. Look for it, from the
safety of your
celebrity-free
home, in
Wednesday’s Eye
Street.

HENRY A. BARRIOS / THE CALIFORNIAN

Gene Voiland is the retiring CEO of Aera Energy LLC.
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chapter

ONLINE VIDEO BREAKS
THE PRINT MOLD
section 1

section 2

section 3

How the Printed
Word Became
the Motion Picture

How Much
Video Is
Enough?

Strategies for
Producing
Video

In its early days, television was predicted to be the death knell for news-

papers as people’s eyes shifted from black and white news articles to black and white
screens. Nevertheless, newspapers flourished. Today, eyes are shifting again, this time
to colorful, interactive screens where video is called up on demand. Once again, the
demise of newspapers is forecasted. But these predictions are unfounded. Unlike the rise
of television, the rise of Internet video is a media revolution that can bolster newspaper
journalism. As broadband access spreads around the world and bandwidth improves,
newspapers must heed the changing habits of their audience and complement the print
journalism they do best with video:
Add value: The point of Internet video is not just to do it because you can. You need to
give readers video that is useful to them, video through which they can understand your
stories. If your newspaper’s video does not enhance the work of your writers, you will
confuse your readers.
React quickly: An advantage over television that the Web affords newspapers is that
video can be published as soon as it is shot and briefly edited. Furthermore, as technology
improves, live, streaming video will become the norm, putting newspapers in direct competition with television stations, and anyone with an Internet-adapted mobile phone.
Keep it short: Television perfected its own model, producing programs virtually uninhibited
by time. Internet video, however, requires succinct, informative and entertaining clips that
give the audience what it needs to know in the least amount of time possible.
Invest in equipment: Ubiquitous, reasonably priced and user-intuitive consumer technologies produce sufficient video for the Web and are perfect for print journalists gathering short
clips in the field. For more in-depth, reflective stories, reserve professional quality kit.
Partner with professionals: At times, your newspaper won’t be able to do it all. Establish
partnerships with professional video producers to keep your site full of the latest, easily
accessible news video.
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How the Printed Word
Became the Motion Picture
Newspapers and video: a gathering tide
In October, Andy Dickinson, who teaches
Digital and Online Journalism at the Department of Journalism at the University of
Central Lancashire, published a survey
(see box below) which showed the degree
to which newspapers (especially in the US)
have increasingly embraced video.

six a day. Granted, the San Jose Mercury is
the exception rather than the norm. But the
fact that Morgan, whose business is based
on video syndication of broadcast affiliates,
makes such a prediction, is nonetheless
encouraging for newspapers.
“When we see these newspapers turn
the corner by adopting new technologies
The survey’s results should be encourag- that allow them to put a broadcast voice
ing to those, like Sean Morgan, CEO of on their text news, the market is going to
broadcast monitoring firm Critical Mention, erupt,” he says.
who believe that newspapers not only have
nothing to fear from online video, but have
a natural advantage against their television
rivals. “In the online video syndication space,”
Morgan says, “the largest video owners will
not be the broadcasters. It’s going to be the
newspapers.”

Morgan’s optimism about online video’s
potential for newspapers is shared by former
Merrill Lynch newspaper analyst Lauren
Rich Fine, who argues that video, more than
print, represents the most promising way
forward for the industry. “Interest in news is
greater today than it’s ever been,” said Fine.
Yet newspaper companies shouldn’t cling to
profit margins and models that don’t work
anymore. “There’s no way to go back to where
the industry has come from,” she added.

Morgan cited the example of the San Jose
Mercury, which produces up to 60 video
clips a day, as opposed to a local TV station
in San Jose, which produces about five or

Lauren Rich Fine, a former Merrill
Lynch newspaper industry analyst,
and Sean Morgan, CEO of broadcast
monitoring firm Critical Mention
suggest that newspapers capitalize
on the growing importance of video
on the Web by integrating it into their
daily production.

video tools

American newspapers are turning increasingly to online video. Here are some of
the results from Andy Dickinson’s survey:
- Video length: The average length for video is between 2-3 minutes;
- Production time: The average production time is between 2 -4 hours, or roughly I
hour to produce 1 minute of video;
- Camera of choice: The most common camera used in newsrooms is the Canon
XH-A1;
- Software of choice: The most common edit software in use is Final Cut Pro;
- Average production: Daily papers produce around 4-8 videos a week compared to
1-4 for weeklies (publishers with both daily and weekly papers produce 2-4 videos
a week).
It will be interesting to see how these figures evolve as the industry invests more in
both production facilities and staff training..
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“When newspapers adopt new technologies that
allow them to put a broadcast voice on their text news,
the market is going to erupt.”
teen inches from my face, I focus in a way TV
doesn’t require.” The article cited examples of
successful newspaper online videos, including the New York Times’ Art Buchwald video
obituary, to argue that newspapers have the
potential to override broadcast TV in quality
online video content. Which could make
The article offered an explanation for why online video the newspaper industry’s best
newspaper-generated online video is by opportunity to improve its financial outlook
nature more engaging for the viewer. “This is in the years to come.
Fine’s assessment was anecdotally supported video-journalism-on-demand years ahead of
by a February New York Magazine article that digital television: Because I elect to watch a
observed that “…newspapers’ Web-video story, then see it on a computer screen eighFine believes that large newspapers, as well
as local ones, will continue to thrive. “I think
there’s an enormous, un-sated appetite for
really local news,” she said. But questions
remain about midsize metropolitan dailies.
According to her, newspapers can’t operate
on the same business model, can’t expect
similar profit margins, and should expect their
print products to lose in importance.

portals (have become) the TV-journalism destinations of choice for smart people – that is,
in the 21st century, the dominant nineteenthcentury journalistic institution, newspapers,
might beat the dominant twentieth-century
institution, TV.”

An expert’s eye: David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips
David Dunkley Gyimah is an award winning
videojournalist, senior university lecturer and
council member of the Broadcast Journalism Training Council. But in addition to
practicing video journalism, he is also an
instructor at the UK Press Association’s
video training program, where he teaches a
two-day storytelling course. The goal of the
course is to help students learn the basic
rules of video journalism, before encouraging
them to break them, all in order to use video
to improve coverage.
Dunkley Gyimah believes training is essential
to maintaining an edge in today’s rapidly
evolving multimedia environment (see Chapter 4). But more than simply teaching video
techniques, he tries to get reporters to ‘think
video’. The format of his class emphasizes

one-on-one interaction and practical exercises done outside, ‘on the ground’. Above
all else, he tries to get his students “to fall off
the bike” as much as possible, as he’s convinced that it’s the best way to rid oneself of
the fear of trying something new. For editors
and journalists unfamiliar with video, Dunkley
Gyimah emphasizes the following:
- Movement drives the narrative: Most
video journalism pieces are short, but longer
ones can require multiple angles and frames,
even of the same subject, to make them
more dynamic.
- Practice the gestures: Just as for other
activities, getting used to video journalism
is a lot about muscle memory, which is a
function of repeating the same task over a
short period of time.
- Editing raises ethical questions: Editing is

legitimate to help a story flow more smoothly,
but it should accurately reflect the circumstances and content of the interview.
Throughout the chapter, you will find hands-on
tips for what Dunkley Gyimah calls the “Four
P’s of preparation”: 1. Prepare the story; 2.
Prepare the location; Prepare the camera; 4.
Prepare the journalist/interviewee.

David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Match the background: The ‘language’ of the
background must be consistent with the
story. If the story is about sailing, don’t
meet the interviewee in his office.

You have to integrate video, but how?
If a consensus seems to be emerging about
the necessity of integrating video into online
editions, the question of how and, as importantly, when to do so remains challenging.
The case of Norwegian daily Dagbladet, which
has fully integrated video – including usergenerated content and promotional trailers
– is illustrative.

When video was introduced to Dagbladet’s site in 1999, too few Norwegians had
broadband access to make it worthwhile.
But with a successful second try in 2006,
the paper now employs four fulltime staffers
to produce about 60 videos per week (that
includes newspaper-produced videos as
well as footage from news agencies). All

David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Basic framing: The rule of thirds generally

works best for interviews, but central
framing works better in some cases (e.g.,
a public figure making an announcement).
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videos are integrated into the text story, experience producing slideshows and other
interactive projects), and three part-time
and include pre-roll ads.
staffers. The paper planned to hire 2 more
Dagbladet now is at the forefront of video fulltime editors specifically for multimedia and
usage, featuring promotion trailers for cinema video, as well as three freelance editors. Surfeatures and offering mobile video to users. prisingly, only about 10 reporters had been
The paper even launched a YouTube-like formally trained in video and multimedia, but
site for users to upload their own videos. another ten were soon to follow. Instead, HJ
Thanks to its emphasis on video, the paper introduced its editors to industry best pracnow also collaborates with Norwegian tele- tices. They then walked reporters through the
vision news organizations to produce video multimedia process, teaching them how to
think multi-platform and encouraging them to
news content.
file video and audio. Despite the success of
the hands on approach, or perhaps because
Hindustan Times’ gets video-heavy
of it, the paper’s plans included training about
Another example of how to emphasize video 50-60 reporters as videographers and editors
is India’s Hindustan Times (HT), whose online by summer 2008.
integration was marked by the explosive
development of video and multimedia produc- Volksfreund’s online local TV
tion. By January 2008, the HT has already
produced about 300 videos in the first three Another model for video integration is Germonths following its initial convergence. many’s Volksfreund, a local daily that in SepMost of these were short form (one to three tember launched its own local TV channel.
minutes), with content ranging from inter- According to the paper’s Editor, Alexander
views and profiles to simple news events and Houben, the move wasn’t simply an attempt
features, but the paper planned to experiment to do “something with video.” Instead it was
with longer pieces (7-12 minutes) as well. the result of a strategic decision designed
to make Volksfreund the top regional media
HT’s enormous output required only one outlet on all platforms: print, Internet, audio,
dedicated fulltime multimedia editor (picked video, mobile. The paper’s online “broadfrom among existing staff due to his prior casts” range from 7 to 14 minutes, depending
on the available news, and follow the classic
TV news format: three feature video stories
followed by short news with photos, sports,
entertainment and weather, all with a local
and regional slant.

David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Three and out: Three questions is the opti-

mal length for quick pertinent content. If
you don’t get it in three to five questions,
you’re not going to get it.

present the broadcasts, with two anchor
people from the editorial staff filling in as
needed. Each of the paper’s thirty reporters
was trained in-house and issued a compact
digital camera (Canon Power Shot G7).
They are now responsible for gathering
stories for both the paper and the online
broadcast. But Houben said that the addition
of the video broadcasts hasn’t changed their
workflow significantly. Instead it required a
shift in priorities, with delivering video to the
online editors now the top priority.

Houben acknowledged that the learning process is far from over. In particular, he mentioned
mastering the different writing style required
for TV as opposed to print, as well as reducing
the length of the individual video takes. Still,
Volksfreund has already sold most of their preroll advertising, limited to 15 seconds, as well
as sponsorships for each of the broadcast’s
segments (the weather report, for instance,
is sponsored by a local gardening supply
store). The added revenue already covers the
broadcast’s €60,000 in annual costs. And by
using cross-promotion in the print edition, the
broadcast has quickly reached ten thousand
page views per day. In view of its success,
Houben only expected to expand Volksfreund’s
The dedicated staff includes three local video production during 2008, with weekly and
news teams (each tasked with one video thematic shows under consideration.
per day), an online editor to coordinate
the material, and two staffers for editing
and post-production. In addition, the paper
employs two freelance anchorwomen to
Newspapers such as Norway’s
Dagbladet (top left) and Germany’s
Volksfreund (bottom left) have
launched their own video players
to complement the text and photo
journalism on their respective
websites.

David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Directing the glance: When filming, get
the interviewee to look at the camera,
though not straight into the lens. Don’t
be afraid to stop the interview to offer
suggestions.
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When TV and text collaboration makes sense
According to a July 2007 Ball State University study, over 100 US television stations
have newspaper partners. “Some relationships are cross-promotion and not a whole
lot more, but others have genuine journalistic
cross-pollination,” explained Bruce Northcott
of TV-consulting firm Crawford, Johnson &
Northcott. The latter, according to Northcott,
have more value. “Journalistic cross-pollination” can combine resources and reach new
consumers at a time when advertising revenue
and circulation are both dwindling.
The partnership between WBIR in Knoxville,
Tenn. and The News-Sentinel is a prime
example of one such successful collaboration. Reporters for the Gannett-owned outlets
collaborate on four annual projects, and the
station’s newscasts frequently feature the
paper’s editors. When chasing top stories,
the station and newspaper staff can work
together, rather than compete, to provide full
and innovative coverage. In addition to more
input on stories, collaboration allows the stations and newspapers to mutually benefit
from new projects and ideas. WPEC in West
Palm Beach, Fla. and The Palm Beach Post,
for example, recently co-produced a hurricane
guide, followed by a WPEC special on hurricane preparedness. Thanks to their combined
efforts, the two split the ad revenue.

According to Rob Krier, VP and General Manager for KWTV in Oklahoma City, differences
in newsroom culture or corporate incompatibility can sometimes make staff members
wary to share resources or facilities. When
Krier’s station launched a joint website with
The Oklahoman, for instance, staff members
were initially reluctant because the station and
paper had different owners. The management,
however, pushed forward with the alliance and
now their joint site, NewsOK.com, receives
over 20 million page views each month.
Consolidating operations even further, as
some jointly held outlets have done, can also
mean facilitating the transaction process for
advertisers. And a joint site can even stimulate
ad sales and increase audience share among
younger demographics. Krier observed that
both parties must be invested in the project
for cross-pollination to work. But when they
are, it can mean big dividends.

multimedia products. AFP correspondents will
participate in the production of news reports
and be featured in France 24 interviews. The
video reports will be produced from six AFPbureaus across the world, which have been
transformed into miniature TV studios that the
agency calls “news corners.”

The announcement was followed in February
2007 by news that AFP had launched an
international video news service, in French
and English. AFPTV was to be broadcast every
day of the year, with its distribution initially
set at roughly 150 short (1-2 minute) reports
per month. The broadcast was to feature
four main types of coverage: international
news reports, investigation on societal issues,
lifestyle content, and a series of interview
with world leaders, celebrities and newsworthy people. This was to be complemented
by a mini-video news report, distributed to
websites, mobile phones and regional or
AFP: expanding production, partnering specialized TV stations. Forty journalists have
been specially assigned to the new platform,
for distribution
which was intended to be available in Arabic
International news agency Agence France- and Spanish by mid-2007.
Presse (AFP) made two moves in 2007 demonstrating how central video has become for David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips
this agency traditionally concerned with print. In
Positioning the subject: Angle the intervieJanuary, it agreed to provide the new 24-hour
wee’s body for maximized visuals.
international TV news channel, France 24
with newswires, audio and video reports, and

“Some relationships
are cross-promotion
and not a whole lot
more, but others have
genuine journalistic
cross-pollination.”
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Anticipate the subject:

Figure out whether the interviewee stands
still or is ‘a mover’, which will help you
frame the shot.

AFP Chairman, Pierre Louette,
helped his company establish
a partnership with France’s
international news broadcaster,
France 24, and oversaw the launching
of video news service, AFPTV.
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“Live video streaming is the missing link
between newsgathering and newswriting.”
“We are not looking for exhaustiveness, we will
not cover all of the world’s handshakes,” said
AFP Chairman Pierre Louette, describing the
venture. “We want to offer a complementary
service, more than a fundamental service.”
Reuters partners with Newscom to
supply video to online publishers
Similarly, in January 2008 Reuters and
Newscom, a content provider for online
publishers, agreed to a deal that could lead to
the inclusion of thousands of new broadcastquality videos within American news sites.
The deal enables Newscom’s customers
and subscribers to access over 13,000
broadcast-quality news videos through the
Reuters Video Resource Center’s searchable database. More than 100 videos are
added daily.

online video news now

The promise of live streaming video
Live video streaming is the future of newspapers videos online, according to Charles
de Vroede, deputy chief editor of Dutch newspaper de Telegraaf, who called it “the
missing link between newsgathering and newswriting.” For de Vroede, other video
formats lack immediacy. “News videos online quickly become very old,” he said. “For a
newspaper in print that’s not a problem, because everything is a day old.” But online
means instantaneous news, and de Vroede is convinced that means video, too.
Baz Broekhuizen, editor of Volkskrant TV (competitor to de Telegraaf), disagreed

with de Vroede. At this point, live video news is too expensive for newspaper sites to
produce, and they produce little or no “long tail” effect. According to Broekhuizen,
newspaper videos shouldn’t aim to compete with television broadcasters. It should
instead focus on video formats that have a longer-term appeal than breaking news
items.
The discussion came on the heels of YouTube’s announcement in March 2008 that it
would be adding live streaming video before the end of the year. “Live video is just
something that we’ve always wanted to do, we’ve never had the resources to do it
correctly, but now with Google, we hope to actually do it this year,” the company’s
co-founder, Steve Chen, said in an interview with Pop17 blogger Sarah Meyers.
As online video continues to boom and high-speed broadband connections spread,
live online video will be one of the next steps. De Telegraaf staff is already using
cameras with live streaming capability, in order to cover entertainment news stories.
But savvy newspapers will experiment with both formats as they learn more about
video and the audience’s preferences, and find ways to differentiate their content
from broadcast-produced news.

The year in video news
The rush to integrate video pushed newspapers into new and sometimes controversial directions throughout 2007 and the
beginning of 2008. From viral videos to
new launches and partnerships, though,
the industry showed no signs of slowing
down on the video trend.
Video obits: In January 2007, The New York
Times print edition published the obituary of
legendary humorist Art Buchwald, starting
its story with the hook “Hi, I’m Art Buchwald,
and I just died!” Its online edition proceeded
to show a video recorded by the by-now
dead man. The NYT’s section The Last Word
aims to portray dead celebrities on a regular

basis by having them eulogize their own lives
while they are alive. Motley Fool writer Rick
Aristotle Munarriz called the idea, “Grisly
yet brilliant,” while The Daily Show’s Jon
Stewart expressed dismay.
Viral news: In February 2008, a caustic and
vulgar remark made by French President
Nicolas Sarkozy to a passerby was caught
on video by a Le Parisien journalist. Posted to
Le Parisien’s website on a Saturday, Sarkozy’s
outburst attracted more than one million viewers by the following evening. Meanwhile, in
September 2007, a reporter for The Gainesville Sun captured video of a student getting
‘tasered’ by the police at a speech given by

Sen. John Kerry. The paper posted the video
to its website, where it attracted more than
20,000 hits (compared to the average 1,000
hits per video). But it also submitted it to YouTube, where it drew more than 840,000 hits
and was picked up by several national television networks. The incidents demonstrated
that the power of online buzz is just as effective when it comes to news items as it is with
other viral videos.
Video news aggregators: In February 2008,
Norwegian web developer Onar Vikingstad
launched NewsClipper, a video news aggregator. The site pulls together news video clips
from websites including ABC, BBC, CBS, and
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CNN. Users can sort through video clips by
“most recent,” “most viewed,” or by subject
(e.g. politics, international, and business),
and can also assemble a customized playlist
of favorite videos. However, some analysts
maintained that due to its embedding feature
as well as the fact that it strips ads from the
video content, the site could run afoul of
copyright infringement laws.
Newspapers turn to Roo: Web video developer Roo, (which renamed itself Kit Digital in
April 2008), made news throughout the year,
beginning in February 2007, when News
Corporation announced that it would acquire
a 5% stake in the firm for £6 million, with
another 5% to be acquired should Roo meet
its financial targets. In the same month, Mirror Group Newspapers signed a partnership
agreement with the firm to develop embedded
streaming video on its online editions mirror.co.uk and sundaymirror.co.uk. Roo had
already powered video players for the Times,
the Sun and Sky. Finally, in September 2007,
The New York Post signed an agreement allowing the Post to supplement its self-produced
video content with Roo’s content library and
platform, designed to support ads.

UK, The Guardian: In March 2007, The
Guardian’s Chief Executive, Carolyn McCall,
announced that the paper planned focus on
and improve its video service, including £1
million to be invested in video production and
hiring experienced staff. The move marked
a major commitment to the quality of the
paper’s videos (which had been produced by
self-taught reporters or amateurs) as a way to
better exploit video’s advertising potential.
US, The New York Times: In July 2007,
The New York Times (NYT) announced that
it had teamed with NBC News/MSNBC.
com for coverage of the 2008 presidential
elections. Under the partnership agreement,
MSNBC.com would publish national political
coverage from NYTimes.com, and the NYT
would stream NBC News’ political videos on
its website. According to the NYT, combined
reach of both news organizations exceeds 45
million consumers.
UK, The Forester: In September 2007, UK
weekly newspaper The Forester launched
its own Internet video service, Ftv, featuring
breaking news accompanied by video footage. Video coverage has included breaking
stories about drug raids and barn fires, as

well as less dramatic fare, such as summer
carnivals. One video report of a train crash,
which was uploaded to YouTube, became the
12th most watched video in the UK, and the
50th most viewed news and politics video
in the world that day.
UK, Financial Times: In November 2007,
FT.com appointed its first head of video,
Richard Edgar, formerly Editor of Reuters
Video for Europe, Middle East and Africa. His
appointment coincided with the Financial
Times’ new emphasis on video content, and
recent advancements in its online paid-for
subscription model.
France, Ouest-France: In January 2008,
leading French daily Ouest-France dove into
online video journalism in advance of the
country’s municipal elections, with three
mobile studios that would provide coverage from about 50 different cities. Video
coverage included portraits and interviews
of candidates, to be published online on both
Ouest-France’s site and Maville.com. The
paper planned to extend its video coverage
after the municipal elections, starting with
major events before moving on to cover
actual breaking news items.

professional video made easy

Broadcast software
for newspapers

Though multimedia convergence may intimidate journalists who’ve never spun a QuickTime
movie or published a podcast, a variety of software vendors believe they have tools to help. Smoothing the
path from desktop to Web, content-editing and formatting
software could help existing staff get media savvy via relatively approachable tools. Among the companies touting
pro-quality production tools for everyday users:
- Avid Active Content Manager: Designed to let users focus on
the creation end of story preparation -- while the software
readies it for multiple platforms. Active Content Manager
will adapt video, audio, graphics, and text to a variety of
publishing destinations: web, wireless, ITV, and others.
- Apple Final Cut Studio: Contains a package of professional
grade tools for editing video, motion graphics, and audio.
When the job is ready, the software can optimize a piece of
content for the web, podcasts, or any other convergence-era
destination.
- Vizrt Viz Multi Platform Suite: If video or graphics is bound
for a PC/Web browser, set-top box, PDA or mobile phone,
the Viz Multi Platform Suite is designed to aid distribu-

tion, converting work according to the individual format
requirements of each.
- Chyron WAPSTR System: Allows users to upload still images
and videos from mobile phones directly to the newsroom.
Potentially useful for delivering user-generated content
to editors.
-Avid’s Instinct System for Avid iNews: This tool helps create
video sequences while editing text -- using text as the
medium that drives the video editing process. The program
uses a vertical story line instead of a horizontal timeline for
video sequencing. For reporters and editors used to editing
print only, the software could be useful for understanding
the relationship between video and text.
-Template-based graphics: Graphics providers like Vizrt,
Chyron, and Avid make template-based graphics that could
be useful to newspapers looking to brand photos and video
published on the Internet. Previously, including brandstamped graphics required newsrooms to have an experienced graphic designer; pre-designed templates make the
process more accessible to everyday journalists.
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section: 2

How Much Video
Is Enough?
With all the emphasis on video in 2007, and
with every indication being that the trend will
continue throughout 2008, the question editors should be asking themselves is, just how

much video should newspapers seek? Is it an
optional plus, should all reporters be assigned
to capture video, or should a newsroom even
have its own in-house studio?

Video and Le Figaro: from newspaper to media group
According to Bertrand Gié, head of new
media for Le Figaro, the choice to develop
video was born of a changing vision of the
paper’s function. Like many newspapers, Le
Figaro is becoming a media group whose
purpose is to deliver a variety of content:
when, where and how the user wants it.
With the rise of an image-based culture in
general, the use of video in its online coverage was a logical next step, even if the paper
has resisted the industry trend towards fully
integrated newsrooms (see Chapter Two).
For Figaro.fr, the move was also audience-related. The paper’s goal was to create a news
site that increasingly aggregates content, and
video is often the best distribution platform
for that purpose. Video on Figaro.fr currently
consists of either properly credited footage
from other sources, or else short-format
video such as interviews with politicians, or
event coverage (Fashion Week was a notable
example). But the paper has also had firsthand experience with the potential of video
to expand its profile. A seemingly banal clip
about former President Jacques Chirac
moving out of the Elysée, for instance, was
reused by the broadcast network France
Télévisions and bought by German broadcaster ARD. And an amateur video posted

by the paper contradicted the police version
of an incident in a French suburb, putting Le
Figaro at the center of a story that it otherwise
would have only reported.
The homepage still doesn’t put much emphasis on the new medium, which might explain
why video accounts for a relatively small
share of total traffic. But video’s long traffic
tail means that the audience slowly builds up.
Nearly 2 million viewers, for instance, have
watched Figaro videos posted to the French

Le Figaro’s video player gives its
audience a different view into the
news than that of its print journalists.

video-sharing site Daily Motion. As a result,
although video assignments are still voluntary,
many Figaro journalists are getting used to
grabbing a camera (issued by the paper) to
cover their stories.
The paper’s decision to build an in-house production studio at a cost of 300,000 reflects its
commitment to continue down the video path.
With four fixed, broadcast-quality cameras at
its disposal, the paper will potentially be able
to produce segments for the French public
television network, as well as for redistribution
to foreign television news channels. The paper
has yet to decide on the actual programs to
be produced, but these will certainly include
one-on-one interviews, weekly debates, and
a show about fashion. Gié even left room
for the possibility of a user-generated video
show, as well as the paper’s very own videosharing platform, which Gié suggested would
be preferable to its deal with Daily Motion.
“Everything is possible,” said Gié. “We’ll have
to learn by walking.”
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Lighting:

Watch out for background lights.

Telegraph TV: moving from print to multimedia
Less than a year after The Times and The
Sun both launched TV services, the UK’s Daily
Telegraph announced plans in March 2007
to launch one of its own, Telegraph TV. The
paper teamed up with video news producer
ITN for its initial offering, The Business Show,
which it described as Britain’s first lunchtime
online business briefing. The 4-5 minute
show, presented by City Editor Damian

Reece and Sunday Telegraph City Editor
Dan Roberts, runs Monday through Friday,
and analyzes Britain’s economy, business,
and markets. “Business Show is yet another
example of delivering content to consumers
in the way they wish to consume it,” said
Shaun Gregory, Development Director for
the Telegraph. “It’s across all platforms and
fully integrated.”

The show was the debut of the Telegraph’s
ambitious video strategy, which it followed up
in September 2007 with the launch of an onDavid Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Focused questions: Ask bullet questions to
have all the facts ‘in the box’ to introduce
the person.
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The UK’s Daily Telegraph launched
a branded video player in 2007. The
paper produces original programming
in its newsroom and partners with
ITN, a multimedia content provider,
for daily newsclips.

demand video news service. Telegraph News
Now provides a daily seven-minute recap of
news stories that can be viewed individually
or in a continuous sequence. Video content,
again produced in partnership with ITN, is
updated throughout the day, and features the
paper’s own reporters commenting on stories.
“Now we will be able to continuously update

ing conservative MP Ann Widdecombe, as
well as a cooking programme featuring The
Telegraph’s food writer Xanthe Clay and
chef Lloyd Grossman. The Telegraph also
planned a daily feature, On This Day, applying video journalism to what has become a
widespread print feature recapping news
stories and events that occurred in previous
years on the same day.

The Telegraph’s video-oriented strategy paid
the news agenda, our news agenda that off, as video on the site drew 3.4 million hits
reflects our news judgment,” said Edward in the month of November, with 794,000
unique users. “The future of news on the
Roussel, Digital Editor at The Telegraph.
web is in the combination of text, video and
By the end of the year, Telegraph TV News user-generated content,” observed Ed RousNow included nine video features, with plans sel. “This development is a major step in that
to launch seven more. The new spin-offs were direction.”
to include a weekly political talk show featur-

Ready for the future: new forms of journalism at WPNI
While many papers have rushed to re-create
television-style narrated reports, the Washingtonpost.com has adopted a more experimental approach to video content. The goal,
according to Tom Kennedy, Managing Editor
for Multimedia at WashingtonPost/NewsweekInteractive, is to allow new forms of
media production to emerge at the intersection of print, television, and Internet. Kennedy
believes that people are more interested in
“subject-driven narratives” -- people and
places being filmed and allowed to speak
for themselves. That plays to the strength
of online video production, whose flexibility
makes for portraits of individual subjects with
greater immediacy than print, and greater
visual intimacy than television news.

“Visual content enables people to comfortably
understand a story better than that solely
based on text,” he said. In a portrait of Coney
Island, for example, a striking video captured
details of the amusement park and beach
through a changing summer day, without
any voiceover narration. Amid lingering long
shots and lively close-ups, sounds and voices
conveyed a visceral sense of the thriving, and
decaying, setting.
Some of the Post’s innovations during the
year were:
- onBeing, online: In February 2008, the
paper added a new video player and multimedia feature, onBeing, which displays

videos of life-tales, observations, and lessons provided by everyday people. The videos are shot in a close-up documentary
style against a white background. “onBeing
features extremely intimate and insightful
storytelling,” said Rob Curley, vice president
of product development, Washingtonpost.
Newsweek Interactive, “and we wanted to
create a platform for the videos that intensified the viewing experience.” To that end, the
paper rolled out a sophisticated video player
with high or standard definition, screen size
onBeing, an experiment in journalism
by washingtonpost.com that
publishes interviews of regular people
with interesting stories, joined Travis
Fox, a video documentary producer,
as one of the Post’s innovative forays
into multimedia journalism.
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“Visual content enables people

to comfortably understand a story better
than that solely based on text.”
that can be adjusted instantaneously, and
videos that can be sent directly to video
phones or through e-mail. New content is
added each Wednesday.
- iPost: In April 2007, the Post announced
the addition of high-definition (HD) video
podcasts that will be available for download
on both its own site and iTunes, as well as
for viewing on HD TVs and computer screens.
The content, including a series of awardwinning documentary videos created by the
site’s multimedia team, will be the first-ever
newspaper podcasts to conform to Apple’s
HD TV specifications. “The demand for high
quality video via the Web is surpassing that of

the supply,” observed Tom Kennedy. Washingtonpost.Newsweek Interactive had
positioned itself for the move by switching to
high-definition cameras last year in anticipation of the spread of HD technology.

mainstream media company,” Kennedy said.
But it helps when you have practitioners like
video journalist Travis Fox, who won two
Television News Awards in 2007 from the
National Press Photographers Association for short-form documentaries originally
The paper’s future plans include incorpo- appearing on the Post’s site.
rating user-contributed, video journalism.
Kennedy said finding the right set of tools
to provide, collect and present the content David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips
was step one. Next would come determining
Merge left: It helps to have the interviewee
how to best integrate video-based “citizen
to the left of the camera, simply because
journalism” with in-house presentations
the LCD screen is often on the left of the
in ways valuable to visitors. “The Internet
camera.
has leveled the playing field technologically
between the individual practitioner and the

streaming vs. downloading

iPlayer:
viewing the BBC
in a new way

Developing a sound approach to online video
isn’t limited to print news outlets. In December
2007, the BBC relaunched the iPlayer on-demand
video service, making it available to Mac users
for the first time. The new generation iPlayer
also offered both streaming and downloading
of content, as well an embedding feature to make clips
more exportable. “2008 will be the year when we start to
find out how (TV over the internet) gets into the living
room,” said Eric Huggers, controller of BBC Future Media
and Technology, “and how users can access these services
from their couch.”

If traffic statistics are any indication, iPlayer will certainly be
part of the answer to Huggers’ questions. The site attracted
more than one million visitors in the two weeks immediately
following the iPlayer’s launch on Christmas Day. The BBC’s
research showed that of the over three-and-a-half million
programs viewed, streaming video was more popular than
downloading by a factor of eight to one. “Typically, people
who use the BBC iPlayer are spending nearly half an hour a
day watching streams of their favourite programmes,” said
Ashley Highfield, director of BBC Future Media and Technology, “suggesting that it looks set to revolutionise the way
BBC Television programmes are viewed in the UK.”

Triggering evolution: Le Télégramme’s JT Web
When French regional newspaper Le Télégramme launched a daily, 5-minute video
news report in April 2007, the program was
far from an improvised effort. The paper had
already built a production studio within its
newsroom with two professional cameras,
an editing console and lighting. It also hired
a professional broadcast journalist to produce daily video footage with professional
standards (about one original report daily,
sometimes two). But while JT Web, as the
show is called, has helped to expand Le Télé-
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gramme’s multimedia coverage, the televised
format hasn’t lived up to expectations trafficwise. Despite roughly 40-50 thousand daily
unique visitors to the website, downloads
range between 1,000-3,500, depending on
the news event.
Still, the paper does not consider the project a failure. As Digital Editor Olivier Clech
explained, in addition to being an attempt to
capitalize on the growing demand for video
news coverage, JT Web was launched with
a second purpose in mind: to create the
environment for cultural change within the
paper’s non-integrated newsroom by inspiring curiosity amongst journalists. “Video was
a lever to trigger evolution,” Clech said. “It
was both used to fulfill the audience’s needs
and made journalists realize that multimedia
was inevitable.”
While not all of the paper’s 200 journalists will
produce multimedia coverage on a regular
basis, the video program was a good way

But if the televised news format, with its
rigorous and structured approach, was a good
way for the paper to tackle video, it doesn’t
really fall in line with the expectations of the
online audience, most of whom seek short
and diversified on-demand clips. The format
would also be better applied to talk shows,
profiles or select news items, since it entails
holding breaking news videos until the 5pm
news report, instead of publishing them immediately. Finally, the JT Web program may have
also suffered from insufficient visibility on the
homepage, lack of broadband penetration and
a relatively slow server. Still, Clech refused to
For the last municipal elections in March let the initial results discourage him. “Let’s not
2008, the Télégramme organized broad focus on the platform,” he said, “and instead
national video coverage to complement its keep doing our jobs.”
print and online stories. Video interviews
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips
were shot with editors of the paper’s local
editions to discuss the details of the elections. Capture the essential: Use ‘answer nuggets’
On Election Day, the Télégramme gathered to facilitate responses, and body language
spontaneous reactions from voters and politi- to speed up or slow down the speaker
cians, and provided video analysis from its as needed.
main offices.
to make them more Web-friendly. Journalists contribute to the show’s production by
compiling video content shot by the video
journalist, gathering his or her own footage
on assignment or in short interviews with
the paper’s journalists, and serving as an
anchor for the news report. They also attend
the morning news meeting to help select the
stories with the most visual relevance. Training consisted of a 4-week program. On any
given day, the actual news show is staffed
by four of the paper’s journalists, chosen on
a rotating basis from a variety of desks.

Fairfax video: everything you need to know about the studio route
In March 2008, Fairfax Media, publisher of
The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age in
Australia, unveiled two video studios in its
new Sydney headquarters. Aided by broadcast consultants, the project took ten months
from conception to construction. The smaller
studio, integrated within the Herald’s newsroom, is equipped with broadcast-quality
HD cameras and can accommodate 2-3
people on camera at a time. The larger studio,
designed to be used by all Fairfax Media
outlets, includes six editing suites equipped
with Final Cut Pro, and a fiber optic cable to
enable quick transfers. Most importantly, the
facility is capable of HD production should
Fairfax decide to go that route, which Ian
Vaile, Director of Fairfax Digital Productions, said was a near certainty.

includes two or three video journalists, one or
two staff supporters and a local multimedia
editor, all of whom focus on video news production. But all reporters are encouraged to
gather video content, and with that in mind,
Fairfax is supplying each newsroom with
Canon Tx-1 cameras – a hybrid between
a still and video camera – for reporters to
take along with them while reporting stories.
Vaile acknowledged that the extra work this
demands is a problem that has yet to be fully
resolved. But he suggested that management
will grant reporters the time in their work day
to devote to video, instead of adding it on
top of what they have to do already. He also
pointed out that for some aspects of video
production, such as editing, it can be much
more efficient to hire specialists rather than
waste hours of reporters’ time

To facilitate the transition to video, Fairfax
hired a video and digital production team Fairfax produces two main types of video
of 18 staffers, 10 of whom are dedicated to content:
news video. Each of its major newsrooms now - Video news reports, with an emphasis on

brevity and local news;
- Everything else.
The second category includes anything that
can’t be considered news, such as sports,
panel shows, and thematic reports. Examples
of content include in-house studio footage, a
TV review program with occasional guests,
topical shows focused on sporting events,
local news reports shot by specialized video
journalists or Fairfax journalists, and oneminute interviews with journalists about a
topic in their field of expertise.
As for TV-style broadcasts, Vaile and Fairfax
have already experimented with them and
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Spot the content: Learn to spot the answers

during an interview, and to move on once
the content is there. The shorter the footage, the shorter the production time.
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“By providing a comprehensive video news service
during the day, newspapers can remove a share of
the people who watch broadcast news bulletins at night.”
found that the normal linear TV news bulletin
doesn’t offer the amount of freedom online
viewers seek. “Online, people can choose
to watch the stories they’re interested in,”
Vaile explained, “and don’t want to watch
the stories they’re not interested in.” Interestingly, the TV-format works well for mobile
platforms, due to the limited navigation the
hardware allows. But for online, Fairfax plans
to experiment with other video alternatives,
emphasizing one asset newspapers have
plenty of: journalists with expertise in a particular area, and the credibility that goes
along with it. Vaile also believes very much
in the future of live video streaming, based
on some successful experiments in the past,
most notably coverage of a ship that ran

Australia’s Fairfax Media invested
a great deal of time in money in the
construction of two video production
studios, both equipped with the
highest quality cameras and video
editing software. The studios were
designed for use by all of Fairfax’s
holdings, not just its television
stations.

aground in June 2007, that Fairfax covered rest. He mentioned a 28-part travel program
thanks to video cameras embedded with the sponsored by Land Rover and scheduled to
launch in March 2007 as an example.
local surf patrol boat.
The construction of the studios was a very
significant investment, in the range of “several
million dollars”, and combined with the cost
of bandwidth raises the question of whether
the business model for video is viable. While
he acknowledges it is still in its infancy, Vaile
has no doubt that it will prove to be lucrative,
especially in the non-news segments which,
while drawing fewer viewers (50% of video
traffic goes to news items), allow for greater
targeted marketing opportunities. As Vaile
summed up the model, high traffic goes
to news, high value advertising goes to the

Although Fairfax doesn’t have the same
resources or content as a TV network, many
traditional broadcasters are hesitant to
approach online video. So ultimately, Fairfax
Digital’s long-term goal is to tap into some
of TV’s advertising budget, both in news
and non-news areas. “The intention is that
by providing a comprehensive video news
service during the day,” Vaile explained, “we
will remove a share of the people who watch
broadcast news bulletins at night.”
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Strategies for
Producing Video
Once a newspaper has decided to integrate
video into its online edition, it is important to
develop a video strategy. Newspapers must
clearly define who will shoot video, who will
edit it, and how it will be distributed to view-

ers. Often that means deciding whether to
equip all reporters with cheap cameras and
produce lots of ‘quick’ videos, or leave video
production to specialists who produce less
content, at a higher level of quality.

Cheap and cheery or costly with quality?
Newspaper commentator Howard Owens
argued in favor of simply putting the video
cameras in the hands of reporters, in January
2008. Owens maintained that viewers want
to see video, regardless of the production
quality. Training, shooting and editing time are
limited, and video equipment mainly consists
of cheap handheld devices, so the best bet
is to keep expectations low and give people
what they want.

for the paper, he explained that he opted for the
latter approach, because it’s “driven by quality
production values, with in-depth storytelling
that is shot and edited by people with strong
visual sensibilities.” For Mulvany, the higher
production values of the resulting videos justify
the higher costs and production time.

The first step involves changes in workflows
and mentalities. Editors must learn how to
think visually about stories they assign if
reporters are to shoot video, which in turn can
mean an extra workload on journalists.
One must then choose what type of equipment to use. Cheap cameras are more accessible and portable, but their quality (especially
audio) is inferior. Mulvany’s preferred cameras are hard-drive based video cameras
with small shotgun microphones.

Of course, the two approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive. A newspaper can use
a little of both. In fact, Mulvany’s task at the
The Spokesman-Review (Washington) Mul- Spokesman, as for all editors implementing
timedia Editor Colin Mulvany disagreed. In video, is “to find that synergy of volume without
describing the video strategy he implemented dumbing down the quality of the storytelling.” Finally, the multimedia editor must provide a
video training workshop for web producers
and mobile journalists, in which they learn
fundamentals of production and editing. Other
reporters must also be trained because “most
of the bad reporter produced video I’ve seen
suffers from a basic lack understanding of how
to shoot video properly,” says Mulvany.

“Integrating video implies finding the
synergy of volume without dumbing-down
the quality of the storytelling.”

3 steps to video success:
1. Editors must learn to think visually
about stories
2. Choose equipment according to needs
and production desires
3. Provide training for Web producers and
mobile journalists

Newspaper commentator Howard
Owens (above right), doesn’t think
the quality of online video is the
audience’s main concern. Editor of
Washington State’s SpokesmanReview, Colin Mulvany (above left),
disagrees with Owens, declaring that
professional production is worth the
time and effort.
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Get creative: what the experts say about video
While the potential of video journalism for
newspapers is obvious, some editors and
journalists may feel intimidated when it
comes to actually putting it into practice. But
the consensus among those who have made
the transition is that with some creativity and
training, there’s no reason why newspaper

journalists can’t become successful online
video journalists. Michael Rosenblum, a
former New York Times executive who now
runs a consultancy practice that provides
video journalism training around the world,
suggested that newspapers should simply
let their journalists be creative.
Video expert and former New York
Times executive Michael Rosenblum
feels that newspaper reporters
have an advantage over their
television colleauges when it comes
to video because print journalists
are generally more creative and
spontaneous.

Rosenblum believes that newspapers are
perfectly positioned to make online video work
to their advantage since TV thus far has kept
its focus on its own programming, leaving the
Internet for “leftover material.” He said that
since print reporters are used to working alone
and thinking on their feet, they have a further
advantage over TV reporters in web video
production, as TV reporters usually work with
large crews involving much setup.
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

The walkie: Consisting of 3 shots of the

interviewee walking, the VJ starts filming from behind, then walks around the
interviewee and back pedals for a few
seconds, then stops and allows the to
subject to walk by out of frame.

expert video hints

Nothing to fear
from video

Michael Rosenblum believes newspapers have

nothing to fear from video. Here are his tips
for how they should approach it:
- Avoid “televisionization”: Don’t attempt to imitate broadcast
news, but instead integrate multimedia content to produce
a new kind of storytelling.
- Embrace HD: High-definition video allows still image captures that are clear enough to use in print. With fewer
devices necessary, photographers can move into video
production more easily.
- Train, don’t hire: Instead of hiring new online staff, let print
reporters be the videographers.
- Be aggressive: Print reporters should learn the technology
and become literate in video, not to become filmmakers, but
to integrate video into their reporting.
- Video notebooks: Treat video cameras as digital notebooks.
Sometimes the news-collecting process suggests story
angles.
In an article for the Poynter Institute, multimedia producer and
former television photographer Regina McCombs compiled
advice from three video editors for print journalists looking to
improve their multimedia storytelling. They discussed pacing, transitions, and editing, as well as how to best utilize these multimedia
techniques to effectively draw the “reader” into a story.
Let the emotion pace the story: Pacing a story is essential.
Despite the urge to linger on a personal favorite photo or video

clip, “it’s egotistical to be sitting on a shot instead of moving the
emotion of a story forward with a succession of photos,” said
John Hyjek, NBC News Editor and three-time National Press
Photographers Association (NPPA) “Editor of the Year”.
Simple transitions set up more complicated ones: In terms
of video transitions, which often determine the tone of a piece,
the golden rule of simplicity applies. Jim Douglas, 1985 NPPA
“Photographer of the Year”, advised using transitions such as
dissolves or fades to black only when necessary. Cuts are the
strongest and most engaging transition, while fades and dissolves
are gentler and more dreamlike.
Let the story speak for itself: The editors favored the use of
environmental sound over a narrator or an interview to involve
the viewer more intimately with the story. Douglas suggested
layering sound bytes to create something innovative and original.
Fellow editor Jonathan Menell explained that journalists could
prepare and engage readers by introducing audio first, followed
by video or photos.
Don’t be afraid to experiment: Discussing the slideshows he
had watched, Menell said he saw two styles of video developing; those following the video model with a variety of sound,
and those blending the lines between sound, silence and
images. Although the more experimental techniques don’t
work every time, they can result in positive results and ideas
for future work.
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Can video get the red out?
With newspaper online ad growth in the
US declining from about 30-40% per year
recently to about 20% in the first half of
2007, and slowing even further in the
third quarter, revenue potential is another
reason for newspapers to develop online
video. A study released in February 2007
by local media consultant Borrell Associates revealed that newspaper websites
that offer online streaming video attract
substantially more advertising money
than their broadcast TV counterparts. The
study, which compared newspaper websites using streaming video to their local
broadcast TV counterparts, found that the
newspapers attracted $81 million in local
ad revenue, compared to $32 million for
the broadcasters.
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

The pivot-foot: Typically used when inter-

viewing two people next to each other who
have contrasting views, the VJ films one
speaker, then drifts the camera to the
other speaker, making sure to transition
smoothly.

While the numbers indicate a non-negligible
advantage for newspapers in the ad market,
they don’t actually demonstrate how economically profitable local video streaming
is for a newspaper. Furthermore, the overall
market is still quite small, amounting to $161
million in 2006. But Borrell Associates
predicted that in five years, local online video
advertising will exceed $5 billion, about a
third of total local online advertising. The
study also noted that about 40% of roughly
1,450 dailies in the US are equipped with
online video streaming in one form or another.
Thus, while newspapers may be struggling
right now to compensate print losses with

digital revenues, online videos could be the
revenue solution of the future.
Online video ads work,
but will TV really die?
Meanwhile, in August 2007, media consultant group Conchango offered newspapers
another reason why they should be prepping up their online video offerings: web
users are increasingly tolerant of video ads,
and many of them prefer video as a news
medium online. According to Conchango’s
research, one-third of the UK’s web users
prefer video to other online media. 25%
think information delivered through video
was easier to understand. 40% preferred
video because it was less time-consuming
than text. But best of all for publishers, an
increasing number of consumers tolerated
ads as long as the content remained free. “So
many publishers are worried about how the
internet is going to affect their revenue,” said
Paul Dawson, head of interactive media at
Conchango “What these findings say is that
so long as advertisers are thoughtful and
audience-focused with their creative, they
will continue to provide revenue to fund the
provision of free content.”

David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips

Self-shooting : Journalists can record
themselves at arm’s length, which gives
a sense of immediacy and proximity to
the story.

he advocated the end of TV-like 30-second
online ads, claiming that a 10-15 second ad
with side banners is more effective.
Combine those outlooks with the prediction
made by Vint Cerf, one of Google’s vicepresidents and an Internet pioneer, to the
Guardian. “TV is rapidly approaching the
same kind of crunch moment that the music
industry faced with the arrival of the MP3
player,” Cerf declared. According to Cerf, we’ll
soon be downloading our TV content at will,
rendering watching TV on its set schedule
obsolete. “You’re still going to need live television for certain things - like news, sporting
events and emergencies - but increasingly
it is going to be almost like the iPod, where
you download content to look at later.”

The natural advantages newspapers have
when it comes to online video news could
position them well to capitalize on the
expected growth in online video demand,
The findings corroborated those shared by provided they’ve prepared themselves to
Robin Smyth, executive director of Roo, with respond to it.
The Association of Online Publishers video
David Dunkley Gyimah’s video tips
forum in March 2007. Smyth, whose company has signed agreements with the Mirror The classic one-on-one: The interview conGroup and Times Online to provide video sists of at least three shots, usually set on
features on their websites, stated that user a tripod. The first shot: show the journalattention span for web video had increased ist’s back and interviewee facing forward.
from 4.5 minutes in December 2004 to 25 Second shot: same thing, but the other
minutes: as many as nine clips, and much way around, enabling switchbacks from
more than the average newspaper readers’ the journalist’s face to the interviewee.
attention span. Smyth expressed little doubt Third shot: wide angle of both people, to
that the Web would become the world’s larg- show the context of the interview.
est broadcasting platform. As for advertising,

“TV is rapidly approaching the same kind
of crunch moment that the music industry faced
with the arrival of the MP3 player.”
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Video lessons from Nouvel Obs:
do in-house production studios
work?
By Jean-Yves Chainon, Editor, Editors Weblog
The website of the French weekly, Nouvel Observateur, was one of
the first national news sites to regularly feature video, beginning
soon after its launch in 1999. As bandwidth has improved and
multimedia becomes more prominent online, the analytical paper,
distributed every Thursday, decided to invest seriously in video. Now,
Nouvel Obs links to video at other sites, embeds video from social
platforms such as YouTube and Daily Motion, and has signed deals
with video content producers. But perhaps most significantly, www.
nouvelobs.com has built its own in-house studio, a dedicated video
centre dubbed Canal Obs.
The birth of an online video studio

The studio looks like any TV set, only smaller and less overwhelming. Four remotely controllable cameras are set at different
angles, surrounding a central table that fits 5-6 participants
comfortably. A makeup artist and three studio technicians are
employed part-time for the filming and editing, at a rate of about
€250 each per day.
Elkord, Arteta, and their part-time staff of four, film a variety of
television-style, talk show news programs on Wednesdays. The
programs last between 5 and 30 minutes. As of January 2008,
Canal Obs was offering about one dozen shows (not all of which
are produced weekly), such as:
- a weekly film review, in which print film critics debate recent pictures,
with typically less reserve than in their allotted column
- an investigative documentary-type show, in which a 30-min report,
introduced by a journalist, is shown
- a literary review, hosted by 73-year-old columnist Delfeil de Ton,
who declared his program “the opposite of TV, which bores me.”

Canal Obs was considered and approved by 82 year-old Nouvel
Obs chief, Claude Perdriel, who proved that the stereotypical
online generational divide isn’t always true. Perdriel commissioned
two editors, Malika Elkord and Stéphane Arteta to establish the
Internet video channel. Officially launched in March 2007, Canal Obs
is a section within the Nouvel Obs website, a section that maintains
editorial independence from nouvelobs.com: the editors do not report In general, Nouvel Obs journalists are in charge of all content produced by Canal Obs. They come up with ideas for a show to be aired,
to the nouvelobs.com editor.
prepare the format and content, and participate in the programs. All
show proposals are submitted to Arteta who validates them.
The journalists that participate in the programs, including the
site’s two editors, claim that there is minimal additional workload and that the time spent on the Canal Obs set is perfectly
manageable. Reporters are already well versed in the field that
they discuss and no TV training is necessary so preparation time
for programs is negligible. On the other hand, Delfeil has found
that the time spent reading full books for his literary review was
excessive. For this reason, he shoots three series of 5-6 shows
at a time every year.

Furthermore, after some trial and error, the Canal Obs team has
perfected its editing process so that it does not take up too much
additional staff time. Whereas the team used to take two days for
shooting and two days for editing, now programs rarely receive much
editing unless the conversation gets too off topic. Because of this,
Stéphanie Bizutti, who is in charge of technical operations, is able
to create a final version of all shows in one day (done on Thursdays,
the day after shooting). Bizutti’s main task is to plug in an intro and
outro, created with the help of one of the print designers from Nouvel
Obs, to the shows. Editors from the news desk then decide when
to publish the shows online during the week.
While Canal Obs shows are shot in a TV-like manner, it aims neither
to compete with TV nor to produce TV-like content. Blank spots
(moments of silence) are allowed, journalists argue voraciously on
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the set, feel relaxed, and sometimes laugh hysterically, as do guest
speakers, such as politicians, who tend to be more outspoken and
comfortable than when speaking on mainstream television. The
video studio strategy also enables Nouvel Obs to deal with topics it
might not cover in the print edition.

aim of the programs, which are more about image than audience.
Indeed, other video at nouvelobs.com has much more success. For
example, embedded video clips taken from partner sources such
as President Nicolas Sarkozy visibly tipsy at the G8 Summit drew
600,000 views. A clip of Sarkozy walking out of an interview with
an American broadcaster was watched 300,000 times.

The problems with TV-style video online
Unfortunately for Canal Obs, the studio produced, TV-style format
doesn’t seem to be particularly popular with online audiences. General
Director of Nouvel Obs, Louis Dreyfus, pointed out that the programs
are the least watched video content on Canal Obs and nouvelobs.
com. “We probably started off 10 years late, which means we make
shows that aren’t even watched on TV anymore,” said Dreyfus. Not
only is the audience lacking, studio shows also happen to be the
costliest, because they require specialized part-timers to do the
editing, studio facilities and a lot of bandwidth.

Despite the relatively low audience numbers for the studio-produced
video, Elkord feels that the construction of the studio, and accompanying conceptual work of the Nouvel Obs staff, has helped the
weekly build its brand name online and find its bearings in a world
little known to traditional newspapers. Said Elkord, “We need to
particularize ourselves and to develop and identity, or else everybody
is just doing the same thing.” In her view, it’s good to have a few
popular clips to draw eyeballs, but viewers will only return to the
site if it offers regular, quality content.
The future of video at Nouvel Observateur

But according to Canal Obs editor Arteta, some shows have been
successful. Political and polemical shows are the most watched,
garnering up to 50,000 views. According to Arteta, when it comes
to video, newspapers have an advantage in the political and opinion
field because, unlike TV, newspaper journalists aren’t necessarily in
search of a widespread consensus.

As of the spring of 2008, Nouvel Observateur was earning about five
percent of its revenues from its digital operations with video appearing as a drag on these revenues. “To this day, there is no business
model for video content. The audience is small, it’s extremely costly in
terms of bandwidth, and furthermore, you sometimes need dedicated
The majority of shows, however, draw less than 1,000 views per competencies such as video editing,” said Dreyfus. Still, the Nouvel
week. Arteta partially attributes the relatively poor figures to the Observateur General Director feels that there is a big future in online
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video. This is why the weekly began a partnership with video-sharing Overall, Fiole and Dreyfus see Nouvel Obs video becoming more
reactive to breaking news. “We feel today that it is more interesting
platform, Kewego (www.kewego.com), in April 2008.
to use video as punctuations within articles.” Fiole particularly would
The ultimate goal is for Nouvel Obs to create its own YouTube-style like to join more video with text because “there are two different
platform. In the winter of 2008, before the launch of the platform, it levels of information that complement each other perfectly.” While
was still unclear how it would be named, but staffers were betting it the Nouvel Obs’ experience with 30-minute TV-style talk shows may
would remain Canal Obs, the title under which Nouvel Obs has built have proved a difficult sell to the audience, the weekly’s leaders feel
that newspaper video will have to evolve into new formats that blend
a brand name for its online videos.
into other types of content in order to produce a more informative
Kewego will allow nouvelobs.com to host content from its various and more appealing news package. In fact, said Fiole, “The future
channels. Just like DailyMotion and YouTube, the Kewego-powered is mixed media.”
platform will enable users to rank, select, share, and submit videos
and the Kewego team will filter user comments, saving Nouvel
Obs resources for producing more journalism. Apart from these
advantages, video content will also be more visible and searchable
on nouvelobs.com, something that was previously lacking at Canal
Obs, thanks to the centralized platform. The video solution company
has already partnered with other French publications such as Le
Parisien, which received one million views in 24 hours by posting a
clip of President Sarkozy’s antics, and TV broadcaster M6.
In the meantime, Nouvel Obs will need to decide whether standard
newspaper website video footage (embedded video from outside
sources, short interviews conducted by journalists, etc.) is enough
for the site, or if it is worth continuing the in-house TV-style production. Editor of nouvelobs.com, Patrick Fiole, feels that video will be
a crucial part of the future of online news content, backed by the
evidence shown in February 2008, when it was realized that, thanks
to video, users were spending an average of 20 minutes on the site,
up 12 minutes from the previous year. Fiole and his colleagues are
also waiting for a French mobile video boom, predicting that it will
happen in the autumn of 2008. They hoped to launch a mobile video
site by the summer of 2008.

The Nouvel Observateur’s video studio
is set up with four cameras around
a central discussion table in order to
capture every angle.
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One of the major advantages of newspapers over other 20th century media

was their portability. Whereas television and radio were stationary devices, newspapers
could be picked up, folded and carried in readers’ pockets. Now, through 21st century
mobile devices carried in the pockets of an enormous amount of people around the world,
newspapers have the perfect means of transferring from the print to the digital world.
Go mobile: Almost all of your readers have an Internet-capable mobile phone with them
every second of every day. Your newspaper needs to be accessible on these devices. Sending pertinent news updates to users handheld devices is an excellent way of distributing
news and maintaining reader loyalty.
The wireless Web is here: Don’t waste time and money investing in mobile-specific
software such as WAP. Internet browsers are becoming standard on mobile devices,
allowing newspapers to repurpose content produced for the Internet.
Print journalism’s digital liberator: Long, analytical and investigative stories on a
computer screen have proven unpopular with readers. But the consensus remains that
this type of journalism is necessary. eBooks and ePaper that boast a similar resolution to
that of print, will fill the gap for multi-page pieces read on a screen, helping newspapers
continue to produce the watchdog journalism necessary for society.
eNewspapers for eConsumers: Significant advances in digital ink and electronic paper
technologies may pose the most serious challenge to newspapers’ tradition of print pages.
At the same time, they represent an opportunity for a new business model closer to that
of traditional subscriptions without the large investment in paper and distribution costs.
Get ‘em where they are: With so many choices on the Web, the audience is fickle.
But now, instead of readers finding your content, your content can find your readers.
Newspapers should develop “widgets”, a technology through which content can be easily
syndicated to outside websites, steering readers to your journalism from wherever they
may be browsing.
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eReaders:
Away from Ink
The promise of e-paper: closer to reality?
The Internet has taken away both readers
and ad money from print papers, but so far
online ad revenue hasn’t been enough to
make up for the losses. As a result, many
industry analysts suggest that papers look
to devices which use e-ink technology as
possible alternatives to make the newspaper
industry more profitable.
The costs of an e-paper are mostly fixed
because it eliminates distribution costs. Production costs, including staffing and general
administration, are also reduced once the
e-paper is the only edition. Perhaps most
importantly, advertising on e-paper is most
closely related to print advertising, not online
display advertising which most studies have
proved inferior to print. If e-editions adopt
a screen the size of a tabloid paper, as US
publisher Hearst has announced it plans to
do within two years, ads are still displayed in
the same manner as they are in the regular
print newspaper. Ads could also be targeted
to specific audiences, making them even
more attractive to advertisers.

Owner of the Philadelphia Inquirer and the
Philadelphia Daily News, Brian Tierney
(above), doesn’t think that reading on small
screens will replace reading on print any
time soon. But if companies like the UK’s
Plastic Logic continue to make advances in
e-ink and flexible, portable e-paper (right),
Tierney’s predictions may ring hollow.

As Rick Edmonds, a media business analyst
at Poynter Institute summed up, “A better
technology, more like the regular process
of reading a newspaper, conceivably could
offer a better display for advertisers than
the web is now.”

As a consequence, e-paper is now attracting
attention not just from newspaper editors,
but from investors as well. Plastic Logic’s
start-up financing of $100 million, one of the
largest in the history of European venture
capital, included stakes from equity firms Oak
Investment Partners, Tudor Investment
Corporation, Amadeus, Intel Capital, Bank
of America, BASF Venture Capital, Quest
for Growth and Merifin Capital. In October,
E-Ink, a US-based company specialized in
digital paper technologies, raised a $16
million venture round, adding to the $150
million the company has raised since 1997
from investors including Intel, Motorola, and
Toppan Printing.

Others, though, like Philadelphia Inquirer
and Philadelphia Daily News chief Brian
Tierney, are not yet convinced by the new
technology. Tierney’s skepticism stems
mainly from the perceived lack of practicality, especially concerning currently available
devices. “The thought of someone holding a
device with a 4-inch by 3-inch screen and
reading a long editorial in The New York
Times – I don’t see that happening,” said
Tierney, who was especially skeptical about While some, including new media VC specialpeople over 35 or 40 years of age adopting ist blog Paidcontent.org, wonder whether
e-paper will ever live up to expectations, the
such a technology.
fact remains that the expectations are high.
At the same time, Tierney, like most in the According to market research group Nanoindustry, remains open to the possibilities, Markets, the value of e-paper should double
especially since e-paper is making enormous from £980 million ($2 billion) in 2012 to
technical advances. In January, UK-based £1.98 billion in 2014, indicating a quick rise
Plastic Logic revealed that its new plant in in the technology’s popularity and use. The
Germany should be able to produce a million group expects certain markets, most notably
sheets of e-paper. Plastic Logic’s product can signage, pricing, and sales displays, to quickly
download a newspaper or book wirelessly, adopt e-paper technology. Other markets,
and its battery autonomy is expected to last such as disposable electronics and mobile
more than a thousand pages. According to the phone displays, stand to adopt the technology
company, it offers a similar reading experi- as well. With those kinds of incentives, it’s
ence to that of paper, and is as portable as a reasonable to assume further advances in the
newspaper sheet. In September, a group of field. If e-paper enjoys as much success as
Canadian scientists announced a new technol- analysts are currently predicting, newspapers,
ogy for e-paper which would allow brighter and along with many other industries, might do
more vivid colors, which had been a significant well to follow the technology and adapt their
disadvantage of colored e-paper previously. products accordingly.
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The newspaper world’s first e-paper experiment By Jan Bierhoff
Some of the serious R&D that’s needed
took place in April 2006, when the Belgian
newspaper De Tijd, together with the Flemish
research centre IBBT and Philips affiliate
iRex Technologies, organized a three-month
field test involving 200 readers of the paper.
The group consisted mostly of well-educated
males with a vibrant professional lifestyle:
the stereotypical “man on the move.” iRex
provided them with specially calibrated Iliad
e-readers with which they received a daily
update of De Tijd and could select and read
articles of their choice. The project was
intensely guided and researched, and the
results offered insights into the potential as
well as the limitations of e-reader technology
at its current stage of development.
According to the test results, users associated the electronic reading experience
with the classical paper rather than with the
online newspaper edition. Consequently, they
were expecting the look and feel of the print
product projected onto their mobile e-reading
pane. The results indicated no particular interest in breaking news and last minute updates,
suggesting that the device was viewed more
as a complementary tool than a replacement,
Possible scenarios for e-reading

1. Newspaper add-on: extension of the
print newspaper
2. Kiosk model: more than one newspaper
available
3. iTunes model: purchasing individual
articles
4. Web model: user is not limited to any
content

something like an ideal travel device. One of
the test’s more encouraging results showed
that a solid 45% of test readers would consider purchasing the device once a regular
e-edition becomes available.

preferred providers and then collect them
themselves. The fourth scenario drew on
the web model: the reader buys the device
and then happily collects the content of his/
her choice, whether free or paid.

Among the highest rated features were the
portability and excellent readability under
daylight conditions, a noticeable difference
compared to the performance of the LCD
displays of standard laptop computers. Test
users were less satisfied with the rather slow
page refreshment time and the general device
layout. The hardware provider has since remedied the former problem but the latter (the
‘user-in-control’ feeling) requires further development. As far as content was concerned, the
test readers made it clear that the PDF-copy
of the print paper that was used was not an
appropriate format. The trusted click-through
functionality worked well, but additional personalization options (archiving and electronic
clipping, for instance) and a search function
would be welcome improvements.

The results, assessed by several Flemish
stakeholders and media specialists, demonstrated the continued power of editorially
composed content, but also the preference
among younger readers for free and open
web-enabled solutions.

The De Tijd project also investigated various
business models for e-readers, identifying
four possible scenarios combining varying
degrees of openness, both in terms of sourcing and pricing. The simplest scenario was
the newspaper add-on: an e-reader service
as an extension of the existing print edition.
In the kiosk model, not one newspaper but
also other edited volumes such as further
papers, magazines, books etc. could be
uploaded to the device. The iTunes model
was based on the assumption that readers
are ready to purchase single articles from

pros and cons

De Tijd e-reader
Pros

- portability
- readable in daylight
- standard click function
Cons

- slow page upload time
- user-friendliness
- PDF of paper not a good format
- poor personalization features
- poor search feature

Jan Bierhoff is the Director of the
European Centre for Digital Communications. Previously, Jan was the

Director and Director of Research
at the European Journalism Centre and
a long-time journalist. He is also a
founding member and former president of the European Journalism Training Association and participates in
various advisory boards of European
media organizations.
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Newspapers partner to create the “MePaper” By Jan Bierhoff
With so much attention turned to hardware
and delivery systems, one crucial element
has been all but overlooked: content. Most
experimentation has simply recreated the
trusted print content, converted for electronic
reading. Left largely unexplored, though, are
newly developed editorial formats especially
designed for the generations of e-reader
hardware which now are coming to the market. In April 2007, five Dutch papers launched
a joint project to remedy that situation by
developing original journalistic formats for
mobile newspaper reading.
The Dutch-Flemish e-reader cooperation initiative includes two national titles (De Volkskrant
and Financieele Dagblad), a national free paper
(SP!TS), a regional newspaper (Eindhovens

Dagblad), and a local title (Barneveldse Krant).
On the research end, EC/DC (the European
Centre for Digital Communication) will coordinate the project, with help from the IBBT
(Flemish research umbrella, responsible for the
e-paper De Tijd project). Dutch Bedrijfsfonds
(a newspaper development fund) provided a
substantial part of the project’s budget.

decade, it still makes rethinking the content
such a format would require necessary.
The “MePaper” project (as the study is
known) will focus on the development of
novel journalistic formats, especially designed
for electronic mobile reading, in the belief that
in order to avoid obsolescence, the newspaper
industry will have to leave ages of tradition in
writing, layout and organization behind. The
project will provide a development lab in which
journalists can start “playing” with the opportunities modern displays and software offer,
including writing and editing techniques, but
also layout, as well as the interplay between
editorial and commercial content.

Behind the group’s effort is the belief that
the classical paper will gradually shrink from
broadsheet and tabloid to a magazine format,
while the electronic counterpart will undergo
the reverse development curve, beginning with
tiny cell phone screens (via the current 8-inch
panels of the e-readers) before eventually
arriving at the same magazine size. While
the study expects that to take at least another The research partners will provide ongoing
reader testing of the prototype solutions and
formats, with readers’ perspective, habits,
Five newspapers in the Netherlands
preferences and assessments factored in
including de Volkskrant (left), joined
throughout the process. But if the project’s
forces to begin testing eReaders. The
group feels that the technology will
focus is on developing new approaches to
improve rapidly and are exprimenting
providing and consuming content, it won’t
with new forms of journalism specific
ignore the technological aspect of electo distribution on eReaders.
tronic newspapers. E-ink devices are at
the heart of the project, but other hard- and
software developments will be followed as
well. Finally, the project, which is set to last
two years, will examine the consequences
of new electronic content on newsroom
organization models.

eReaders: combining the strengths of print and Web By Jan Bierhoff
Roger Fidler, Director of Technology Initiatives at the Reynolds Journalism Institute
in Columbia, Missouri, has been exploring and
engineering the electronic tablet newspaper
for over a decade. After years of cautious
experimentation and limited interest from
the industry, he now sees the breakthrough
years approaching. “With the arrival of new
generations of eReaders and improved, dedicated software,” he believes, “new ways of
journalistic newshandling and distribution
are becoming imperative.”
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The 3 forms of mobile?
- Mobile phone: email and messaging
- Ultra-thin PCs: mobile work stations
- eReaders: versatility, storage, and ease

of use

Fidler’s pioneering work in electronic newspaper reading over the years includes demo
e-versions of several papers, as well as the
eMprint digital publishing model: a standardized set of conventions for electronic
publishing on flat-panel PCs and mobile
eReaders. His latest initiative is a joint R&D
venture called the Digital Publishing Alliance, a member-supported initiative which
brings innovative editors, technology experts,
researchers and consultants together to
pursue a range of novel digital publishing
products. Over twenty American newspapers
have already signed up for the DPA, including
well-known brands such as the Los Angeles
Times and Associated Press.

“My objective,” Fidler says, “is to bring together
the strengths of printed publications with the
compelling features of the web, in a way that
would provide readers with a comfortable, highquality reading experience as well as a visually
rich environment for interactive storytelling.”
Fidler’s current work includes exploring the
hardware side of digital publishing, evaluating and testing e-ink devices such as those
launched by Sony and iRex. “The e-ink eReaders have a great potential, be it at first as a
niche market,” he says. “The outstanding
reading capacities and low energy demand
make it a perfect tool for repackaging print
content for mobile use. But there are also
reasons for concern.” He identifies lack of
color, no scrolling or streaming, and price as
potential barriers to widespread acceptance.
According to Fidler, print will always remain
as a platform, but it will eventually no longer
be the base. The successor, he believes, will
not necessarily be the Web or Web-based
electronic editions. Rather, he believes the

future is in mobile platforms which combine
print and web features.
“I see three types of mobile use emerging,”
Fidler elaborates, “each with a dedicated
device. First there will be the personal communicator, mobile (smart) phone for emailing
and messaging. Then, the ultra-thin PCs
will become the preferential mobile work
stations for full-text and other demanding
applications. Third, we will have the eReaders
which highlight versatility, storage capacity
and extreme ease of use.”
Before mobile electronic reading becomes
the default application, serious R&D, user
assessment, improvement of the gear and
serious uptake by the industry must happen.
Organizations like Fidler’s Digital Publishing Alliance should help share insights
as well as development costs, making
technologies more accessible to a wider
professional audience.

e-Paper and e-Editions exploding?
e-Readers sprouting up

per. Set to launch in October ‘07, the FLEPia
was to be available in A5 and A4 sizes. While
Perhaps the year’s highest-profile hardware the price (around $1,300) remains inhibitive,
launch was November’s introduction of the if it comes down it could help usher digital
Kindle by the online retailer, Amazon, a papers onto a new platform.
company that began primarily as an online
bookstore. Amazon’s e-reader allows readers Finally, in January 2008, Dutch company
to download digital books and read them on Polymer Vision launched its miniature
the 6-inch screen, at prices ranging from e-reader device, Readius. Readius’ unique
$2 to $20. Kindle users can log on from feature is a retractable screen, the world’s
almost anywhere using the Sprint EV-DO net- first, which makes the device extremely
work, with access included in the purchase portable. The device also enables phone
price. About 88,000 books were available calls and a 3G wireless Internet connection
digitally for the launch, with subscriptions at high speed. Like Kindle, Readius has an
to newspapers and magazines, including ‘electronic paper screen’, which displays
The New York Times and international titles, black-and-white text and images that closely
resemble those printed on paper.
also available.
One of the most popular Web
destinations in the world, Amazon,
released its own eBook in 2007 to
rave reviews and enormous success.
The online marketplace’s stock of
its eBook, on which users can store
hundreds of books, was not sufficient
for the demand.

Previously, in April 2007, Fujitsu announced
plans to debut the FLEPia e-book, the first
e-book with color e-ink capability. It also has
WiFi connectivity and the ability to store up to
a year’s subscription to a digital daily newspa-

e-Editions extending newspaper
reach
2007 also saw a number of significant
e-edition launches. In February, the UK’s
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JP2. The e-paper, which features live feeds
that automatically update the featured content on the platform, resembles the New York
Times Reader and the Daily Mail’s e-paper.
By linking the handheld device directly to the
paper’s content management system, the
JP2 can be produced without any additional
journalists or staff. It is also more tailored
to readers’ demands because it combines
elements of print, online and RSS, and allows
readers to read offline or print out a paper
version. It can also offer different packages
of content to readers at different prices.

Daily Mail launched its e-paper edition, the
Mail eReader, developed with the help of
Microsoft. Early feedback described the
downloadable version of the daily paper as
convenient and loyal to the paper edition.
Stories resize to fit the screen they are downloaded for, so the e-paper could theoretically
be used on mobile phones, palmtops and
other small devices. Among the goals of the
eReader is to help assess how readers use
different media, as well as their different
media habits throughout the day.

According to the Ecosphere blog, the results
are both attractive and practical. The paper
offered the choice of two devices. One, produced by Ganaxa, uses the USB port to
transfer PDF documents or RSS feeds from
the user’s computer. The other, produced by
iRex, uses WiFi access, and can even be used
to read books through a partnership with
the Gutenberg Project library. The paper’s
goal was to have between 1,500 and 2,000
subscribers by the end of the year.

In December, Danish daily The Jutland Post in
In May, French business paper Les Echos partnership with Microsoft created a hybrid
launched its e-paper subscription service. print and online edition of the paper called

Finally, in March 2008, Dutch daily NRC
Handelsblad became the first Dutch newspaper to be published on electronic paper.
Like the print edition, the e-paper version is
now published daily in its entirety, and was to
be made available online to subscribers with
an iLiad eReader. NRC readers, through an
online forum for comments and suggestions,
are also to have an important role in shaping how e-paper evolves, according to The
Earth Times. As NRC Handelsblad director
and publisher Gert Jan Oelderik succinctly
put it, “More and more eReaders are coming
on the market. Although their main use at
the moment is for reading books, they also
provide a good, flexible and above all a mobile
solution for reading newspapers.”

The UK’s Daily Mail (left) and the New York Times
(right) joined with Microsoft, whose eReader
experts have developed and studied usage with
software and hardware to transform newspaper
reading on a screen into a user-friendly
experience.
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Newspapers in Motion:
Mobile Phones, Mobile News
Mobile platforms: untapped potential
According to a Shaping the Future of the
Newspaper (SFN) report released in July
2007 by the World Association of Newspapers, although online advertising continues
to grow worldwide at a steep rate (30-50%
annually), mobile phone penetration and
Internet usage have begun to plateau. Which
means that even with a spectacular growth
rate – something considered unlikely by most
of the top research firms, which all predict
a significant slowdown (at least in the U.S.)
in online advertising revenue growth in the
coming years – publishers and editors can
not expect online revenue to replace lost print
revenue anytime soon.

actual mobile Internet usage (71% and 41%
in the US respectively, 81% and 40% in
Germany). So while the transition to digital
business models represents a profitable longterm solution, especially as readers increasingly rely on mobiles for news, managers and
shareholders will have to accept that profits
At a time when most newspapers are still won’t immediately follow implementation.
seeking ways to reap revenues from mobile
ventures, other forward-thinking publications Mobile Implementation Lags
have made money on mobile. DallasNews.
com expected to make $500,000 in mobile Implementation, on the other hand, remains
sponsorship packages online and on mobile the crucial first step, and according to a
in 2007 when Swedish paper Aftonbladet February 2007 report by VisionGain, few
made €600,000 from mobile revenues. In newspaper markets have actually adopted
Japan, the Asahi Shimbun sold more than mobile to take their content out to the public.
one million mobile subscriptions for news and According to the report, by 2008, 89% of
sports content – and another 21,000 news- brands in Europe will use SMS & MMS to
paper subscriptions were sold via its mobile reach their audience and 1/3 will spend more
service between 2002 and 2006. Mobile than 10% of their marketing budgets on the
Internet users are usually heavy consumers mobile channel. That’s a rudimentary start
of news-oriented content, both on mobile that doesn’t begin to exploit the available
phones and online. Significantly, mobile news possibilities that mobile technology offers.
consumption is correlated with income (the
higher their revenue bracket, the more likely To begin with, it might help to define terms.
readers were to increase their mobile news The word ‘mobile’ in terms of newspapers
can mean several things:
consumption).
revenues and 50% of profit in 2007. Digital
operations for The Wall Street Journal and
WashingtonPost.com in the US, as well as
Fairfax in Australia, were pegged to exceed
10% of the parent companies’ total 2007
revenues.

Nevertheless, if there is a hope for newspapers (print or online), it remains the largely
untapped potential of digital revenue. And
with 3 billion people in the world predicted
to be mobile subscribers by 2010, perhaps
no other platforms offers as much promise as mobile. In fact, the newspapers best
positioned to sustain quality content and
profitability are the forward-thinking ones
that understood the transition to digital early
on. Norway’s Schibsted (publisher of the daily
paper Verdens Gang and accompanying
website, VG.no), for instance, predicted that Still, there remains a significant divide 1. Making money from premium rate services
online operations would account for 40% of between mobile Internet penetration and such as ringtone downloads or competition
entries.
2. Using SMS or MMS as a means of communicating with readers.
3. Providing newspaper content on mobile
phones through internet or WAP connections.

The three, despite having very different aims,
are far from independent of each other, as a
quick examination reveals.

Texas’ Dallasnews.com (top left),
Sweden’s Aftonbladet (bottom left),
and Japan’s Asahi Shimbun (above),
are three examples of newspapers
that have had significant success with
mobile content distribution. Following
their trend, almost 90% of European
newspapers are expected to have
mobile SMS and MMS offerings by the
end of 2008.

The use of mobile for strictly monetary purposes stems from relatively old-fashioned
premium rate phone services and is popular
among the tabloids in the UK such as The Sun
and The Mirror. The model uses users’ phone
bills to charge them for services, including
horoscopes or prize drawings, they would
otherwise pay for separately. These services
usually provide a small incremental revenue
stream in terms of the overall balance sheet.
Newspapers should also beware of alienating
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readers through high charges. Compared to
the relatively minor costs involved, though,
returns can be excellent, and if done well,
readers will find satisfaction purchasing specialty services through this method.
As a communication tool, text messaging
allows newspapers to build up a database of
mobile numbers that can be used to both the
newspapers’ and the readers’ advantage. By
using the database effectively, newspapers
can build loyalty, rewarding regular readers
with timely news snippets and breaking news
via SMS. Ideally, users’ interests are tracked
from each interaction (sports team, astrology,
etc.), allowing for more targeted contact in
the future. For the moment, gauging opinion and getting feedback from readers as
they are reading the paper is something
that can only be done via mobile. A perfect
example of the clever use of this feedback
potential is that of a chocolate brand in the
UK, which used a ‘text to win’ marketing
campaign, designed to solicit responses at
the moment of consumption, to determine
which of their chocolate bars were being
eaten at what time of day. This information
was then used to dictate a large part of
their TV and radio advertising campaigns.
The comparable example for newspapers

would be learning which time of day each because WAP required too much producerpage is being read and, if the database is to-consumer communication to function well.
A Java applet for mobile phones offered as
detailed enough, by whom.
an alternative was easier to use and required
less direct communication from newspaper
Mobile Newspapers
to reader, but required too much space and
But the logical progression for consumers the intermediary step of a user-initiated
who want to access information from wher- download. So while some newspapers have
ever they are is to actually place content on experimented with WAP, most remained on
the one piece of equipment that readers the sidelines.
almost always have close at hand: the mobile
phone. Since newspapers have already by Now, however, technologies are advancing
and large made the transition to the internet, quickly and several developments are making
and the internet is now available through it easier to access the internet via mobile
mobile phone technology, the good news is devices. In fact, Mediapost.com reported in
that newspapers are unlikely to have to go February 2007 that over 10% of America’s
through the huge learning curve of moving 200-plus million cell phone subscribers are
between print and online again. Most of the now using the wireless Web on a regular
lessons learnt from the transition will be basis. Perhaps no other mobile phone demequally applicable to mobile since, after all, onstrates mobile phones’ Internet potential
it is simply another electronic medium. The better than the Apple iPhone. Websites can
two logistical problems that have held up the be read vertically or horizontally, and text size
market so far are the small screen size on can be enlarged or reduced.
mobile handsets, and network operators that
dominate mobile browsers, making it difficult If mobile truly represents the future of newspapers, they will need to design websites that
for users to get to other WAP sites.
are easily readable and navigable on both
Newspapers started looking at WAP options a computers and mobiles. Exactly how these
few years ago but because take up was slow design challenges will evolve depends very
due to poor ‘ease of use’ performance, and much on the new phones that are launched in
the next few years. Monetization, while possible through advertising banners in the same
way as on the Internet, is also undeveloped as
a market to date. What’s clear is that mobile
can provide revenue and better communication between newspapers and their readers.
In the effort to join print and online mobile
just might end up being the glue.

UK tabloids The Sun and the Daily
Mirror offer all types of mobile
content for years. Some hailed
Apple’s iPhone as the beginning of
future success for newspapers and
mobile phones.
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local mobile news

Producing news
for “mobile phone
enthusiasts”

Südkurier, a regional newspaper in southern
Germany, is at the forefront of new technologies in news-distribution. Apart from the daily
newspaper and its Internet platform, Südkurier
offers a news-feed, an E-paper in pdf-format
and a daily television program (suedkurier.tv) from 4 pm
onwards. The television news is either presented as moving
images or with a newscaster reading the information in front
of a camera. “We want to be number one in all distribution
channels,” says Editor-in-Chief Thomas Satinsky. Perhaps its
biggest innovation, though, is the mobile phone news service
(Südkurier-Blitz/SK-Blitz) the paper has developed in order
to inform its readers on the latest news immediately.

According to Satinsky, what most differentiates the Südkurier-Blitz from typical mobile news services is its local
emphasis (up to 70%), with the rest made up of regional
news, national politics and sports. Customers sign up by
telephone or online, and can choose between five different
regions for news coverage. Users of SK-Blitz sports news
can choose between 27 different national, regional or local
soccer-leagues. The ad-free service is subscription-based.
For a monthly fee of 2,99 Euro, the user receives approximately 30 messages per month with the most important news
in the region. While the service’s technology is provided
by a German service provider, the content is generated by
Südkurier journalists.
Satinsky identified the service’s target group as “mobile
phone enthusiasts.” Among the service’s users are public
service employees, corporate managers, sports fans, and
even other journalists that want to use Südkurier’s updates
as a jumping off point for their own enquiries. Some of
their customers are even politicians in the Bundestag (the
federal parliament of Germany), who use SK-Blitz to keep
informed about incidents in their own electoral districts. In
November 2007, the service had several hundred subscribers, with the goal being to at least double that number by
the end of 2008.

new mobile applications

With smart barcodes,
camera phones become
portals to media content
In summer 2007, French magazines
Public, Closer, and Voici began printing two-dimensional “smart barcodes”
in their publications, giving some readers an even faster and simpler way to
access a wealth of multimedia content.
When photographed using compatible
camera phones, the barcodes, known
as “Tags” or “Flashcodes,” immediately
open access to multimedia content on a
user’s cell phone, including photos, video,
and Internet links. Similar technology
has already been tested in Asia as QR
(“Quick Response”) codes, which appeared
on movie posters, in supermarkets, and
even on personal business cards to provide immediate access to corresponding

Internet or multimedia content.
According to the French Association of
Multimedia Mobiles (AFMM), the use of the
bar codes was very successful, generating
15% to 25% of the magazines’ total website traffic. As currently developed, users
must first download a special application,
Flashcode, in order to identify the bar
code and access the content. But that
should change now that the AFMM has
identified pre-equipping mobile phones
with the software as a major priority.
Not surprisingly, newspapers have already
begun to show interest in the technology’s
potential. Already, the UK daily The Sun
has announced plans to link its print version to mobile phones using QR bar codes
in its print edition. Among bar codes’ various uses, that of quickly-changing news or
data (where printing a bar code will bring
the user to an up-to-date figure) seems
especially relevant to newspapers’ mission.

As Ian Samuel, head of digital advertising for
News International (the parent company of
the Sun), pointed out, “Most users are not
interested in entering long Web addresses
or navigating menus on their mobile. QR
codes offer a fast track to the exact information they are looking for.”
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2007 Mobile launches
Like any new technology, mobile news platforms have their skeptics. In March 2008, for
instance, CNN announced that it would not
modify its content or train its journalists for
mobile phones in the near future. According
to Laurel Chamberlain, director of digital
media for news at Turner Media, “There
are always ways of looking at how we can
condense what we put onto mobile, but at this
stage I don’t think its necessary.” CNN also
ruled out the possibility of even preliminary
experimentation with mobile news, at least
for the near future.
But CNN seems to be the exception that
proves the rule, as other news organizations around the world have already begun
experimenting with mobile news:
- WSJ, Mdog.com partner up: In February
2007, the Wall Street Journal launched an
online version for mobile devices, in partnership with Mdog.com. The service is available
to the website’s 800,000 subscribers, who
can access the mobile version by entering
the website’s name on their mobile’s browser.
Users can also receive email alerts with links
to mobile-friendly articles. Non-subscribers
can also access the unrestricted parts of
the website.
- Friends in high places: In March 2007,
the Chinese People’s Daily launched its
mobile version in Beijing. In the Guangdong
province alone, 160,000 users subscribed
to the mobile service during the trial period.
The service’s success was in part due to
the strong official support it enjoyed from
government organizations.
- PressDisplay adds thumbs: In June 2007,
Mobile PressDisplay extended its service to
BlackBerry devices, giving users access to
over 500 dailies on their BlackBerry Curve
8300, BlackBerry Pearl 8100, and BlackBerry 8800 mobile devices. The service,
available through – NewspaperDirect’s
PressDisplay.com, costs $29.99 a month and
provides online digital replicas of publications
such as The Washington Post, The Wall Street
Journal Europe, The San Franciso Chronicle,
London’s The Daily Telegraph, and The Los
Angeles Times.
- Gesca goes Mobilito: In July 2007, Cana-

dian newspaper publisher Gesca in collaboration with Mobilito launched new mobile
phone sites for three of its major titles, La
Presse Affaires, Cyberpresse, and Technaute.
The new mobile platforms (Mobile.Cyberpresse.ca, LaPressAffaires.mobi, and Technaute.mobi) will also be accessible on the
Web through the Mozilla Firefox brower.
- Bridging the language divide: Also in July
2007, Nokia teamed up with Malayalam
Manorama, India’s south-based publication
group, to launch a “vernacular news portal”

Turner Media (top), parent company
of CNN, does not have plans to train
its journalists for mobile content
production. On the other hand, the
Wall Street Journal partnered with
mdog (above, bottom) to create an
online WSJ for mobile devices.

or “mobile newspaper.” Users with Nokia
GPRS-enabled handsets in Kerala will be
able to access both national and international
news in their native language. The application
supports ‘Search’ and ‘Mobile advertising’
functions and makes the Internet and search
options available to non-English literates in
India for the first time.
- Beeld opts for pay-per-page: Again in
July, South African Afrikaans daily Beeld
launched a mobile news service, giving
readers a third outlet through which they
can receive news updates. Beeld.mobi will
target users who need news updates on the
move. Users can access the service through
their mobile phones, with each page priced at
2 cents. The Beeld multi-media team updates
the service throughout the day to provide
users with fresh and recent coverage.
- Mobile as online complement: In August
2007, Gannett Co. launched free local newsoriented mobile news sites to complement
its newspaper websites. The service spans
across some 84 daily newspapers and 19
broadcast station websites, including USA
Today. The mobile news websites provide
local information and also link to national
news provided by the USA Today mobile site.
Users can access the sites by simply adding
an ‘m’ before the newspaper’s regular URL or
by texting a unique daily code to a dedicated
SMS address.
- IM option: In September 2007, the Swedish
Gothenburg Post and Geodesic launched
GP-Qrir, an Instant Messenger service and
mobile platform providing users with constant
news updates. The Qrir works across all major
instant messaging services, providing access
to features such as conference chats and
file sharing. Users can also customize their
news updates by categories, such as sports,
music and films.
- Reuters targets south Asia: Also in September 2007, Reuters launched new web and
mobile sites in India. The English-language
sites will carry text-based news, video and
blogs from India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Nepal
and Bangladesh.
- On-demand, worldwide: In December
2007, France 24, an international news network based in France, backed by France’s
leading commercial broadcasters, announced
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a worldwide deal with Nokia to offer an ondemand mobile service, available in French,
English or Arabic.
- WAP of the World: Also in December 2007,
the UK’s News of the World launched a dedicated mobile WAP site. The paper’s news
can now be accessed through the mobile
Internet site, a downloadable Java application
or through a text alert service.
By the end of 2007, the UK’s Trinity Mirror
and Johnston Press had also announced
plans for mobile service launches, and the
pace doesn’t seem to be letting up in 2008.
Already, The China Daily announced the
launch of the first English-Chinese mobile
news edition, while the New York Times
launched a text messaging service that delivers the latest news, as well as features and

columns from the paper and Times Magazine
to mobile devices. Meanwhile, the French
business daily Les Echos launched a mobile
version of its daily edition, compatible not only
with a large number of mobile devices, but
also with the game console Sony PSP.

website with a 199-kronor (£15) monthly call
plan. They can then access the newspaper’s
website by hitting a special Dagens Nyheter
button on the phone.

Finally, the Swedish daily Dagens Nyheter, not
content to launch a mobile edition, announced
the launch of the world’s first “newspaper”
telephone, a mobile phone offering the newspaper’s subscribers direct and free access
to its website. “We want our readers to be
able to follow the news even when they’re
in places where they cannot lay their hands
on a paper or a computer,” explained Thorbjoern Larsson, the paper’s Editor-in-Chief
and publisher. Subscribers can purchase the
Nokia 6120 mobile phone on the paper’s

Journalists back in the field with mobile devices
Mobile camera phones offer enormous potential to the newspaper industry as a content
distribution tool. But according to new media
proponent Jeff Jarvis they are also “the
new tool of the journalist’s trade.” A case in
point is Reuters’ collaboration with Nokia to
develop a better mobile device for reporting.
The result was the Nokia N82 phones, kitted
with a wireless keyboard, a miniature tripod,
a solar battery and a small microphone –

Mobile phones developed by Nokia
(above) and i-Mate (right) are
actually multimedia content gathering
devices. Newspapers around the
world are equipping their journalists
with these phones for immediate
news production and distribution.

along with all the relevant software to edit
and publish multimedia content. Reuters’
journalists field tested the units in summer
2007 and have since put it into regular use.
The device can be used to file text, images,
sound, and live and recorded video stream,
as well as to produce multi-media stories of
broadcast quality without having to return
to the office. Reuters has also developed a
mobile editorial interface that links the toolkit
to the in-house editorial process, allowing
stories to be published almost instantly from
the field. The Flashlite mobile client connects to an installation of the WordPress
software powering Reuters weblogs. With
it, mobile journalists are now able to upload
video directly to the system, where editors
can check it before it goes live.
In addition to providing all-in-one technical practicality, the Nokia N82’s discreet
look also changes the relationship between
journalists and interviewees. “And there,”
according to Jarivs, “is the first fundamental
change brought on by the mojo phone: It’s
small, unobtrusive, unthreatening. You don’t
feel as if you’re talking to a camera and, in
turn, to thousands or millions online.”

Secondly, by facilitating both the filming and
uploading of video, these new generation
mobile devices change the entire journalistic
approach to a story. Many bits of information
that would in the past be compiled into a
written article can now be uploaded as video
clips, whether to complement a story or as
a stand-alone “video clipboard.”
Despite the success of the project, however,
Reuters does not expect all of its news to
become mobile. The various reporters, bloggers, and cameramen at the organization
agreed that the new technology provides a
complementary aspect to reporting, and not a
replacement. Nevertheless, the industry trend
is increasingly towards equipping journalists
with some sort of mobile reporting device that
facilitates both gathering and filing of stories.
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But the hardware innovations for mobile
journalism don’t stop with mobile handheld
devices, as the Shelby Star of North Carolina
demonstrated when it launched a car that
acts as a mobile newsroom also in November 2007. Reporters use the car to follow
local news as it occurs and can report live
online. The Star Car allows live reporting
by connecting to the Internet anywhere in
Cleveland County by creating a “wireless
Meanwhile in November 2007, the Voices hot spot.” It features:
of Africa project, supported by the Africa
Interactive Media Foundation and citizen - Online wireless capabilities through a cell
photojournalism site Skoeps, presented four phone connection.
young Kenyan reporters with an advanced - A camera mounted on it so that online
mobile device, a portable keyboard and tele- viewers can see what reporters see.
phone credit. Thanks to these devices, the - A GPS tracking system that allows online
reporters are able to record their stories viewers watch where the car is going.
on their phones and upload them directly
to Africanews.com, a site dedicated to the But not only does the Star Car capture news;
project. The gathered news content will then it has become a news item in and of itself.
be sold to news agencies, television stations
and newspapers to help finance the project. Finally, in November 2007, Noah Barron
The Voices of Africa project was piloted in of Online Journalism Review gave his list of
South Africa, Mozambique, Ghana and Kenya, the top nine gifts for online journalists this
where it began gaining momentum. The end year. This list of toys is a real treat for any
goal is to equip reporters with mobile capacity techno-savvy reporters. Among the hightech toys that made an appearance were
in all African countries.

In August 2007, for instance, Australian media
group Fairfax declared plans to launch a
massive program to equip its reporters with
all-inclusive iMate Jasjam mobile devices.
Mike van Niekerk, Fairfax’s online Editorin-Chief, believes the devices, which enable
reporters to upload video, audio, pictures and
articles while on the move, or others like it will
soon be prevalent within the industry.

The Voices of Africa Project
gave smart phones to four Kenyan
reporters. With the phones, they could
gather news and upload it from the
field to Africanews.com (left).
The Belkin Tune Talk Stereo (right),
turns ubiquitous iPods into instant
dictaphones that reporters can use
when conducting interviews.

Belkin’s Tune Talk Stereo (which allows
users to record large amounts of digital
audio right to an iPod’s hard drive and then
upload to a computer for later transcription),
Bose QuietComfort2 noise canceling head
phones, the Bamboo Fun drawing and writing tablet (which can translate writing into
text), Tom Tom Go 720 car GPS system,
an oversized messenger bag, a mid range
camera, The Olympus Evolt E-330, and
Amazon’s Kindle wireless reader. And while
the Apple iPhone topped this year’s list, the
big surprise of the bunch was a motorscooter,
which Barrons suggested journalists use to
reach their destinations more easily and
faster than the competition.
Which just goes to show that when it comes
to mobile journalism, being mobile is still what
matters the most.
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Online-Only: The End of Print?
When Rick Edmonds, a media business
analyst at The Poynter Institute wondered
in December 2007 whether the time was
closing in on when a newspaper company,
or at least some newspapers, would discontinue print and go all-electronic, he had
in mind industry heavyweights. 2007 had
already witnessed the transition to digital of
a number of established, if relatively small,
newspapers in Europe.
In January, for instance, The Swedish Post
(or och Inrikes Tidningar), the world’s oldest
newspaper, ceased to exist in print following a parliamentary decree. The newspaper,
founded in 1645 by royal decree, is largely
ceremonial, serving as the country’s only
source of nationwide public announcements
such as bankruptcies, debt rescheduling and
executive auctions. But the fact that it has
switched to an online-only format symbolizes
the state of play in the newspaper industry.
Edmonds acknowledged that online advertising revenue, which will need to grow continuously and significantly in order to break even
with print ad revenue, is instead stalling.
Despite this, he said that he’s no longer
convinced that newspapers will necessarily
survive. Should print advertising continue to
decline and news sites attract more readers
with free and plentiful online content, the
economic logic might dictate eliminating
the production and delivery costs of print
editions and focusing instead on digital editions. “Killing the print edition only makes
sense if the savings are greater than the
loss of print advertising revenue as some
(advertisers) choose not to follow along,”
says Edmonds.
Taloussanomat:
The End of the Beginning
The point of no return came in November
2007 for Finnish business daily Taloussanomat, which announced that it would no
longer publish in print by the end of that
year. Mikael Pentikainen, chief executive for
parent newspaper group Sanoma, explained

Throughout 2007, there were numerous
examples of online-only or Web-mostly publications being launched or proving to be successful. But the Taloussanomat is one of the
first European examples of an important print
newspaper making the transition to onlineonly. Nevertheless, Pentikainen refused to
The closing down of the print edition was paint a pessimistic picture. “This is not the
solely a business decision, based on several end of the newspaper,” he said. “It might be
the end of the beginning.”
trends and realities:
- Contrary to the overall ad market (growth
6% per year), the Finnish business ad mar- Online Launches: The Advantage of a
ket had been declining, down by nearly 9% Fresh Start
a year.
- Readership of the online edition of the paper Unlike print newspapers interested in transigrew 70% in 2007, up to about 280,000 tioning to an online-only format, new onlineweekly unique visitors (whereas print reader- only launches are not confronted with the
challenges of adapting their operations
ship had remained stable).
- By nature, business news is more adapted and their content to fit the Web. As Scott
to be consumed online, due to the speed Lewis, Executive Editor of VoicesofSanDiego.
and reactivity of the Web, but also due the org, explained, “The biggest challenge is to
Web’s increased functionality and interactive develop a system.” says Lewis.
graphic capacity.
Launched three years ago and built on a nonThe question remains whether the Talous- profit business model, the news site fulfills
sanomat’s online business model will be what Lewis calls its mission. “We have more
sustainable. Considering that it will save than 700 donors who have given us money
about 30% of costs by not printing, and to… cover local politics, local housing and
lose about 70% in total revenue initially, education issues, along with the environment
Pentikainen hoped the lines would cross and public safety.” In other words, topics
that are essentially the same as those the
within a few years.
quality newspapers usually cover, without
The paper’s transition definitely fits into gen- quite re-creating the breadth of a general
eral trend faced by the industry, both within news provider.
Finland and Scandinavia as a whole, and
might be “a warning” of what may happen On the other hand, VoicesofSanDiego.org,
to other papers, Pentikainen said. While he like other online-only publications, avoids
doesn’t believe the Helsingin Sanomat – wasting journalistic resources and coverage
Finland’s leading quality paper – will ever on stories already reported by newspapers.
be online-only, he did seem to suggest that “We will only succeed if we’re producing
some of the smaller papers, like political stories that are better or new to people. We’ll
newspapers as well as the tabloids, may never, in the foreseeable future, replace the
paper of record,” says Lewis.
eventually follow the same path.
that the group’s major print newspapers
would remain, and that Taloussanomat’s
fate was linked to its specific market. Still
he acknowledged the growing possibility
that print newspapers might soon evolve
into online-only.

“Killing the print edition only
makes sense if the savings
are greater than the loss
of print advertising revenue.”
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“This is not the end

of the newspaper.
It might be the end of the beginning.”
So the website is both a complement and
a competitor to the newspaper’s coverage.
One of the reasons VoicesofSanDiego can
compete is simply cost-related. In the online
business model, only about 10% of resources
are used for distributing the news (compared
to roughly two thirds in print newspapers).
That means the rest of the resources can
be invested in investigative journalism. Ad
revenues are lower too, but only relatively.

with an added focus on community and local
breaking news. Content for the paper comes
in part from Fairfax’s news network, including
its two quality broadsheets (including The
Sydney Morning Herald) and online sources
(such as The Age), demonstrating the advantage of a print-online hybrid parent company.
Fairfax’s Online-Only Brisbane Gamble The Brisbane Times also places increasing
importance on user-generated content, hopSometimes an online-only edition is a savvy ing to reproduce the success Fairfax had in
way to navigate a difficult market. After initially Melbourne and Sydney.
denying any intentions of launching a Brisbane paper, for instance, Australian publisher The Brisbane Times’ staff, though initially
Fairfax unveiled a new, online-only Brisbane small (14), is composed of a team of young
edition in March 2007. The Brisbane Times journalists with multimedia experience, who
allowed Fairfax to enter the “fastest-growing will be able to work different tasks across
market in Australia” without challenging the platforms throughout the day. All reporters
are equipped with a PDA mobile, which offers
established incumbent head-on.
them the full range of technology to take
The paperless edition carries much of the pictures, write stories and wire them from
traditional content of a general news daily anywhere.
(international news, entertainment, sports),
VoicesofSanDiego has been the source of
inspiration for similar ventures, such as MinnPost.com (see below). As more and more
online-only publications arise, Lewis recommends concentrating on niche areas, as is
the case with The Politico (see below).

MinnPost.com: when print editors go digital
When former editor and publisher of the
Minneapolis Star Tribune (The Strib), Joel
Kramer, announced plans in August 2007
to launch a daily online publication dedicated
to covering the Minneapolis/St. Paul region,
he acknowledged that the media landscape
was difficult for the area’s newspapers,

which had been laying off editorial staff and
diminishing news coverage. But for Kramer,
the situation also created a real opportunity,
because the many outstanding journalists
that left Twin Cities newspapers created a
talent pool of experienced journalists for his
new venture.
Finding the midpoint between news
and opinion
MinnPost.com is one of a growing number
of non-profit online papers, and depends on
sponsorship, advertising and donations from
members for its revenue model. Its format
emphasizes new media mainstays such
as blog-reporting and reader interactivity,
as well as opinion pieces and round-ups
of metro, state, national and international
issues with commentary from community
members. It also features a quick-read,
printable version.

As Kramer put it, “My goal was to create a sustainable model for high-quality
journalism.”
Online journalism, according to MinnPost’s
managing editor Roger Buoen (also a former editor at the Strib), differs from print
in two main ways. In terms of reporting,
the print edition has a finality to it, whereas
online journalism can be dynamic, as stories
can be updated with new information. In
terms of writing, stories on the web have
a much more conversational tone. One
might expect a team of reporters with so
much print journalism background to be
reticent to adopt the tone of bloggers. To
the contrary, Buoen seemed enthusiastic
about the change and looked forward to
loosening up the writing style, although
he admitted that some writers have more
difficulty than others.
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Bucking trends
The web-first consensus is that news in print
often focuses more on analytical pieces and
commentary, whereas the online world is
reserved for breaking news and constant
updates. MinnPost is going against the tide,
loyal to the idea that quality content is enough
to attract its audience. “Our philosophy is to
be a significant second read,” said Kramer.
“We assume the reader is getting a lot of
news elsewhere,” confirmed Buoen. As a
result, all posts and content at MinnPost.
com have an element of original reporting,
but the content is essentially “News Analysis,” a concept Kramer pushed at the Star
Tribune; somewhere between pure factual
news and opinion.
Bucking another online trend, MinnPost
doesn’t make multimedia a main priority –
at least according to Kramer, who strongly
believes in the news-first concept. While
audio and video are included on the site, they
remain supplementary, with the main focus
remaining the written word. Despite skepticism expressed by new media proponents,
the decision is based on market research that

On the other hand, the same holds true for
online ad revenues, which explains MinnPost’s
decision to launch as a non-profit. Apart from
the $1.1 million it received in original donations, its viability is fully dependent on reader
donations and online advertising. Kramer realizes MinnPost’s model may be “specific,” and
Neither does MinnPost have any plans to that it’s an experiment. It’s a potential business
include user content, apart from comments model, and has been proposed before (see
which are submitted to an editorial filter. But VoiceofSan Diego.org above).
Kramer said he is open to the possibilities
of user-generated content, mentioning in MinnPost is also considering the possibility
particular his interest in the concept of crowd- of a print version with limited circulation (a
sourcing. Of course, one of the reasons for couple thousand copies), which would be
‘downplaying’ multimedia and emphasizing available at high traffic locations. But this
quality content is easily understandable: lim- is not an essential requirement for what is
ited resources. With relatively few resources decidedly an online journalism venture. If
and an experienced staff to compensate, Kramer’s intuitions about his target audience
there simply isn’t much margin to carry out are correct, his venture could attract a sizable
market share with little fear of competition.
multimedia experiments.
showed that MinnPost’s target audience (ie.
the 15-20% of the Twin Cities’ population
who care enough about content to go through
several sources to get their news) is primarily
interested in the quality of content – not the
richness of multimedia.

The non-profit business model
As for the decision to venture into an onlineonly publication, that, too, was motivated by
economics. “The curves are crossing. Time
is now,” said Kramer, referring to the cheaper
operating costs of online compared to print.

Both the traditional press and new media
organizations will be observing MinnPost’s
launch, to see if its business model holds
together. “I’m very confident that the quality of journalism will be good,” said Buoen.
“Will it be sustainable? Honestly, I have
no idea.”

Le Post: teaching users how to work with newsrooms
Launched in September 2007, the French no editorial ties, nor do they intend to. Le Post
news site LePost.fr is as forward thinking is first and foremost “a project and an experiment,” says Benoît Raphaël, head of editorial
as MinnPost is retro.
operations at Le Post. Staffed by a fulltime
With a resolutely ‘new media’ approach to
news, the website fearlessly tackles new
trends in news consumption, and caters to
a younger public generally perceived as having deserted the arena. Its editorial content
and processes have been adapted to this
aim, which can also be seen as a traditional
media publisher’s attempt to experiment
with the future of online news.
Reinvention instead of transformation
Le Post is published by Le Monde interactif,
which publishes the eponymous quality newspaper website. But the paper and Le Post have

editorial team, the news site enables users to
create a profile and compile their own media, by
collecting content from Le Post, other sources,
and by submitting their own content.
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“The question facing media publishers
with established brand names, is whether to transform
the brand, with all the risks that implies, or to create
a laboratory to experiment.”
The website is clearly aimed at the younger
generation, and includes all the usual Web
2.0 features (e.g. favorite postings, most
emailed, most tagged, social networking
groups).Content is presented in a clear layout
and accessible tone, with a focus on witness
reports, pedagogy and entertainment. The
website prominently features video links to
YouTube, cartoons, pictures, posts about
iPhones and dangerous dogs. “It’s a choice
of experience over analysis,” says Raphaël.
But this isn’t citizen journalism per say, he
says. It’s closer to the notion of “participatory
democracy.”

content is ‘soft news’, or revolves around journalistic work, coming up with story topics,
doing research and interviews.
topics that will generate user input.

In many ways, Le Post’s editorial content and
young audience seems complementary to
the content and audience of Lemonde.fr. But
Raphael insists that Le Post was designed
to stand on its own, not as a complement.
The question facing a media publisher with
an established brand name, according to
Raphaël, is whether to transform the brand,
with all the risks that implies, or to create
a “laboratory to experiment.” With Le Post,
Lemonde.fr chose the latter. But even if Le
Post is not meant to complement Le Monde, it
Following this philosophy, content isn’t pri- nevertheless illustrates how traditional media
oritized or categorized in regular newspaper names are grappling with new approaches to
fashion. Instead, it is posted from the top, as adapt to changes in news consumption.
it comes, the blog way. As of February 2008,
Le Post was receiving about 30 daily posts Teaching readers to be contributors
from users, which is above expectations,
considering the site launched with no official Le Post’s basic newsroom organization is
marketing campaign. “We’re always trying similar to newspapers. The relatively small
to look for audience participation,” says team is split between a traditional news desk,
Raphaël, explaining which type of content which filters news alerts and publishes short
is privileged. Consequently, much of the news. Part of the team also does traditional

One of the real innovations is the creation
of a “Coach” position. The Coach selects
user content and edits it, when deemed
publishable. He or she also gets in touch with
the contributors to proceed to “necessary
verifications” as to the content’s accuracy.
After this interactive process with the user,
the Coach posts the monitored content on
the homepage, or, if not, gets back to the
reader to explain the reasons why. (The editorial process, which doesn’t follow strict and
unchanging guidelines, is very much adapted
to Web 2.0 thinking: as a user regularly posts,
grows ties with Le Post’s staff, and builds
credibility, editorial oversight diminishes
accordingly.) Notice the choice of the word
“coach,” which alludes to the pedagogical
approach of Le Post. The Coach not only
gets in touch with users about stories, he
also gives advice to improve those stories.
Or as Raphaël puts it, “We teach them how
to work with us.”

Rue89: pro-am journalism with editorial oversight
Rue89.com was founded in May 2007 by
four former journalists and bloggers from the
French leftist daily Libération. Within months,
the online-only news site unearthed a few
scoops and became a recognized independent
source in the French media landscape. The site
offers a mix of professional and amateur news
content, with an emphasis on pictures, video,
and reader participation. Unlike Le Post, its
content is organized editorially, with a homepage featuring the most important stories.

journalists who firmly defend their “monopoly
of expression” and new media proponents
who believe everybody should have their
say in the digital age. Rue89’s solution is a
middle path: pro-am journalism with constant
editorial oversight. About 30% of overall content is produced collaboratively with readers
(whether they give a lead, spark a conversation, include a comment, or actually submit
a piece), but only about 15% of content is
actually written by readers.

A middle path
Like LePost and MinnPost, Rue89 positions itself as a complement rather than a
direct competitor to traditional media and
newspapers. Its aim is to transcend the ‘old
media-new media’ divide, embodied by print

That might be one of the reasons for Rue89’s
success. In about half a year, with 400,000
unique visitors per month, not a single cent
spent in marketing campaigns, and with traditional media regularly citing Rue89, the
news site has quickly been accepted as a

legitimate player on the media scene. The idea
of an “active and monitored participation,” as
founder and director Pierre Haski described
the site, seems to have caught on.
Apart from quality content, Rue89’s success
has also been due to its proactive stance
towards reader interaction. To begin with,
much of its staff was familiar with blogging and Web 2.0 journalism. The fulltime
editorial staff consists of the four founders, all of whom blogged at Libération, five
young, multimedia-savvy journalists, and two
intermediate journalists, who have previous
experience in the written press. According
to Haski, the mix of journalists of all ages,
rather than a dichotomist split between old
print veterans and young online reporters,
improves the work atmosphere.
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encing how Rue89 was perceived by more
established news organizations. Similarly to
The Politico (see below) or MinnPost, instead
of being discarded as another breezy online
news site, Rue89 was seen as an experiment
carried out by ‘real’ journalists. Moreover,
colleagues in print journalism, eager to see a
working model for online journalism at a time
The two latter points are more important when the printed press is trying to reinvent
than they might seem at first glance. Accord- itself, have expressed encouragement and
ing to Haski, most newspapers outsource support for the experimental venture.
the moderation of comments. So while
newspaper websites may seem like they’re Last and perhaps most importantly, Rue89
open to interaction by including comments, was vetted by the media and by readers
they’re often only providing a one-way tool because it upheld quality standards. “The
for readers to respond. But for Rue89 journal- rules are the same,” said Haski, as they
ists, responding to readers and leading the should be. He recognized that the writing
conversation is part of their job. This is why style of online journalism may have loosened
Rue89’s stories often beget 50, 100, or even up, but the ethics and professional standards
more comments. Readers are encouraged to must be upheld. Since one of Rue89’s princireturn to a story multiple times, in order to ple challenges is to validate online journalism
view feedback to their comment. “When we as a quality product, user-generated content
don’t answer for more than an hour, they is filtered accordingly, and the editorial process at Rue89 resembles that of newspapers,
start getting impatient,” said Haski.
with all stories checked and read by the
The legitimacy of a print background editor-in-chief before publication.
The journalists’ tasks are three-fold:
- They perform the traditional investigation
and researching tasks to write articles.
- They verify the accuracy and validity of
content submitted by the public.
- They actively moderate and participate in
the user conversation.

If part of Rue89’s success is due to its forward
thinking approach to new media, part of it also
has to do with its staff’s experience in print
journalism, and the contacts that come along
with a few decades in the field. The legitimacy
the staff enjoyed played a major role in influ-

pared to new media sites such as Rue89,
newspapers are at a “cultural disadvantage.” “They are prisoners of the dominant
model,” said Haski, noting that every single
paper still includes pages that have no
added value. Many articles still simply
reproduce a wire copy or a general news
story that readers, by the time they read the
print paper, already know about. A reader
seeking general news no longer has any
reason to buy a newspaper.
Rue89 was initially conceived for Libération, but the journalists were met with the
“conservatism in newsrooms towards the
Internet,” said Haski. In a company where
90% of activities are still linked to traditional operations, all the managerial choices,
including allocation of human resources,
are still tied to the print product. There also
remain difficulties in journalists’ own perception of online, which is often dismissed
as a rogue platform.

“We’re lucky not to have to compromise
with a big brother,” said Haski, alluding to
the fact that at papers like Libération, webfirst publishing is still not a given. Perhaps
Online-only’s cultural advantage
most significantly, when asked whether he
While Haski conceded the advantage would return to Libération if the paper now
newspapers enjoy due to their additional embraced the project, Haski, without hesitaresources to investigate and produce tion, replied, “No.”
original content, he maintained that com-

“Newspapers are at a cultural

disadvantage; they are prisoners
of the dominant news model.”

Former Liberation journalist, Pierre
Haski, has found new freedom in
online-only publishing as founder
and director of the popular French
news site, Rue 89. Having enjoyed
his experience so much, Haski has no
plans to return to traditional media.
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essential online only

Huffington Post:
the definition
of successful
online news

Throughout 2007, the Huffington Post, a US
political blog mixing opinion and reports, continued with what its founder, Arianna Huffington, described as a plan to transform it into
an all-purpose digital newspaper. Begun in
November 2006, when Newsweek contributing
editor Melinda Henneberger was hired to become political editor, the transformation continued in January 2007
with the hiring of BBC journalist Elinor Shields to serve as
managing editor. And in yet another sign that new media
are attracting talent from established media
companies, in October it appointed a new chief
executive, Betsy Morgan, who left her job as
general manager of CBSnews.com to head the
new media venture.
“I see a bigger opportunity in a different brand
from a mainstream brand, a brand that is following a different future path than a mainstream
news site is going to pursue,” said Morgan.

In September 2007, the blog, which had already received $5
million in venture funding from Softbank to fund its transition
into first-hand reporting, secured an additional $5 million
in funding. In the two and half years after its launch, the
Huffington Post rose to its founders’ expectations. By September 2007, it counted 43 full-time employees and 1,800
bloggers (including some well-known names), and according
to USA Today and Technorati, was the fifth-most-linked-to
blog on the Internet. Expected to become profitable in 2008,
The Post’s audience could potentially double as US readers
prepare for the 2008 elections.
Newspapers would do well to watch the evolution of the
Huffington Post closely as it starts to take the shape of the
next generation of online newspapers. “People are looking
for places that pull together the best information into one
place,” said Jupiter Research analyst Barry Parr “Traditional
newspapers, if they are going to survive, need to follow
Huffington’s model,” he continued. “If they don’t point them
to interesting stories that are elsewhere, Arianna will.”

The Politico : online-mostly with a niche
In January 2007, following their flashy departure from the Washington Post, star political
journalists Jim Vandehei and John Harris
joined Allbritton Communications to launch
a new venture, The Politico. With an emphasis
on niche reporting (all-things US government),
multimedia, and a primarily online presence, the project represents a cutting-edge
approach to newspaper innovation. Thus, its
success, or failure, will serve as a valuable
experiment for the industry as it tries to
determine the best ways to move forward
in the changing news environment.

political reporting. Their reasons for making
the leap from traditional to new media? As
Ben Smith, a former reporter for The (New
York) Daily News who writes a Politico blog
about the presidential campaign, explained,
“It seems riskier to stay in print than to go
to something new.” The experienced staff
brought their access to Washington insiders
with them, providing Politico with a major
advantage in credibility over other online
news ventures and blogs.

While primarily an online news journal, the
publication in fact delivers a limited print
edition on Capitol Hill in Washington DC:
25,000 copies three days a week when
Congress is in session, one day a week if
not. Both the print and online editions are
free with the print edition being aggressively
marketed to the Politico’s (and its advertisers’)
target audience of Congressional staffers.
About half of the initial fifty-person staff was
made up of reporters, including an all-star
lineup of household names from the world of

If Poltico’s main strength lies in its narrow
focus backed by a large journalist team (out
of about 50 staffers, there 23 reporters were
assigned to cover the 2008 US presidential
campaign alone, more than most mainstream
newsrooms), it is also a full-fledged multimedia news organization, designed as such from
the very beginning. According to Vandehei,
the paper’s typical staffer is someone who
can post an online blurb and write a solid
print column in a day, five times a week,
and be comfortable talking on the radio or

Multimedia as middle way

Former Washington Post star
reporters, Jim Vandehei and John
Harris, left the general interest
newspaper to launch their own,
online-mostly venture that focuses
on politics in Washington DC.
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“It seems riskier

to stay in print than to go to something new.”
Ultimately Politico’s survival depends on
whether, as VandeHei believes, the future
of journalism lies in niche content, as
opposed to large, general interest papers.
Those “who can find their niche and do
it better than anybody else,” he said, will
be successful, pointing to The Wall Street
Journal as an example. Vandehei believes
generalist newspapers will continue to exist,
but they won’t have the success they had
10-15 years ago. “They’re going to have
to focus on three or four areas they can
monetize,” said Vandehei, because they can
no longer be the reference on each of their
10 sections like they used to be. General
interest papers “will need to go through a
core change,” he said, one The Politico has
embraced. Tom Rosenstiel, director of the
Project for Excellence in Journalism,
described it as “a new economic model of
a specialized site, where journalists can be
entrepreneurial.”

The online version presents a clean and
clear layout, with homepage access to its
four columnist blogs, an introductory video
to The Politico, a mainframe picture, a few
slideshows and the day’s main headlines. Its
main sections are divided straightforwardly
between “Congress,” “Politics ’08,” “Lobbyists,” “Ideas,” “Community” and “Multimedia.”
Indeed, having one of its main homepage
sections devoted to video is representative
of Politico’s strong emphasis on multimedia,
which doesn’t end online. Politico’s televised
news show, its most distinctive multimedia feature, is developed with partnerships
between Allbritton’s News Channel 8 and
CBS. Vandehei hoped that Politico might
eventually have its own nightly news show.

In addition to its own print run, The Politico
has already established partnerships to share
content with other newspapers, including the
Manchester (New Hampshire) Union Leader,
the DesMoines (Iowa) Register, and the Las
Vegas (Nevada) Sun. In April 2007, Politico
also announced that it would share content
with the nation’s largest national newspaper,
USA Today, mainly on the paper’s website
(USAToday.com) but occasionally in print as
well. USAToday.com prominently features
Politico articles and columns about the presidential race, Congress, and special interests
on its newly redesigned political page, with
selected stories also appearing in the USA
Today print edition. The arrangement is a
reciprocal one, with USAToday.com political
coverage also appearing on Politico.com.
“This is the perfect marriage,” said Robert
Allbritton, CEO of Politico’s parent company, Allbritton Communications, “our
comprehensive coverage of politics with
USAToday.com’s cutting edge, widely read
web platform.”

Holding onto print

The Politico: a model for the future?

Print advertising is Politico’s main revenue
generator, so by definition the print edition is
still an essential focus. In some ways, the print
aspect of Politico “was the easiest part of this,”
said Vandehei. The tabloid-style paper is either
free at select pick-up points in Washington
D.C., or home-delivered for free to Washington households selected on the basis of
their targeted demographics. Others receive
home-delivery for a $200 yearly subscription.
The Politico is also delivered to members of
Congress and Capitol Hill staffers for free.

Still, if pure online news is the new trend in
the newspaper industry, the Politico’s success
is far from guaranteed. Allbritton predicted it
would start turning a profit within five years.
But Kurt Andersen, co-founder of a similar
but failed venture, ex-Inside.com, expressed
some doubt. “With this narrowly defined, very
Washington-centric political focus, no matter
how great it is, what is the size of that audience? You can be the best, but if it doesn’t
have a gigantic audience, advertisers won’t
be interested.”
As for his decision to leave his secure position as a Post reporter for the uncertainties
of online news, Vandehei had no doubts.
“It’s still the best move I’ve ever made,”
he said. “How often in life do you get the
opportunity to launch an enterprise you really
believe in?”

showing up on a TV show if need be. “At
the end of the day,” said Vandehei, “this is a
web-based product.” So the bulk of the work
goes towards updating and maintaining the
online edition, which Vandehei stresses is
much more than a “content dumpster.”

So far, the results have been promising. In
February 2008, the site claimed well over 2
million unique visitors per month, a 250%
increase year-on-year, making it the 15th
most visited American news website. But the
print version still accounted for 90% of the
venture’s revenue. As for the future, Vandehei
mentioned more work on databases, robust
resources, and new media features such
as podcasts and improved reader interaction. But one thing is certain: the Politico’s
focus will remain on politics, as Vandehei is
convinced that branching out into general
news would be a mistake.
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section: 4

Why Are Widgets
so Wonderful?
Widget wave sweeps news sites
Starting in May 2007, any Facebook user
could activate a small, visually appealing
section on their page. Provided by Washingtpost.com, the feature, called “The Compass,” simply let users graphically display
their political leanings via a needle on a
compass, from liberal to conservative. Like
Facebook modules for playing favorite songs,
listing favorite blog headlines, or displaying
slideshows, the Post service let Facebook
friends gauge each other’s political tastes.
The Compass was just one of many ways
newspaper sites began to leverage the Web
craze known as “widgets.” Widgets are based
on XML code, the same code used for RSS
feeds that allow publishers to easily syndicate
their content, reaching the audience directly
on their desktop. Papers including the Post
were beginning en masse to distribute widgets in all forms to encourage users to display
a paper’s news headlines, photos, weather,
travel info, video, and more.

syndication services at NewsGator, which
works with major papers including The Miami
Herald and the San Jose Mercury News to
develop custom widgets. “It was a good way
to talk to that all-important younger audience to say ‘we are here, come read about
politics with us’,” said Caroline Little, chief
executive and publisher of Washingtonpost.
Newsweek Interactive.
Widgets can often be turned on by users at
social networking platforms including Facebook, MySpace, Blogger and Typepad. Or
widgets can simply be inserted at any blog or
website, via a snippet of page code. When users
activate them, a newspaper suddenly gains a
Web presence far beyond its online home.

And unlike distribution of stories and content
through RSS feeds, widget use can be easily
tracked and measured. What remains to be
seen is if revenue can be generated. Calling
widgets more of a “brand extension,” Mike
Jones, director of business and audience
“Widgets enable (news sites) to get their development for the Wall Street Journal
content out there, get their brand out there,” Digital Network said, “the revenue model
said Walker Fenton, general manager of is still to be determined.”

The world wide web of widgets
- USA Today. A series of USA Today travel widgets displayed airfare and other deals,
airport information, and travel news. Four more widgets were planned, focusing on
pop culture, top headlines and celebrities. Parent company Gannett, meanwhile,
launched a weather widget on eight of its websites, with plans to extend distribution
to 100 Gannett-owned news sites.
- Washingtonpost.com: The Post added another Facebook widget, newsTracker, that
allowed social networkers to display content from Washingtonpost.com (including
headlines from the Post’s own reporter-bloggers) as well as up to 400 other news
sources.
- Wall Street Journal: WSJ.com developed a widget to let users embed the paper’s
news video content into their pages.
- The Morning Call: The Allentown, Pennsylvania newspaper developed a database
search widget to accompany an investigative report affecting potential pet owners
in the state. The widget made it easy to look up breeders and kennels statewide to
verify their compliance with regulatory codes.
- Nytimes.com: The Times added widgets for its trademark crossword puzzle,
weather information and movie show times to the personalized My Times section
of its web site. The Times also let readers add their own third-party widgets to
their My Times page.

“Web reality has kicked in, and it’s hard to
get people to your site,” WashingtonPost.com
Executive Editor Jim Brady told the AP. “’You
have to throw a lot of fish hooks out there’
to attract new readers.”
Whatever their long-term value as revenue
generator or promotional tool, Widgets took
the online news world by storm in 2007. Since
its launch in May 2007, for instance, the
Post’s Facebook application, “the Compass”,
had already been downloaded by 350,000
users. While it doesn’t automatically link to
the Post’s site, a link featuring the paper’s
recognizable brand name is prominently
featured in the tool. By every indication, 2008
is likely to see more progress in the development of this unique sub-medium (see box).
Putting widgets to work
Two papers that adopted a notably aggressive
strategy towards news-oriented widgets in
2007 were the USA Today and the Washington Post. Both newspapers launched their
first experiments with the Web 2.0 distribution tools; consistent with their innovative
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“Web reality has kicked in, and it’s hard
to get people to your site. You have to throw
a lot of fish hooks out there to attract new readers.”
approach to online multimedia, both said they
planned to continue the trend. For editors who
haven’t caught the craze, Washingtonpost.
com’s Jim Brady, and USA Today Executive
Producer Joel Sucherman described the
power of widgets for newspapers online.
Both editors agreed that widgets are essential
adaptations to the increasingly personalized structure of the Web 2.0. Readers have
more ways of embedding content into their
own homepages, news readers, and social
networking pages. As a result, newspapers
that devote too much energy to aggregating
content on their own sites will miss out on
the opportunities offered by disaggregating content. For Sucherman, that means
putting news “where the eyeballs” are. In
addition to being highly visual and inexpensive, the advantage of widgets, according to
Sucherman, is that they bring the paper’s
brand name wherever readers take them.

implement, so any revenue they generate
is basically profitable; and they provide yet
another area of specialized content interest for targeted marketing campaigns. But
for the time being, the emphasis is less on
monetizing widgets as it is on figuring out
how to put them to use. As Brady said, “The
first step with these new technologies is to
simply get your foot through the door, rather
than trying to make money.” For now that
means mainly attracting eyeballs. But savvy
newspapers will be keeping an eye on how
readers respond in order to develop these
Both papers are developing models for tools in the future.
advertising strategies (USA Today is doing
so in partnership with Newsgator), and
as Brady pointed out, the tools have two
natural advantages: they’re inexpensive to
‘wild west’ out there.” Knowing exactly who
is embedding widgets can be tricky, as not
every widget view results in people clicking
through (widget developers RockYou and
Slide.com reported in September 2007 that
only one in five passive views resulted in
hits). Still, as the use of widgets grows, the
analytics that are applied to them will grow
more sophisticated. The Post, for instance,
works with Clearspring, a Virginia-based
company that specializes in developing and
tracking widgets for content providers.

Widgets also provide newspapers with added
metrics to track incoming traffic, although as
Sucherman observed, “It’s a little bit of the

Widgets working, and in the works:
Here’s a look at some of the widgets the two papers have in place,
and others on the way.
USA Today

Washington Post

Travel Deals and Destinations travel
information for consumers.

Hard news Iraq news updates and
politics, with links to political blogs The
Fix and White House Watch.

Today in the Sky links back to the
Today in the Sky blog for updated news
about air travel.
Top Travel Stories travel news from
USA Today, presented informally.
Elections 2008 will carry USA Today’s
news about politics, as well as links from
the popular On Politics blog.
Pop Candy will link to Pop Candy blog.
Video widget not yet specified.
Snapshot will link to paper’s trademark
daily “quick fact” feature.
Candidate Match Game lighthearted
campaign feature, not yet specified.

Soft news D.C. Sports and Celebritology
widgets.
Presidential campaign links to
articles, policies and data about
particular candidates.
Photo scrambler users will have to
recompose a candidate’s picture.
Classifieds tool displaying ads
according to job and location criteria.
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conclusion

Spiegel Online: how a print
weekly became Germany’s
leading online news source
By Jean-Yves Chainon, Editor, Editors Weblog
Der Spiegel has been Germany’s primary weekly magazine since
1947. When it launched its website in 1994, it was among the
world’s first major magazines to launch an online edition. Since then,
Spiegel Online became and remains the leading online news site in
Germany, ahead of all daily newspaper and news broadcaster sites,
boasting more than five million monthly unique users.

mistakes and give readers exactly what they desire. Partnerships with
multimedia content producers, experimentation with user-generated
content, and a popular international edition have also helped put
Spiegel Online on top of German Web news.

But Spiegel Online Editor-in-Chief, Wolfgang Büchner, maintains
that the site’s investment in quality journalism is the main reason
Spiegel Online has grown independently of the print magazine, allow- for its success. Over 80 journalists work for Spiegel Online, coming it to experiment with various forms of online news, learn from its pared with 250 for the print magazine. Spiegel Online has its own
investigative team, including political correspondents who cover
each party in Berlin, a reporter specialized in Al-Qaeda, and another
dedicated to the global crises, amongst others. The site produces
about 800 stories per week, compared to the 120-150 published
in the print edition.
How to package print and online content, avoiding
cannibalization
It may seem paradoxical that a print weekly, whose core content
production revolves around enterprise stories and retrospective
commentary, could become the leader in reactive, online, breaking news. But unlike daily newspaper websites, which can be
constrained by their daily print news agenda, the websites of
weeklies such as Spiegel Online do not cannibalize their weekly
print complement.
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culture editor Matthias Matussek produces a popular video blog
which covers an array of topics in a lively and humorous way, far
removed from Der Spiegel ’s sober writing style (the weekly blog gets
an average 10,000-15,000 hits per edition). Perhaps most notably,
Spiegel launched a “convergence” advertising campaign whose goal
is to draw readers to the website for daily news and entice them to
The online story-building process is similar to that of other news orga- pick up the magazine for their weekly fill of analysis.
nizations. For breaking news stories, online journalists compile a few
wires and publish quick news updates. They then call the appropriate Increasingly, “our challenge is going to be to create a package
correspondent in Berlin who produces a more comprehensive story editorially where the reader starts on one platform and continues
about an hour later. This story can be complemented during the day in the other,” said Büchner.
with additional comments, user input and expert insights.
TV quality video for the homepage
Büchner readily admitted that the online environment can lead to
inaccuracies, simply because “if you work faster, the danger of making One of the online features where Spiegel Online readers start is
a mistake is higher.” Editorial workflows have been established and video. Beginning at the end of 2006, the site began receiving video
depend on the importance of a story. Ideally, a journalist, a depart- content from Spiegel TV on a more regular basis, and featured this
ment head, a news editor and a proofreader examine a homepage content more prominently on the site. Spiegel TV provides two daily
story before it is published. But in practice, a number of homepage packages to Spiegel Online:
stories receive fewer edits and a center page story is sometimes
published after having been reread once or twice. For Büchner, - a TV-like news bulletin, which is updated five times per day and
having a conscientious and disciplined journalistic staff becomes is displayed at the top of the homepage, visible to all.
all the more important.
- five to eight video clips designed exclusively for Spiegel Online,
Spiegel Online’s staff is in a separate building than that of Der Spie- after Der Spiegel decided in 2006 to significantly invest in original
gel. There are plans to move the two teams into one building within video for the site.
a few years but that does not mean they will converge. “Physical
integration doesn’t make sense,” said Büchner. Not only does content Every day, Spiegel Online publishes up to 30 new videos. These
differ between the two products, but so does the audience; online include Spiegel TV’s news bulletins and exclusive video content,
content syndicated from Reuters, and videos uploaded by Spiegel
readership is younger and more international (20% of visits).
Online’s own 4-person multimedia team.
However, the two teams often work together on projects. For example,
three correspondents, one from Der Spiegel and two from Spiegel “What we really do is television on the Net,” said Matthias Ziemann,
Online, worked on an April 2008 story about a German jihadi fighter coordinator between Spiegel TV and Spiegel Online. The site has
involved in the war in Afghanistan. In other cases, in-depth inves- benefited from Spiegel TV’s professional standards and practices, as
tigations are published in the print version with the online edition, opposed to many newspapers which have chosen to equip reporters
informed as to the print program, preparing interviews in advance with handy cams, or to shoot cheap video. “I really love the New
York Times, but sometimes (its video) is just amateur bla-bla,” said
to complement the print story.
Ziemann. “That is not the way, even on the Internet, that business
Büchner, his co-Editor-in-Chief, Rüdiger Ditz, or one of the site’s should be done,” he said. “It seems clear to me that the content
five news editors attends Der Spiegel’s morning editorial meeting at that will generate profits for the producers will be content made by
10am. At 10:30am, the online team holds its own editorial meeting, professionals, and it will be content transferred from TV standards
attended by all department heads, as well as the multimedia desk to Internet standards.”
and a coordinator from Spiegel TV.
Due to the longer production time of video compared to text (at least
Overall, Spiegel Online publishes about one story from the magazine four hours, compared to fifteen minutes for a wire-style article),
per day, as well as a few teasers from the upcoming print edition. much of the video content is aimed at complementing existing text
Because Der Spiegel is printed on Mondays, print-online collabora- coverage, rather than tell the story.
tion becomes most crucial towards the end of the week, especially Ziemann noted that to date, Speigel TV isn’t very important in terms
if a print exclusive won’t hold until Monday. “We have to be careful of traffic. Of its 500 million monthly page views, Spiegel Online video
(of cannibalization) as long as print is our main source of revenue,” only accounts for 10.3 million downloads. But video will increasingly
become important in Spiegel’s online offerings, reflected by the fact
said Büchner.
Print-online collaboration is gradually increasing. A former Spiegel that video viewing increased three-fold in nine months after the
Online Editor-in-Chief was appointed to lead the print magazine. Print implementation of Flash video.
Spiegel Online is a continuous news site between 06h00 and 01h00,
with one or two journalists working a night shift. At 06h00 the first
political journalist walks in, followed by the first business reporter an
hour later. The goal is to have a fresh homepage online by 08h00,
when the majority of the audience arrives at work.
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Communities of readers guided by journalists
Like other media companies, Spiegel Online is experimenting
with user-generated content (UGC). But instead of considering it
as a means to drive traffic and revenue, Spiegel Online is tapping
into the journalistic capabilities of the medium, taking a pro-am
approach to UGC.

accuracy. Since EinesTages content generally isn’t time sensitive,
journalists and readers can take a few days to build each story. In
effect, Spiegel Online has successfully created a “journ-ity,” said
Büchner, a community of readers that adds value to content with
the guidance of journalists. Some pro-am articles even make it to
the Spiegel Online homepage.
A German perspective in English

In October 2007, the site launched EinesTages, a user-generated
platform that focuses and relies on the “special interest of people in
personal history,” explained Florian Harms, who heads EinesTages.
Readers contribute notes, articles, photographs and tips as long as
they relate to the contributors personal history or historical issues.

To complement its German-language website, Spiegel Online
launched an online-only, English-language edition in October 2004.
Dubbed Spiegel Online International, the Berlin-based publication
has graduated from targeting expatriates living in Germany to the
entire English-speaking world.

In March 2008, EinesTages generated about 20 million monthly
page views and counted 10,000 registered ‘authors’, about 10% of
which are active contributors. Every day, EinesTages’ 10 staffers (four
fulltime) sort through content, which is consistently pre-moderated.
According to Harms, every day about three to five quality stories
come in, which can be published almost instantly.

Spiegel Online International, which has claimed up to 1 million
unique users monthly, provides world news from a German, and
more generally Western European, perspective and just like the
Guardian and BBC, acts as an alternative to the mainstream US
media. But Editor Daryl Lindsey made it clear that, although it can
rely on the staffs of the print and online German-language Spiegel,
For the other submissions, Spiegel Online journalists engage in Spiegel International can’t yet consider itself a competitor to other
an active collaboration process with readers, by sending them international English-language news sites. Its staff consists of a
feedback, tips, and offering other sources for research. Content mere five fulltime journalists and a few interns.
is checked with historians, academics and museum curators for

A team of more than 20 IT specialists was a major factor in
Der Spiegel’s online success. It helped Spiegel Online develop
its clean design across its main site (top left), its reader
community site, Eines Tages (above), and its international
edition (left). The design on all sites emphasizes analysis,
avoids excessive advertising and is a big reason why Spiegel
Online is Germany’s most popular news website.
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Content is geared to the target audience: international news, business
news and German news of international relevance. About half of the
stories on Spiegel Online International are translated from or based on
content from Spiegel Online (8-10 per day). 20% of Spiegel International
content is translated from the print version which poses no cannibalization risks because of the worldwide-focus of the website versus the
German-focus of the magazine. The site’s journalists also produce a
share of original reporting or rewrite existing stories with an entirely
different angle (about five original features per week). Occasionally,
these articles make it back to the website’s German edition.
Spiegel International draws a lot of content from the magazine’s
foreign correspondents, whose stories don’t always make it into
print, but are of international relevance. The Web also gives these
correspondents visibility, which in turn helps them to build contacts
for stories that can be used in print.

content with international news organizations, including The New York
Times, Salon.com, NRC Handelsblad in Holland, and BusinessWeek.
Investing in quality journalism pays off
Since its 1994 launch, Spiegel Online’s popularity has risen steadily,
fueled by traffic peaks during major international news events, such
as the death of Lady Di, September 11th 2001, or the war in Iraq
(see illustration). Sustained investment in journalism has contributed
immensely. Spiegel Online was in the red from 1999 through 2005,
but turned profitable in 2007, enjoying a €20 million turnover, with
a two-digit profit margin thanks to the premium CPM rates it can
demand (a homepage-wallpaper ad can run up to €48,000 for a
day). Still, Buchner realizes that the site must “be careful as long
as print is our main source of revenue.”

In the future, Büchner wishes to further grow out of the “online-isbreaking-news and print-is-in-depth” paradigm. Although Spiegel
Online already does a good deal of original reporting, it simply has
less staff and time to produce the in-depth coverage of Der Spiegel.
In the meantime, according to Büchner, superb online journalism and
journalists will continue to be the main attraction for readers. “The
most important thing is a good staff. A good IT team that makes good
Still, “one big criticism is that we’re too German,” said Lindsey. So tools and features online possible is important as well, but never
Spiegel Online International has developed partnerships to share underestimate the importance of really good journalists. This is key
to our success. You can have the most nifty
features, but if the content you produce isn’t
premium, then you fall behind.”
Spiegel International has succeeded in its bid to draw an international
audience, with about 42-43% of traffic coming from the US. Roughly
20% of traffic is German-based, and about 5% of traffic comes from
both Canada and the UK. The rest of traffic is partitioned amongst
western European countries and the world.

Spiegel Online Editor-in-Chief,
Wolfgang Büchner (far left), and
Spiegel International Editor, Daryl
Lindsey (near left), are behind
the immense popularity of Spiegel
Online, bringing further domestic and
international recognition to Germany’s
premier analytical weekly, Der Spiegel.

Print – Der Spiegel

Spiegel Online

Spiegel TV

Print circulation
1 million copies weekly

Traffic
10.3 million views / month

Readership
6.5 million

Traffic
500 million PV / month
88 million visits / month
5 million UU / month

Number of staffers
300

Traffic
1 million visitors / month
6 million PV / month

Number of staffers
1,000

Number of journalists
80

Number of journalists
120-150

Number of staffers
5 and interns

Number of journalists
Print Spiegel 250
Newsroom integration
No

Spiegel International
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TOP PRINT AND WEB
DESIGNS
top 10 newspaper designs

top 5 website designs

Over the past decade, newspaper designers everywhere have been

emphasizing more images, infographics and color on print pages. Now, a trend is developing
in which elements of newspapers’ print and online versions blend into one another. Not all
newspapers have adopted this style yet, but the following pages give an insiders view into
the evolution of newspaper design and how it is beginning to relate more to the Web.
The World Editors Forum asked five top newspaper designers (see bios below), to name
the Top 10 newspaper designs and Top 5 newspaper website designs of 2006 and 2007.
This chapter compiles the papers that most commonly appeared on their lists in no particular order. Each example includes several images of their styles and is accompanied
by a text written by the papers. The World Editors Forum congratulates all papers on
their nomination.

Jördis Guzmán Bulla
joerdis.guzman-bulla@
wams.de
+40 30 259177912
+49 173 2751955

After working as a chemist and a salsa teacher, Joerdis decided to study infographics. For
seven years she has been working with the German Sunday newspaper Welt am Sonntag in
Berlin, first as page designer, then as art director. Because of ambitious storytelling her portfolio
received a gold award in the 2007 SND contest.

Since founding her company in 1992, her professional portfolio includes over 70 international
projects. She is one of the most notable and prolific print designers on the international scene
today. She has received more than 100 prestigious awards, her most notable include a “Best
of Show”, and ten World’s Best Designed newspapers by The Society for News Design. Lacava
is past president of the Society for News Design (2001). Lacava and her team are presently
working on several print and web projects, some of which are due to launch this year. Among them are La Libre Belgique (Bruxelles), El
Espectador (Bogota), and a yet to be named national paper in the UAE (Abu Dhabi).
Lucie Lacava
Design Consultant,
Lacava Design Inc.
lucie@lacavadesign.ca

Robb Montgomery
ceo@visualeditors.com
robbmontgomery.com
+1 (312) 307-7361

Robb Montgomery is the CEO of Visual Editors and principal in Robb Montgomery Consulting. He
has worked as a visual editor for the Chicago Sun-Times and the Chicago Tribune and partners
with media groups in the Middle East, Asia, U.K., Europe and North America to improve digital
journalism initiatives, Web video, newspaper design and online multimedia.

Peter Ong
peterong@
bigpond.net.au
+61-2-9489-2822

Peter Ong is a newspaper consultant in Sydney, Australia. He has consulted for and redesigned
newspapers and magazines across the Asia-Pacific region including Saudi Arabia, India, China,
Singapore, Australia and New Zealand. In early 2008, he was redesigning Punjab Kesari in India.
Peter is also the long-serving regional director for the Society for News Design.

A founding director of Palmer Watson, Ally has been a consultant for ten years, and has a record
of creating internationally acclaimed designs for newspapers across the world. Before becoming a
consultant, he was an award-winning group art director with The Scotsman’s titles. In recent years
he has been involved in launches, redesigns and re-launches across Europe, South America, Africa
and Russia. Four of his projects, The Scotsman (Edinburgh), The European (London), The Herald
(Glasgow) and Politiken (Copenhagen) have been included amongst the World’s Best Designed Newspapers at the Society of News Design.
Ally Palmer
Palmer Watson Ltd.
Ally@palmerwatson.
com
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Inquiry launched as Labour Obama
overdrive
caught in new donations row asfallsClinton
behind
Hain failed to declare tens of thousands of pounds for his deputy leader bid
Peter Hain will be forced to admit that
he failed to declare tens of thousands of
pounds worth of donations from businesses and unions when he stood for the
deputy leadership of the Labour party, the
Guardian has learned.
The disclosure will reopen the controversy over Labour party funding and is
likely to anger Gordon Brown, who has
begun the new year hoping to reinvigorate his government and draw a line under
the donors issue, which is currently been
investigated by Scotland Yard.
It is understood the prime minister
has not yet been informed of the failures
by Hain’s team to keep proper records
over who was pledging cash to back his
campaign.
The Electoral Commission is expecting
to receive a comprehensive list of donors
from the work and pensions secretary on
Monday.
Hain personally decided to audit the
accounts after discovering that no donations had been declared after May 4 last
year — six weeks before the result was
announced. The resubmission of his
accounts, more than six months after
the deadline for reporting donations, is
extremely embarrassing for the cabinet
minister and he is expected to make a full
apology.
Such is the scale of the under-reporting that some political sources believe
Hain’s political future rests on his being
able to show that he is the innocent victim of chaos within his election organisation, and that there has been no deliberate attempt to conceal the sources of the
donations.
He had been urged by close colleagues
to make a full disclosure before Christmas,
reﬂecting tensions within the team over
the conduct of the campaign.
The commission has told the Guardian
that it intends to investigate the failure to
declare the money and could impose a ﬁne
on Hain for making an inaccurate declaration of the donations at the end of July,
or for late reporting of the money. Under
electoral law he is personally responsible
for submitting correct accounts — unlike
in parliamentary elections, where the
agent is the responsible ﬁgure.
Hain volunteered that he had made
omissions in his declared donations to

Hain: disclosures likely to anger the prime minister Photograph: Brian Mackness

the Electoral Commission in the wake
of the David Abrahams donor scandal
last month. Although he did not take
any money from any of the proxies for
Abrahams, he discovered that he had not
declared one £5,000 donation from Jon
Mendelsohn, now Gordon Brown’s chief
fundraiser.
On December 3 he reported a wider
failure to the commission, but did not disclose either the names of all the donors or
the sums involved.
However, the Guardian understands
that the scale of undisclosed donations
runs to tens of thousands of pounds, and
that Hain far outspent his rivals during the
course of the deputy leadership contest.
His published donations already show
that he spent £82,000 on his campaign, but
it is likely that the total is well in excess of
£100,000 — more than double the amount
raised by the successful candidate, Harriet
Harman.
It is understood that most of the undeclared donations are from City or business
people but last night it was revealed that
a £10,000 donation in cash and kind from
the GMB union, whose members voted to
support his campaign, was also not made
public. This is in addition to a £5,000
undeclared donation from Mendelsohn,
and £1,300 from a fundraising dinner in
Cardiﬀ.
These alone take his total donations
to £98,300. Sources say that donations
from City and business will take the ﬁgure
much higher.
Midway through his campaign, Hain
brought in Steve Morgan, a political lobbyist, to head operations, and also sought
advice from John Underwood, a former
Labour communications director and now
a campaigns specialist.
Morgan, currently in America, did not
respond to inquiries yesterday from the
Guardian.
Last night the Electoral Commission
conﬁrmed that it was looking into the circumstances around the late reporting of
the accounts but did not want to comment
in detail on the case.
It is not known at what point the work
and pensions secretary became aware of
the failure to disclose all the donations to
his campaign.
Last night, his staﬀ would not be drawn
on the issue. A spokesman refused to say
why the money had not been declared in
time.
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Manchester, New Hampshire
Hillary Clinton yesterday br
for a second humiliating defeat in today’
New Hampshire primary election, vowin
to continue the ﬁght for the Democra
nomination until the conclusive
Tuesday contest a month from now.
With several new polls charting a deepening collapse in support since her defea
in the Iowa caucuses, Clinton
would not drop out of the race ev
loses New Hampshire.
“Whatever happens tomorrow, we’r
going on,” she told CBS television y
day. “And we’re going to keep going un
the end of the process on February 5
I’ve always felt that this is goin
very tough, hard-fought election, and I’
ready for that.”
Barack Obama’s lead over Clinton no
ranges into double digits. A USA Toda
lup poll put his advantage at 13%. Accor
ing to the poll, his support is 41%, up fr
32% in the middle of last month, Clin
down to 28% from 32%, and John Edwards
is on 19%, up from 18%.
A CNN/WMUR poll, also taken ov
weekend, puts Obama on 39%, Clint
29% and Edwards on 16%.
Clinton’
a contingency plan for defea
the Clinton camp said she has priva
accepted she is goin
Hampshire.
fact that she may not take South Ca
which holds its primary on January 26, the
source said.
Visibly exhausted, Clinton was chok
ing back tears during a session at
yesterday when a voter asked her ho
kept going. “It’s not easy. It’s not easy. I
just don’t want to see us fall backwar
There was a round of applause. “
very personal for me. It’s
It’s not just public. I see what’s happening.
We have to reverse it.”
But the momentum belonge
yesterday, as it has since Friday, wi
new Democratic frontrunner attracting overﬂow crowds. “You’re the wave
and I’m riding it,” he told
supporters.
Obama also has an unexpected ally in Edwards, who lags w
behind Clin
polls, and his strategists admit they would

≥
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Sport

Ex-Ofcom boss to be US ships come close Christmas ﬁgures
PM’s chief of staﬀ
to ﬁring at Iranians chill the high street

Corry bows out of
international rugby

Gordon Brown has appointed the former
head of Ofcom as his political chief of staﬀ,
Downing Street confirmed yesterday.
Stephen Carter, chief executive of Brunswick, the PR and lobbying ﬁrm, will oversee policy development, communications
and political strategy at No 10. Carter, the
founding chairman of Ofcom, the communications regulator, will not have the
comprehensive powers of either Jonathan
Powell or Alastair Campbell when he takes
up the role of prime minister’s chief of
strategy and principal adviser. But
while he will not have a direct role
in brieﬁng the media, he is expected to be
a key political ﬁgure at No 10.

Martin Corry will retire from interna
rugby today after declinin
ton’s oﬀer of a place in England’s
for the Six Na
to be announced tomorrow
En
October’s World Cup ﬁ
decided to call time on his Te
concentrate on club duties with Leicester
“Unfortunately I just can’t keep doing i
all,” said Corry, who won 64 En
and played six Lions Tests. “Something has
to give if I want to keep
playing to the required
standard.” Ashton is bidding farewell to
a fourth captain in three months.

≥

US navy ships came within seconds of ﬁring on Iranian gunboats after a confrontation in the Strait of Hormuz on Sunday,
Pentagon officials revealed yesterday.
They said five small boats, thought to
be from the Revolutionary Guard, forced
the US vessels to take evasive action and
radioed the American ships with a message to the eﬀect that “we’re coming at
you and you’ll explode in a couple of minutes”. The Iranians moved away “literally
at the very moment that US forces were
preparing to open fire. It is the
most serious provocation of this
sort that we’ve seen yet,” the Pentagon
oﬃcial added.

≥

High streets suﬀered a bleak Christmas
with the worst retail sales growth for three
years, prompting calls for a half a percentage point cut in interest rates. Many shops
are preparing for a difficult year after a
downbeat survey by the British Retail
Consortium. It follows proﬁt warnings last
week from DSG, the company behind Currys, PC World and Land of Leather. Many
retailers rely on the Christmas period for
much of their proﬁts. Mid-market womenswear fared particularly badly, with
many retailers forced to make
heavy discounts. Shares in Sainsbury’s, Marks & Spencer and Debenhams
were hit.

≥

≥
Scientists say Britons should catch
more sun to boost levels of vitamin D,
which protects against cancer

Sport, ≥

In September 2005, The Guardian transformed into an elegant
Berliner. While other broadsheet newspapers embraced the
tabloid format, the Guardian was determined not to allow
commercial pressures to compromise its journalism and the
way stories were presented. Hence the decision was made to
adopt the Berliner format. The Berliner design is based around
a five-column grid, reinforcing the Guardian’s commitment to
quality editorial. State of the art printing presses were built
to enable full colour on every page giving more power to
the photography and graphics. The specially commissioned
typeface establishes the personality of the Guardian with its
wide range of weights that can be used across the newspaper.
The Berliner Guardian has proved to be a success with both
readers and the global media industry.
Unlike most media organisations, which are owned by a
proprietor or group of shareholders, the Guardian is owned
by the Scott Trust, which secures the continuity and editorial
independence of the Guardian. This unique form of media
ownership allows the Guardian to remain true to its core
values - an intelligent newspaper with a strong sense of its
history - and enables the Guardian newspaper to reach a new
generation of readers who still prefer the printed word.
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Murder, she wrote
‘My problem is
I’m obsessive’
Forest Whitaker
on evil, hope and
Barack Obama

When Felix Dennis ‘confessed’ to Ginny Dougary that he had killed a man, the interviewer faced a decision:
ﬁle the sensational exclusive or fast-forward the tape. She has no doubts that she made the right choice

�

y phone was pretty
busy in the aftermath of the publication of my interview with Felix
Dennis, in which
he confessed to
killing a man; a
“confession” that he later retracted. What
colleagues on other newspapers wanted
to know was whether the story — the
publisher claimed that 25 years ago he
pushed a man oﬀ a cliﬀ — was true and
why the publisher talked about such a
thing in an on-the-record interview with
a journalist.
Most questions were answered in the
piece and it is clear that the Times went
to great lengths to ensure that it behaved
responsibly and fairly with such a sensational revelation. As a champion of free
speech — he is still most famous for the Oz
trial, which centred on that very issue — it
would presumably have gone against the
grain for Dennis to attempt to suppress
something he said in an interview. He did
write the next day suggesting that I “forget
about one particular episode”, but nothing at that stage more heavy-handed.
What is the correct way to behave when
an interviewee tells a journalist something
that he or she is likely to regret when it is
published? I have been interviewing the
great and the good for the past 16 years,
and there have been a number of occasions when their revelations have become
newsworthy.

Secret agendas

12A

Back in 1994, the former chancellor Norman Lamont let rip with an attack on the
then prime minister John Major and his
comments duly appeared in the Times.
The fallout lasted for months. Five years
later, Michael Portillo, another Tory former
minister, talked about his homosexual
past. In recent months he has referred to
that interview, and his suspicion that it
lost him the leadership of his party.
An interview with Martin Amis, conducted a year or so ago, has been picked
over in recent months because of the
comments he made about Muslims, and
he now finds himself having to rebut
charges that he is a racist in every interview he does.
Sometimes the consequences are
short-lived or even amusing, as when the
author Jeanette Winterson told me about
a stint in her youth when she had sex
with ladies from the Home Counties who
showed their appreciation by presenting her with Le Creuset casserole dishes.
(Rather delightfully, it was the Domestic
Goddess, Nigella Lawson, who suggested
that it might be fruitful to ask Winterson
about this.)
After the Lamont experience — when
he made some of his more extreme comments over lunch and later claimed that
they had been oﬀ the record — I decided
that I would never again allow a subject
to attempt to shield themselves behind
the cloak of unattributable quotes. This
has frustrated some people who long to
oﬄoad their bitterness or secret agendas
but don’t wish to expose themselves in
the process. In other words, they want to
use a journalist to create waves without
getting wet themselves.
This was not the case with Dennis. One of
the joys of interviewing him is that you can
ask him anything and he will not be fazed.
However, for the interviewer — as I have discovered — this is not without its pitfalls.
When I started out in this profession
30-odd years ago celebrities were less
precious about the interview game. There
didn’t appear to be rules then and agents
did not wield the kind of power they do

The boardroom revolution How to write a misery memoir Sharon Horga

Welcome to the
wonderful world of
flight-free holidays
100 brilliant ideas

Loose lips … the publisher Felix Dennis, above, may regret his boozy declaration; below, Jeanette Winterson spilled sex secrets during an interview Photograph: Graham Turner

There is no rule book
about how to deal
with such events. No
public ﬁgure has ever
insisted on telling
a journalist that he
has killed someone

now. So if a journalist wanted a lengthy
interview with the subject — and the subject found you good value — you could get
almost unlimited access. The prevailing
line now is that you can sum up a person
just as easily in a one-hour encounter,
which is often the maximum time that an
editor can bag for his or her writer. This is
absurd, of course, but most of us, increasingly, have no option but to settle for it.
There are still exceptions.
When I flew to Detroit, a couple of
years ago, to interview the crime writer
Elmore Leonard, I spent the whole day
with him and then had dinner with him
and his wife, followed by a visit to a jazz
bar that lasted into the early hours. I have
spent a week with Imelda Marcos in the
Philippines; 10 days with Cherie Blair in
Pakistan and Afghanistan. This is tough
on the interviewee, because it’s hard to
project a certain image of yourself while
under constant scrutiny for such a length
of time. All of this is to give some context
to Dennis’s revelation (over a ﬁve-hour
interview, followed by dinner).
Janet Malcolm wrote a book in 1990
called The Journalist and the Murderer in
which the opening line was: “Every journalist who is not too stupid or too full of
himself to notice what is going on knows
that what he does is morally indefensible.” Sometimes when you are sent oﬀ to
interview a famous person you do have
your own agenda — usually when there is
something generally known (or thought
to be known) about the subject which
they have up until this point not declared
publicly.
In these circumstances, the inter-

viewer is employing whatever legitimate
resources are at his or her disposal to elicit
information. This does not seem, to my
mind, “morally indefensible”, particularly
when the subjects are seasoned politicians
or individuals who have been in the public eye for a long time and are absolutely
aware of the rules of the game.
But I wanted to interview Felix Dennis
for no other reason than that he is colourful, ﬂamboyant, rich and powerful, and
has been outspoken already about his
louche past.

Vulnerable creature
Some weeks before our encounter, I was
asked to write a piece about the pitfalls
of interviewing, in which I wrote: “Most
celebrities these days are too fearful of
letting their guard down to have a drink
with their interviewer. If you are lucky
enough to get a good scoop out of such an
encounter, unsympathetic commentators
may assume that the interviewer has plied
their subject with alcohol to exploit the
poor vulnerable creature. This is irritating
but also nonsense. Revealing interviews,
in my experience anyway, have come
about because the interviewee ﬁnds it a
relief to vent or unburden themselves.”
This could be one reading of the Dennis
interview — another is that he was simply
trying to shock. Although he did suggest
that I might want to forget his “confession”, it is striking that he did not put this
more strongly. It is entirely in keeping
with his character that, having made such
a shocking claim, Dennis would almost
be embarrassed to deny it. However, in a
subsequent telephone conversation with

me, Dennis did deny the story, blaming i
on the wine; ﬁve or six weeks later,
of his notes to the editor,
that he had also been on medication at
the time.
There is no rule book about how to
deal with such a bizarre turn of even
To my knowledge, no public ﬁ
certainly not one with such an extensiv
knowledge about the wa
ate — has ever insisted on tellin
ist that he has killed someone.
Another question I have been ask
is whether I liked Dennis. Tha
answer. I had more fun wi
almost any other interv
— and even in our subsequent dealin
has, for the most part, been the very
of grace under pressure. Indeed, one of the
reasons why I tried to get him to retr
damning words during the interv
that I felt oddly protective of him — a
howev
the implications, what their impact migh
be upon publication.
Wha
it w
would not adopt the same posi
to participate in a char
where something tha
be conveniently unsaid afterwar
on-the-record interview,
exactly that.
many compelling explanations as to wh
Dennis erupted in the wa
ing his own. But as for the question tha
may still linger,
who really knows the answer, and it
tainly isn’t me.

*

Lights, camera, Acton Know your Mary Poppins from your Sweeney Todd? Try our London
ﬁlm quiz and win one of ﬁve copies of the Movie London guidebook guardian.co.uk/travel
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Bush erkender behov
for nytænkning i Irak

»SF plejer at svinge med den røde fane. Nu vifter
partiet med det hvide ﬂag«. Sådan ser den radikale
Margrethe Vestager på SF’s nye politiske forståelse
med Socialdemokraterne. SF-formand Villy Søvndal mener til gengæld, at de radikale svigter kampen for at vælte Fogh-regeringen, når partiet ikke vil
indgå en politisk alliance med Socialdemokraterne og venstreﬂøjen. Politiken har
1 Side 4 sat de to stævne til politisk duel.

»Vi har brug for en ny tilgang«, erkendte USA’s præsident George W. Bush i går efter et møde med den
britiske premierminister Tony Blair. Præsidenten
er allerede nu under hårdt hjemligt pres for at følge anbefalingerne i Baker-Hamilton-kommissionens rapport om den fejlslagne Irakpolitik. Men
amerikanske militæreksperter mener, at USA har få
manøvremuligheder, og irakerne
1 Side 8 er skuffede over forslagene.
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Røg
Belastende ﬁlm – men
ingen beviser

E

n rygende pistol. Det er som
bekendt idealet for journalistisk opklaringsarbejde. Lå der
en sådan tilbage, da ﬁlmen ’Den
hemmelige krig’ i går endelig havde
rullet over tv-skærmene? Oppositionen mener ja, og endda at pistolen
ryger nok til en rigsretssag. Regeringen siger nej. Der er som sædvanlig
ikke noget at komme efter.
Ingen af parterne har ret.
Heldigvis indeholder ﬁlmen ikke
beviser, der uigendriveligt viser, at
danske soldater har udleveret fanger til tortur i amerikansk varetægt.
Og at den danske regering vidste besked. Det ville være ubærligt, hvis ﬁlmen kunne dokumentere en sådan
påstand. Omvendt efterlader udsendelsen et temmelig tæt røgslør over
dele af den danske indsats i Afghanistan. Og regeringen har kun sig
selv at takke for, at den fremstår i et
meget gråmeleret lys.
For det første har regeringen
gjort det svært for sig selv ved at
fastholde, at det er muligt at deltage
i USA’s ’kamp mod terror’ og samtidig overholde alle konventioner. En
sådan ’contradiction in terms’ har
gjort den sårbar over for den kritik,
som uvægerligt vil komme, når
man forsøger at bekæmpe terrororganisationer med konventionelle
tropper.
For det andet har regeringen – inspireret af de amerikanske bortforklaringer – gerådet sig ud i en ulidelig strid om ord. Et af omdrejningspunkterne i ’Den hemmelige krig’
er, om det var ’tilbageholdte’ eller
’krigsfanger’, som danske soldater i
2002 udleverede til amerikanske
soldater.
Regeringens insisteren på ordkløveriet om betegnelsen af ’fangerne’
må siges at være et ynkeligt forsøg
på at lægge afstand til de utallige
belastende beretninger, som siden
kom om de rystende forhold på
Guantánamo-basen.

Sundhedsministeren nedsætter specialenhed,
som skal sikre hurtig behandling til kræftpatienter.
Sygehusene får trecifret millionbeløb.
nyhedsanalyse
HANS DRACHMANN, ANDERS LEGARTH
SCHMIDT OG CHRISTINE CORDSEN

T

re gange har sundhedsminister
Lars Løkke Rasmussen (V) været
grillet i timevis i Folketingets Sundhedsudvalg. Utallige gange har han stået
foran et tv-kamera og skulle undskylde og
forklare, at danske kræftpatienter ikke
har fået den behandling, de skulle have,
til den tid, de skulle.
Forrige søndag brugte Danmarks Radio næsten hele programmet Deadline til
at krydsforhøre en sundhedsminister,
der blev mere og mere rød i hovedet og
ﬁk ﬂere og ﬂere svedperler på panden.
I tre uger – siden Politiken første gang
beskrev, at behandlingsgarantien til
kræftpatienter var udhulet – har Lars Løkke været den, der først og fremmest skulle
stå frem og stå til ansvar, selv om det efter
hans mening først og fremmest er sygehusene, der har svigtet kræftpatienterne
ved ikke at skaffe hurtig behandling.
Det har gjort ministeren træt. Og irriteret. Og sikkert også bekymret for sin politiske fremtid. Derfor meddelte Lars Løkke
Rasmussen i går, at han nu selv tager affære for at sikre, at kræftpatienterne får den
behandling, de skal have. Han siger:
»Når alle har så travlt med at give ansvaret, er det fornuftigste nok at tage det«.
Han præsenterede i går to vidtrækkende beslutninger.
For det første vil ministeren oprette en
specialenhed – et tæskehold – som i de
næste to år skal føre skarp kontrol med, at
amterne og sygehusene gør alt, hvad de
kan for at leve op til behandlingsgarantien om hurtig hjælp til kræftpatienter.
For det andet gav han løfte om, at regeringen vil bruge og skaffe de penge, der
skal til for at give kræftpatienter hurtig
strålebehandling. Det havde han aftalt
tidligt torsdag morgen på et møde med
sundhedsordførerne fra de konservative
og Dansk Folkeparti.
Denne sag skal løses. Og ministeren vil
nidkært holde øje med, at den bliver løst
ude på sygehusene. »Det her bliver statsstyring«, lyder det i ministeriet.
Konkret vil der blive nedsat en specialenhed med tre-ﬁre personer fra henholdsvis Sundhedsministeriet og Sundhedsstyrelsen, som får til opgave at kigge
amterne i kortene og ånde dem i nakken.

Amterne får »overfrakke« på. Det er ikke
spor liberalt, og det er slet ikke noget, der
passer Bent Hansen (S), der som formand
for amternes sundhedsudvalg har et stort
ansvar for de svigtede garantier. Men som
efter ministerens mening har gemt sig de
seneste to-tre uger. Bent Hansen noterede
lidt småsurt, at »regeringen vil opbygge
et nyt bureaukrati i København«.
Men den nye specialenhed skal efter
planen ikke bare sidde og vende papirer
på et kontor i København. Den skal kontrollere og overvåge. Og samle erfaringer
fra de sygehuse, hvor arbejdet går godt og
hurtigt. Og give klar besked til de kræftafdelinger, hvor arbejdet ikke lever op til
standarden – og garantien.
Når sygehuset i Vejle straks ved henvisningen kan give patienterne besked om,
hvornår de vil få den første strålebehandling, duer det ikke, at de skal være tre uger
om bare at indkalde patienterne til
samtale i Herlev.
Når sygeplejerNår alle har så
skerne på Rigshostravlt med at
pitalet er villige til
give ansvaret,
at arbejde i weeker det fornuftig- enden, må de også
kunne overtales til
ste nok at
det mod passende
tage det
betaling i Herlev.
Lars Løkke
Når Sønderjyllands
Rasmussen
Amt uden problemer kan indgå aftale om at sende hundredvis af patienter til
Flensborg, må andre også kunne indgå aftaler med udenlandske sygehuse.
Og det skal specialenheden efter planen give sygehusene klar besked om.
Det bliver sikkert ikke sjovt for Bent
Hansen og de politisk ansvarlige for
kræftbehandlingen ude i landet. Men
Bent Hansen kunne så glæde sig over, at
han ﬁk et løfte om at få de penge, der skal
til for at sikre, at kræftpatienter kan få
strålebehandling til tiden.
Regeringen og Dansk Folkeparti har ikke sat beløb på, men ventes at præsentere
på et nyt møde 19. december et trecifret
millionbeløb. Penge, der skal bruges til
overarbejdsbetaling, nye strålekanoner,
uddannelse, patienttransport til udlandet, ja til hvad som helst. Bare det virker.
hans.drachmann@pol.dk
anders.schmidt@pol.dk
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Vi har åbent
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jul og nytår
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Den 24. og 25. har vi dog lukket
(Julemanden har andet at se til
disse dage)

HVORFOR IKKE sige det, som det er?
At man i 2002 ikke havde problemer med at udlevere fanger til USA,
fordi man ikke kendte til de senere
konventionsbrud? Hvad man end
kalder fangerne, skal de behandles
anstændigt. Det er der desværre
mange eksempler på, at fanger i
USA’s terrorkrig ikke er blevet.
Heri ligger netop dokumentarﬁlmens egentlige politiske problem
for regeringen. Den sætter fokus på
en udenrigspolitisk diskussion, regeringen for øjeblikket kun kan tabe på. Filmen viser, at det har konsekvenser at være logrende halehæng
til USA. Det koster at følge en stormagt, som ikke viger tilbage for at
bøje konventionerne i kampen mod
terror. Det er ﬁlmen – endnu en –
vigtig påmindelse om. fugl
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Dyr og Havets Fisk

og Erobrer af Det Engelske Imperium

i Afrika i Almindelighed
og Uganda i Særdeleshed
Egentlig hed han bare Dada Idi Oumee Amin, og hans mor kaldte
ham lille Awongo – den, der græder meget. Men Ugandas diktator
gennem otte år havde smag for grandiose titler, blandt andet
’The Last King of Scotland’, som også er titlen på en ny spillefilm
om Amin. Omverdenen foretrak at kalde ham ’Afrikas Hitler’.

I

di Amin var Ugandas enehersker i 1970’erne. Den morderiske tyran med øgenavnet ’Afrikas Hitler’ dukker nu op
igen i Forest Whitakers skikkelse i ’The Last King of Scotland’, der får dansk premiere på fredag. For sin rolle som
Amin har Whitaker allerede vundet en Golden Globe og
er favorit til at vinde en Oscar. Per stedfortræder er Idi Amin således tilbage i det offentlighedens søgelys, hvor han indtil sin
ﬂugt i 1979 udøvede så skrækblandet en fascination.
Tilbage efter mange år i eksil i Saudi-Arabien, hvor Amin ﬁk tiden til at gå med at spille skotsk militærmusik på sin trækharmonika, spise sig endnu tykkere i Kentucky Fried Chicken og
med at shoppe igennem i Safeway i Saudi-Arabiens ﬁnanscentrum Jeddah. Her levede en af verdens værste diktatorer i komfort med sin vildtvoksende familie i 15 værelser beklædt med
marmor fra gulv til loft og 30.000 dollar om måneden i lommepenge. Saudi-Arabien betalte for kost og logi på betingelse af, at
konvertitten Idi Amin ikke åbnede munden og lod være med at
tilføre islams omdømme mere skade, end han allerede havde
gjort. Mundkurven sad så godt fast, at man dårligt nok registrerede forskellen, da Idi Amin i 2003 efter et nyresvigt gik fra være

tavs og usynlig til at være decideret død.
På det tidspunkt var han enten 78 eller 80
år gammel. Dengang Idi Amin blev født,
førte man ikke så nøje regnskab med den
slags i den fattige Kakwa-stamme.
Når Kevin MacDonalds ﬁlm hedder ’The Last
King of Scotland’, er det, fordi det var en af de titler, Idi Amin smykkede sig med ved lejlighed og således supplerede sit i forvejen alenlange visitkort.
Han beundrede skotterne, som var gode soldater, og
han var vild med både kilt og sækkepiber. Det var noget,
han havde lært fra sin tid i King’s African Riﬂes. Opdragelsen i
den engelske hær var stort set den eneste ’uddannelse’, Amin ﬁk.
Englænderne støttede uofﬁcielt Amins militærkup, der i 1971
styrtede den folkevalgte Milton Obote. Det samme gjorde israelerne og amerikanerne, der ikke brød sig om Obotes kommunistvenlige tendenser. Englænderne gik ud fra, at den tidligere
underofﬁcer i den engelske hær, Idi Amin, var ’deres’ mand. Men
Amin viste snart, at han ikke var sådan at styre. Ikke engang Idi
Amin kunne styre den rastløse Idi Amin med den korte lunte og
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Politiken is a social liberal quality paper which is currently
Denmark’s second-largest morning newspaper. Politiken
is known as the newspaper with the best writers and photographers in Denmark. Politiken places great emphasis
on reportage and takes politics seriously. Our ambition is to
engage ordinary people in significant societal issues, and
one of our tools is the most extensive opinion pages in the
Danish press. Politiken is123 old.
In late 2006, Politiken underwent a major transformation
that has consolidated our reputation as Denmark’s most
modern newspaper. In Section A, simple news recording is
now placed on top of the pages in an Overview Band. And
the Insight Stories are presented with a magazine feel and
touch below the Overview Band. Editors and reporters at the
printed paper produce ‘insight journalism’ which is articles
which cover more than the raw news stories that many readers have already read or watched the previous day. Insight
journalism uses a variety of genres, including news feature,
news analysis, reportage and background articles.

HVAD ER MENINGEN?
Hvad var det lige, der fik
den uafhængige a-kasse
ASE til at undersøge
danskernes sexliv?
2. sektion side 4
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VEJRET

Hans Jørgen Wegner
var den sidste af en
stor generation af
møbelarkitekter, der
vendte op og ned på
dansk design. Med
omkring 700 møbler,
primært stole, bag
sig var han tillige den
mest produktive.

nekrolog

H

ans Jørgen Wegner var den
sidste i rækken af legendariske danske møbelarkitekter.
Han blev født i 1914, men overlevede dem alle, både Arne Jacobsen (1902-71), Finn Juhl (1912-89), Børge
Mogensen (1914-72), Poul Kjærholm (192980), Verner Panton (1929-99) og Nanna Ditzel
(1923-2005).
Politikens tidligere arkitekturanmelder
Henrik Sten Møller kaldte Wegner for »verdens mest geniale snedkersvend«, andre ophøjede ham til »stolens sande mester«, begge dele lige rigtigt, da samtlige af Wegners
berømte stole ikke alene er mesterligt formgivet, de er tillige forarbejdet efter de højeste
håndværksmæssige idealer.
Det er ikke til at vide, om Wegner ﬁk mulighed for at glæde sig over den enorme interesse, der har været, ikke bare for hans stole, men for hele hans livsværk i de senere år.
Den sidste lange tid blev tilbragt på plejehjem, og måske havde han vanskeligt ved at
begribe den udvikling, som førte til større og
større produktioner af hans mest populære
skabninger, men også til genopdagelse af
dem, der for længst var taget ud af produktion eller bare aldrig var kommet længere
end til modelstadiet.
Wegner havde nok også svært ved at fatte,
endsige sympatisere med, de senere års tårnhøje auktionspriser på nogle af de klassikere, der blev produceret i 50’erne og 60’erne,
eksempelvis skalstolen, der for et stykke tid
siden opnåede hammerslag på 40.000 kroner. I et interview til nærværende avis i 1997
forstår man, at tanken om netop sådanne
statusmøbler var ham inderligt imod. »Sådan var de aldrig tænkt«, sagde han, »jeg lagde netop vægt på, at stolene kunne købes af
alle slags mennesker«. I samme interview
inddrager han desuden sin gode ven og kollega Børge Mogensen, idet han bemærker, at
både hans egen og Mogensens opvækst under beskedne kår i provinsen kom til udtryk i en demokratisk tankegang, der
var karakteristisk for dem begge:
»Det lå os i blodet«, som han sagde.
Hans J. Wegner kom til verden 2.
april 1914 i Tønder. Faderen var skomager, en af byens mange håndværkere, og håndværker skulle
sønnen også være, hvorefter han

Den geniale snedkersvend
kom i lære hos den lokale
snedkermester som 14årig. Snart viste det sig, at
knægten ikke alene havde
håndelaget, men tillige
var en drømmerisk natur; time efter time blev
tilbragt med at studere
haletudser, insekter og
vandplanter nede ved
åen, og mange år senere,
i midten af 40’erne, lod
han det myldrende liv
komme til udtryk i den
forﬁnede og dekorative
form for træskærerarbejde, man kalder ’intarsia’ – mest fordi han
følte sig udfordret af

nogle håndværksmestre, der mente, at den
slags snitterier overhovedet ikke kunne lade
sig gøre og slet ikke med en lommekniv. I
dag står hans prægtige skab på Kunstindustrimuseet som bevis på, at han mestrede
kunsten.
Efter nogle år som svend kom Wegner til
København, dels som værnepligtig, dels for
at gå på Teknisk Skole, hvor han blandt andet
blev undervist i opmåling af møbler efter
principper af Kaare Klint. Siden kom turen til
Kunsthåndværkerskolen, hvor han mødte
den jævnaldrende Børge Mogensen, der ligesom han selv var optaget af træmøbler i enkel formgivning som modvægt til alle de falske stilmøbler, der prægede tiden. Stilmøbler havde deres inderlige foragt. En af
skolens lærere, Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen, hav-

TRÆETS MESTER.

de særligt øje for Wegners lysende talent for
at tegne og formgive møbler, så han formidlede kontakt til Arne Jacobsen og Erik Møllers tegnestue i Århus, hvorfra den kun 24 år
gamle og endnu ikke færdiguddannede møbelarkitekt satte sit præg på først inventaret
til Nyborg Folkebibliotek, siden Århus Rådhus, en langt større opgave.

Brugsens møbler
I begyndelsen af 40’erne ﬁk Wegner egen
tegnestue i Århus, men tog herefter til København for at arbejde for arkitekten Palle
Suenson. Efter nogle år begyndte trangen til
selvstændighed imidlertid atter at melde
sig, og fra 1947 ﬁk Wegner igen foden under
eget bord med tegnestue midt i København
og et hurtigt blomstrende samarbejde med
en række producenter, herunder FDB (Forenede Danske Brugsforeninger). For dem
udviklede han sammen med sin gode ven og
åndsfælle Børge Mogensen, samt arkitekten
og byplanlæggeren Steen Eiler Rasmussen,
et system af møbler, der var til at betale for
det jævne, danske folk, hvilket betød enkle,
moderne og håndværksmæssigt ordentligt
udførte alternativer til de ’hårdt pumpede
slagtersæt’. Det var yndlingsbetegnelsen,
man hæftede på familien Danmarks tunge
og konforme sofagruppe, men udtrykket
skal nu næppe tilskrives den stille og blide
Wegner, snarere den mere buldrende Børge
Mogensen eller PH.
For møbelfabrikanterne Johannes Hansen, Kold Christensen, Carl Hansen og Fritz
Hansen udviklede Wegner efterhånden hele
stolestriben, alle de verdensberømte modeller med navne som Kinastolen og Påfuglestolen, Tyrestolen, Cirkelstolen, Snorestolen og
Den Runde, af amerikanerne kaldet The
Chair. Netop den stol ﬁk i særlig grad opmærksomhed, da præsidentkandidaterne
Richard Nixon og John F. Kennedy satte sig i
hver deres eksemplar under en tv-valgkamp
i 1960, og netop den blev om noget lokomotivet for ’Danish design’ og hele det efterføl-
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Brødre på 12, 13 og 14 år
bag røverier på stribe

Præsterne rykker ud
i virksomhederne

Marimekko - en storblomstret finsk succes

Forsvaret svigter ved
tabene af soldater i Irak

En 12-årig indvandrerdreng er blevet fjernet fra sin
familie, og hans to brødre på 13 og 14 er kommet
under kommunalt opsyn efter en serie røverier,
overfald og tyverier i hovedstadsområdet. For halvanden uge siden var brødrene til afhøring på Station Bellahøj: »De sover ude om natten og bor i parkeringshuse og i opgange. De er faktisk søde børn
og slet ikke hærdede kriminelle«,
1 Side 6 siger vagtleder Ole Nielsen.

Lene Munch er Danmarks første erhvervs- og ﬁrmapræst. Hun rykker ud som sjælesørger på virksomheder i Roskilde stift. Biskopperne i Viborg og
Haderslev er parate til at følge trop. »Vi oplever en
næsten grænseløs efterspørgsel på præster uden
for kirken«, siger Niels Henrik Arendt, biskop i Haderslev Stift. Men kirkernes økonomi er stram, og
biskopperne appellerer til ﬁrmaer
1 side 12 til at hjælpe med ﬁnansieringen.

Rødmossede valmuer, striber på tværs og runde,
geometriske mønstre – spredt ud over bl.a. kjoler,
T-shirts, sofaer og sækkestole – har i snart fem årtier været kendetegnet for Marimekko. »Folk hører
lyden af Beatles og Mamas & Papas på den indre afspiller, når de ser tøjet«, siger Kirsten Toftegaard fra
Kunstindustrimuseet, som for tiden udfolder historien om det ﬁnske design med
2 Forside de klare farver og festlige former.

Antallet af dræbte danske soldater i Irak er relativt
højt, skriver militærsociolog Henning Sørensen i
dagens Kronik. Og forsvaret har ikke fundet ud af
at sikre den viden og afklarethed, som udsendelsen af soldater – og tabene – kræver. Han ﬁnder det
ekstra vigtigt »ikke at miste den folkelige opbakning til denne og fremtidige udsendelser« af danske soldater. Men han savner re2 Side 5 spekt for de dræbte.
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Y-stolen
Men ikke mindst var
der Y-stolen, som efter
manges mening er verdens bedste og smukkeste træstol – et værk, der
burde have haft sin plads
på den ofﬁcielle kanonliste. Wegner tegnede den
i 1950, og der knytter sig en
sjov historie til den: I en københavnsk
møbelforretning så fabrikant Carl Hansen et par stole, han kunne
lide, og spurgte selvfølgelig
efter, hvem der havde lavet
dem. Jo, det var den unge og
dengang ikke særligt kendte
Hans J. Wegner. Om forretningen ville kontakte ham? Nogen
tid efter ﬂyttede Wegner ind i fabrikantens bolig, for nu skulle
der udvikles nye stole, og i dette
tætte og formentlig hyggelige
samarbejde blev blandt andet Ystolen til. Carl Hansen har stadig
licensen både på denne og mange
andre Wegner-stole, og alene produktionen af den vidunderligt velskabte Ypsilon, som den også kaldes, er efterhånden oppe på omkring 800.000 eksemplarer.
Mange af Wegners møbler blev
præsenteret første gang på Københavns Snedkerlaugs Møbeludstillinger (nu Snedkernes Efterårsudstilling
eller bare SE). Hans forslag dukkede i
reglen op i sidste øjeblik, men i alle
årene (fra 1938-68) var det tydeligt for
enhver, hvor enestående han formåede
at forene den helt nødvendige funktion og de forhåndenværende teknikker og produktionsmuligheder med sin
skulpturelle skaberlyst og æstetiske sanselighed.
Gennem hele sin glorværdige karriere
stræbte Wegner efter netop denne kombination, baseret på træets muligheder,
og han havde tilmed evnen til at formgive
med humor, hvilket ikke mindst kommer
til udtryk i Jakkens Hvile, hvor ryggen er
formet som et par skuldre, der oppebærer
ejermandens jakke i den rette facon, mens
han sover. Men også den polstrede Bamsestol, hvis armlæn strækker sig frem som et
par buttede bjørnearme med blotlagte ’poter’ af træ samt det læderpolstrede pragtstykke Ox-Chair, der skal illuderer oksens
store og kraftfulde krop, er eksempler på, at
Wegner havde blink i øjet.

700 møbler
Blandt danske møbelarkitekter og designere var Hans Jørgen Wegner den mest produktive overhovedet. Tæller man sammen,
kommer man frem til omkring 700 forskellige møbler, først og fremmest stole, og alt det
bedste fra hans hånd står på museer overalt i
verden. De hæderfulde priser og udnævnelserne regnede selvsagt også ned over ham i
alle årene, eksempelvis Lunningprisen,
Grand Prix ved Triennalen i Milano, den svenske Prins Eugen Medalje og den danske Eckersberg Medalje foruden Japans førende designpris. I 1995 blev han desuden æresmedlem af Kunstakademiet og i 1997 æresdoktor
ved Royal Society of Arts i London. Hans møbler er beskrevet i en stribe udgivelser.

politiken mener

Riv huset
ned, Ruth
Alle parter har behov
for en ny start

N

BLOMSTER – INGEN BROSTEN.

Ritt Bjerregaard vil ikke bruge
ét minut mere på de unge
Med de sidste dages voldsomme optøjer har Ungdomshusets brugere forspildt deres chance for en
politisk løsning, siger Københavns overborgmester.

Politiet har siden torsdag anholdt omkring 643 personer, hvoraf cirka 218 sidder varetægtsfængslet. Især natten til lørdag bød på voldsomme optøjer.

Talsmand: Vi er en stor bevægelse

B

rostenskast, barrikader, brændende biler, et raseret gymnasium.
Hærværket og gadekampene
oven på politiets rømning af Ungdomshuset på Jagtvej i København i torsdags
får nu overborgmester Ritt Bjerregaard
(S) til at sende en bandbulle mod »de unge og deres medløbere«. De ligger, som de
har redt, og kan glemme alt om, at politikerne ﬁnder en løsning på konﬂikten.
»Jeg synes, at de er så meget ved siden
af, hvad vi skal acceptere. Man kan ikke
med vold få noget, man gerne vil have.
Det er ikke et middel i et samfund som vores. Og derfor er de milevidt fra de ønsker,

som de gav udtryk for, de havde tidligere«, siger Ritt Bjerregaard.
Har de unge malet sig op i en krog nu,
hvor de ligger, som de har redt?
»Ja, det har de«.
Du bruger altså ikke ét minut længere på
at ﬁnde en politisk løsning på den her sag?
»Nej, det gør jeg ikke«.
Overborgmesteren afviser også appellen fra SF og Enhedslisten i Københavns
Borgerrepræsentation om, at kommunen ﬁnder et nyt hus til de unge og betaler for driften af det.
»Man kan jo ikke have et kommunalt
støttet autonomt miljø. Det er ligesom at
kommunalisere ungdomsoprøret – det
kan man jo ikke«, siger Ritt Bjerregaard.

53!

Og Ritt Bjerregaard må ﬁnde en løsning,
kræver en talsmand fra Initiativet for ﬂere ungdomshuse, der siger, at han hedder
Tommy Hansen.
»Hun skal lytte. Det her drejer sig ikke
om 30-50 mennesker. Det drejer sig om
en befolkningsgruppe, der er kæmpestor«, siger han.
Tommy Hansen har selv været på gaden
på Nørrebro og beskylder politiet for at
være ophav til balladen. Med unødig
magtdemonstration og ved at foretage
ransagninger uden dommerkendelse.
»Mens der sad 500 mennesker i fængsel
efter to dages gadekampe, deltog 2.000
mennesker alligevel i en fredelig demonstration. Der er demonstrationer overalt i

Grønland - Storhed og Stilhed

Forårskrydstogter i Grønland
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Europa. Det er et helt klart bevis på, at vi
ikke er en lille gruppe. Hvis Ritt Bjerregaard ikke ﬁnder en løsning, så er hun
simpelthen ikke en kompetent politiker«,
siger han.
Advokat Knud Foldschack, som er med
i Fonden Jagtvej 69, der har tilbudt at købe et hus til de unge, mener, at Ritt
Bjerregaards puMan kan jo ikke ster til ilden:
»Jeg kan måske
have et komgodt sætte mig ind
munalt støttet i, at man fra poliautonomt miljø. tisk side i øjebliksDet er ligesom
billedet ikke nødvendigvis kan fare
at kommunalisere ungdoms- ud og sige, at man
skal have et ungoprøret
domshus, men at
Overborglukke døren og låse
mester Ritt
den er en meget
Bjerregaard (S) kraftig reaktion«.

Kan det hidse gemytterne yderligere op?
»Ja, selvfølgelig«.
Knud Foldschack mener, at politikerne
svigter deres ansvar:
»Jeg kan ikke forstå, at politikerne – og
det er jo ikke kun Ritt Bjerregaard – ikke
kan se den virkelighed, at når man er enige om, at der skal være et ungdomshus i
København, så må man først få skabt rammerne for et ungdomshus. En politisk
Borgerrepræsentation må selvfølgelig
forholde sig til borgernes behov«.
Og Foldschack ser kun én mulighed.
»Den eneste løsning er, at man får fundet et ungdomshus og får overdraget det
til en selvstændig enhed, som har tillid
begge veje. Hvis der er nogen, der vil lade
os spille den rolle, så vil vi meget gerne påtage os den«, siger han.

Uroligheder i København
1. sektion side 2-5

år lederen af frimenigheden
Faderhuset, Ruth Evensen,
kl. 10 i dag offentliggør sin
beslutning om Ungdomshusets
skæbne, er det forhåbentlig med
meddelelsen om, at nedrivningsplanen fastholdes. Selv om det historiske hus kunne have fortjent bedre,
ville de gamle mursten de næste
mange år stå som et vartegn for den
seneste tids hæslige voldsudgydelser i København. Og blive et symbol,
der med sikkerhed ville tiltrække
sig ny ballade.
Man kan så håbe, at Faderhuset
falder for fristelsen til at score kassen på et lejlighedsbyggeri i stedet
for at opføre et kirkerum eller lignende. Men dem om det.
Når først Ungdomshuset er jævnet med jorden, vil det stå klart, at
der ikke er mere at slås for på Jagtvej
69. Det må selv de voldspsykopater,
som de seneste dage har hærget København, kunne indse.
Dermed kan vi for alvor komme i
gang med det vigtigste udestående:
at ﬁnde et nyt sted til de aktiviteter,
der foregik i huset, før der gik gadekamp i den. Og dermed få rettet op
på den fejl, Københavns Kommune
begik, da den i 1999 solgte Ungdomshuset og svigtede sin forpligtelse over for de daværende brugere.
Og forhandles, det skal der. Uanset at en gruppe af de unge er gået
amok i en voldsrus, er der lige så
meget behov for en løsning i dag,
som der var før torsdagens rydning.
LIGESOM POLITIET på fornem vis lever op til sit ansvar med at få hærværksmagerne væk fra gaden, bør
de ansvarlige politikere i København fortsætte bestræbelserne på at
ﬁnde en løsning. Blot fordi en gruppe unge har mistet besindelsen, bør
politikerne ikke gøre det samme.
Det er klart, at overborgmester
Ritt Bjerregaard (S) vil blive beskyldt
for at give efter for volden, hvis hun
genåbner forhandlingerne med de
unge. Så afstumpet er dansk politik
desværre blevet. Men ansvarlige politikere er altså dem, der løser problemerne i stedet for at lade politiet
gøre det beskidte arbejde.
Og med meldingen om, at Fonden Jagtvej 69 er villig til at komme
politikerne i møde, er vejen banet
for nye forhandlinger.
Så er spørgsmålet, om de tidligere
brugere af Ungdomshuset er klar til
at bevæge sig, eller om de er groet
fast i en sær nostalgi, hvor de kun
kan udfolde sig i en bestemt bygning. De seneste døgns voldsorgie
levner ikke megen optimisme. Men
også de må forstå, at der ikke er mere at komme efter på Jagtvej 69. ø
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Bergen tvinges til
fortsatt piggavgift

Støvtørking gir
redusert trygd

� Byrådspartiene og Frps enighet om å fjerne
piggavgiften er trolig verdiløs. Vegdirektoratet vil
pålegge Bergen å videreføre ordningen.

ELSIE BREKKE er uføretrygdet,
men fordi hun er gift og greier
å tørke støv og utføre andre
husoppgaver, er trygden redusert med 30 prosent. – Jeg
kjenner ikke til et eneste tilfelle der en mann har fått redusert uførepensjonen fordi han
klarer noe husarbeid, sier
Brekkes fastlege, Ole Terland.
SIDE 4-5, DEL 1 OG
LESERINNLEGG SIDE 12, DEL 2

� Den dårlige luftkvaliteten i byen gjør at Vegdirektør Ole Christian Torpp har loven på sin side. Frps Liv
SIDE 8, DEL 1
Røssland er provosert.

Gullrekken borte

TV-KVELDEN: En lovende start
for Anne Grosvold, men å
snakke om en gullrekke på
fredagskvelden? Glem det,
skriver BTs anmelder om
NRKs programmiks.
SIDE 50, DEL 2

Verden er full
av landminer
LANDMINER har drept eller
lemlestet hundretusener av
mennesker. Likevel finnes det
160 millioner på lager. I dag
møtes flere politiske toppledere og fredsprisvinnere til
konferanse om problemet i
Oslo.
SIDE 24-25, DEL 1

«Svigermor sa vi måtte
følge med på nyhetene,
at det ville komme
noe om Dung»

DATATILSYNET advarte flere
teleselskapet om at nettstedene deres var tappet for
tusenvis av personopplysninger. De gjorde ingen ting.
Bare noen få informerte kundene.
SIDE 9, DEL 1
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Teleselskaper ga
blaffen i advarsel

Les kusinens historie SIDE 6-7, DEL 1

kronikk
STEPHEN WOLTON,
PROFESSOR OG FORFATTAR

,,«Antiamerikansk»

25-årsmarkering

idag

Øglekjempen
350 meter over havet, ved Tempelfjorden på Svalbard, har en av Norges eldste hemmeligheter ligget bevart. Helt til
nå. En monsterøgle, en pliosaurus av
det enorme slaget. BTMagasinet har
vært og sett på det utrolige funnet.

i dag er i ferd med
å bli det «amerikansk» var under
McCarthy-tida

Et øyenvitne
til blodbadet
I 1982 gikk 150 militssoldater
inn i en flyktningleir i Libanon.
Det ble en av Midtøstens verste tragedier. Legen
Per Mæhlumshagen var øyenvitne til massakren.
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Kranordre
til TTS
08:23 Skips- og dekksutstyrsleverandøren TTS Marine skal
levere tre offshorekraner til
verftet Davie Quebec i
Canada. Avtalen er verdt 38
millioner kroner og levering
skal skje i løpet av våren
2009.

Gjelden vår
øker kraftig
10:28 Til tross for rentehevinger er
nordmenns gjeldsvekst på
historisk høye nivåer. Tolvmånedersveksten i publikums samlede bruttogjeld
var 16,5 prosent frem til
utgangen av juni. Ifølge
Statistisk sentralbyrå er
dette den høyeste veksten
i samlet bruttogjeld siden
oktober 1987. Totalt skylder
nordmenn 3415 milliarder
kroner.

Forlater Hydro
i protest
12:22 De tre styremedlemmene Håkan
Mogren, Lena Olving og
Kurt Anker Nielsen har varslet at de ikke ønsker gjenvalg til Hydros styre. Ifølge
Hydro er de sterkt kritiske til
statens vurderinger i forbindelse med styrets avvikling
av opsjonsordningene i selskapet. Hydros valgkomité
er nå i gang med prosessen
for å nominere ny styreleder og styremedlemmer i
Hydro for kommende styrevalg.

– Børsene
skal opp

En vakker kvinne dukker alltid opp i romaner med mannlige detektiver. Denne kvelden
dukker Yvonne Algrøy opp. Gunnar Staalesen tar
henne med på en kveldstur i Varg Veums fotspor.
Da hører en Simmers Taffel og en bayer med.

Frøken detektiv
utenfor sporet

14:26 DnB NOR Kapitalforvaltning
skriver i sin septemberrapport at de mener verdensøkonomien og selskapene
er såpass robuste at de skal
klare å ri av den siste tids
børsuro. – Vi tror aksjemarkedene vil fortsette å stige
når ting begynner å roe seg
litt mer ned, skriver forvalterne. Det norske aksjemarkedet falt 4,4 prosent i
august. Dermed har verdiene av aksjene på Oslo Børs
blitt redusert med om lag
syv prosent de to siste
månedene.

Bergens Tidende went from a broadsheet to tabloid in September 2006. Many papers look at their printing budget and
draw a line between being effective and putting as many words
and pictures as possible on the pages. Bergens Tidende chose
a different approach. Among our readers we are well known
as a newspaper giving substance, background, analysis,
etc. But there is no mismatch in giving both substance and
attractiveness. We wanted to speak more quietly to our readers
and took a further step back to strengthen our profile as the
serious alternative. Less noise. Few colours. A strict use of
templates results in steady pages from day today. To create
a distance to our tabloid competitors we decided to introduce
a clean and blue banner. We are in a rough market and our
hardest competitors are literally “red tops” like some of the
most hard-hitting British tabloids.

økonomi
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bt.no/NA24/: Her finner du de aller
siste næringslivsnyhetene

Nyhetsleder
Einar Aarre
tlf. 55 21 46 59 – epost: okonomi@bt.no

Levde luksusliv på andres penger Staff: Vil anke
– Jeg har bare fått skumlest dommen, som jeg fikk av en kollega
sent i kveld. Det ser ut som at den
er et godt grunnlag for en fullstendig anke.

Retten mener Carl Fredrik
Seim ga blaffen i selskapene han gikk inn i, tappet dem og brukte pengene på egen luksus.

Carl Fredrik Seims forsvarer Trygve Staff var sent i går kveld nådeløs i sin vurdering – etter det førsteinntrykket han hadde fått.
– Jeg regner med at Tor Arne
Uppstrøms manglende tilstedeværelse gir grunnlag for saksbehandlingsfeil. Det tyder på at retten
ikke har hatt forståelse for Uppstrøms medvirkning og rolle. Hadde de hatt det, kunne mye vært
vurdert annerledes.
– Mitt inntrykk er at statsadvo-

EINAR SPANG
FRODE BUANES
DAG IDAR TRYGGESTAD
OGNE ØYEHAUG
einar.spang@bt.no

– Jeg alene ble syndebukken, sier
en nedbrutt Carl-Fredrik Seim,
etter å ha blitt dømt til fem og et
halvt års fengsel for bedrageri og
økonomisk utroskap.
Dommen i Bergen Tingrett levner Seim ingen ære.
Sammen med forretningspartneren Tor Arne Uppstrøm kjøpte
han skipsverftet Mjellem & Karlsen i mars 2002 og proklamerte
at de ville satse langsiktig på
verftet.
Nå er Seim fradømt retten til å
drive næringsvirksomhet i all
fremtid og må sone en av de
lengste fengselsstraffene som er
idømt for økonomisk kriminalitet i Norge, blant annet for å ha
tappet verftet for midler til å
finansiere egen luksus.

– Som fortjent
Den tidligere hovedtillitsvalgte
ved Mjellem & Karlsen-verftet
tror de tidligere ansatte nå gleder
seg over dommen mot Carl Fredrik Seim.
– Ut ifra det han gjorde er det greit
at han fikk den dommen han fikk,
sier Trygve Horgen.
Horgen er i dag pensjonist, men
var hovedtillitsvalgt ved Mjellem
& Karlsen da verftet med over 400
ansatte ble slått konkurs få uker
etter at Carl Fredrik Seim og Tor

Nedbrutt Seim
Carl Fredrik Seim var en nedbrutt mann da Bergens Tidende
møtte ham kort tid etter at han
hadde lest dommen.
I dommen heter det at mesteparten av pengene som ble tappet fra selskapene, via mange
krokveier, strømmet til to lommer, Seims og Uppstrøms. Derfor mener Seim han får svi fordi
medtiltalte Tor Arne Uppstrøm
slapp å møte i retten.
– Jeg var egentlig litt forberedt
på det verste, selv om jeg ikke
føler meg som noen forbryter.
Da retten valgte å kjøre saken
uten Uppstrøm, til tross for at
deres egen psykiatrisk sakkyndige mente han kunne møte, følte
jeg at den valgte å ikke vektlegge hans rolle og medvirkning.
Derfor føler jeg også at utfallet
på en måte var avgjort på forhånd. Jeg alene ble syndebukken, og de avviser virkeligheten
slik jeg ser den, sier Seim

Skjulte sine spor
Om en rekke tilfeller av økonomisk utroskap der Seim tappet
selskaper for til sammen 50 millioner kroner skriver retten at:
«Forholdene har strukket seg over

kater og påtalemyndighet i Bergen
ikke vet hvor godt de har det. Når
Seim og Vedeler dømmes for grovt
bedrageri i Parken-saken. Det
skjer med dårligere bevis i en straffesak – enn de begge ble frikjent
med i en sivil sak. I en sivil sak er
det en langt lavere bevisgrad – så
dette er galt.
– Jeg har en følelse av at retten
har lagt statsadvokatens fremstilling til grunn, og ventet at vi skulle føre motbevis. Det gjør at jeg ser
klare saksbehandlingsfeil, mangel
på fair trial, rettsbehandlingsfeil
og feil med straffeutmålingen, sier
Staff, som er forberedt på en ny tur
til Bergen.

Arne Uppstrøm overtok. – Min
oppfatning var at det var planlagt
helt fra begynnelsen av at verftet
skulle slås konkurs, sier Horgen.
De ansatte fattet etter hvert mistanke mot de to investorene.
– Vår vurdering, da han la frem
planene, var at hvis han hadde tilgang til nok penger og slik kunne
flytte verftet til Hanøytangen
innen en femårsperiode, var det
realistisk. Men det ble fort klart at
de pengene hadde han ikke.

Vedeler fikk to år
Carl Fredrik Seims medtiltalte
advokat Bertram Vedeler ble
dømt til to års fengsel og fradømt
retten til å drive som advokat i
fem år.

SLUTT PÅ LUKSUSLIVET: – Det var en kort periode jeg trodde jeg hadde gjort det skikkelig bra. Den var så kort at jeg ikke fikk nykker

temmelig lang tid, noe som sammen
med det store antall tilfeller, viser at
Seim har hatt et fast forsett».
I følge dommen brydde Seim
seg lite om driften av selskapene
han har vært engasjert i. I stedt
brukte han tiden på opplegg
som har ført til at selskapene er
blitt tappet for midler. Samtidig
har han forsøkt å skjule sine
spor.
«Uttakene og belastningene er blitt
gjennomført på måter som ikke kan
ha hatt annet formål enn å maskere
transaksjonene og gjør det vanskelig
å trenge gjennom til det reelle innholdet».

Den knallharde karakteristikken av Seim forsterkes ved at
han også er dømt for bedrageri
som omfatter 15 millioner kroner. Seim er en bedrager uten
respekt for loven:

Utspekulert bedrageri
«Bedrageriet fremstår som forholdsvis utspekulert med bruk av fiktiv avtalepart og villedende erklæringer. Forholdene Seim dømmes for
med hensyn ulovlig bruk av selskaps
midler til erverv av aksjer i morselskap og uriktige opplysninger om
egenkapital, føyer seg inn i bildet av
et handlingsmønster der lovmessige

pålegg og skranker, ikke representerte noen begrensning».
Bergenspolitiet er meget godt
fornøyd med dommen mot
Seim.
– Politiet har lagt ned et betydelig arbeid i denne saken, og
dommen er en stor honnør til
våre etterforskere og revisor.
Dommen sender også et svært
viktig signal til dem som begår
økonomisk kriminalitet, sier
politioverbetjent Rolf Hegland
ved økonomiseksjonen ved Bergen Sentrum politistasjon.
Statsadvokat
Eirik
StoltNielsen uttalte til BT i går kveld

Retten fant det bevist at Vedeler og
Seim begikk grovt bedrageri mot
Inge Nicolaysen i den såkalte Parken-saken, en eiendomshandel i
Sandefjord. Retten fant også at
Vedeler må stå til rette for tilfeller

jeg ikke kunne bli kvitt, sier Seim.

at han ikke hadde kjennskap til
at det forelå noen dom, og derfor
heller ikke kunne kommentere
den.

Vil anke
– Jeg har ikke fått lest hele dommen ennå, men regner med at
den vil bli anket, sier Carl Fredrik Seim.
– Hvordan har denne kvelden
vært?
– Den har vært forferdelig. I de
siste tre månedene har jeg ikke
fått gjort mye, nå hadde jeg
håpet på en dom som gjorde at
jeg kunne komme meg videre.

av å ha disponert klientmidler på
en klanderverdige måte.
– Det er mildt sett oppsiktsvekkende at Bertram Vedeler blir
dømt for Parken-saken, sier Vedelers forsvarer Anders Brosveet.
– Dette var det alvorlige tiltalepunktet mot ham. I likhet med
Staff reagerer han sterkt på tingretten nå dømmer der Vedeler er
frifunnet i en sivil sak, med lavere
krav til bevis, sier Brosveet.

Dette er dommen
Tiltalen mot Carl Fredrik Seim
var en betydelig smørbrødliste.
Slik gikk det:
� TAPPING AV SELSKAPER:
Dømt på alle punkter når det gjaldt
tapping av til sammen 42,3
millioner kroner fra følgende
selskap: MK Eiendomsutvikling, MK
Holding, Hatvik Invest, HMS Invest,
Møllendalsbakken 9 og Peletron.

Delvis frifunnet for tapping av til
sammen 10,7 millioner kroner fra
følgende selskap: Vågen
Eiendomsselskap, Parken Eiendom,

Rosenberg Eiendomsselskap og
Peletron Offshore.

Frifunnet på samtlige punkter når
det gjaldt uttak av til sammen 3,4
millioner kroner fra selskapene
Mjellem & Karlsen Dokumentasjon
og Øvregaten Eiendom Holding.
� GROVE UNDERSLAG:
Dømt for å ha instruert advokat
Bertram Vedeler til foreta
utbetalinger på til sammen 8,2
millioner kroner fra sin klientkonto.
� GROVT BEDRAGERI:
Dømt for å sammen med Vedeler
ha lurt Inge Nicolaisen til å overføre

15 millioner kroner til Vedelers
klientkonto ved å la ham tro det var
tilbakebetaling av et lån som aldri
hadde eksistert.

Frifunnet for handelen med Inge
Nicolaisen, da Nicolaisen kjøpte seg
inn i Parken Eiendomsselskap for
15 millioner kroner.
� LÅNEJUKS:
Dømt for å ha overført 20 millioner
kroner fra MK Eiendomsutvikling til
Den norske Krigsforsikring som
tilbakebetaling av et lån, tatt opp
for å kjøpe MK-konsernet.

� FORFALSKING:
Delvis frifunnet for tiltalen om
skatteunndragelse ved å ha fikset
falske fakturaer for nærmere
400.000 kroner.
� BOKFØRINGSROT, SKATTEFUSK, JUKS MED AKSJEKAPITAL
OG MOMSJUKS
Dømt på alle punkter når det gjaldt
bokføringssnusk for transaksjoner
på over 30 millioner, unndragelse
av 60 millioner fra beskatning,
forfalskning av aksjekapital ved
selskapsstiftelse og momsjuks i
selskapet Møllendalsbakken 9.

Veien mot dommen
høsten 2001:

18.03.2002:

2001-2002:

april 2003:

05.07.2003:

14.01.2004:

25.02.2004:

15.09.2004: 01.06.2005

08.06.2005:

25.02.2006: 05.03.2006:

18.04.2006:

12.11.2006:

27.02.2007:

05.062007:

Carl Fredrik Seim kjøper Møllendalsbakken 9 AS og Parken
Eiendom fra Gunn Aarøe Uppstrøm-eide Paleum. Prisen er
230 millioner kroner. Samarbeidet Tor Arne Uppstrøm,
Bertram Vedeler og Inge Nicolaysen startet.På dette tidspunkt blir Seim også stråmann
for Kjell Knoop i selskapene
Peletron og Peletron Offshore

Det blir kjent at
Seim sammen
med Uppstrøm
kjøper Mjellem
& Karlsen. Få
uker etter overtakelse i juli blir
verftet levert til
skifteretten.
400 verftarbeidere rammes.

Seim kjøper
biler, en båt
og hus til
over 30 millioner kroner.
Fylkesskattekontoret
begynner å
gjøre undersøkelser.

Møllendalsbakken 9 AS blir
slått konkurs.
Seims forretningsimperium
begynner for
alvor å vakle.
Senere er en
rekke selskaper
gått til skifteretten.

Seim pågrepet
av politiet på
Flesland. Han
ble siktet for
grov økonomisk
utroskap og
brudd på regnskapsloven. 21.
juli ble Seim
sluppet ut fra
varetekt.

Seim-selskapet
Njari Holding,
som eide Mjellem & Karlsen
gruppen, ble
slått konkurs
Bostyret selger
aksjene og restene av Marineholmen og
Laksevåg Verft

Seim blir slått
personlig konkurs. Retten
beskylder Seim
for å kamuflere
ulovlige uttak fra
et av selskapene
sine. Seim anker
til lagmannsrett
og videre til Høyesterett.

Høyesteretts
kjæremålsutvalg har talt:
Det var riktig
av lagmannsretten å slå
Carl Fredrik
Seim personlig konkurs.

Statsadvokat
Eirik Stolt Nielsen
har tatt ut en 31
siders tiltale mot
Carl Fredrik
Seim, Tor Arne
Uppstrøm og
Bertram Vedeler.
Han ber retten
sette av 12 uker
til saken

Borevisors
rapport
avdekker
mange forhold.

Kjell Knoop led
nederlag tingretten. I stedet
for å vinne
frem i krav på
13 millioner
kroner, må
han ut med
over en million
kroner i saksomkostninger.

Carl Fredrik
Seims venner
og familie måtte
betale 5,6 millioner kroner til
bostyret. Konen
måtte betale
200.000 kroner
for å beholde
Rolex-klokken
hun fikk i gave.

Tor Arne Uppstrøm og Carl Fredrik Seim skulle
møtes ansikt til
ansikt i Bergen
tingrett sammen
med Bertram
Vedeler. Men
Uppstrøm var
innlagt på sykehus i London.

Straffesaken
avsluttes.
Statsadvokaten la ned
påstand om
7,5 års fengsel for Carl
Fredrik Seim
og 3,5 år for
Bertram Vedeler.

Carl Fredrik Seim
og partnere kunne glede seg over
en frifinnelse i
saken Sotra-oppdretteren Inge
Nicolaysen hadde
anlagt mot dem.
Han ville ha 24
millioner kroner.

Svein Olav Nygård og Ole Jacob
Remfeldt ble frifunnet i tingretten
for forsøk på åbestikke advokat
Bertram Vedeler i
Oslo. Statsadvokaten må trekke tiltale mot Seim for
samme forhold.
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St. Petersburg Times,
Florida
The goal of the St. Petersburg Times’ new design was simple:
better service to readers. Our aim was to better showcase
our world-class journalistic report, while making the paper
easier to use and more fun to read. We sought to preserve the
familiar strengths of the Times – excellent reporting, writing
and visual journalism – while adding some fresh ways to
keep readers “in the know” even on those days when a hectic
schedule only affords a quick read of the paper.
Our changes, which debuted in October 2006, included a
new color palette and typography, as well as more than a
dozen new features, including two new Sunday sections, and
a more compact page size. These changes were the most
sweeping we made in more than a decade. There were
several reasons why:
- The media marketplace has become much more crowded
than it was 10 years ago. Even a newspaper with a tradition
as rich as ours must periodically refresh its style and content
to earn readers’ valuable attention and time.
- The Tampa Bay area continues to attract newcomers with
varied interests and tastes. We added features to keep the
paper relevant and interesting to a diverse audience.
- We have a popular Web site – tampabay.com – and designed
the newspaper to be a greater complement for those who
regularly navigate the Web.
Changing the look of the Times was a year in the making. We
spent more than $25-million for state-of-the-art technology to
enhance our printing quality. We spent hundreds of hours and
thousands of dollars researching the needs and interests of loyal
readers, prospective ones and our advertisers. Our journalists
used that research to design a newspaper that does a better
job of pointing readers toward interesting and important stories.
The new design also makes it easier for readers to find what
they’re looking for in print and on the Web.
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Eleftheros Typos,
Greece

 02.07.2007

e-tipos.com

Δευτέρα 2 Ιουλίου 2007
€1, Αρ. Φύλλου 34

“Ζούμε μέρες εθνικού
πένθους. Η Αττική έχασε
την ελπίδα της. Το περιβάλλον
επιβάλλεται να γίνει, έστω
και τώρα κι ας είναι αργά,
το πρώτο εθνικό μας θέμα”
Κάρολος Παπούλιας
ΠΡΟΕΔΡΟΣ ΤΗΣ ΔΗΜΟΚΡΑΤΙΑΣ

7

ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ ΤΥΠΟΣ
Σάββατο 26 Μαΐου 2007

2

26.5.2007

The Police
Ένα καινούρογιο βιβλίο μας αποκαλύπτει τη θρυλική μπάντα
μέσα από το φακό του κιθαρίστα της Άντι Σαμερς
σελ. 36–37

Πόλις
Ζωή
Tέχνες
Θεάματα
Τηλεόραση
Σπορ
Μικρές αγγελίες
Χρήσιμα
Καιρός

It is always a challenge to try something out of the ordinary,
especially in Greece, where visual journalism is an unknown
term for readers and editors. Eleftheros Typos (ET) is a content
driven redesigned newspaper aiming to show and report on
selected topics from the daily agenda that the editors strongly
believe in. These stories are produced in a groundbreaking
way, devoting, on many occasions, 2 or more pages to the
same topic. Elegance was another aim. Where design at other
newspapers “shouts” through huge titles and thousands of
words, ET tries to be calm and use visual elements such as
great photos and infographics that tell the story better and
in a more reader friendly manner. It is a dynamic design that
is flexible to the needs of every section.
Pages are divided in the morning meeting differently every
day, not exceeding a total of 64. Reducing pagination was
a must for many reasons. People don’t have time to read
thousands of words to get informed. So ET makes its own
agenda with stories that need time to produce and time to
design. We believe that it’s better to have fewer but stronger
and complete stories, especially when more and more people
tend to use the Internet for information.

Ξανά στο χειρουργείο
ο Αρχιεπίσκοπος
για ενδοσκόπηση

Το κοινό άλλοτε σου κάνει «επιθέσεις» αγάπης κι άλλοτε επιθέσεις κριτικής.
Προτιμώ το δεύτερο. Σημαίνει ότι δεν έχω… πεθάνει. Αν όλοι εξαντλούνται μόνο
σε εκδηλώσεις λατρείας απέναντί μας, τότε μας κάνουν μουσείο’’

26-31
32-35
36-39
41-43
44-46
48-55
59
60
61

σελ. 11

ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣΤΥΠΟΣ

Περισσότερες πληροφορίες στο e-tipos.com Σάββατο 2 Ιουνίου 2007

η πίσω όψη  64
A

ΦΟΙΒΟΣ ΔΕΛΗΒΟΡΙΑΣ

Η ζωή μου

 29.06.2007

e-tipos.com

Παρασκευή 29 Ιουνίου 2007
€1, Αρ. Φύλλου 32

Τραγουδοποιός

«Ν’ ακουστεί
η εσωτερική
μας φωνή»
«Το mainstream,
στην εποχή μας, είναι
η... χαζομάρα»
Της ΔΕΣΠΟΙΝΑΣ ΣΑΒΒΟΠΟΥΛΟΥ
«Πριν από δέκα χρόνια ζήλευα αρκετά
τραγούδια άλλων. Πλέον μόνο δύο δίσκοι το χρόνο από αυτούς που κυκλοφορούν αισθάνομαι ότι κάτι έχουν να
μου πουν».
Η διαπίστωση ανήκει στον Φοίβο
Δεληβοριά, έναν από τους πιο συνεπείς και με εντελώς προσωπικό ύφος
Ελληνες τραγουδοποιούς, που χτυπά την πόρτα της επικαιρότητας μόνο όταν έχει κάτι να πει. Γι’ αυτό και
άφησε να περάσουν τέσσερα χρόνια
για να… το ρίξει «Εξω». Κάτω από αυτό
τον τίτλο συγκέντρωσε τα καινούργια
του τραγούδια.
«Είναι γεγονός ότι το mainstream,
στην εποχή μας, είναι η... χαζομάρα. Να είμαστε συνεχώς χαρούμενοι
σαν ήρωες διαφήμισης. Θα ήθελα να
υπάρχει μεγαλύτερος χώρος για την
εσωτερική μας φωνή. Να αποδεχτεί
ο μέσος άνθρωπος και τη μελαγχολία του. Οι ακροατές που αναζητούν
το αέναο ροζ ή το φιλάρεσκα καταθλιπτικό άκουσμα είναι μισοί».

Το έντεχνο τραγούδι έχει κατηγορηθεί για την εσωστρέφειά του.
Εσείς έχετε καταφέρει να ισορροπήσετε το τραγούδι σας ανάμεσα
στην εσωστρέφεια και την εξωστρέφειά σας. Τι αντίκτυπο έχει
αυτό στο κοινό;
Δέχομαι θετικές και αρνητικές επιθέσεις από το κοινό. Αλλοι με κατηγορούν ότι δεν είμαι αρκετά ελαφρύς
και προτιμούν να ακούν Χατζηγιάννη,
ενώ άλλοι θεωρούν ότι δεν είμαι πολύ σοβαρός και βρίσκουν σαχλαμάρα
τις χιουμοριστικές μου αναφορές ή το
γεγονός ότι μιλάω για τους φίλους μου



Oταν ήμουν 5-6 χρό-

νων, είχαμε κάνει το γύρο
της Πελοποννήσου με το αυτοκίνητο. Θυμάμαι, ακούγαμε
από την κασέτα της μητέρας
μου,τραγούδια του Μάνου Χατζιδάκι: «Ο ταχυδρόμος πέθανε» και «Φέρτε μου ένα μαντολίνο». Ποτέ δεν κατάλαβα γιατί
ο ταχυδρόμος πέθανε στα 17
του χρόνια ούτε γιατί ζητούσε
να του φέρουν ένα μαντολίνο.
Ομως, τα τραγούδια αυτά χαράχτηκαν βαθιά μέσα μου…


ΦΩΤΟ: ΕΙΡΗΝΗ ΜΙΧΟΠΟΥΛΟΥ

στους στίχους. Ετσι είναι το κοινό, άλλοτε σου κάνει «επιθέσεις» αγάπης και
άλλοτε επιθέσεις κριτικής.
Ποιες προτιμάτε;
Τις αρνητικές επιθέσεις σαφώς. Tις κάνουν είτε άνθρωποι που έχουν αυστηρότητα λόγω υψηλού πνευματικού
κριτηρίου και πρέπει να τους ακούς
ή απλώς κομπλεξικοί. Αναγκαστικά
τους ακούς κι αυτούς. Η αντιπαράθεση μαζί τους είναι κάτι δημιουργικό.
Πιστεύω και στους κριτικούς. Αρκεί να
τολμούν να εκτεθούν και να γράψουν
αρνητικά. Και για τους σταρ...
Σας αρέσει δηλαδή να σας… κολλάνε στον τοίχο;
Είναι μια πολύ δημιουργική διαδικασία. Σημαίνει ότι δεν έχω… πεθάνει και

“

Πρέπει ν’
αποδεχτεί ο μέσος
άνθρωπος τη
μελαγχολία του’’

ότι ως δημιουργός δεν έχω μπει στο
απυρόβλητο. Αν όλοι εξαντλούνται
μόνο σε εκδηλώσεις λατρείας απέναντί μας, τότε μας κάνουν μουσείο.
Η γνώμη σας για το «Je t’ aime»;
Είναι άθλιο. Αλλά και τα καλά παιδιά
των πρωινάδικων, οι άνκορμαν ή οι
βραδινές, σοβαρές -υποτίθεται- πολιτικές εκπομπές με ενοχλούν περισσότερο από το «Je t’ aime», το οποίο
προσφέρει τελικά μια πολύ πιο έγκυρη εικόνα της πραγματικότητας. Δεν
εξετάζω τον κυνισμό της Πάνια. Αυτόν
πλασάρει. Αλλοι, όμως, πλασάρουν
σοβαρή ενημέρωση και προσφέρουν
«κιτρινοποίηση» της ζωής μας.
dsavopoulou@e-tipos.com

Στα εννιά μου χρόνια

χόρευα «Τα παπάκια» στο προαύλιο του σχολείου και κοίταζα ένα κοριτσάκι στο απέναντι
μπαλκόνι που χόρευε το ίδιο
τραγούδι. Από τότε ένιωσα ότι
το τραγούδι μπορεί να σε ενώσει από μακριά με κάποιον άνθρωπο. Αυτό κάνω και στις συναυλίες μου σήμερα. Εκείνο το
κοριτσάκι δεν το γνώρισα ποτέ.
Λέγεται Λένα Καραγιάννη και
το σχολείο που πηγαίναμε ήταν
το 17 Καλλιθέας. Πολύ θα με
συγκινούσε αν σε μια συναυλία
ερχόταν να με συναντήσει.

Στα 16 μου χρόνια ήμουν
πολύ ντροπαλός. Ο Μάνος Χατζιδάκις, στην κυριολεξία, με
πέταξε στη σκηνή του «Παλλάς» για να τραγουδήσω. Πίστευα ότι ήταν το πιο αντίθετο στον εαυτό μου πράγμα που
έκανα ποτέ. Οταν όμως ανέβηκα, δεν ήθελα να κατέβω. Αφοσιώθηκα σ’ ένα πρόσωπο που
είδα μπροστά μου και του τραγούδησα όλα τα τραγούδια. Αυτό κάνω έως σήμερα.


Χωρίς
ανάσα
σελ. 2
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De Morgen,
Belgium
Maandag 11 juni 2007 � www.demorgen.be ���

The redesign of ‘De Morgen’ came somewhat unexpected
over the course of 2005. The paper was doing fine in the
quality-market in Flemish Belgium and we had just won
a ‘European Newspaper Award’ for best design. Then De
Persgroep Publishing, our mother-company, a brand new,
very innovative, waterless-printing, eco-friendly press called
“Cortina” which prints a Berliner-size paper. De Morgen was
the first paper to adopt this press. In an era of tabloids and
free papers, we used the purchase of the new press as an
opportunity to reinvent the whole paper. We were very happy
not to go to a tabloid format because we could keep the different sections with separate covers and a real newspaper-feel,
instead of the magazine-feel of many tabloids.

ONAFHANKELIJK DAGBLAD

DeMorgen
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CD&V boekt
historische zege,
Yves Leterme
stemmenkampioen

Sp.a-Spirit grote
verliezer: zakt
naar dieptepunt
van 1999

De verrassing:
Lijst Dedecker
haalt ruimschoots
kiesdrempel

Guy Verhofstadt
zet stap opzij
na fors verlies
van Open Vld

Groen! en VB
lossen de
verwachtingen
niet in
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>13

Leterme aan zet

The printing-quality, full color capability, no smudge, clear
colors, and high resolution enabled us to rethink the newspaper
visually, using, for example, background-colors on the whole
page. We decided on fewer, but bigger and better pictures.
The layout is very modular, printed in a five-column grid, to
create clear, and exciting pages that reflect the news. During
weekdays, articles are relatively shorter and there is an overall
bias towards fast news. On the weekends we print four extra
sections and will add sections in May 2008.

FOTO JONAS LAMPENS

BRUSSEL � Iets na halftien in de
avond zette eerste minister Guy
Verhofstadt (Open Vld) een punt
achter acht jaar paars bestuur.
Hij noemde het een grote eer ‘dit
prachtige land’ te hebben mogen
leiden. Vooral de Vlaamse kiezer
stuurde paars naar huis en oordeelde, tegen de peilingen in,
strenger voor sp.a dan voor Open
Vld. Het kartel van CD&V en N-VA
werd naar bijna 30 procent opgestuwd en kandidaat-premier Yves
Leterme was gisteravond op weg
naar meer dan 750.000 stemmen.
DOOR FILIP ROGIERS EN RUUD GOOSSENS

“We hebben vier jaar na datum gedaan
wat we beloofd hebben”, begon Leterme
zijn dankwoord op het stomende overwinningsfeest in een speciaal voor de
gelegenheid afgehuurde zaal in Brussel.
“We beloofden CD&V en het kartel uit te
laten groeien tot de leidende politieke
formatie. We hielden woord. Voor de
derde keer op rij.”

5(ELNGGM!VUVV\^)+c-e*

Leterme is onmiskenbaar aan zet, maar
de kiezer legde de Wetstraat wel in een
uiterst ingewikkelde plooi. Grootste verrassing in Vlaanderen is, naast het forse
verlies van sp.a, de winst voor Lijst
Dedecker, die vijf zetels in de Kamer verovert. Vooral in West-Vlaanderen, zijn
thuisbasis, doet de voormalige judocoach het uitstekend. Ook het Vlaams
Belang gaat vooruit in vergelijking met
de federale verkiezingen van 2003, maar
strandt met 19 procent ruim 5 procent
onder het resultaat van 2004. Groen!
wipt over de kiesdrempel, maar de winst
is minder groot dan de peilingen de partij hadden voorgespiegeld.
De beperktheid van die vooruitgang is
bijzonder opmerkelijk, omdat de kiezer
de Vlaamse socialisten bijzonder zwaar
afstrafte. Met 16,4 procent doet de sp.a
het nauwelijks beter dan in 1999, maar
toen vormde de partij nog geen kartel
met de Spiritisten van Bert Anciaux.
Johan Vande Lanotte reageerde dan ook
bijzonder ontgoocheld: “Wij zijn afgestraft, punt aan de lijn.” De sp.a-voorzitter sprak zich gisteren niet uit over regeringsdeelname en wilde evenmin zeggen of hij voorzitter blijft.
Wat de vorming van een nieuwe
Belgische regering verder zal bemoeilijken, is dat ook de Waalse kiezer de kaar-

ten grondig herschudde. Van alle paarse
partijen bleef enkel de MR gespaard van
een bont en blauw resultaat. Bij het ter
perse gaan zag het ernaar uit dat de
Franstalige liberalen van Didier
Reynders de PS zouden voorblijven. De
socialisten blijven in Henegouwen en
Luik wel de grootste partij, maar verliezen fors en moeten in diverse kieskringen de liberalen laten voorgaan. PS-voorzitter Elio Di Rupo vindt dat “zijn partij
radicale conclusies moet trekken uit het
verlies”, zonder te specificeren wat dat
verder betekent. Brussels PS-kopstuk
Philippe Moureaux ging verder. Hij pleitte onomwonden voor een oppositiekuur.

29,6%
26,1

Een lange formatieperiode kondigt
zich dus aan. Een voortzetting van de
paarse coalitie is uitgesloten. Ook
rooms-rood, de formule waarover vorige
week nog druk werd gespeculeerd,
wordt puur wiskundig quasi onmogelijk. En door de opdoffer voor de socialisten ook onwaarschijnlijk. Wat blijft er
dan nog over? De liberale en christendemocratische families komen samen aan
een meerderheid in de Kamer, wat
rooms-blauw cijfermatig het waarschijnlijkst maakt, al komt die coalitie niet aan
de tweederdemeerderheid die nodig is
voor een staatshervorming. Dat lukt
alleen met een tripartite van de drie traditionele families.

Vandaag zal premier Verhofstadt het
ontslag van zijn regering aanbieden aan
de koning. Die zal dan aan zijn consultatieronde beginnen en een informateur
aanwijzen die de moeilijke knopen moet
ontwarren. De kopstukken van Open Vld
kondigden alvast aan dat ze “zéér hard”
zullen onderhandelen. In de liberale
familie werd er bij herhaling op gewezen
dat “de liberalen wel eens de grootste
familie van het land zouden kunnen
worden”. Open Vld-voorzitter Bart
Somers wees er al op dat de christendemocraten zonder de N-VA kleiner zijn
dan de liberalen. Helemaal zeker is het
premierschap van Yves Leterme dus nog
niet.

We started with the premise that our reader has less time
and much more media from which to choose. We want to
go back to the heart of our medium, using new technologies
and new media but emphasizing high standards in journalism
and design. More than ever we have to earn our reader’s
euro every day.
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Opiniemakers wikken
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Dringend gezocht:
water voor het
Schipdonkkanaal
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Gilbert Van Kerckhove,
brandweerman in dienst
van de Chinezen

Oguchi Onyewu
kopt Standard pas
in slotminuten voorbij
stug Moeskroen
<37

Duivelskoppel voor de rechter

Hugo Camps: ‘De zege van Devolder was
terecht. Hij mag gevierd worden. Toch was
de prestatie van Tom Boonen indrukwekkender dan Devolders beulswerk’ <39

Schaduwkopman van QuickStep wint na ijzersterke solo

Volgende week begint in Charleville-Mézières het
proces tegen Michel Fourniret. Samen met zijn
echtgenote Monique Olivier moet hij zich voor
het assisenhof van de Franse Ardennen
verantwoorden voor de verkrachting van
en de moord op zeven jonge meisjes,
onder wie de twaalfjarige Elisabeth
Brichet uit Namen. Fourniret (intussen
66) wordt ook beschuldigd van een reeks
ontvoeringen in ons land. De man die
zichzelf omschrijft als ‘pire que Marc Dutroux’
slaagde er jarenlang in om uit de handen van
het Franse gerecht te blijven. Dat verkoos al
die tijd artisanale onderzoeksmethoden
in plaats van moderne opsporingstechnieken. De Morgen sprak
met seriemoordenexpert
Stéphane Bourgoin en
met Roger Parrish, al
achttien jaar op zoek
naar gerechtigheid
voor zijn dochter.

>

Slachtoffers van Michel Fourniret & Monique Olivier
Elisabeth Brichet, 12

Mananya Thumpong, 13

Céline Saison, 18

> verdwenen:
5 mei 2001 in Sedan
> teruggevonden:
1 maart 2002 in Nollevaux (Bel)

> verdwenen: 16 mei 2000
in Charleville-Mézières
> teruggevonden:
22 juli 2000 in Sugny (Bel)

� Stijn Devolder wordt door een horde uitzinnige fans de Muur van Geraardsbergen opgestuwd. De Belgische kampioen hield Nuyens en Flecha af.

Stijn Devolder is de slimste
in een zinderende Ronde

REIMS

> verdwenen:
20 december 1989 in Namen (Bel)
> teruggevonden:
3 juli 2004 in Sautou

PARIJS

NANTES

Eerst nam hij ruim de tijd om zijn trui van Belgisch kampioen
te tonen. Vervolgens stak hij twee armen in de hoogte.
Stijn Devolder kon het zelf moeilijk geloven dat hij net de
Ronde van Vlaanderen had gewonnen. Maar jawel.

NANCY

F R A N K R I J K

Natacha Danais, 13

BORDEAUX

> verdwenen: 21 november 1990
in Rezé (Nantes)
> teruggevonden: 24 november 1990
in Brem-sur-Mer

Isabelle Laville, 17

> verdwenen: 11 december 1987
in Saint-Cyr-les-Colons (Auxerre)
> teruggevonden: 12 juli 2006
in Bussy-en-Othe (Yonne)

Fabienne Leroy, 20

> verdwenen: 3 augustus 1988
in Châlons-en-Champagne
> teruggevonden:
4 augustus 1988 in Mourmelon

J.-M. Desramault, 22

> verdwenen: 18 maart 1989
in Charleville-Mézières
> teruggevonden:
3 juli 2004 in Sautou

> En ook nog: Opsluiting en poging tot verkrachting van hondenkapster Joëlle P. in Jambes in 1995 (B), poging tot ontvoering van Sandra N. aan het station van Gedinne (B) in 2002,
ontvoering van Marie-Ascension K. in Ciney (B) in 2003.

VROUWEN
ALS HELDEN

Die vrouwen met die gekke grimas zijn dames die ondanks de zwaarste
beproevingen het hoofd recht houden. Dat vertellen de verhalen
achter de reuzenportretten die deze week in Brussel opdoken.
Met de openluchtexpo Women Are Heroes van fotograaf JR sluit Artsen
zonder Grenzen op Internationale Vrouwendag zijn campagne over
vrouwen in humanitaire crisissen af.

DOOR NATHALIE CARPENTIER IN LIBERIA

MEERBEKE � Hij had de naam een
domme coureur te zijn. Gisteren
was Devolder niet alleen de
sterkste, maar ook de slimste.
Hij is al geen grote praatvaar. Wat zeg je dan,
als je net de Ronde van Vlaanderen hebt
gewonnen? Devolder kon het maar moeilijk geloven. En nu was het hem toch gelukt.
Vijfentwintig kilometer lang had hij naar
al wie maar bij hem in de buurt kwam naar
zijn voorsprong zitten vragen. Zo lang
duurde zijn solo naar Meerbeke. Was het
genoeg of moest hij nog harder fietsen?
Omkijken doet hij toch niet. En zijn oortje

deugde ook al niet. Maar hij had benen
zoals hij nog nooit benen had gehad. Wat
restte hem anders nog dan keihard voor de
overwinning te blijven rijden?
Even sterk of sterker zelfs dan zijn ploegmaat Tom Boonen voelde Stijn Devolder
zich in een zinderende Ronde van
Vlaanderen. Afgelopen dinsdag was hij
nog terechtgewezen door zijn ploegleider
Patrick Lefevere. In de eerste etappe van de
Driedaagse van De Panne had hij ruim
zeventien minuten verloren. Hoe leg je dat
uit? Niet, in het geval van Devolder. Dan
haal je de schouders op en zorg je dat je vijf
dagen later de Ronde van Vlaanderen wint.

Een hele dag fantastisch gekoerst. Op de
Oude Kwaremont hield hij zich nog stil. “Ik
zat op mijn tanden te bijten, maar zo
moest het nu eenmaal van ploegleider
Wilfried Peeters.” Op de Paterberg kwam
hij dan toch naar voor. En daarna was er
geen houden meer aan. Op de Koppenberg
kwam Devolder als tweede boven, net achter zijn kopman Tom Boonen. Het had
gehageld en geregend, maar ongetwijfeld
had Devolder daar niets van gevoeld. Toen
zijn ploegmaat Maarten Wynants op de
kasseien van de Haaghoek aan de uitgedunde leiderstrui met alle favorieten –
alleen Hoste ontbrak nog – ging sleuren,
vond Devolder dat het nog harder kon.

kilometer voor Meerbeke. “Ik wist dat de
wind in het voordeel blies tussen de
Eikenmolen en de Bosberg.” Onder luid
gejuich reed hij de Muur van
Geraardsbergen omhoog. En kraakte op de
Bosberg net niet. “Van de Bosberg tot
Meerbeke was het één lange tijdrit. Je wilt
niet voelen wat ik daar heb gevoeld.” Nooit,

Alweer aan de haal

zei Devolder, had hij meer afgezien dan in
de twaalf kilometers die hem nog van
Meerbeke scheidden.
In de achtergrond speelde Tom Boonen
de perfecte helper voor Stijn Devolder. Ook
al zouden de andere favorieten Cancellara
en Hoste nooit voor weerwerk van betekenis zorgen. Het was naar QuickSteprecept

Devolder reed ongeremd, ongetemd en
onvermoeibaar. Op de Leberg lag hij aan
de basis van een kopgroep van negen. En
voorbij de Berendries was hij alweer aan de
haal, dit keer met vijf. En ging echt zijn
kans op de Eikenmolenberg, vijfentwintig

Devolder reed
ongeremd, ongetemd
en onvermoeibaar

van de grote dagen. Ook al had Cancellara
dan toch niet meer de grote vorm die hij in
Milaan-Sanremo en de E3-Prijs wel nog
had. En verspeelde Hoste zijn kansen op de
overwinning na een fietsbreuk op de kasseien van de Mariaborrestraat, 65 kilometer voor Meerbeke. Ruim dertig kilometer
zou Hoste moeten achtervolgen voor hij
weer tot bij de groep met favorieten kwam.
Volgende week in Parijs-Roubaix krijgt hij
weer een kans, zegt Hoste. De laatste om
iets van zijn klassieke voorjaar te maken.
“Jammer. Ik had de benen om te winnen
vandaag. Maar zo waren er veel.” Nuyens
en Flecha kwamen nog het dichtst bij Stijn
Devolder. Maar tegen de West-Vlaamse
hardrijder maakten ook zij uiteindelijk
geen kans.
Want niemand die de benen van Stijn
Devolder had. De ‘domme coureur’ zoals
zijn eigen ploegleider Dirk Demol hem
ooit noemde, maakte gisteren de opstap
naar de kleine kring van grote winnaars
van de Ronde van Vlaanderen.
(MG)
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elEspecial

elEconomista

Presuma este verano
con los ocho valores
españoles que
han subido más
de un 20% P6y7

El regreso
de Tom Ford
El hombre que hizo
de Gucci un mito
vuelve al mundo de
la moda con su propia
firma, con la que
lanza ahora decenas
de ‘boutiques’ P18

AÑO II. Nº 412 � SEGUNDA EDICIÓN

AÑO II. Nº 364
412 � SEGUNDA EDICIÓN

� OPINIÓN P2 � EMPRESAS &

Las actuaciones
más atractivas
de los festivales
de verano
españoles P22

FINANZAS P5 � BOLSA & INVERSIÓN P21 � ECONOMÍA P26 � GESTIÓN EMPRESARIAL P33 � TELEVISIÓN P38 � GENTE P39

La bolsa europea
es la que mejor va:
los 10 valores con
mayor potencial

Sumario
� EMPRESAS & FINANZAS

La caída de las inmobiliarias
pasa factura a Urbas
Aplaza la compra prevista de dos
empresas y la incorporación de
nuevos socios en el grupo P8
� BOLSA & INVERSIÓN

Nace el ‘EcoEuro’, una nueva cartera de
‘elEconomista’ para invertir en Europa

La bolsa supera el semestre
con un 5,3% de rentabilidad
Los vaivenes de la economía
mundial provocaron una caída
del 2,85% en el mes de junio P21

Hay que aprovechar el momento
alcista de la bolsa europea. Para ello,
elEconomista ha creado una nueva
cartera, el EcoEuro, con los diez mejores valores del momento seleccionados en el EuroStoxx 50. Entre otras condiciones, esos valores
tienen que tener un potencial alcista superior al 10 por ciento y estar recomendados por la gran mayoría de los expertos.

� ECONOMÍA

El euribor asusta: acabó el
mes por encima del 4,5%
Una hipoteca media de 140.000
euros cuesta ahora mil euros más
al año que hace doce meses P27

� EL ESPECIAL P2 y 3

� GESTIÓN EMPRESARIAL

La integración homosexual
en la empresa es cosa de dos

Del Rivero no se
Zapatero congela
amilana: luchará a por decreto el
muerte por Eiffage recibo de la luz

Las grandes empresas apuestan
por programas ‘ad hoc’ para sacar
más rendimiento a la plantilla P33

Normas y Tributos

Prepara una fuerte batalla
jurídica contra la francesa

El PP cree que es una
decisión electoralista

� EMPRESAS & FINANZAS P7

� EMPRESAS & FINANZAS P5

¿Un turno de oficio a la carta?
Un informe de la abogacía recomienda que se pueda elegir el
abogado gratuito de oficio � P30
Mercados
�

Ibex 35

�

IGBM

�

EuroStoxx 50

4.489,77

0,71%

�

Dow Jones

13.408,62

-0,10%

�

Nasdaq 100

1.934,10

0,13%

Eco10

14.842,00
1.640,40

�

0,49%
0,07%

153,56

cierre

0,31%

cambio
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� BOLSA & INVERSIÓN P23, 24 y 25
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el economista sábado, 17 de marzo de 2007

2 elEspecial

el economista sábado, 17 de marzo de 2007

elEspecial 3

Las últimas posiciones de la parrilla son para Repsol y Endesa. La petrolera tiene un coche un poco limitado para este tipo de mundiales. El
consenso de mercado, que recoge FactSet, fija un precio objetivo en los 25,1
euros, frente a los 24,16 euros a los que
cerró ayer. Sin embargo, no descartan
que esta escudería se fusione con una
de las grandes de Europa para ganar
tamaño y mejorar su competitividad
frente sus rivales internacionales.
Endesa ocupa el puesto de los super
aguri, el último puesto. “La eléctrica
española, después de firmar uno de sus
mejores mundiales el pasado año, ha
tenido problemas de potencia, rumoreándose en el paddock que su motor
se ha calentado excesivamente en las
pasadas carreras”, dice Xavier Cebrián de Gaesco Bolsa. Esta empresa se ha quedado sin potencial alcista, ya que el
precio objetivo es de
38,8 euros, frente
a los 38,31 de
ayer.

Telefónica se coloca en la
‘pole position’ del parqué

E

La parrilla en cifras

HA PASADO
UN AÑO Y POCO
CAMBIA...
1. Telefónica

Telefónica vuelve este año a repetir en el primer puesto de los ocho grandes de
la bolsa. Sin embargo, pisándole los talones se encuentra la escudería presidida
por Emilio Botín, que ha conseguido una posición muy igualada. Por Patricia Vegas

s Consigue el primer puesto por segundo año, con 143 votos. Su fuerte
crecimiento, atractivo bursátil y alto dividendo son sus principales artillerías.

2. Santander

s El bólido rojo se ha quedado a sólo 1
punto de igualar a Telefónica y repite
también por segundo año el 2º puesto.

BBVA son en el mercado español lo
que Felipe Massa, Kimi Raikkonen y
Fernando Alonso a este campeonato.
Según una encuesta realizada, por
Eleconomista a 22 firmas de inversión
sobre cómo se configura la parrilla de
salida de la bolsa para las ocho empresas más grandes del mercado español, Telefónica ha logrado la pole position por segundo año consecutivo
(ver parrilla de 2006). El equipo presidido por César Alierta cuenta con
tres grandes artillerías para ganar en

The colour orange, not very common in the press, permits
a quick recognition of the publication in the news stand. A
diaphanous heading personalised by the colours, the spaces
and the singular combination of lower and upper case letters. The headlines in thick letters (Whitney) and the body
in very legible letters (Mercury) make elEconomista a clear
newspaper. The division of the newspaper in four informative blocks identified by a colour code makes the newspaper
useful and accessible. The inclusion of abundant infographics
clarify the information, as well as the effort spent on the
composition of tables that facilitate vertical and horizontal
reading have made elEconomista a dynamic and modern
newspaper for readers.

30 Web: www.eleconomista.es E-mail: economia@eleconomista.es
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Inversión Bolsa

ste fin de semana tiene
una cita ineludible con el
televisor. Arranca la Fórmula 1. En el momento en
el que se enciendan las luces verdes de los semáforos, los motores de Ferrari, McLaren
y BMW alcanzarán el máximo de potencia para conseguir el primer puesto. Las principales apuestas ya están
hechas, pero sólo habrá un ganador.
Esta misma situación se repite en bolsa. Este año Telefónica, Santander y

An objective of journalistic design is to bring the information
closer and make it accessible to a broad group of readers. The
visual presentation of elEconomista is far from many of the
conventions of the economic press and proposes a newspaper
that is perceived as unmistakably modern and dynamic. With
the purpose of broadening interest and access to the contents,
different graphic and typographic resources are included that
facilitate locating the information, make the provided data
intelligible and improve the reading of the texts.

la primera vuelta: un título de crecimiento, alta capacidad de generación
de caja y una suculenta política de remuneración al accionista. “El esfuerzo comercial empieza a dar sus frutos.
Su posicionamiento geográfico –mercado anglosajón, Latinoamerica y China– nos parece un auténtico acierto.
Además, mantiene una muy adecuada
política de retribución al accionista,
que le permitirá cierta estabilidad para el medio y largo plazo”, dice Cortal
Consors. Ahora, Telefónica ofrece una

rentabilidad por dividendo del 4,39
por ciento, a lo que se une un atractivo potencial de revalorización. Cuenta con un precio objetivo de 18,2 euros, un 15,62 por ciento por encima del
cierre de ayer.
Por detrás, se encuentra Santander,
ya que la escudería presidida por Emilio Botín consiguió la segunda posición
en una vuelta rápida muy igualada a
Telefónica. A su favor tiene que lleva
más de dos años construyendo un monoplaza insuperable en la zona euro,

3. BBVA

s Al igual que el ejercicio anterior
ocupa la tercera plaza, siguiendo de
cerca al bólido rojo, con 134 puntos.

4. Popular

Parrilla bursátil de
2006, en la que ganó
Telefónica, seguida por
Santander y BBVA.

s Tras la fusión Arcelor- Mittal, la acerera ha dejado de cotizar en el Ibex, ante la escasez de acciones en España y
Popular ha ocupado su lugar, siendo la
estrella revelación, con 96 puntos.

5 y 6. Iberdrola e Inditex
s La eléctrica repite puesto este año:
el quinto. Hasta que no integre su nuevo motor Scottish Power, los expertos
creen que ese es su lugar, al igual que
Inditex, que tampoco ha cambiado.
7 y 8. Repsol y Endesa
s A la cola se colocan Repsol y
Endesa. Estas compañías se intercambian las posiciones del ejercicio anterior. Repsol ha tenido 68 votos, por los
34 de Endesa.

a través de fuertes
adquisiciones que ahora
dan importantes resultados. “Se
espera un elevado crecimiento del
beneficio, en torno al 20 por ciento para 2007, apoyado tanto en Europa continental como en la mayor contribución de Latinoamérica. Aunque siempre
cotiza con un descuento sobre sus comparables por su excesivo apetito comprador, el diferencial de valoración actual (más de un 15 por ciento) nos
parece exagerado, teniendo a su vez
una rentabilidad por dividendo del 4,5
por ciento, superior a la media de los
europeos”, asegura Anabel Laín, de
Ibercaja Gestión.
En la actualidad, Santander es uno
de los vehículos bursátiles que más
puede correr en los próximos meses.
De hecho, el consenso de mercado, que
recoge FactSet establece un precio objetivo de 16,2 euros, un 23,3 por ciento por encima del cierre de ayer en los
13,09 euros.
Siguiéndoles los pasos, BBVA intenta
poner también su bólido a máximo para alcanzar al coche rojo –ver apoyo–.
Las principales características de su
carrocería se encuentran en su fuerte
crecimiento estimado en beneficio por
acción para el periodo 2006-2008 y su
moderado perfil de riesgo, que se reduce con la compra de Compass en Estados Unidos. Aunque el engranaje está totalmente a punto, tiene todavía
una pequeña pieza por encajar: una
ampliación de capital de 3.900 millones, que puede rebajar su beneficio por
acción.
Estas son las tres escuderías que pueden alcanzar el podium, ya que los demás equipos todavía no han conseguido ajustar bien la mecánica de sus

Entrevista David Friedman, economista

“La solución a todos los problemas de
la economía es el fin de los gobiernos”
ThomasJahn
NUEVA YORK. David Friedman no op-

tó por la vía fácil a la hora de elegir
su profesión. A pesar de ser el hijo
de Milton Friedman, uno de los
economistas más célebres del
mundo (fallecido la semana pasada), acabó decidiéndose por una
rama profesional distinta. Con el
libro La maquinaria de la libertad
(1971) adquirió un rango de primer
orden dentro de la escuela de pensamiento anarco-capitalista. ¿Y
qué es eso? Basándose en un razonamiento económico muy fundamentado, pide de manera muy elocuente la abolición de cualquier tipo de dominación estatal. A sus 61
años, es catedrático por la Universidad de Santa Clara (California) y
se ocupa, sobre todo, del análisis
económico del Derecho.

P Su padre fue uno de los econo-

Telefónica ha
conseguido ser
el ganador,
pero sólo por
un voto más
que Santander

mistas más influyentes del siglo
XX. ¿Por qué ha elegido usted precisamente la economía?

R No era de ningún modo mi in-

bólidos. Popular
lidera el grupo de aspirantes a las posiciones de cabeza por su perfil conservador. La principal
ventaja es que ha sabido sacar el
mayor partido de su monoplaza: es
la entidad más eficiente de toda Europa. En la actualidad ofrece un potencial del 3,14 por ciento, a lo que se
une una rentabilidad por dividendo
del 3,4 por ciento.
Muy de cerca le sigue Iberdrola, ya
que la eléctrica vasca cuenta con una
importante perseverancia en su crecimiento en los próximos ejercicios. “Se
beneficiará de su apuesta por las energías renovables, cuyo peso actual ya
supone un 20 por ciento. El plan estratégico 2007-2009 presenta un crecimiento anual del 14,5 por ciento de
los beneficios y los dividendos”, comenta Banco Popular. El único problema es que la escudería de Ignacio
Sánchez Galán no tiene todavía integrado el motor de Scottish Power, que
le habría permitido ganar varias posiciones. Esta compra le protege de una
oferta hostil y es una fuente de creación de valor para el accionista.

tención. Yo no quería que durante
toda mi vida se me considerara como el hijo de mi padre, y por eso hice el doctorado en Física; pero entonces pude constatar que yo era
mucho mejor economista que físico. Aun así, siempre he querido mantenerme a cierta distancia, y por eso
apenas he escrito nada sobre macroeconomía, por ejemplo.

P ¿Conversaban usted y su padre
a menudo de trabajo?
R Por lo general, sí. El leía la mayoría de mis papeles y yo leía los suyos. Discutíamos a menudo sobre
todo lo imaginable, pero mi trabajo no lo criticaba. Yo me considero
miembro de la Escuela de Chicago,
a la que mi padre también pertenecía, si bien yo no soy un representante muy convencional: yo llevo las ideas de la economía de
mercado algo más lejos.
P ¿No será quizá que sus ideas li-

bertarias fueran una forma de rebelarse contra su padre?
R No había razón para ello. Hay
mucha gente contra la que uno tiene que protestar: casi todos los economistas del mundo ven al Estado

como algo bueno, y con eso no
estaba de acuerdo, como
tampoco lo estaba mi padre.
P Entonces habrá sido una

mala noticia para usted la
reciente victoria demócrata en EEUU.
R De ningún modo. De los
gobiernos caben esperar más
cosas malas que buenas, y una
oposición fortalecida limitará el poder de Bush.
P Pero los demócratas quieren

más Estado.

R ¡Ni que Bush fuera otra co-

sa! En la campaña aseguró
que quería luchar contra los
abusos de Washington; pero lo que ha hecho es gastar
más dinero que ningún otro
presidente en el último medio
siglo. Y además no es ningún liberal. Fíjese por ejemplo en la política relativa a la enseñanza: con el
programa Que ningún niño se quede atrás reforzó el control estatal
en lugar de fomentar la autonomía
de las escuelas. Los padres sin dinero tienen que llevar a sus hijos a
las escuelas públicas que haya en
su distrito… y que con frecuencia
son malas. Si se introdujeran vales
con los que uno pudiera pagar la escuela de su elección, entonces habría competencia y las mismas posibilidades de formación para todos.

P Pero Bush también ha bajado
los impuestos.
R Los recortes serían buenos de
verdad si hubiera reducido los gastos; pero lo que se ha hecho es sustituirlos con deudas que las generaciones futuras tendrán que pagar
soportando unos impuestos más altos. El presidente usa a menudo la
retórica del libre mercado, pero no
pasa de ahí.
P Los críticos reprochan al gobierno

que fomente la desigualdad. ¿Usted también lo cree así?
R El presidente Lyndon Johnson
proclamó en 1964 el inicio de la guerra contra la pobreza. ¿Y qué han
conseguido hasta ahora los programas sociales? Si tenemos en cuenta el sueldo efectivo, en los EEUU
hay ahora tanta pobreza como en

1970. Dicho de otro modo: por la intromisión del Estado ha surgido una
nueva clase asistencial permanente. El objetivo de sacarles de la pobreza ha fracasado por completo.
P Los presidentes de los consejos
de administración norteamericanos se llevan a casa hasta 411 veces más dinero que un obrero. ¿Cómo puede usted pedir una mayor
economía de mercado cuando las
elites se están enriqueciendo?
R Puede que sea cierto; pero sume
todos los pagos a los gestores al más
alto nivel y compare el total con el
producto interior. Se trata de algo
que levanta muchos remolinos, pero que para la economía no pasa de
ser una nimiedad.
P Los sueldos elevados perjudican a las empresas. ¿No debería
comparar el total con el valor bursátil?
R Ya Adam Smith describió el autoenriquecimiento de los responsables como contradicción irresoluble. Lo que él y otros pasan por
alto son las adquisiciones. Cuando
un consejo de administración gana
demasiado dinero, para un inversor resultaría interesante comprar
acciones, ganar la mayoría en la empresa y echar a los gestores para así
impulsar la cotización en bolsa. ¿Pero qué hace el Estado? Dificulta las
adquisiciones, por ejemplo, con la
regulación de que los inversores
tengan que hacer públicas las participaciones superiores al 10 por
ciento en una empresa, lo cual hace imposible a menudo comprar
mayorías.
P La competencia no cura todas

las enfermedades.

R Ciertamente hay problemas, pe-

ro no siempre son irresolubles. Por
ejemplo, la programación televisiva -la que se recibe a través de la antena- es un bien público. El mercado encuentra la solución ideal de
financiarla a través de la publicidad.
Por otro lado, el mercado político
fracasa con más frecuencia. ¿Qué
elector se informa a fondo sobre el
programa? La ignorancia de los electores es racional, ya que el tiempo
a sacrificar es muy grande y el aprovechamiento personal pequeño.
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Excelsior,
Mexico

The redesign of Excelsior is based on the following set of
guidelines:
• We create products (brands) instead of sections
• A good use of colors
• Modular display, which privileges vertical reading, as you
would find on a web site
• Magazine-style presentation for feature stories and extensive coverage
We have put together a highly creative and competitive
newsroom. We steer away from clichés common to news
organizations, while maintaining strong journalistic principles.
We are permanently looking for new ways to tell a story,
graphically and editorially, using infographics and other
resources. We always ask ourselves, “How can this story be
clear, useful and entertaining to our readers?” We look for
stories that are important for our readers’ daily lives, being
careful not to reach too much into the political arena and
predictable statements.
We know time is a challenge for us. That’s why we put
together our redesign, as well as a complete refurbishing of our newsroom, and our commercial, production and
circulation departments, all in a record 60 days. Since then,
our goal was been to make Excelsior a newspaper which is
“impossible to miss”. Our motto is “cambiemos el discurso”
(“Let’s change speech”). We want to change the way people
approach the news.
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Sócrates defende Pinho

O primeiro-ministro classificou ontem como ‘‘polémica ridícula’’ o debate sobre as declarações do ministro da Economia que disse que o país
tem ‘‘os mais baixos custos salariais da UE’’.
P6

PSD com Comissário da
Corrupção Franco Fratin-

ni, o comissário europeu da
Justiça, vai estar em Lisboa a
5 e 6 de Março a convite do
PSD, para falar numa conferência internacional sobre
combate à corrupção. Este tema e a política de Saúde do
Governo são as duas bandeiras de Marques Mendes para
o pós-referendo.

‘Operação Furacão’ com
nova estratégia Depois da
contestação aos mandados
genéricos que autorizaram as
primeiras buscas da ‘Operação Furacão’, os investigadores foram esta semana ao escritório do advogado Frutuoso de Melo e actuaram de outra maneira: “A busca foi cirúrgica e apenas foram pedidos três ou quatro documentos concretos”, conta fonte
do processo.

Engano da Justiça
leva Cavaco a
indultar foragido

Mulher
violentada
em praxe
militar
A primeira mulher a chegar
a oficial de Infantaria —
a mais dura das armas
do Exército — foi parar
ao hospital. O MP investiga

Empresário da noite tinha sido condenado por vários
crimes e era procurado por ter fugido para o estrangeiro
O Presidente da República concedeu no último Natal o perdão
de uma pena de seis meses de
prisão aplicada a Américo Pereira Mendes, um empresário
da noite de Évora.
Cavaco Silva ignorava que este
já tinha sido condenado, num
processo anterior, a quatro anos
e meio de cadeia e que sobre ele
pendiam vários mandados de
captura nacionais e internacionais por ter fugido para o estrangeiro antes de cumprir a sentença. Inexplicavelmente, o apare-

lho judicial não transmitiu estas
informações ao PR. Uma fonte
de Belém garantiu ao Expresso
que a proposta de indulto apresentada pelo ministro da Justiça, Alberto Costa (com o objectivo de promover a ‘ressocialização’ de Américo Mendes), vinha
acompanhada de vários pareceres favoráveis, entre os quais o
do Tribunal de Execução de Penas. A mesma fonte acrescentou
que o pedido de perdão natalício apontava até como atenuante o facto de já ter sido paga

O Ministério Público está a investigar o caso da aspirante Cláudia
Almeida Brito — a primeira mulher a chegar a oficial de Infantaria — na sequência da queixa de
um hospital civil que a assistiu e
que considerou existirem indícios de crime público. A aspirante terá relatado ter sido alvo de
‘‘agressões físicas e verbais’’ no
decurso do exercício de baptismo no quartel de Infantaria
de Mafra.
Cláudia esteve cerca de
dois meses em baixa psiquiátrica e o Hospital Militar confirma o diagnóstico de ‘‘stresse
agudo’’, garantindo que ela ‘‘não
mentiu’’.
P19

uma multa de 24.939 euros, associada à pena de prisão.
O Ministério da Justiça revela,
por seu lado, que não foi informado de quaisquer outras condenações, mas afirma que os seis meses seriam
parte da pena que faltava cumprir a Américo Mendes. Fontes
judiciais de Évora dizem que,
além dos quatro anos e meio, a
pena deste processo era de seis
meses, mas que o empresário
não chegou a cumprir um único
dia de prisão.
P8

Vidas de Esmeralda

Expresso
inicia Mês
do Ambiente

UGT e CGTP unidas Os lí-

deres da UGT e da CGTP
anunciaram que vão organizar uma cimeira sindical
UE-África, cujos resultados
levarão à cimeira euro-africana organizada pela presidência portuguesa da UE.

Nesta edição o Expresso
compensa o CO2 libertado
na sua produção

Expresso a subir O Expres-

Esta é uma edição verde, recheada de informações e alertas. Na página 5 encontra o guia de navegação deste número. A anunciada
entrevista com Al Gore não é hoje
publicada, uma vez que o ex-vice-presidente dos EUA se viu obrigado a prestar homenagem
ao padrasto de Bill Clinton, que faleceu quarta-feira. Contamos publicá-la na
Internet e na próxima edição.

so continua a liderar destacado a imprensa semanal, com
7,5 de audiência. Segue-se a revista ‘Visão’ com 6,4. O ‘Sol’, a
‘Sábado’ e a ‘Focus’ quedam-se
abaixo dos três pontos de audiência.
ECONOMIA P25

E à venda sexta Devido ao

Expresso sexta à noite

Envie um SMS com a palavra
“títulos” para 3369 e saiba à
sexta (por 0,30¤) os principais
destaques do Expresso

Integram esta edição, além deste
corpo principal, os seguintes cadernos:
ECONOMIA, ÚNICA, ACTUAL,
ESPAÇOS & CASAS e EMPREGO
e ainda SAÚDE PÚBLICA

Margarida, dois anos, nasceu na rua, num bairro problemático da Amadora. É a quarta filha
de uma mãe adolescente (actualmente com 21
anos, na sexta gravidez), que só fica com os rapazes e dá as raparigas. Um casal de Sintra,
com mais de quarenta anos e duas filhas, que
vive modestamente, não conseguiu fechar os
olhos à miséria social e aos maus-tratos recorrentes — alimentação com leite de pacote, a
roupa colada à pele de tão suja, as ratazanas da

ILUSTRAÇÃO MÁRIO CAMEIRA / WHO
MOLDADA EM PLASTICINA VEGETAL NÃO TÓXICA

referendo de dia 11, a próxima edição vai para a rua, excepcionalmente, sexta-feira.

barraca, a febre ardente da menina... — e ‘adoptou-a’ quando tinha três meses.
Esta é uma das ‘Vidas de Esmeralda’ que contamos nesta edição. E também a de Catarina, 29
anos, educadora em Gaia, que foi para casa dos
padrinhos com poucos meses e por lá foi ficando. Recorda a instabilidade da infância; até aos
18 viveu com receio de que a fossem buscar.
Em ambas o caso de Esmeralda acordou medos
e memórias. FOTO JOSÉ VENTURA
P20e21

02

PPE quer que
Durão se
recandidate

P9

Casas mais
caras 33% em
5 anos

ECONOMIA P7

Expresso, 01 de Dezembro de 2006

ECONOMIA

Expresso is a 35 year-old newspaper. Since the beginning it
has had a great impact on the Portuguese society. In previous editions before the redesign when the paper was printed
in broadsheet format, there was too much text, too many
grey spaces, and very little space for good photographs,
graphics and illustration. It was time to change. With the
new project, the newspaper became Berliner and full-colour,
ready to achieve the comfort and the language that the new
readers were looking for. Its relation to the internet became
more direct and the navigation was improved, as well as its
hierarchy. The Economics section lost its salmon paper and
got the same templates as the A-Section. The design now
works as part of the content and not as pure decoration. The
photographers know that their photos have to tell a story
and that sometimes the best shot is not the best image for
our pages. The newsroom learned that they should believe
in the art staff and that our main proposal is to inform in the
best way that we can.

Expresso, 01 de Dezembro de 2006

ECONOMIA
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Abandono
do olival
dispara
importações

Jardim Gonçalves A administração deve continuar
como está Paulo Teixeira Pinto Se a administração
continuar assim, não tenho as condições mínimas

Descida recorde de cri-

mes em Lisboa No 1º semestre, a PSP registou uma descida de 32% nos crimes violentos. A criminalidade global
baixou 9,8%. No mesmo período a PSP duplicou o número de operações e deteve
mais 8,7% de suspeitos.

BT opõe PS ao Governo O
PS impediu a fusão da Brigada de Trânsito no dispositivo
territorial da GNR, proposta
pelo Governo. Os deputados
socialistas fizeram uma alteração à lei orgânica que transforma a BT na Unidade Especial de Trânsito (UEP), mantendo-a autónoma da restante organização. Mas enquanto a BT é comandada por um
major-general, a nova UEP terá à sua frente um coronel.
Sérvia avisa UE A relação
entre a Sérvia e a União Europeia pode ser colocada em risco, caso Bruxelas reconheça
a independência do Kosovo,
disse ao Expresso o primeiro-ministro, Vojislav Kostunica. “Não nos ficaremos a rir
para quem nos roubar 15% do
território”, diz
Expresso lidera «sites» O
Expresso ocupa a primeira
posição no «ranking» de «sites» relativo a jornais de informação geral, segundo o
Netpainel. Em Junho, o Expresso totalizou 4983 mil páginas vistas, ultrapassando
o ‘Público’.

Expresso sexta à noite

Envie um SMS com a palavra
“títulos” para 3369 e saiba à
sexta (por 0,30¤) os principais
destaques do Expresso

Portugal já tem
cinco azeites DOP

Azeite Portugal perdeu mais de 230 mil hectares de olival
nos últimos 50 anos. De 120 mil toneladas de azeite/ano passou para 40 mil

Cavaco com férias estra-

gadas O Presidente da República vai ser obrigado a dedicar Agosto ao estudo de diversos diplomas que estão para
promulgação. As leis orgânicas da PSP, GNR e PJ, a lei da
política criminal, os códigos
Penal e do Processo Penal e o
regime do Ensino Superior
são os mais importantes. No
caso de dúvidas constitucionais, a interdição de férias
alarga-se aos juízes do TC.

A 15 dias de uma assembleia geral
que ambos consideram inoportuna,
os dois homens-fortes do banco cor
de cereja tentam desdramatizar a
crise que se vive na instituição, mas
mantêm bem vivas as discordâncias
quanto à alteração de estatutos e à
composição do conselho de administração-executivo. Contudo, apesar
da radicalização, há sinais claros de
que vários importantes accionistas

(Fortis, CGD, EDP, BPI) não estão
disponíveis para apoiar a destituição dos cinco administradores que
afrontaram Teixeira Pinto. O consenso pode vir a ser feito na assembleia geral de 6 de Agosto, através
de um aumento do número de membros do conselho de administração
e do conselho geral. Se tal acontecer, a clarificação fica adiada para
Março de 2008.

Um produto agrícola ganha notoriedade se tiver
associada a si uma garantia de qualidade.
No caso dos azeites, a denominação de origem foi
a solução encontrada para credibilizar estes produtos nacionais, à semelhança, aliás, do que já acontece com os vinhos e os queijos, outros produtos do
território.
De acordo com a Casa do Azeite, uma das principais associações do sector, “os azeites com Denominação de Origem Protegida (DOP) são produzidos
numa área geográfica delimitada, com solos e climas característicos e são elaborados exclusivamente com azeitonas de certas variedades de oliveira”.
Estes factores — ainda segundo aquela associação —, “aliados ao saber fazer tradicional da região, que se consubstancia no modo de condução
das árvores, apanha da azeitona e extracção de
azeite, conferem-lhes tipicidade e características
qualitativas que permitem distingui-los dos demais”.
Ao contrário do que se possa pensar, a cor do
azeite não está directamente ligada ao seu sabor
ou aroma. Segundo os especialistas da Casa do
Azeite, quando ele é esverdeado significa que foi
feito a partir de azeitonas ainda verdes, enquanto
um azeite dourado provém da prensagem de azeitonas maduras. No entanto, o azeite em geral é
obtido com base numa mistura de variedades de
azeitonas em diferentes estados de maturação.
O azeite, contrariamente ao vinho, não melhora
com o tempo, o que significa que terá mais proveito se for consumido cedo.
Actualmente são cinco as regiões de denominação de origem protegida para o azeite:

Fisco pode
apreender
3000 barcos
de recreio

Mendes
em risco
de avançar
sozinho

Há uma lista com três mil
nomes de proprietários de
barcos para penhorar devido
a dívidas fiscais

Marcelo diz que “seria
penoso” Mendes ir sozinho
às directas. Menezes pode
convocar um Congresso
extraordinário
Marques Mendes parte hoje para o Conselho Nacional do PSD
com uma angústia — antecipou
as directas para a liderança em
nome da clarificação interna e
conta ganhar o partido, mas teme ir a votos sozinho deixando
a clarificação adiada.
Menezes e Aguiar Branco
ameaçam não avançar, sobretudo se não forem alteradas as regras que definem quem pode votar. E Manuela Ferreira Leite está com eles nesta exigência.
Se Mendes não aceitar alargar o período para o pagamento de quotas, Menezes pode
convocar um Congresso extraordinário. E aí forçar a queda do líder. Cavaquistas e barrosistas acham que ainda não
chegou a hora das escolhas decisivas no PSD, mas Santana
Lopes alerta que, qualquer
dia, é tarde de mais.

No momento da escolha saiba que tem
azeites Extra Virgem, Virgem
e Lampante, com diferentes características
de acordo com a zona do país

Aborto até
às 9 semanas
nos Centros
de Saúde

Costa procura aliados em Lisboa
O presidente eleito da Câmara de Lisboa multiplicou-se esta semana em contactos com vista
à formação de uma maioria estável para governar a cidade. Este não será o objectivo do almoço que reuniu, quinta-feira no Pabe, o socialista António Costa e a social-democrata Paula
Teixeira da Cruz, mas o Expresso pode assegurar que entre o presidente da autarquia e a
presidente da Assembleia Municipal só se fa-

lou do futuro da capital. A avaliar pelo semblante dos dois, a conversa terá sido menos
acalorada do que aquelas que António Costa
tem mantido com os seus potenciais aliados:
Helena Roseta e José Sá Fernandes. Apesar
das ameaças de ruptura, o novo presidente da
Câmara da capital partiu para férias com razoáveis expectativas de ter uma maioria política quando tomar posse a 1 de Agosto.

A partir do final do ano vai
ser possível fazer IVG em
alguns Centros de Saúde,
através de fármacos

Porto
de Lisboa:
despesista
e falido

MOURA

Só produzimos metade do que precisamos
Textos de Vítor Andrade
Fotos de Tiago Miranda

A

Dona Carminda mostra com orgulho as
mãos cheias de azeitona Cordovil acabada de colher: “Já viu
bem esta maravilha?”, questiona entusiasmada, enquanto
no cimo da oliveira
os homens empoleirados ripam com
destreza os frutos que o vibrador mecânico não conseguiu arrancar à árvore.
A tecnologia ainda não substitui em
absoluto a apanha manual, pois tem
uma taxa de sucesso de apenas 30%. Os
restantes 70% têm que ser apanhados
como sempre se fez, com recurso à
mão-de-obra artesanal.
“Este ano até há mais azeitona, mas
arriscamos-nos a ter uma perda de qualidade porque a ‘gafa’ atacou muito as
nossas árvores”, realça Pinto Azevedo,
dono de 70 hectares de olival em Sarzedas, no distrito de Castelo Branco. Este
produtor de azeite explica que a ‘gafa’ —
doença da oliveira, causada por um fungo que penetra no fruto através da pele
—, acaba por destruir rapidamente uma
boa parte da colheita. O problema só pode ser minimizado se não houver mui-

tos atrasos na apanha. E é precisamente
por isso que agora se luta contra o tempo naquela propriedade da Beira Baixa.
Em grande parte, esta doença é causada pelo excesso de chuva, seguido de
dias quentes. “Este ano, o chamado Verão de São Martinho acabou por prejudicar bastante a azeitona, já na sua fase
de maturação, pois surgiu intervalado
com excessos de pluviosidade, e o fruto
acabou por sucumbir à ‘gafa’”, explica
João Pereira, engenheiro agrónomo
consultor da TerraProjecto e impulsionador de um projecto agrícola na área
da produção de azeite em Malpica do
Tejo, perto de Castelo Branco (ver sequência de fotos em cima).
No entanto, o que se passa nesta região contraria em absoluto as previsões
de Outono avançadas pelo Instituto Nacional de Estatística (INE), segundo as
quais “o estado vegetativo e o bom vingamento dos frutos” deixavam antever
uma boa campanha. Este organismo
previa mesmo um aumento de produtividade da ordem dos 30%, em relação
ao ano passado.
O melhor ano dos últimos seis foi
2004, em que se registou uma produtividade de 826 quilos de azeitona por
hectare. No ano seguinte cifrou-se em
558 kg/ha e para o corrente ano o INE
estima 725 kg/ha.
Mesmo que o resultado final fique algu-

PONTOS FORTES

PONTOS FRACOS

ß O sector da olivicultura representa
uma actividade de grande importância
socioeconómica em várias regiões do
país, assumindo um papel fundamental
no combate à desertificação humana
em regiões deprimidas

ß Falta de escala, de dimensão
das explorações e do próprio mercado
nacional

ß Ajuda a criar emprego em zonas
desfavorecidas, embora de natureza
sazonal

ß Décadas de abandono da terra
(e, por consequência, do olival),
fortemente impulsionado pela
emigração e pelo êxodo rural
em direcção às cidades

ß Para muitos agricultores de todo
o país, o olival ainda é a principal fonte
de rendimentos
ß É um produto de grande tradição
em Portugal
ß Variedade da azeitona nacional,
a qual permite, segundo
os especialistas, extrair excelentes
azeites
ß Enquadramento natural na cultura
mediterrânica onde a oliveira encontra
condições climatéricas
particularmente favoráveis
ao seu desenvolvimento.

ß Pouca especialização nomeadamente
por parte dos produtores

ß Muitos lagares ainda não cumprem
as regras ambientais, nomeadamente
no que respeita ao tratamento de
águas ruças
ß Inexistência de estratégias
comerciais capazes de promover
as marcas nacionais tanto junto
dos consumidores internos como
nos mercados internacionais
ß Dificuldade em encontrar
mão-de-obra disponível para a apanha
da azeitona na maioria das zonas
do país onde há olival.

res entre o optimismo do INE e a apreensão do produtor de Sarzedas, uma coisa
é certa: Portugal vai ter que importar,
mais uma vez, metade das suas necessidades de consumo de azeite.
O desequilíbrio da nossa balança comercial no que respeita a este produto
já vem de longe, e tem-se acentuado ao
longo das últimas duas décadas. Em
1983 Portugal tinha um grau de auto-aprovisionamento de 134% (ou seja,
produzia mais do que precisava). Dez
anos mais tarde, deixou de ser auto-suficiente e actualmente só produz metade
do que precisa. A maioria do azeite importado vem da vizinha Espanha, que é
já o principal produtor mundial (mais
de um milhão de toneladas por ano),
seguido da Itália. Portugal ocupa a 5ª
posição do «ranking».
Entre 1995 e 2004 encerraram perto
de 500 lagares, e dos cerca de 570 mil
hectares de olival — registados em meados do século passado — Portugal passou para os actuais 335 mil. De uma
produção que chegou a atingir as 120
mil toneladas por ano passámos para
40 mil, o que nos obriga a depender
das compras a Espanha para satisfazer
o consumo interno, que actualmente
ronda os sete quilos/ano por habitante.
João Pereira, que reabilitou um lagar
tradicional em Malpica do Tejo, acredita
que o consumo ainda pode vir a aumen-

tar: “O azeite é um alimento saudável e
essencial na dieta mediterrânica. Pela
nossa parte — Cooperativa Agrícola dos
Olivicultores de Malpica do Tejo — tudo
faremos para que o resultado do nosso
trabalho possa chegar a um número cada vez maior de consumidores”.
Actualmente, o azeite virgem extra de
Malpica do Tejo já é vendido em algumas lojas «gourmet» (caso do El Corte
Inglés) e consumido em hotéis de luxo,
como o Pestana Palace, em Lisboa. A
meta seguinte será a da exportação, a
começar pelo exigente mercado francês.
A iniciativa da recuperação do lagar
de Malpica do Tejo teve, porém, repercussões ao nível da vida na própria aldeia, com pouco mais de 700 habitantes. Muitos dos olivais semiabandonados foram reabilitados e institucionalizou-se a ‘Festa da Azeitona’ que, em cada mês de Novembro, traz à terra muitos dos naturais que agora vivem em Lisboa, para a colheita anual daquele fruto. João Pereira diz, com satisfação, que
a aldeia ganhou uma nova vida e a produção do azeite com o nome da terra
passou a ser vista com orgulho pelos
seus habitantes. Mas, remata, “mais importante do que isso foi o facto de termos criado dois postos de trabalho em
permanência. Numa aldeia com 50 pessoas activas isso tem muito significado”.

Breve história do precioso líquido
Desde os anos
sessenta
do século passado
que o olival tem
vindo a perder
expressão
em Portugal

A palavra azeite tem origem no vocábulo árabe
‘az-zait’, que quer dizer ‘sumo de azeitona’. O azeite
acaba por ser o sumo decantado e purificado da
azeitona.
A história deste precioso
óleo perde-se no tempo e
praticamente confunde-se
com a história do próprio
homem.
Há, contudo, fortes indícios de que a oliveira possa
ter tido origem na Síria, no
Líbano ou mesmo em Israel. Alguns investigadores garantem que existem
vestígios da cultura da oliveira com mais de 6000
anos.
No terceiro milénio antes
de Cristo, a oliveira era cultivada na Fenícia e também na Palestina. Durante
a XIX dinastia egípcia encontrava-se nos oásis líbios
e em Creta. Com a expansão das rotas comerciais

foi levada para Itália, Argélia, Marrocos, Espanha
(em 1050 a.C.) e mais tarde chega a Portugal.
No nosso país, os vestígios
da oliveira datam da idade
do bronze, mas o primeiro
documento que estipulava
a defesa do olival foi o chamado ‘Código Visigótico’,
que instituía uma multa de
cinco soldos para quem arrancasse oliveiras alheias.
Quando os romanos chegaram à Península Ibérica
já a oliveira assumia alguma expressão a nível económico, limitando-se a
aperfeiçoar o seu cultivo.
Apesar de, durante o período da fundação e formação
do reino português, a informação relativa à cultura
da oliveira e do azeite ser
escassa, sabe-se que foi em
Évora (1392) que se lavrou
o primeiro regulamento
do ofício de lagareiro. Tomar — com os Templários

—, Coimbra e Santarém,
também apostaram cedo
nesta cultura. Aliás, a cidade do Mondego chegou a
ser um dos grandes centros produtores do ainda
jovem país.
Com os Descobrimentos
houve um grande incremento do comércio do azeite e passaram a explorar-se mercados como os
da Índia e do Brasil.
Com o passar dos séculos
cresce também a importância económica e social do
azeite. Os recenseamentos
agrícolas dão conta da existência de 200 mil hectares
de olival em 1874, tendo-se
atingido os 570 mil hectares já no século XX, mais
concretamente em 1954.
Contudo, a partir dos
anos 60 do século passado
a produção de azeite em
Portugal entrou em queda,
efeito que se prolongou até
à actualidade.

Trata-se de um azeite de baixa ou muito baixa acidez, de cor amarela esverdeada, com perfume e sabor frutados, amargo e picante nos primeiros meses a seguir à sua confecção.
É rico em ácidos gordos monoinsaturados.
Na sua composição entram as azeitonas Verdeal (15
a 20%), Cordovil (35 a 40%) e Galega (na restante
percentagem).

TRÁS-OS-MONTES
Características de acidez e cor muito idênticas ao
azeite de Moura, mas com cheiro e sabor a frutos
secos, algumas vezes amendoados e com sensações
doce, verde, amargo e picante.
As azeitonas envolvidas são a Verdeal Transmontana, Madural, Cobrançosa e Cordovil.

BEIRA INTERIOR
Acidez baixa e muito baixa, com cor amarelada levemente esverdeada e paladar «sui generis» com
sabor a fruta. No seu fabrico predominam a azeitona Galega e Cordovil. São azeites que acompanham
muito bem peixe do rio, receitas de carne em geral
e de caça em particular.

NORTE ALENTEJANO
Mais uma vez estamos perante azeites de baixa e
muito baixa acidez, ligeiramente espessos, frutados
e de cor amarela dourada, por vezes um pouco esverdeada. Perfume e gosto suave agradável ao paladar. Trata-se de azeites a partir da azeitona Galega
(dominante), Blanqueta e Cobrançosa.

RIBATEJO
Idêntico aos restantes em matéria de acidez, cor
amarela ouro, algumas vezes com tons esverdeados. Envolve elevadas percentagens de azeitona Galega e Lentisca.
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McCain Foods huvitub
Tallinnast
Tallinna linnavolikogu esimehe Toomas Vitsutiga eile kohtunud McCain Foods’i asepresident David O’Brien kinnitas,
et firma on huvitatud oma finants- ja raamatupidamiskeskuse rajamisest Tallinna või
mujale Ida-Euroopasse. “Kava
teostamine eeldab hea inglise
keele oskusega spetsialistide
olemasolu, stabiilset ärikeskkonda ning tugevat info- ja
kommunikatsioonitehnoloogia
baasi,” loetles O’Brien. Ta märkis, et Tallinnal on kõigi loetletud tingimuste osas head eeldused. Kavandatav finantsteenuste keskus tähendaks kahesaja töökoha lisandumist.

KARISTUS

Euroliit kirjutas
Microsoftile hiidtrahvi
Euroopa Liit trahvis Microsofti 899 miljoni euroga (14 mld
krooniga), sest Microsoft küsib

konkurentidelt põhjendamatult kõrget hinda oma tarkvara kasutamise eest. Microsofti
trahv on suurim, millega ühtefirmat on kunagi trahvitud.
Euroopa Komisjoni konkurentsivolinik Neelie Kroesi sõnul on
trahvi summa mõistlik ja proportsionaalne ettevõtte suurust silmas pidades. “See trahv
peaks olema signaaliks kogu
maailmale ja eelkõige Microsoftile, et eeskirjad kehtivad
kõigile,” teatas Kroes ajalehele
The Guardian.

ÜKS KÜSIMUS

Tallinn tahab keelata
naastrehvide kasutamise.

Milliste
rehvidega
sõidate?
Nikolai Stelmach, Tallinna
linnavolikogu liige

�

VISIIT

Paet kutsus jaapanlasi
Eestisse investeerima
Jaapanis visiidil viibinud välisminister Urmas Paet tutvustas
Eesti majanduskeskkonda ning
kutsus Jaapani ettevõtjaid
Eestisse investeerima. Kohtumisel Jaapani suurima välisinvesteeringute ja kaubandusorganisatsiooni tegevdirektori Yasuo Hayashiga räägiti majanduskoostöö võimalustest ja
turismist.

M

ina lumisel talvel naastrehvita maanteele ei
läheks. Lamellrehvidega
oleksin nõus sõitma sellisel talvel nagu praegu ja
keelustamine tuleks ehk
kõne alla siis, kui sünoptikud teataks, et edaspidi on
Eestis selline Hollandi talv,
soe ja vihmane. Kui tuleb
aga külm talv, siis on ükskõik, mida poliitikud räägivad. Minu arvates on tegemist lihtsa sooviga populaarsust võita ja mina kergekäeliselt oma poolthäält
ei anna.

� Aivar Riisalu, riigikogu
liige

S

õidan mõlema rehviga, kuna oman mitut
sõidukit. Kuid eelistan sõita lamellrehvidega. Tuleb majanduslikult
odavam, sest naastrehvid
on ligi kolmandiku võrra kallimad kui lamellid.
Kui lähtuda füüsikast, siis
1,5tonnise auto inerts on
nii suur, et paari kuuga ei
ole enam naastrehvidel ja
lamellidel olulist vahet.
Tegelikult ei ole tähtis,
milliste rehvidega sõidetakse, vaid kuidas sõidetakse.

PÄEVA NÄGU
Juhan Parts
sõdib sissepressiva dumpingelektriga
Täna saavad Brüsselis kokku ELi riikide transpordi, telekommunikatsiooni ja energeetika eest vastutavad ministrid. Majandusminister
tahab kolleegidega arutada
elektrikaubandust kolmandate riikidega. Reguleerimata vabal elektriturul võib

Kütusekulud Varsti on karta hinnatõuse

Kütuse hind paneb ettevõtteid
kulutusi koomale tõmbama
Ettevõtted tõmbavad praegu kütusehindade tõusu tõttu kulutusi koomale,
kuid on võimalik, et varsti
laotakse see koorem klientide õlgadele, kirjutas venekeelne uudisteportaal
dv.ee.
“Kulutused kütusele kasvasid keskmiselt 30 000 krooni võrra,” teatas turvafirma
Turvateenistus Alfastar OÜ tegevdirektor Kirill Samsonov.
“Masinaparki me vähendada
ei kavatse. Vastupidi, me oleme sunnitud seda laiendama.
Kuid on võimalik, et mingil
etapil langeb kütuse kõrge hinna tõttu osa koormust klientide õlgadele.”
Eesti Post ASi pressiesindaja Inge Suderi sõnul kulutasid
nad 2007. aasta jaanuaris kütusele 2 miljonit krooni, kuid selle aasta jaanuaris oli see summa juba 2,2 miljonit krooni.
“Kütuseaktsiisi tõstmine 2008.
aasta jaanuaris suurendas ettevõtte kulutusi kütusele keskeltläbi 2,5 miljoni krooni võrra aastas. Seoses sellega kaalume me üleminekut diislikütusele,” lisas Suder.
Autokooli Autosõit ASi juhatuse liige Indrek Madar mär-

Eesti Post näeb kütuse hinnatõusu eest väljapääsu diislikütuFoto: Marko Mumm, Eesti Päevaleht
sele üleminekus.

�

kis, et praegu nad veel teenuste
hinda ei tõsta. Kuid kui märtsis või aprillis bensiin jälle kallineb, võib õppemaks suureneda. Autode arvu nemad vähendada ei saa.
“Masinaparki me vähendada ei plaani, kuid juba mitu aastat eelistame väiksema
võimsusega ja loodussäästlike autosid,” teatas turvafirma G4S Eesti ASi avalike suhete juht Andres Lember. Samuti märkis ta, et tänapäeva tehnoloogiad soosivad diisliautode kasutamist.
2006. aastal kasutati firmas
47% bensiini ja 53% diislikü-

Tulumaksu alandamise mõju oma toimetulekule tunnetab oluliselt vaid 5% tallinlastest.
Linlaste toimetulekut on
enim mõjutanud toidukaupade, kommunaalkulude ja ben-

siini hinna tõus, selgus ajalehes Pealinn avaldatud Faktum
& Ariko uuringust. Kuigi jõukamatele inimestele valmistab toidu kallinemine vähem
peavalu, ütles 56% enam kui
9000 krooni pereliikme kohta kätte saavatest peredest, et

tust, 2007. aastal oli ülekaal juba diislikütusel juba 65 protsendiga. Võrreldes 2007. aastaga vähenesid kulutused kütusele 15% võrra.
Olga Zvjagintseva, dv.ee

see on nende toimetulekut oluliselt mõjutanud.
“Reformierakonna juhitava valitsuse trumpkaart – tulumaksukoorma vähendamine, on enamikule rahvast jäänud märkamata,” nentis politoloog Anu Toots.
aripaev.ee
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TUTVUST TEGAMAS

BMW koondab
8100 töökohta

Bittman ja raudne lind

K

toimetaja Ardo Kalda, tel 667 0141, e-post ardo.kalda@aripaev.ee

krooni võrra suurendas kütuseaktsiisi tõstmine Eesti
Posti kütusekulutusi.

�

Hinnaralli varjab maksulangetuse

Taavi Aas, Tallinna
abilinnapea

Äripäev 28. märts 2008

NUMBER

2,5 mln

Uuring Toidu kallinemine teeb muret ka jõukamatele

�

ui sel talvel oleksin sõitnud naastrehvidega, siis oleksid need nüüdseks lumevabal asfaldil sõitmisest juba
kulunud. Naastrehvi ilma
on meil Eestis ainult mõni
päev aasta jooksul, ise sõidan lamelliga juba kolm
või neli aastat. Naastrehvid
on eeliseks vaid veega kaetud lausjääl sõites.

odav Vene elekter meie oma
jaamad tööta jätta. Kui Hiinaga räägitakse läbi ketside tariifid, peaks elektriga
sama tegema, arvas Parts.
Ja mida teha ettevõtetega,
kes viivad tootmise odavat
elektriga maadesse ja saavad konkurentsieelise?

Tallinna linnavolikogu liige Tõnis Bittman uudistas eilsel
reostusanalüüsi seadme lidari esitlusel piirivalve uut Agusta
Westland 139 päästekopterit. Lidari ehitas firma AS LDI, mille
Foto: Andres Haabu
nõukogu esimees on ärimees Endel Siff.

�

Saksa autotootja BMW koondab kulude kokkuhoiuks ning
kasumi suurendamiseks selle
aasta jooksul 8100 töökohta
üle maailma, teatas AFP.
5000 koondatavat töötajat on
praegu hõivatud osalise tööajaga. 2500 Saksamaal vallandatavat inimest töötab praegu
täisajaga.
600 töötaja võrra vähendab
BMW töötajate arvu teistes
maades.
BMW soovib iga-aastaseid kulusid vähendada 500 miljoni
euro võrra suurendada 2012.
aastaks müügimahtu 8%.

toimetaja Ardo Kalda, tel 667 0141, e-post ardo.kalda@aripaev.ee
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Täna algab Tartus
Motoexotika
2008
Täna avab Tar tus
kolmeks päevaks
uksed Eesti pikima ajalooga motomess, mis
toimub juba viiendat
korda. Messil osaleb ligi
50 rmat, mis on rohkem

kui kunagi varem.
Motoexotika 2008 toob kokku tsikliringkonna, pakkudes neile temaatilist kaupa,
iseehitatud tsikleid, motoriiete demonstratsioone, uusi ja
vanemaid sõiduvahendeid,
kehamaalinguid, meelelahutust ja palju muud.
Lisaks sellele on messil mootorrataste mäkketõusu esindajad ning nende rattad.
Politsei räägib alkoholi mõjust

liiklusvahendite juhtimise
võimekusele.
Seda illustreeritakse praktiliste katsetega, kus külastajad saavad proovida liikumist kunstlikus joobeseisundis
alkoprille kasutades.
Motoexotika toimub ASi Tartu
Näitused messikeskuses
28.–30. märtsini.
Täpsem info messi kohta
www.tartunaitused.ee/
motoexotika.

AUTOMARK

Mazda 2
1,5

on Veiko Rõivase riskikoetsient seitse aastat tagasi
tema autoga juhtunud õnnetuse pärast.

TAUST
Kuidas arvutatakse riskikoetsienti praegu?
Süsteem on üles ehitatud
sõiduki-isiku paarile, mida
jälgitakse kasutusala piires.
Kui kindlustusvõtja vahetab
tihti autosid, siis hakkab nõutud üks aasta algusest peale
lugema, ja tuleb endiselt kõrget kindlustusmakset tasuda.

TSITAAT

”

Kunagi üles
ehitatud
tõhus süsteem
on oma aja ära
elanud, mistõttu
ERGO on huvitatud
universaalsemast
ja lihtsamast süsteemist.

Statoili teenindusjaamade
tankimisalad ja poed saavad
2009. aasta lõpuks uue väljanägemise. Möödunud aastal alustatud projekti raames investeerib Eesti Statoil
teenindusjaamade uuendamisesse, töötajate töötingimuste parandamisse ja mugavama

Test BMW väikses keres võimas mootor ja nelikvedu

BMW väike, aga raju
nelikäperdaja 335xi
S

elle nädala teeolude valguses on kõige õigem
tutvustada mõnda head
nelikveolist autot. Proov ise
leidis kahjuks aset päris kuivadel teeoludel, kuid BMW
335Xi suutis end ka seal tõestada.

Kõigepealt pean lugeja ees

ette ja taha kummardama ja
vabandama, sest olen siiani
täiest kõrist kriisanud, kuidas
335xi näol on tegu uue konkurendiga kiiretele Imprezadele
ja Mitsubishi Evo mudelitele. Vabandust, see pole nii.
Viimased on autod, mis õhkavad sportlikkust ja muskleid ja nelik vedu kiiretel radadel ning sunnivad omanikke
küljeakende kojameeste peale mõtlema, sest lahe on külg
ees kurve võtta. Vedrustus on
ka tavaliselt selline, millega
rajal palju rõõmu, kuid linnas

tuleb hambakaitsmed suhu
panna, et mitte autoliisingule
lisaks hambaliisingut maksta. BMW on märksa inimlikum ja selliseid asju seal ei
juhtu.
Välimus on selle auto puhul kahe otsaga asi. Nimelt
on võimalik valida, kas tahad osta kupeed või sedaani.
Sisu oli prooviautol sportlike
istmetega. See tegi suuremal
mehel natuke elu raskeks,
sest sportistmesse mahtumine oli keeruline.

Kui ennist sai mainitud, et
olen sellele autole konkurente
valesti pakkunud, siis nii see
paraku on. Konkurente tuleb
otsida ikkagi premium-klassist. Kiireid Jaapani päritolu
nelikveolisi ta puutuma ei
lähe. Ta on ikkagi üsna palju pehmem ja igapäevaselt
kasutatavam. Kas see maksab

Pille Rõivas

Praegu kehtiv liikluskindlustuse riskikoetsiendi arvutamise süsteem
hakkab ajale jalgu jääma.
Kuna seaduses enam ühtset süsteemi ei nõuta, on
kindlustusseltsidel võimalik välja töötada lihtsamad
ja universaalsemad seltsipõhised süsteemid.
Enam ei ole regulatiivset
sundi ühtse riskikoetsiendiredeli rakendamiseks ning
seltsid võivad hakata välja töötama oma süsteemi.
“Osaliselt on selline olukord juba saavutatud – tehniliselt toetab Eesti Liikluskindlustuse Fond ka sellised
hinnakomponente, mille kujunemise sisulistest põhjustest ei tea me mitte midagi,”
selgitas Eesti Liikluskindlustus Fondi juhatuse esimees
Kristjan Niinemaa. Üks hinnakomponentidest on keskse

süsteemi riskikoetsient, mille võiks kasutusest välja jätta.
Kristjan Niinemaa tõi praeguse riskikoetsiendi arvutamise süsteemi nõrkade kohtade seas välja, et ei arvestata
põhjustatud avariide reaalset
rahalist ulatust.
“Riskihindamise seisukohalt on üldjoontes oluline teada kahju tihedust ja keskmise
kahju suurust,” selgitas Niinemaa. Praegu tähendab see põhjustatud avarii riskikoetsiendi korrutamist 1,5ga, täiustatud süsteem võiks arvestada
reaalseid kahjusid. ELF plaanib tulevikus süsteemi majandamise seltsidesse anda.
ERGO Kindlustuse transpordikindlustuse osakonna
juhataja Tanel Kursi sõnul
on tõesti peamiseks liikluskindlustuse riskikoetsiendi arvestamise probleemiks
süsteemi keerukus ja raskestimõistetavus ning ühe kindlustusseltsi piires koheldakse klienti erinevalt. “Kunagi
üles ehitatud tõhus süsteem
on oma aja ära elanud, mistõt-

tu ERGO on huvitatud universaalsemast ja lihtsamast süsteemist,” rääkis Kurs.
Vajakajäämised süsteemis
tingivad selle, et autoomanikud üritavad teha kindlustust
läbi tuttavate, kel riskikoetsient väiksem.
Praegune süsteem on üles
ehitatud sõiduki-isiku paarile, mida jälgitakse kasutusala
piires. Näiteks, kui kindlustusvõtja vahetab tihti autosid,
siis hakkab nõutud üks aasta
algusest peale lugema, makstes endiselt kõrget kindlustusmakset. If Eesti Kindlustuse liikluskindlustuse projektijuhi Reet Veilbergi sõnul ei ole
see alati nii, sest osadel puhkudel kandub riskikoetsient
üle uuele sõidukile koos juba
kasutatud kindlustuspäevadega ja siis ei pea aastat uuesti alustama. Reet Veilberg leidis, et riskikoetsiendi süsteem üldjuhul toimib.
Kui kunagi ammu on põhjustatud avarii, siis nüüd endale teist autot soetades arvestab
süsteem ka seda aastaid tagasi tehtud avariid ning omaniku

teisele autole määratakse kõrgem riskikoetsient, kui esimesele autole.
Üks paljudest, kes on kokku puutunud selliste küsitavate juhtumitega, on Veiko Rõivas. Ta ei ole ise ühtegi avariid põhjustanud, kuid seda
on teinud pereliige tema autoga. Kuigi avarii toimus seitse aastat tagasi, maksab Rõivas siiani kindlustust koetsiendi järgi, mis määrati pärast avariid. Kindlustus seletas asja sellega, et tal ei olnud
vahepeal endal autot, seejärel
vahetas ta autosid tihti. “Täiesti ebaloogiline süsteem. Ma
pole ise ühtegi avariid teinud
ning tihe autode vahetamine
ei väljenda mingit riski,” rääkis Rõivas.
Salva Kindlustuse ASi liikluskindlustuse osakonna
juhataja Tõnis Tohveri sõnul
tuleb ikka ette, et isiku riskikoetsient tuleb määrata kesksest süsteemist erinevana. See
näitab, et süsteemil on kohti,
mis tekitavad mõnedes olukordades põhjendamatult kõrget
või madalat riskikoetsienti.

kiirusomadustelt kuskil kätte? Võib-olla kaldub ta mõnes
kurvis rohkem, kuid nelikveo
skeem X-drive kindlasti korvab selle. Minu arvates on
tegu raudselt omasuguste
seas ühe parema, kui mitte kõige parema süsteemiga.
Olles seda proovinud lumes,
jääl, kuival ja vesisel pinnasel,
siis võin kindlalt öelda, et see
teeb nii nagu kästakse. Külg
ette? Palun! Tahad tagasi sirgeks? Palun! Ja seda selleta, et
auto kukuks end teistpidi loopima. Suure kubatuuriga turbomootor viskab “kolmest”
edasi nagu nõelatult. Siinkohal soovitan sellest mootorist ja nelikveost täie mõnu
saamiseks manuaalkäigukasti. Automaat küll toimib hästi, kuid ei suuda lõpuni selleks jääda, mis lõbufaktorilt
suudaks manuaali lüüa.
Ardo Kalda

Kes soovib
agressiivsust,
peaks valima
kupee, mis kindlasti ka nägusam.

HINNANG

MIS ON MIS

välimus

BMW 335xi

salong ja pagasiruum

mootor 3,0 turbo
võimsus 306 hj
pöördemoment 400 Nm
kiirendus 0–100 km/h
5,5 s
tippkiirus 250 km/h
Kütusekulu 100 km kohta
linnas 14,1 l
maanteel 7,1 l
kombineeritud 9,7 l
Mõõdud
pikkus 4520 mm
laius 1817 mm
kõrgus 1421 mm
hind alates 665 900 kr

sõiduomadused
mootor
hind

18 p
(max 25 p)

ostukeskkonna loomisesse
98 miljonit krooni.
Projekti käigus uuendatakse
2009. a lõpuks tankimisalad.
Muuhulgas asendatakse
27 teenindusjaamas kokku
78 tankurit, mille uus tehnoloogia tagab kiirema tankimise ja tangitava kütuse koguse
täpsuse. Muudatuste käigus
luuakse juurde ka varikatusealuseid tankimiskohti diislikütuse tankijatele.

KINDLUSTUS

ERGO pakub
mootorratta
kaskokindlustust

Tanel Kurs, ERGO Kindlustuse transpordikindlustuse
osakonna juhataja

Veiko Rõivase pereliikme tehtud
avarii on sundinud meest seitse
aastat kallist kindlustust maksma.

Praegune süsteem on ebaõiglane ja
soodustab ohutult liiklevate inimeste
ärakasutamist

Statoil investeerib
teenindusjaamadesse

kuulutati maailma aasta autoks 2008. Valimisel edestas populaarne Mazda väikeauto Ford
Mondeot ja Mercedes-Benzi C-klassi.

NUMBER

Riskikoetsiendi
hindamissüsteem
jääb ajale jalgu

INVESTEERING

KONKURENT
Audi A4 3.2 FSI
quattro
mootor 3,2 V6
võimsus 265 hj
pöördemoment 330 Nm
kiirendus 0–100 km/h
6,2 s
tippkiirus 250 km/h
Kütusekulu 100 km kohta
linnas 13,5 l
maanteel 6,7 l
kombineeritud 9,2 l
Mõõdud
pikkus 4703 mm
laius 1826 mm
kõrgus 1427 mm
hind alates 614 900 kr

Aprillist pakub ERGO Kindlustus mootorratastele
kaskokindlustust, andes
mootorrattaomanikele võimaluse maandada liikluses
tekkivaid riske ning laiendades senist turul olevat kaskovalikut.
ERGO kindlustusdirektori
Andres Konsapi sõnul suureneb vajadus mootorratta
kaskokindlustuse järele iga
aastaga, sest kasvab uuemate rataste hulk teedel.
Kui 2005. aastal registreeriti
300 alla kahe aasta vanust
ratast, siis 2007. aastal on
see arv kasvanud üle 6 korra, ületades 2000 mootorratta piiri.
Samuti on jõudsalt kasvanud kuni 5 aasta vanuste
mootorrataste arv.
Kui aastal 2005 registreeriti ARKis 711 3–5aastast
mootorratast, siis 2007.
aastal juba 80% enam.
Liiklusõnnetuste statistika
kohaselt sageneb samas ka
avariidesse sattumine. Nii
näiteks oli möödunud aastal
155 inimkannatanuga liiklusõnnetust, mis on viiendiku võrra enam kui 2006.
aastal.
“Seni on mootorratturi põhjustatud õnnetustes hüvitatud inimeste ravikulud ja teise osapoole sõidukile tekitatud kahjud. Ratta purunemise ja remontimise kulud on
pidanud mootorrattaomanik
sageli ise kandma. Motokaskot välja töötades on ERGO
lähtunud sellest, et võimalikult paljud uuemate mootorrataste omanikud saaksid vajadusel oma sõiduriske
maandada,” rääkis Konsap.

Estonian business paper Äripäev decided to change its design
in the spring of 2006. Our main reason for the redesign was
to improve the energy and rhythm of the paper. We changed
the logo to look more contemporary and transformed the color
code to tones of grey and red. We didn’t radically change
the structure of the paper, but made it more uniform day to
day to facilitate reader navigation; the news section always
starts with a cover story on pages 4-5, features are always
after news, ad-sections are always in the same order, and
a large header tops each section. We also created a totally
new section at the beginning of the paper called “5 Minutes”
a mixture of short last-minute news and opinion.
In every section there is a clear hierarchy of stories, emphasized by the size of the headline and pictures. Double pages
are treated like one big page, having a focus on one story
emphasized by a picture and other details.
The stories generally became shorter, but we added a “twolayer” feature meaning that stories are written for those
who scan articles (headlines, photos, detailed elements),
and those who read thoroughly. After the redesign, we also
print two major stories daily, a cover story at the beginning
and a stock market story in the middle. Our Friday edition
has a unique design and includes a special features section with longer stories to give our readers something for
the weekend.

Äripäev 30. oktoober 2007

toimetaja Romet Kreek, tel 667 0192, e-post turud@aripaev.ee

BÖRS
Olympic

toimetaja Romet Kreek, tel 667 0192, e-post turud@aripaev.ee
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KUUPÄEV

Hongkong
29.10

35000

+3,9%
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30.10

� avaldavad kvartalitulemused Avon Products, ColgatePalmolive, Procter & Gamble, US Steel, UBS, UPM-Kymmene,
Neste Oil, BASF, Boliden, Danske Bank, Erste Bank ja NCC.
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investeeris
emissiooniraha
laienemisse

Olympic Entertainment
Groupi juhatuse liige
Andri Avila loodab saavutada Lätis turuliidri
positsiooni.

Viimane suurem ost tehti äsja Läti turul
Virge Lahe

Tänavu on Olympic EG kõvasti laienenud, nii et eelmisel aastal börsile tulles
aktsiate esmaemissioonist
saadud raha on ilusasti ära
paigutatud. Viimane investeering oli Läti kasiinooperaatori ost.
“Investorite jaoks on investeerimine kahtlemata positiivne tegevus, kuna keegi ei soovi näha, et raha lihtsalt bilansis kopitaks,” vastas LHV analüütik Erki Kert küsimusele,
kuivõrd hästi on kasiinorma
investeerimislembus end ära
tasunud.
“Praeguste andmete põhjal
tundub, et Admiralu klubsi ost
võis suhteliselt mõistlik olla,“
märkis Kert reedel teatatud
Admiralu klubsi omandamise eellepingu sõlmimise teate
peale. Ta põhjendas seda sellega, et arvestades Läti kasiinorma eest makstavat summat,
mis on umbes 11,3kordne ettevõtte enda eelmise aasta kasum, ei ole ka ülevõtmise hind
üleliia kallis, kuigi Kristiine
Kasiino oli selles mõttes õige
natuke odavam.
“Admiralu klubsi ost on minu hinnangul igati positiivne
samm, võimaldades kindlustada rma positsiooni sellel
turul,” kinnitas ka Hansabank
Marketsi analüütik Sander
Danil. “Balti riikidest on OEG
turuosa Lätis jätkuvalt kõige
madalam.”

KRONOLOOGIA

Olympic Casino Groupi investeeringud

NUMBER

Hoogne laieneja:
Olympic investeerinud
emissioonirahast
ligi pool miljardit rohkem
30.04
Kasiino
Ukrainas,
Kiievis
17 mln kr

Olympicu aktsia hind kroonides
(fondiemissiooniga korrigeeritud)
ja tehtud kulutused

07.11
Uus kasiino
Leedus
15,9 mln kr
08.11
Olympic Casino
Arena Kiievis,
Ukrainas
19 mln kr

16.01
Kasiino
Ukrainas,
Kiievis
17 mln kr

01.03
KK aktsiate
ja Casinova
osa ost
250,2 mln kr

03.01
Kasiinod
Tallinnas
Mustamäel ja
Balti jaamas
23 mln kr

05.02
Kasiino Tallinnas
Järve keskuses
25 mln kr

15.12
Uus kasiino
Tallinnas
14,4 mln kr

09.05
Kasiino
Valgevenes,
Minskis
16 mln kr

12.04
3 kasiinot
Rumeenias
60,2 mln kr

30.05
Hiltoni hotelli
Sunrise
kasiino Poolas,
Varssavis
110 mln kr

16.04
Colona ost Poolas
140,8 mln kr +
invest.kohustus
469,4 mln kr

05.06
Kasiino
Ukrainas,
Kiievis
17 mln kr

18.07
Kasiino
Ukrainas,
Kiievis
15 mln kr

19.09
Kasiino
Valgevenes
24 mln kr

31.07
Kasiino Tallinnas
Kristiine keskuses
13 mln kr

11.09
Kasiino
Ukrainas
15,7 mln kr

05.07
Ukraina kasiinooperaatori Eldorado
ost 144 mln kr

3.10
Kasiino
Tallinnas
Rocca al Mares
17,6 mln kr

80

60

27.08
B-kategooria
mängukoht
Leedus
12,5 mln kr

11.10
Kasiino
Valgevenes
22 mln kr

31.08
2 endist Kristiine
kasiinot
30 mln kr

26.10
Läti Admiralu klubsi
kasiinoketi ost
625,9 mln kr

40
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Kerti hinnangul on IPOst
laekunud vahendid edukalt ära
kulutatud ning seega võiks arvata, et mõneks ajaks võetakse
ülevõtmiste hoog maha. “Samas arvestades, et Olympicu
laenukoormus on väike, võib
tulevasi investeeringuid lisaks

04

05

põhitegevuse rahavoogudele
ka pankade abiga nantseerida,” märkis Kert. Tulevastest ülevõtmistest rääkides uskus ta, et tõenäoliselt juhtuvad
need seoses uutele turgudele
sisenemisega.
Danilgi oli samal meelt, et

06

07

08

edaspidi võib OEG-lt oodata
mitmeid ülevõtte, seda eriti
uutel turgudel nagu Poola ja
Ukraina. “Me kaalume hinnasihi kergitamist pärast kvartalitulemuste avaldamist.” Danil
kergitas soovituse “vähenda”
pealt “hoia” peale.

09

10

Seoses majanduskliima
oodatust pisut kiirema jahtumisega on LHV Kerdi sõnul
Olympicu prognoose kergelt
allapoole tõmbamas, kuid lõplikud muudatused teevad nad
pärast tulemuste avaldamist.
Hinnasihti LHV-l aktsiale ei

KOMMENTAAR

1124,2 O
mln krooni laekus Olympic
Entertainment Groupile börsile tulles esmaemissioonist 22.
oktoobril 2007.

1645,2

mln krooni on Olympicul kulunud aasta jooksul laienemisele ja investeeringuteks Eestis, Lätis, Leedus, Ukrainas,
Valgevenes ja Poolas. Lisaks
on Poola kasiino ostuga seotud ligi poole miljardiline investeeringukohustus.

HIND

20

0

Kuna lõplik hind sõltub
kohustuste ja varade suurustest tehingu lõpetamise hetkel, ei soostunud Danil hinda
kommenteerima. Ta lisas, et
Admiralu tänavused tulemused ületavad arvatavasti mulluseid.

3
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40000

82,93
krooni ehk 5,30 euro peal
sulgus eile Olympic EG aktsia. See on 19% rohkem,
kui on Hansabank Marketsi
81,9kroonine (5,25 eurot) hinnasiht.

ole, soovitus on “neutraalne”.
“Investoritel soovitan jälgida,
kuidas suudab Olympic oma
käivet ja kasumit lisaks ülevõtmistele ka orgaaniliselt kasvatada,” rõhutas Kert.
Andri Avila kinnitusel pole
ettevõte selle aasta prognoo-

lympicu laienemine
on läinud ka rahalises
mõttes plaanipäraselt
ja see jätkub. Midagi ei ole
selles osas muutunud ning
võib öelda, et oleme isegi natuke plaanidest ees.
Selleks aastaks planeeritud 100 mln euro (1,5 mld
krooni) suurusest investeerimiseelarvest oli 50% ette
nähtud ettevõtete soetamiseks. Tänaseks oleme lõpule
viinud neli ostutehingut koguinvesteeringute mahuga
38 mln eurot (592 mln krooni) ning Läti kasiinooperaatori Admiralu klubsi tehingu lõpuleviimisega sel aastal jääks
investeeringute kogusumma
78 mln euro (1,217 mld krooni) peale.
Admiralu selle aasta käibeks prognoosime 18 mln
latti ja kasumiks 5 mln latti.
Meie kindel soov on haarata
lähitulevikus Lätis liidripositsioon. Kui tehing heaks kiidetakse, on OEG-l 25% suurune
turuosa Läti turul ehk esialgu
teine koht.
Andri Avila, Olympicu juhatuse liige

se muutnud. Ärituludeks on
prognoositud 2,67 mld krooni
ja ärikasumiks 595 mln krooni. Kõige suuremaks probleemiks pidas Avila tööjõuga
seonduvat. Majanduskasvu
aeglustumine kasiinoärile üldiselt ei mõju.
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elpais.com,
Spain

elpais.com is an elegant, clear and well-structured online newspaper. guides the user towards the horizontal menus, where the main
It offers a simple and rational framework in order to facilitate access navigation is located. The brown color identifies the print edition
content, and the combination of reds and oranges is used to keep
to a huge amount of information.
the reader’s attention.
The aim of its major November 2006 redesign was to develop a
different and unique graphic approach according to its own style. Typographically, elpais.com uses system fonts; Georgia for the titles
The visual elements stand over the interface, and the multimedia and body text, in combination with Arial and Tahoma, and graphic
formats are graphically identified to help the reader: photos, audios, fonts, like Granjon.
animations, and video.
The most advanced and experimental design is used in the specials,
In the redesign of elpais.com, form really follows function. A simple especially in the online magazine EP3, an example of innovation in
color scheme using shades of blues identifies the website, and multimedia information coverage.
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guardian.co.uk,
England

From its launch in January 1999, guardian.co.uk has transformed footage created by our own teams. We are experimenting and learning
from a newspaper website into a truly global news source with as the web evolves and organically equipping these teams with the
approximately a third of its users based in the UK, a third in the US skills they need as a vital step to long-term business growth.
and a third from the rest of the world.
We are also working closely with The Shaw Trust, which manuGuardian.co.uk is undertaking a phased redevelopment of its award- ally tests the site with disabled users, to ensure guardian.co.uk is
winning network. Visually the pages have been transformed with accessible to everyone.
cleaner lines and a wider grid to reflect the Berliner design of the
Guardian newspaper. There is a greater emphasis on photography,
multi-media, community and user generated content. Unlike more
traditional publishers, we are developing our multi-media coverage
in-house, complementing video and news feeds with audio and video
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The Globe & Mail,
Canada
My Globe

My Portfolio

My Weather

Most Popular

Print Edition

Login or Register

Newspaper Subscription

Member Centre

Newspaper Ads

Enter the city, then press
“Submit”:
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News
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WEEK IN PICS

DID YOU SEE?

SAY WHAT?

Best from the
past week

The week's hot
clips

Kesterton's
Verbatim

Exclusive Online Globe Documentaries

Buttle captures world title

GLOBE ESSAY

Sudbury native is first Canadian men's winner since Elvis
Stojko in 1997 12:19 PM 4

Omar Khadr: A most
peculiar young offender

Related: Virtue, Moir bring home silver medal

Report: France to send 1,000 more troops to
Afghanistan

Sean Fine
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24sata.hr,
Croatia

24sata (www.24sata.hr) is the only news-site that fits the size of
computer screen, one screen only in any resolution, and has no
scrolling. This new concept and design was launched in Sep. 2007
and has driven unique users from 30.000 to 120.000 per day.
Page views rocketed to almost 2,5 million a day, 15 times more
than before the redesign.
24sata as a newspaper launched in March 2005, became profitable in 2 years and is now a clear market leader in Croatia. It was
tailored to meet the needs of a modern reader. It is faster, shorter,
clearer and in an A4 format. Our website needed to reflect the
standards of the paper.

In our belief, the only natural medium is a screen that users can
see. Being in one screen makes 24sata simple, usable and much
more intuitive.
The site had to be multimedia-based, interactive and multifunctional,
but in a way that will not require users’ extra effort or tech-knowledge.
It is searchable and consumable in many different ways. Users can
chose to view the frontpages of sections, browse the whole site or
specific section like a newspaper with the bottom-right navigator,
search the entire list of published items (story, video...), view the
whole site as “news in pictures“ which is automated, etc.
Any story on 24sata.hr can have text, video and photo gallery appear
instantaneously in one screen, without jumping from one format
to the other. Nevertheless, any story can be
viewed as an article only, gallery only or video
only. It’s up to the user.
All news is published and updated immediately and nothing is jealously kept for the
newspapers, allowing us to satisfy heavyusers as well as those who only come once a
day. Site statistics are public for all users.

Top 5 website designs
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PAGE

Times Online,
UK

The new site makes it simple for users to navigate and consume content.Times Online uses only two fonts throughout, to ensure consistency:
both Georgia and Arial were created specifically for screen usage and
offer maximum clarity. The site is wider and uses larger images which
punch harder on the page while the extra space allows the content to
The full top-to-bottom redesign meshes the most up-to-date research breathe. The site’s palette consists of only 15 colours, which allow for
in user behaviour with the core qualities of our brands. Times journalism greater contrast. Rather than colour-coding sections, we have used
is associated with quality, trust and authority and the site incorporates colour functionally to aid navigation and signposting.
these attributes with the rhythms and principles of the web.
The horizontal navigation is visible in its entirety without scrolling,
and each page has been designed to act as a home page to assist
the large proportion of users who enter the site at article level from
search engines.

2007 saw the transformation of Times Online (www.timesonline.co.uk).
We relaunched in February 2007 with a design that set the standard
for UK newspaper websites and was hailed by New York Times web
guru, Khoi Vinh, as an example to the rest of the world.

The redesign conveys the classic brand values
of The Times and The Sunday Times but adds
a modern twist to create a fresh and vibrant
online experience.
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